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Secretary’s Report 1983

Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore
Hon. Secretary
Hon Treasurer

Peter J. Bunting
C. Joe Fitsgerald
Liam McGonagie
Brian Hegarty
T. Robert J. Shanks

Committee:
Northern Area: Hugh P. Kennedy, Michael McKee,
Arthur S.P. Orr, David S. Park.
East Coast Area: Robert Barr, John Gore-Grimes,
John H. Guinness, Dermod J. Ryan.
Cork Area: Barry Hassett, Dan J. Keily, David
Nicholson, Michael R. Sullivan.
West Coast Area: Patrick A. Dinneen, David B.H.
Fitzgerald.
Committee Meetings:
Four Committee Meetings were held during the year, all
at the Royal St. George Yacht Club. The average attendance
at committee meetings was 72.4%.
I would like to express our gratitude to the Royal St.
George Yacht Club for making their premises and dining
facilities available to us, not only for our committee
meetings, but for our AGM as well.
Annual General Meeting:
The Annual General Meeting of the Club was held on
Friday, 8th April 1983 at the Royal St. George Yacht Club.
Sixty six members attended making this AGM one of the
best attended ever in the Clubs history. The Commodore,
Peter Bunting thanked the out-going Rear Commodore,
John Gore-Grimes for the tremendous contribution he made
and continues to make to the I.C.C.
He also welcomed the new Rear Commodore, Liam
McGonagie. In the absence of nominations for the
Committee the Commodore put forward his own which were
duly elected. Those involved are already listed at the
beginning of this report.
The Honorary Treasurer, Robert Shanks took members
through the accounts, which include Irish Cruising Club
Publications Ltd., as well as the Irish Cruising Club. Whilst
the finances were healthy the Honorary Treasurer stressed
that it may be necessary to borrow £4,000 to £5,000 to float
the new edition of the South & West Coast Sailing
Directions. The Commodore, in his address, thanked John
Gore-Grimes for his work in producing the Annual. In
particular he congratulated John on getting the Annual
published, and out in time for Christmas. George Kennefick
was thanked for judging the logs.
Refering to the C.C.A. Cruise in Company in Maine,
U.S.A., he said it had been a tremendous event and he
thanked John Guinness for his trojan work in setting up and
fostering the I.C.C.’s representation there which was
substantial.
About the new South & West Sailing Directions, the
Commodore expressed the Clubs gratitude to Paul

Campbell, the late Bob Berridge, and Arthur Orr tor the
much effort that is going into producing the 6th Edition.
He told the meeting that Paul Campbell had intimated his
intention to retire after this one, but that Arthur Orr would
carry on the work instead.
Others thanked for their special efforts for the Club were
the Hon. Publications Officer, Jennifer Guinness; the Vice
Commodore, Joe Fitzgerald and the Hon. Secretary for
arranging the Annual Dinner at Killarney, and Ted Crosbie
for replying on behalf of the guests; also thanked were the
Hon. Treasurer and last years Committee and Flag Officers.
Following the business of the meeting George Kennefick,
as judge of logs, called out the names of the winners of Club
Trophies who were presented with them by Mrs. Anne
Bunting. Dinner was available afterwards for members in
the Royal St. George Yacht Club, and the whole affair was
a fine social occasion.
Membership:
Membership stands at close to 460. At the AGM on the
8/4/83 we remembered five members who had died during
the past year -- Brendan Maguire, John B. Kinmonth, Bob
Berridge, R.J. (Dick) Hearne and Peter D. Odlum.
We also welcomed nineteen new members to the Club -Desmond J. Barrington, Philip Bourke, Paul Cooper,
Charles A. Duncane, Maurice H. Flowers, Walter Fogerty,
Brenda Kelliher, Victor Lane, Roderick G. Monson,
Geoffrey Morris, Brian O’Halloran, Thomas O’Keeffe,
Alan Pearson, Norbert Reilly, Frederick J. Rogerson, John
M. Ross, Nicholas L. Smyth, James D. Donegan and
Donald J. McClement.
Annual Dinner:
Our dinner was held at the Great Southern Hotel,
Killarney on Saturday, 12th March, 1983. Between members
and guests, 96 sat down to dinner, a greater number than

Guest Speaker at the I.C.C. Annual Dinner. The
irrepressible Ted Crosby. Photo: Paul Cooper
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Clayton Love at the I.C.C. Anual Dinner
Photo: Paul Cooper

The Commodore Peter Bunting at the I.C.C. Annual
Dinner Photo: Paul Cooper

the previous year, but less than some of the dinners held
in other years. Ted Crosbie, an I.C.C. member, spoke on
behalf of the guests and caused much mirth. It was an
enjoyable occasion from which many members and their
guests returned home suitably fatigued!
The 1984 dinner is planned for Saturday, 4th February
1984 at the Great Southern Hotel, Galway.

South Coast End-of-Season Rally to East Ferry:
Arranged this year for Sunday, 1 Ith September, the Vice
Commodore tells me that weather conditions were quite
pleasant for late summer, 1983. He tells me that he shook
hands with almost everybody present, and would like to
thank Jimmy Butler for the use of the marina. Members
yachts were -- Spellbound (Raymond Fielding), Mandalay
(Joe Fitzgerald), Bockma (Dominic Daly), Carrigdown (Bill
Walsh), Lola (Paddy Walsh), Stargazer (Dan Keily), Golden
Harvest (Michael Snell), Tam O’Shanter (Jim Butler).

Whit Race to Port St. Mary:
We are indebted to Dermod Ryan for organising this years
event. Twelve yachts entered for the Feeder Race to Port
St. Mary for the Sright Salver. Starting from Howth at 21.00
on Friday, June 3rd, a fresh southerly ensured a fast passage
for all. Deerhound was first home at 04.37 on
Saturday with an average speed of 8V2 knots, and on
corrected time won the Wright Salver. Challenge (Ivan Firth)
unfortunately lost her rudder and was forced to retire.
For the Rally which followed at Port St. Mary, the
following mamber’s yachts participated -- Bandersnatch
(Ross Courtney), Beaver (Philip Byrne), Corcomroe (Des
Turvey and Liam MaGonagle), Deerhound (John Guinness
with the Commodore aboard), Estrellita (Clive Martin),
Four Seasons (Lew Heath), Maximizar (Patrick Branigan),
Ring of Kerry (Cormac McHenry), Sceolaing (Dermod
Ryan), Shardana (John Gore-Grimes), State O’Chassis (Des
Bradley, Terence Johnson and others), Tritsch-Tratsch IV
(Otto Glaser), Southwind (Norbert Reilly), and Vamos H
(Peter Verschoyle).
The weather was excellent for the weekend and an
informal get together was held at the Perwick Bay Hotel on
Saturday evening. Altogether it was a most successful
weekend, particularly so as the wind kindly shifted 180° for
the return trip to give fair winds for home. The
Commodore’s presence aboard Deerhound, in the absence
of his own Gulkarna in Maine, U.S.A., was much
apprieciated.
Glandore Rally
Organised this year by the Vice Commodore, Joe
Fitzgerald, the event was held on Saturday, 16th July. Some
64 dined in the Marie Hotel, Glandore, on a beautiful
summers evening, which made the occasion a great success.
Members yachts present were -- Mandalay (Joe
Fitzgerald), Moonduster (Denis Doyle), Meander (Michael
Sullivan), Stargazer (Dan Keily), Spellbound (Raymond
Fielding), Charlena (Patrick Whelan), Lola (Patrick Walsh),
Namhara (Harold Cudmore Snr.), Partizan (David
Fitzgerald).
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East Coast Autumn Rally to Carlingford Lough:
Bad weather in September and gale damage to yachts in
Dun Laoire about a week ahead of this event, severely
curtailed the number of members who were prepared to take
part on Saturday, 24th September. Some Committee
Members feel that there is a need to rethink the date of this
rally and it is intended to seek members views at the next
AGM.
After all the bad weather, those who participated enjoyed
a really splendid sail northwards on Friday evening and
Saturday morning. Those venturing North from Dublin were
Shardana (John Gore-Grimes), Estrellita (Clive Martin),

Bob Fannin asleep -- Another photo in the Bob Fannin
sleeps series. Photo: Paul Cooper

Bandersnatch (Peter Courtney) and Challenge (Ivan Firth
with Dick Lovegrove aboard). Hugh Kennedy, with Michael
McKee aboard, broght Tosca round from Strangford Lough
while two local boats, Cuchulain (Michael O’Farrell) and
Saoirse joined from Greencastle.
It was intended to run a seamanship competition for the
Rockabill Trophy, however a northerly F. 6-8 which blew
up on Saturday afternoon created a situation at Carlingford
which rendered a competition inadvisable. As it would seem
a pity not to use the Rockabill Trophy it was decided to
present it to whoever was deemed to have made the best use
of the weekend. Accordingly it was awarded to Clive Martin
in Estrellita who on the Saturday afternoon sailed out in
heavy winds to explore the lough, and was subsequently
unable to return to Carlingford until quite late in the evening
for tidal reasons.
Betty Hegarty makes the point to a beaming
Sandy Taggart Photo: Paul Cooper

South & West Coast Sailing Directions: Sixth Edition:
As most members will know by now the new Edition
became available in early June this year. It represents the
culmination of a great deal of work by Paul Campbell, the from their cars! See items of possible interest in the local
late Bob Berridge, and our new Hon. Editor of Sailing "press! Hear about forthcoming events in the local pub! All
Direction, Arthur Orr. We are much indebted to them for this information I want sent to me so as I can sift it, check
the time and effort that they gave to this most worthwhile
it, and if suitable put it into the amendments each year.
work.
Accurate sketch plans, sources of information are
Our Committee decided to offer members the New
particularly welcome as are names of people with whom to
Edition at a pre-publication price of IR £12 up to the end communicate for further information.
of June 1983. Thereafter the price would be IR £18. We
Our books, of which there are several thousand in
appealed to members to avail themselves of this offer to help circulation, are widely used, not only by yachtsmen but by
cut down the amount which the Club would otherwise have local authorities, tourist boards, lights authorities and naval
to borrow to finance this publication. I am happy to say organisations, so accuracy from all points of view is
that our members response has made a significant paramount. I aim to produce the amandments of each
contribution to Club finances.
volume in the Spring of each year, as quickly as possible
About keeping Sailing Directions up-dated, Arthur Orr after the publication of the March edition of the Admiralty
has made the following plea:Notices to Mariners (S.C.E.).
"As most of you are aware these two volumes are
Would members please co-operate by forwarding any
published by the Club in the interests of safe nagivation and useful information as soon as possible so as to give me time
pleasant cruising around our coasts. They represent a major to work on it? My address is - Auther Orr, "Evergreen",
investment of the Clubs current financial resources - about 11, Old Hollywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2HJ i
£25,000 IR -- at todays prices, not to speak of very Phone -- Belfast 62601 at home and 57261 at business"
considerable time and effort by present and past members.
Keeping these volumes up to date is quite a major task
which needs the help and co-operation of all, repeat all, our Senior Membership:
members regardless of whether they have actually sailed in
Our Committee decided during the year that there should
any particular area during the season. Members can observe
be a category of Senior Membership in the Club which
should be subscription free. The idea was that it would apply
to members with long membership -- who form part of our
Clubs’ history -- who might otherwise drift away from the
That man from the West Dave Fitzgerald
Club. At a meeting onFriday, 6th May 1983, it was decided
Photo: Paul Cooper
"that any member who has attained the age of 65, and who
has been a member for 35 years, shall not be required to
pay a membership fee"
Subscriptions:
Subscriptions will fall due on 1st January 1984. The
subscription is IR £15 and should be sent to Robert Shanks,
10, Massey Avenue, Belfast BT4 2JS.
List of Members and Yachts:
I have endeavoured to update names and addresses, and
the list of yachts, etc., as best I can. I would thank all those
members who have responded to my appeals for information
during the past year. It is of great help to me. I am sure
that there are errors and/or omissions in this 1983 Annual.
If such is the case please tell me so that I may correct my
records for the future.
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Wybrants Cup
The long lost Wybrants Cup, for which a replacement was
purchased (Wybrants-Kearney Cup), has happily returned
like the prodigal son. The Wybrants Cup has been reinstated
as the trophy awarded for the best Scottish cruise.
Our Committee intend to have the Wybrants-Kearney Cup
renamed the John B. Kearney Cup, but precisely how it will
be awarded has not yet been decided.

Lastly:
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the Flag
Officers and Committee, with whom I work on the Clubs
behalf, for the support and help they have given me. I would
also like to record my special thanks to our fellow I.C.C.
Member, George Nairn, Secretary of the Royal St. George
Yacht Club, for his ready help to me.
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Challenge Cup Awards 1983
Michael McKee

Who else in the Club, except Micky d’Alton, would anchor
in a bucket -- and then report it? There is more than a
bucketful of salt water in this year’s logs. There is a barrelful
of salt & rain, sun & ice, gales & calms, extroverts & the
odd bit of introspection, drama & humour.The cruises have
ranged from Rio in the South to North Cape and from
Mobile in the West to Corinth & Turkey, and also from
sealevel to the top of Ben Nevis .(4406 ft..)
Having read all the logs a couple of times to get the feel
of them I began to wonder if we were in danger of becoming
a bit smug, members of the Irish Cruising Club, crews on
fine seagoing yachts, impeccable navigators, owners of
remarkable stomachs and critical palates, erudite about
Celtic mythology and charming. On reflection and after
reading the logs again I was reassured, while we still have
Winkie Nixon and Dave Ryan roaming the waves there will
continue to be a leavening of the loaf.
Several interesting features have emerged. Of the 27 logs
submitted, 12 were wholly or partly family cruises while
almost all the logs refer to members previous logs for
information and indeed it must be of considerable assistance
to have this sort of practical help readily available.
Pat Colleran starts by quoting "then a summer day up
the fiords can be mild and warm and just as agreeable as
in our countries" and goes on to describe arriving in
Greenland in fog and rain with icebergs and rafts of
icegrating against the hull. On the other side of the Equator
what a pity that Otto’s "First Cruise" should have to
compete with Morgana, Deerhound and Meg of Muglins]
While 1983 was largely the year of the "Iron Topsail’
Dermod Ryan reminds us with his vivid description that the
elements are not to be trifled with.
Seven yachts chose Scotland and the Outer Isles this
summer. Apart from Ricjak and Wild Goose they were all
small yachts but all will remember 1983 as the year for the
West Coast.
Ring of Kerry, Fiacra, Sceolaing and Condor returned to
Brittany. One wonders if Robert Barr knows as many
members of the Cruising Club as he does Frenchmen? What
an ambassador for the Club and for Ireland!
Verve, Sceolaing, Whistling Oyster, Golden Friendship
and Shardana made for Spain and Portugal, arrived there,
stayed there and returned home, albeit eventually.
Apart from Svengala and Black Shadow our Hon.
Secretary was the only one to venture to England and he
chose to stay in the Celtic South West corner where he also
enjoyed the best of ’83.
The Med. was also covered but lightly, Spokestar turned
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her back on the Balearics for the coast of Spain, Billy and
Brian Smyth took Velma from Maltato Piraeivs (engine
hours 78% of passage time) while Wallace Clark et al had
a fortnight in Turkey.
Black Shadow took all summer to travel 3198 miles but
in so doing she gave 18 people very successful cruising and
visited England, North Germany, Denmark, Sweden and
Norway.
I would like to thank the Committee for asking me to
judge the Log Competitions. I wonder what I’ve done to
deserve this extreme honour? Perhaps its my 21st birthday
present form the Club. I would also like to thank all the
members who submitted logs. They are all very readable,
many with excellent pilotage hints, useful names and
addresses, advice on the availability of food, drink and fuel
etc.
I award the Faulkner Cup to Ronald Cudmore and
Morgana for a 5000 miles cruise, so quietly and competently
handled that it reads like a weekend trip to the Clyde.
I award the Strangford Cup to John Guinness and
Deerhound for a superbly executed cruise of around 3500
miles to North Cape. The log of this cruise will surely
become a Pilot book for others to follow in the future.
I award the Atlantic Trophy to Jack Coffey and Meg of
Muglins for a 3000 mile dander round the Atlantic with a
short stop at the Azores for bunkers.
I award the Wybrands Cup to Micky d’Alton and Siamsa
for a masterful cruise to St. Kilda. Just imagine an English
officer having the termerity to be younger than Michael!
I award the Fortnight Cup to Cormac MacHenry and
Ring of Kerry for an apparently unhurried cruise of 844
miles with good company and good food.
I award the Round Ireland Cup to Tony Doherty and
Svegala for a most interesting and entertaining account of
a new route round Ireland.
Finally I award the Fingal Trophy to Paddies in Galicia.
Not realising that our Hon. Editor had a grown up family
I rang him up to ask if his brother was known as Tony or
Anthony as only the girls names are mentioned, only to find
that it is his own log and the log of a cruise I would have
loved to be part of.

Hon. Editor’s Note

The late Rory O’Hanlon concluded his introduction to
Winkie Nixon’s sailing classic "To Sail the Crested Sea"
with the following paragraph:
"In concluding I cannot but think of the charming
"September Song" The early 1930’s are now a long time
ago, so far me it is Autumn and the leaves fall. But in our
club it is still very early Spring, and the brave little
snowdrops are pushing their manly heads through the snow.
It is Spring, too, for our younger Members who these days
achieve so much in small yet efficient yachts, bringing lustre
to the Irish Cruising Club. As long as they are with us, our
Club will prosper and maintain the dignity and reputation
it has achieved over the years."
Since Rory worte these words I have been privileged to
watch the Spring time of the Irish Cruising Club develope.

Bill Walsh sailing CARRIGDOUN across the entrance of Cork Harbour.
Photo: Kevin Dwyer.

This year marks a new stage in our development with
incredible cruises to distant ports as far apart as the Nord
Kapp, Narssarssuaq, South West Harbor Mobile, Horta and
Rio de Janeiro. These accounts are well balanced in our
Annual by the more homely cruises to the ports of our own
Island, to Scotland’s western seaboard, to the South Coast
of England, to Brittany and to the North West of Spain.
There are also some warm and gallant accounts of cruising
in the Mediterranean. If this is our Spring, as I too believe
it to be, our Summer, when it eventually arrives, will be even
brighter and warmer than the Summer of 1983. Navigational
methods may change and improve and our ships may be
sturdier but this does not take away from the genuine
challange and the precious freedom of being at sea with
one’s companions in a small sailing boat. The achievement,
in each case, is relative but the feeling is just as magnificently
the same.
We constantly strive to improve the quality of your
Annual and this year a number of editorial suggestions were
made which are recorded below as a means of avoiding
further repetition of your Hon. Editor’s "lecture".
1. The Committee reserves the right to control the total
number of logs published in the Annual and if the number
of logs received exceeds that number the Editor may refer
the submission to the Editorial Sub-Committee whose
dicision will be final as to which logs are published and which
logs are omitted.
2. Please specify if your submission is a log or a Dunn’s
Ditty. If it is a log it is suggested that a normal three to four
weeks cruise should not exceed 5,000 words and that a major
cruise should not exceed 10,000 words. A log which is less
than 2,500 words may not be considered for publication.
If you submit a Dunn’s Ditty please ensure that this does
not exceed 400 words.
3. All logs submitted should state whether or not they are
to be entered for the Challenge Cup Awards. If a log is
submitted for the Challenge Cup Awards it must be
accompanied by a Track Chart carefully drawn on white
paper with black pen and place names thereon correctly
spelled.
4. All logs should be submitted in typescript, in duplicate,
with double spacing to reach the Hon. Editor by the 31st
October in each year. Black and white photographs only
should be submitted on half plate with glossy finish (size
6 by 8 inches approx). Black and white photographs are very
much appreciated and it is noted, in spite of frequent pleas,
that many of the photographs submitted are prints from
colour prints or transparencies. The quality is not as good
and perhaps one member of the crew will take black and
white film in his camera in future.
5. All Accounts should be submitted in narrative form and
should be properly punctuated. Every effort should be made

The Beaufort Windscale should be expressed in numerals
using abbreviations, F. 6-7 etc.

make the account interesting to the reader and it should
~f" course provide information about the passage together
with pilotage information.
6. Members are requested to refrain from making political
comments though circumstances may have arisen in which
members have had a bad experience in dealing with customs
officials or port authorities etc. If members wish to record
criticism of an experience which they have had or of gear
used aboard they should do so as moderately as possible.
7. Each log should be submitted with a frontispiece stating
the name of the vessel, the type of the vessel, the crew and,
to the nearest 300 words approximately the number of words
in the article.
8. Members are asked to check carefully their spelling and
in particular the spelling of place names and ports. Please
avoid unnecessary use of capital letters particularly when
using points of the compass. "We sailed around the northwest coast of Donegal on Friday the 5th June" Bearings
should be expressed as figures e.g. 220°, 05°, 09°. If using
abbreviations for compass points then the capital letter alone
should be used: for instance, S.W. Latitude or Longitude
should be written as 54° 30’N. or 06° 13’W.
9. Clock times should always be expressed by reference to
the twenty four hour clock. Such should be written simply
02.30 or 17.55 and not Two-thirty a.m. or 17 hours 55 mins.
10. As far as possible numerals under 100 should be written
in words but numerals can be used for distances, bearings,
temperatures, pressures, speeds, latitudes and longitudes.

Reflections of DERRYNANE and the glorious summer of ’83.
Photo: Kevin Dwyer.
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11. Many contributors seem to forget that the full stop
comes at the end of the sentence so that sentences tend to
run into whole paragraphs. We would like to encourage the
use of full stops!
12. Italics should be used for all ship’s names. To indicate
this on a typescript please underline the name.
13. Any logs submitted for competition should also have
a table of times and distance between ports and details of
the amount of use made of the engine.
14. All logs subbmitted must be written by the owner or
part owner or Charterer of a vessel or by a crew member
of that vessel who is also a member of the Club. The cruise
may consist of a single voyage or a series of voyages made
during the year.
My thanks are due to Bob Fannin who has kindly drawn
the cleit on the cover. My wife Jan continues to provide
invaluable help and Declan Clancy of Reprint Limited has
once again ensured that the Annual is published during the
year of the activities recorded therein. We hope that the
binding is adequate this year and if not all members are
invited to a party at Howth Marina at 18.00 hrs. on January
15th 1984 when Mr. Clancy will be stripped, verbally abused
and unceremoniously dipped in the waters of Howth
Harbour.
John Gore-Grimes

Gulkarna’s Return
The Commodore Peter Bunting

1983 was to be Gulkarnas coming home year and on
Wednesday 29th June we flew out to Boston to collect the
boat from South West Harbor where she had been wintering
at Hinckley’s Yard. My crew was Dermod Davey and Ulrik
Lawson both of whom had sailed on other legs of the trip
-- Dermod on all of them -- with Jeremy Reid and Paul
Wilcocks. Neither Jeremy or Paul had sailed with us before.
Paul is a fully paid-up card carrying navigator and Jeremy
turned out to be a cook and bread maker of the highest order
and both of them proved to be excellent hands.
We had a car booked from the "Tryharder" people at
Boston Airport and were on board by about midnight local
time on the same day. Hinckleys had left a bottle of
champagne on the table with a nice little note -- Irish Yards
please copy -- and by general agreement the champagne was
dealt with before a very tired crew turned in.
Everyone worked hard over the next three days and by
Saturday evening we were stored up and ready to go, with

The Commodore’s Gulkarna at Ringhaddy shortly after completing the
Atlantic circuit. Photo: W.M. Nixon
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"the intention of sailing to Halifax, Nova Scotia by way of
a "shakedown" There was no wind as we motored away
into a fog of the kind which some will remember form the
Roque Island party of 1982, but this was of an even more
solid consistency and was to last all the way to Halifax. The
Walker Sat Nav worked and was most useful. The Canadian
Coast Guards have an efficient traffic control system at
Chebucto Head at the entrance to Halifax and kept the
vessels advised of incoming and outgoing traffic. We had
radar but the coastguards guidance was most helpful. There
was nil visibility until we had completed our entry to the
NW arm when we motored into bright sunshine and berthed
at the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron. This was a most
friendly club and we did a few jobs, made a few last minute
purchases and filled up with diesel and water. On our last
night the crew very kindly took me to dinner at the Club.
We dined well although one member of the crew reported
next day that his snails for starters and clams for a main

course had started to fight as soon as we got to sea on the
6th July.
Our expectation of westerly winds proved false and we
made sail to a moderate SE which did nothing to clear the
fog until the third day out when we had a fine day of
sunshine. This was very welcome as it enabled Paul to get
a fix. The Sat Nav had reverted to Chinese on leaving
Halifax. With only a short tack to weather Sable Island we
remained on starboard all the way to Ireland with the wind
more or less on the beam. The breeze only once died away
completely and never got above F. 7 and that only twice.
Our track became somewhat more northerly than we had
intended and we crossed over the Labrador Banks in
continuous thick fog and with some concern about ice-bergs
which were reported to be more plentiful than usual. This
was the extreme edge of Gore-Grimes territory -- and he
is welcome to it! A couple of days later we were clear of
the fog and thereafter had sunny weather until almost home.
The passage was really uneventful and would make dull
reading. We spoke to only one ship who was able to confirm
that our new Firdell Radar Reflector was very effective "you

have an echo like a super tanker" That was comforting to
hear.
The navigators landfall was faultless and we had Eagle
Island and Barra Head then Tory Island beacons to help.
Since it was now not required, the Sat Nav started to
function again. The wind was dying as we closed the Irish
Coast and it was under engine that we raised Inishtrahull
in poor visibility. Telephone calls home were made through
Islay radio and we continued to motor in a greasy calm and
poor visibility through Rathlin Sound inside the Maidens,
Copeland Sound, South Rock and, as we entered Strangford
Lough, we tied the knot at Angus Rock.
We had left Halifax at 09.15 on 6th July and were
alongside Strangford Pier at 09.15 on 25th July. We had
only had a couple of days when the wind was really light
and never anything more than F. 7.
Having left Strangford Lough in August 1981, gone south
to the Canaries then to Maine via Bermuda and home by
Nova Scotia and the North end of Ireland it was, as Dermod
remarked, probably one of the slowest Round Ireland cuises
ever.

My First Cruise
Otto Glaser

For many years my more sybaritic friends had been extolling
the virtues of cruising and contrasting the joys of freedom
with the stark miseries of careering around the Irish Sea and
the English Channel. Eventually, having more by accident
than by disign come into the possession of the beautiful
cruising ketch Tritsch-Tratsch IV, I decided to give it a try.
There was never much doubt that Rio de Janeiro should be
the objective. It provides a magnificently situated and exotic
culumination to a long voyage; the route traverses at least
five distinct and interesting weather systems; the actual
course to be taken would pose some extremely interesting
questions and permit some fascinating options; and finally
the 5,000 mile journey would be long enough to warrant a
very detailed and extensive planning arid preparation exercise
which would hopefully serve as a model for further
undertakings of this kind.
While the optimum time for a fast crossing of the equator
is January when there is likely to be the shortest transition
from the North East Trades to the South East Trades, we
chose July/August as this would ensure reasonable weather
for the whole of the voyage. As will be seen, the possibility
of tropical revolving storms in the area of the Cape Verde
Islands at that time of the year was given a great deal of
attention but the risk was considered to be very small. This
is, of course, in contrast with voyages to the West Indies
when yachts usually lay up either in the Canaries or in
Maderia until November before attempting the crossing so
as to avoid the vastly greater hurricane risks to the west of
the Cape Verde Islands area.
The normal route to Brazil leads via either Maderia or
the Canary Islands to the Cape Verde Islands and from there
across to Recife at the north east corner of Brazil. This
routeing takes into account the world’s surface wind and
current circulation systems, namely the Westerlies above 40°
N., the Variables down to 30° N., the very steady North
East Trades down to the equatorial trough popularly known
as the Doldrums, the Doldrums themselves, and then the
equally steady South East Tardes down to about 30° S. In
our case an extra complication arising would be the South
West Monsoon which is prevalent off the west coast of
Africa from June to October, and which is accompanied
by heavy thundery squalls. There is also a possibility of water
spouts in this area. While all these weather systems are
shown on any elementary global wind map, we were
nonetheless thrilled to have the oportunity of personally
experiencing their vagaries.
For the long haul from the Cape Verde Islands to Brazil
the Admiralty sailing directions for sailing ships (1) indicate
that one should initially steer more or less south after leaving
the Cape Verde Islands and then go on the starboard tack
on reaching the Doldrums and the associated South West
Monsoon winds at about 11° N. and head off in a south
easterly direction until one is firmly ensconced in the South
East Trades at about 5° N. At this point one should get on
to the port tack and head for the north east corner of Brazil.
Navigators are severely cautioned not to give way to the

temptation of heading south west too early because of the
strong westgoing South Equatorial Current and the
consequent danger of being swept past the wrong side of
Cape de S. Roque on the North East corner of Brazil and
having to beat back against a 2 knot current and 30 knots
of South East Trades. Skippers are therefore warned not
to cross the equator any further west than say about 24° W.
This approach to the problem of the winds and currents
in the Central and South Atlantic was more or less confirmed
by the various yachtsmen I spoke to or who had written
about this subject (2). However, on studying the course
taken in the middle of the last century by the Austrian sailing
frigate Novara on her journey round the world I noted with
surprise that she entirely skipped the two sides of the triangle
to the east and took a much more direct course for Brazil
(3). Thus at latitude 5° N. she was almost 12° further west
and at the equator she was 9° further west than the official
Admiralty route. The Swedish sailing frigate Eugenie took
a similar course in 1851, although admittedly at a different
time of the year when the Doldrums are further south and
the problem is less marked (4). On following up these
apparent discrepancies we discovered that these ships had
followed a route previously pioneered by Lieutnant N.F.
Maury, U.S.N., who became hydrographer of the U.S. Navy
in 1842 and who in 1847 issued his "Wind and Current Chart
of the North Atlantic", which was subsequently followed
by extensive explanatory sailing directions issued under
various titles (5). He was thus the father of the modern
routeing chart and the uniform system of recording
oceanographic data. His contribution to navigation in
general was of immense value and American Pilot charts
to this day carry an acknowledgemnt of his work. Of
immediate interest to us, he predicted a’saving of from 10-15
days in the passage from New York to Rio de Janeiro by
the use of his charts, most of this saving to arise on the
stretch between the Cape Verde Islands and the north east
corner of Brazil. We were very surprised not to find any
reference to this in the Admiralty directions for this route.
Briefly, Maury’s views were as follows: sailing ships
traditionally stick to the African coast and in effect do a
700 mile detour to the east because of their fear of arriving
on the wrong side of Cape de S. Roque on the north east
corner of Brazil and having to go back as far as the Azores
and start again or at least having a very uncomfortable few
days beating their way round this particular corner. As
against this by immediately holding further west the
Doldrum belt with its variable winds becomes much more
narrow and the risk of being swept to the west while
becalmed for weeks or exposed to light or contrary winds
is therefore vastly reduced. Furthermore, the South West
Monsoon is avoided altogether and the South East Trades
are reached much more quickly. As their direction varies
between south and south east, there is in any case always
a possibility to throw in a tack to avoid going too far west.
The danger of going on the wrong side of Cape de S. Roque
is therefore much exaggerated.

After some discussion we decided to follow Maury’s
proposals although on this first occasion not quite as
extremely as the Novara. We calculated that our saving
would be a little under 700 miles. Needless to say we looked
forward with an immense sense of anticipation to the success
or otherwise of the proposed shortcut.
A few weeks before taking Tritsch-Tratsch to England for
some final preparations we learned that the late Peter
Odlum’s yacht, Verna, would be abailable for our trip and
after some extremely rapid discussions and numerous air
journeys between Dublin and Palma, where Verna was lying,
it was decided that on balance Verna would be preferable
for what we had in mind. The main reason for the switch
was that we calculated that 100 gallons of fuel might be
necessary to get us through the Doldurms and that as a result
fuel cans would have to be stored all over Tritsch-Tratsch
to allow for this and at the same time to leave something
in hand for battery charging. On the other hand Verna has
a 550 gallon fuel capacity and also a 500 gallon water
capacity. Verna is a Trewes built 59ft. overall steel ketch
and her design and layout really predestines her for long
ocean voyages.
The crew were mostly Howth Yacht Club members. Apart
from the writer there was HYC Commodore Bill CuffeSmith, Gerry Kavanagh, Stephen Kavanagh, Sandra and
David Delamer and Michael O"Reilly. In the Canaries we
were joined by Stan Haynes, an old yachting friend of mine
who lives in Rio.
The route from Palma to Gibraltar and from Gibraltar
to the Canaries is so well travelled and documented as only
to warrant cursory discription. Suffice to say that after a
hectic ten days of preparation in Palma which entailed,
amongst other tasks, the loading of 960 cans of beer and
many other less vital items, we left on the afternoon of July
23rd. It was lovely to be at sea again! The wind was light
but contrary and we finally rounded Cabo de Gata, the south
east corner of Spain on the afternoon of July 25th. thereafter
the sea became exceedingly messy, the wind strengthened
to about F. 6 and we were forced out towards the Moroccan
coast and actually picked up the light of Ile de Alboran
before tacking back towards the coast near Motril. Because
of problems with our engine we called into Benalmadena
for a day to try and effect repairs and left this very fine
marina on the evening of July 27th. We timed our arrival
at Europa Point at Gibraltar to coincide with the first of
the westgoing tide and by staying inshore and approaching
this headland from the north east we managed to utilise a
most effective back eddy created by the previous eastgoing
foul tide. The importance of working the tides at Gibraltar
became further evident when we noted the speed at which
we were swept past Gibraltar Bay and this happy state of
affairs only ceased when we were near Tarifa Island. Here
we encountered some overfalls dispite the fact that the wind
was light and the difficulty of managing a passage of the
Straits in heavy weather became very obvious.
From Tarifa we proceeded south towards the African
shore through heavy east and west bound traffic very
reminiscent of the situation off Lands End. After Cape
Espartel, the north west corner of Africa, we soon picked
up the North East Trades and proceeded on the starboard
tack for the next three days. This was absolutely glorious
sailing, with the wind on the starboard quarter, usually
between 10 and 20 knots, the boat doing a steady 7.5 knots
and cleaving a broad swathe of foaming white into the
otherwise deep blue sea sparkling in the sun by day and,
as it happened, glistening in the moon by night. From here
to the end of our voyage the firmament with its myriads of
stars and galaxies also became a source of never ceasing

wonder and awe as it became ever brighter and the further
south our journey took us and brilliantly stood out against
the black summer night sky. Back home just a few hours
of such sailing would be sufficient for subsequent
reminisences and here the wonderful experience continued
for day after glorious day.
We picked up the Isleta light on the north shore of Gran
Canaria in the early hours of August 1st and as for me this
was my first genuine cruising landfall it was a thrilling
moment. We then sailed down the east side of Gran Canaria
through the channel with Fuerteventura where it blew very
hard because of the funnelling effect of the islands. It was
extraordinary how the wind switched off as we rounded Las
Palomas lighthouse at the south end of Gran Canaria and
headed for Puerto Rico a few miles to the west across a calm
and sunny deep blue sea.
Puerto Rico is not easily identifiable at night and a day
time arrival is therefore preferable. When arriving from the
direction of Las Palomas there is a big cement works before
Puerto Rico and the resort itself is ringed by many strange
looking apartment buildings on the barren hillsides. The
white apartment blocks seen against the arid brown of the
sunburnt hillsides are reminiscent of Arabia.
We had been advised that Puerto Rico is a suitable place
for stopping over and reprovisioning and were not
disappointed. The place is a wellknown tourist resort with
twin yacht harbours. The westermost of these is reserved
for local pleasure craft and the other, Puerta Nueva, has
a marina and quite a lot of free quay walls. We had no
problem in obtaining a berth allocation.
Soon after landing we made contact with Ron Boot who
has lived in Puerto Rico for several years and who acts as
a sort of honarary adviser to English speaking yachtsmen
who pass through. He can be found on his yacht Wellington
tied up at the Puerta Nueva marina or at his apartment
facing the marina (6). He proved to be a mine of information
and we found his assistance and knowledge of the place quite
invaluable.
We found no difficulty in restocking Verna in Puerto Rico
and both fuel and water were readily available. There are
good shops and supermarkets and there is also some good
meat abailable at the neighbouring village of Arguineguin.
It is well worth while to hire a car to get about. In our case
this proved a necessity as we had to get an autopilot solenoid
rewired and the only place capable of doing this was a small
electrical shop which Ron Boot located for us 20 miles from
Puerto Rico.
There is a boat repair yard in the Puerta Nueva as well
as a small chandlery which also arranges for the washing
of clothes.
Puerto Rico harbour is clean and it seems an ideal jumping
off point for transatlantic journeys. Harbour dues very low
and there was surprisingly little bureaucracy. In July there
were few foreign yachts in port. Presumably this situation
changes in November when the West Indies run starts.
After stocking up at Puerto Rico we left in the early hours
of August 5th and arrived in Mindelo in the Cape Verde
Islands at midnight on August 10th. The wind was mostly
from dead aft, about F. 3-4 and we set twin headsails for
the whole five days. This resulted in a lot of rythmic rolling
which took a bit of time to get accustomed to, particularly
in one’s bunk.
During the day we usually experienced brilliant sunshine
in a cloudless sky and a deep blue sea with the occasional
sparkling white wave crest, the snobs chose Schubert’s Trout
Quintet as the most suitable accompaniment, the noisy
majority preferred the Dubliners. Late in the day banks of
cumulus clouds would form on the horizon and would

gradually build up under the influence of the afternoon heat
into mighty cathedrals of ever changing colours. It was
facinating to observe how they disappeared by absorption
as they reached a certain critical height just as fast as they
were being created on the surface of the ocean by
evaporation. Only in rare cases was rain discernible in the
distance. These evenings were glorious and the interaction
of the colours and shadows which ranged from grey in the
centre to the purest golden yellow on the edges transformed
these gigantic clouds into vistas of unforgettable and
indescribable magic, this was particularly so during the all
too short few minutes when, illuminated by the red of the
setting sun, the clouds’ changing outlines appeared almost
tangibly razor sharp against the azure blue of the distant
heaven. Occasionally, if the air was particularly clear, a
violet coloured, transparent alrcloud showed on the western
horizon while the surrounding sky still glowed red and
heightened still further the general splendour as the
constantly altering combinations of the different hues
became ever stranger and more startlingly from another
world.
Our watch system was organised on the basis that at night
time there would be two-man 3-hour watches and in day time
there would be one-man 1-hour watches. As Verna has an
autopilot which was operational the greater part of the time
the two-man night watches really had little or nothing to
do and were merely instituted for safety reasons and for
company. As regards day time it was felt that while there
were usually quite a few people milling about on deck it was
nevertheless important that one specific person should be

responsible for the safety of the ship. Cooking was organised
in such a way that one watch was responsible for cooking
and cleaning up for the whole of one day and then stood
no watches the subsequent night, after which they were again
meshed into the watch keeping system while another watch
took up cooking duties for the day.
The Cape Verde Islands are a group of ten islands at
approximately 16. o N. almost 400 miles off Cap Vert on
the west coast of Africa and are said to have been discovered
by the Venetians in 1456. They are of volcanic origin and
have practically no vegetation as a result of erosion following
deforestation. They present a raggedly desolate lunar
appearance and on some islands it has not rained for many
years. One of the islands is an active volcano and soars up
to more than 9,000 feet and all the islands are jaggedly
mountainous.
The islands were originally uninhabited and were
eventually populated by the importation of slaves from West
Africa. The present population is about 300,000 but as the
islands are quite far apart from each other (maximum
distance 200 miles) there is little contact except by air.
The islands now form an independent republic and we
found it very difficult to obtain advance information about
the sort of reception we were likely to receive. We finally
telexed the Foreign Ministry at the capital, Paria, on Sao
Tiago Island (7) and after persistent and repeated reminders
received a polite reply indicating that we might land without
visas.
After consulting other yachtsmen and studying the Africa
pilot it became obvious that Mindelo (Puerto Grande) on
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the Island of Sao Vicente is the most suitable port for
yachtsmen, this is in fact the largest port in the island group
and accommodates vessels up to 45,000 tons. We understand
that Praia, the capital, on the island of Sao Tiago is not
really suitable because of the necessity of anchoring in an
open bay exposed to a considerable swell.
Accurate navigation is necessary on the final approach
to the islands as due to the fine sand haze in the air they
are usually not visible until one is right upon them and there
are stories of breakers being heard before the islands can
be seen. In our case we certainly saw nothing of Sao
Vincente, which is 6,000 ft. high, when we were less than
15 miles away, not even a cloud. What made the whole thing
even more strange was the fact that at the time visibility
appeared to by unlimited! This was just before the usual
rapid tropical nightfall and we proceeded down the
comparatively narrow channel between the two islands in
pitch darkness following a school of dolphins and hoping
that they were going in the right direction. We were rather
pleased when the little lighthouse outside Puerto Grande
eventually appeared where we had hoped it would.
Puerto Grande is formed from a volcanic crater with its
seaward side broken and is quite a big harbour. We were
given a good berth along the quay wall and our reception
by the immigration and port authorities was extremely polite
and friendly even though there was quite a lot of form filling.
The immigration authorities advised us to employ a "guard
boy"nominated by them to stay on the boat and keep off
other guard boys and possible thieves. The people here are
desperately poor and while extremely friendly, thievery

would undoubtedly occur in the absence of a guard boy.
Ours stood on deck day and night for a derisively small fee
and not only kept the boat safe but also washed the decks,
cleaned the winches, and coiled the ropes etc. The island
is peopled with folk of all colours and the population seems
to live on the servicing of passing ships. According to the
Admiralty Pilot, there are also some mineral resources and
the volcanic rock is used for the production of cement. The
people of this island have always made their living from
visitors and passing ships and they consider all strangers as
Manna from Heaven. Yet they seem more generous, kind
and polite than wealthier supposedly more civilized people.
We soon became good friends and whenever we went ashore
we were accompanied by an entourage of children and others
who followed us wherever we went. In the short time we
were there we really took to them.
The town of Mindelo is a quaint little place with Portugese
style buildings. There is a hotel and at leasf one restaurant
at which reasonably good meals are available.
The last time it rained in Mindelo was ten years ago and
there is no water on the island. Other provisions are also
imported from neighbouring more fertile islands but are in
extremely short supply and reliance should not be placed
on obtaining these except in an emergency.
We left Mindelo on the morning of August 12th, after
a halt of 36 hours, and the really meaty part of our cruise,
the long haul to South America, had begun. Just before we
departed a slight drizzle came down and both we and our
new friends ashore felt that this was a good omen.
Our course was S.S.W. instead of the traditional S.E. of
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the old sailing ships and the S. to S.S.E of the various
yachtsmen we had been in touch with and we could only
hope that Lieutnant Maury’s experiences would still hold
true after a 140 year lag. Mindelo is about 17° N. and we
expected to reach the low pressure trough of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone, for short the Doldrums, and the very
indefinite weather associated therewith, at about 10° N. The
Doldrums are notorious for their variable winds, cloudy
skies and sudden thunder squalls. Thereafter we expected
to encounter the outskirts of the South West Monsoon which
is prevalent off the African coast at that time of the year
and then we would hopefully reach the South East Trades
at about 5° N. These would initially take us strongly to the
west. This would be followed by the Equatorial Counter
Current at about 60-8° N. which normally sets to the east
and thereafter the South Equatorial Current would exert its
influence on us just north of the equator and once more take
us to the west with speeds of up to 2 knots. So much for
the expectations.
During the initial stages of the journey to the equator close
attention would also be paid to the water temperature, any
variations in the barometric pressure apart from diurnal
changes and any signs of a swell coming from an unexpected
direction. As the summer progresses the Atlantic gradually
warms up in the direction of the African coast and eventually
reaches 26° C in the Cape Verde Islands area, this
temperature being the minimum necessary for the inception
of hurricanes. Most hurricanes in August and September
start west of the Cape Verde Islands but a small number
have been known to start to the east. We studied the tracks
of all hurricanes recorded in the area between 1910 and 1970
and noted that they were all confined to a narrow latitude
band between 15° N. and 12½° N. and that they all moved
in a westerly direction. The available records also showed
that should we be unlucky enough to be involved with one
of the rare hurricanes occuring in this area its diameter down
to F. 7 level would be comparatively small (600 miles) and
its speed of advance would normally not be more than about
12 knots, thus giving ample opportunity to implement in
full the avoidance techniques described in the Mariner’s
Handbook (8). In the very short time it took us to cross the
potentially threatened belt of water we also kept an extra
sharp eye on the twice daily chart sent out by Dakar Radio.
On August 14th at about 11° N. we began to run into
cloudy weather and the hitherto steady North East Wind
was replaced by 10 knots north west wind which gradually
went to the west. We had obviously quite suddenly left the
Trades. Then there was more blue sky and at about lunch
time we passed through a small front which in Irish waters
would have gone entirely unnoticed. However, our
barometer which had been gadually falling while going south
and approaching the low pressure Intertropical Zone now
slowly started to rise again and continued to rise as we went
further and further south. This insignificant little cloud was
therefore the much written about and eagerly awaited
meterological equator where the northern wind system meets
the southern wind system and both shoot upwards to create
all kinds of mischief. In other words we were now in the
South Atlantic and everyone was disappointed to find the
continuance of the blue sky and the total lack of
thunderstorms and other nastiness. There is a plaintive entry
in the August 14th log at 16.00 "where are the Doldrums?"
The temperature was about 32° C in the shade and we began
to run into problems with our radio transmitter which
manifestly did not like the heat.
About 03.00 on August 15th we did, however, get our first
Doldrum experience with a squall and rain lasting for about
3 hours and winds occasionally gusting to 40 knots. There
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was no barometric indication either before or during the
squall. During the day we had two further squalls and lots
of dark cloud and there was some indication of the South
West Monsoon in that the wind tended to head us and it
became very humid. The following day, August 16th, there
was also a little rain and the wind was somewhere between
south and a little bit east of south. The next day, August
17th, the weather had cleared considerably and by 12 o’clock
noon we were definitely in the South East Trades at about
5° N. latitude. We were on our way!
Verna has headsail roller reefing and this made life very
easy as otherwise there would have been a lot of sail
changing as the wind strength was inclined to vary quite a
lot, particularly at night time as we got further south.
In the crossing of the Doldrums we almost always had
some wind and while accasionally close winded the wind only
really headed us completely for about 6 hours on one
occasion. The overall situation was just as predicted by
Lieutenant Maury. We saw literally nothing of the South
West Monsoon and the Doldrum belt and its accompanying
miseries had been vastly reduced by going so far west.
Facsimile weather charts received from Dakar showed that
to the east of us the South West Monsoon belt was several
hundred miles wide. This widened even further over the next
ten days.
We eventually crossed latitude 5° N. at about 28° W.
instead of the traditional 17°-19° west. By the evening of
August 17th the log joyfully confirmed that we were very
solidly in the South East Trades, with a wind speed of
around 25 knots, although the apparent wind angle was only
around 35° at this stage of the trip. Generally speaking we
adopted the policy after leaving Mindelo of motor-sailing
if Verna’s speed fell below about 5 knots. In view of the
length of the cruise this was necessary if we were to get the

crew to Rio within the limited time at our disposal.
Considering her weight, rig and the relatively large wind
angle she requires to move there is no doubt in my mind
that a yacht with, for example, the sailing abilities of TritschTratsch IVcould easily cover the same course under the same
conditions within the same time without the use of an engine
except for perhaps a day in the Doldrums and once or twice
more in the (rare) total absence of wind.
We had so far met with very few ships but on the 18th
we were overtaken in rapid succession by two freighters both
of whom very kindly offered us water on anything else we
needed. Generally speaking we found all the ships we
encountered extremely courteous and seamanlike. They all
saw us well in time, made very noticeable course alterations
to avoid us and it would have been educational for some
Dublin Bay yachtsmen to observe their punctiliousness in
changing from Channel 16 to a working frequency even
when out in the middle of nowhere.
The excitement on board began to mount as we began our
approach to St. Peter & Pauls’ Rocks and the equator.
Because Verna is not particularly close winded we were
unable to fetch our objective and had to beat back towards
the islet during the night of 18/19th. We reached St. Peter
& Pauls’ Rocks at 13.30 on the 19th and for me at least this
was one of the great moments of our cruise. These rocks
are situated just north of the equator 0°55’ N, 29°20"W.
They are a tiny desolate cluster of rock out 600 miles distant
from the coast of South America and their highest point is
only 50 ft. above sea level and they extend for not more than
two cables. They form a part of the mid-Atlantic Ridge, the
next manifestation of which is Iceland, and rise abruptly
out of approximately 3000m. of water. Thoughts of taking
possession in the name of the President of the Republic of
Ireland were banished when it was discovered that the charts
show them to be Brazilian territory. We therefore quite
properly flew a Brazilain courtesy flag and, just in case, a
Q-flag. We were not surprised when the latter received the
same degree of attention as that extended to hopefuls who
fly it in Howth Harbour. Darwin landed here from the
Beagle in 1832 and we went very close to the tiny cove where
he had gone ashore from a dinghy (9). Subsequently a British
warship had gone right in and because of the foul ground
tied driectly to the rocks but the conditions of the sea did
not permit such a manoeuvre on our part. We had discussed
the possibility of landing a bottle of Irish whiskey from our
rubber dinghy but Bill Cuffe-Smith, the ship’s safety officer,
refused to definitely commit himself as to whether the many
sharks around the rocks would or would not like the taste
of rubber. After circling the rocks which must be one of
the most lonely spots on earth we continued our journey.
On St. Peter & Pauls’ Rocks we saw a great many noddies
and according to Darwin there are many boobies and land
crabs. The area also abounds in fish but is generaly shunned
by ships in that the rocks are only visible from about 5 miles,
the currents are unpredictable and there is a possibility of
seaquakes. Also, the area is not completely charted. As
recently as 1974, the M.V. Ana Cristina sank after hitting
an uncharted rock about 10 miles S.W. of St. Peter & Pauls’
Rocks. Subsequent attempts to find it have been
unsuccessful.
We found confirmation of the idiosyncrasies of the
currents in that the supposedly westgoing South Equatorial
Current was most definitely going in the opposite direction
when we were within about 30 miles of the rocks. We found
a similar phenomenon later on between Fernando de
Noronha and the mainland. Nasty minds on board felt that
these sudden unexpected changes in current directions were
simply alibis for navigational sloppiness.
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The next exciting moment occured at 22.08 the same
evening when Verna crossed the Equator and we had just
about done 1,000 miles non-stop from the Cape Verde
Islands.
Sat Nay was our main aid to navigation and exceedingly
accurate it was throughout the journey. Near the equator
we had some problems when most satelites were too low or
too high to be of use but then we had the consolation of
having plenty of sea room and therefore the ability to wait
for a useful satellite. We had used the early part of the
voyage to polish up our celestial navigation and check it out
by means of sat nav. This was just as well as when our sat
nav almost inevitably ceased functioning shortly after the
Canaries we were very happy to have gained sufficient
confidence in our celestial navigation methods to, if
necessary, carry us through the whole remainder of the
voyage. In actual fact, after four days of intense activity
we managed to "manufacture"a replacement aerial system
complete with a short lenght of a very strange looking
coaxial cable and homemade coaxial connectors and hang
the resulting contraption up on the rear of the mizzen boom
and later on some distance up the mizzen mast. From then
on our sat nav gave us no further trouble. Our radar always
seemed to develop faults when making difficult night
landfalls and was thus of little use except for keeping the
repair squads busy. We used a Swiss weatherfax recorder
and this proved quite useful inconnection with our shortcut
across the equator as it was possible to pick up the weather
fasimile station in Dakar which covers a goodly part of the
Central Atlantic and later on the Brazilian Navy
transmissions from Recife and Rio. we carried British,
American and German pilot routeing charts of the North
and South Atlantic for the months in question and we found
these asolutely invaluable in planning and for the
information they gave us during the voyage regarding
prevalent winds, currents, pressure patterns, water
temperatures etc. Of the three I found the German charts
the most readily intelligible and the American charts the
most informative and for any future voyage I would simply
carry the U.S. charts.
We carried a 400 watt Skanti HF radio transmitter and
this provided a very pleasant although not absolutely
necessary link with the outside world. This equipment
operated up to 30 MHz and we found it possible to make
day contact with the British long range station at Portshead
during every part of the journey. For day contact at such

long ranges the high frequency bands of 17 and 22 MHz
are necesary, the lower frequecy bands proved absolutely
useless as they would normally only have night time
application when strong American coast stations and ships’
stations from all over the world occupy the whole spectrum
and give one little or no chance to establish a call.
Our voyage was monitored by some Irish hams and every
night at 19.30 we were in thouch with the so-called South
Atlantic network which is set up by a group of amateurs
in Brazil, Africa and England for the purpose of a daily chat
and to monitor the progress of marine mobiles. The control
station for this net is on Ilha Frande 60 miles south of Rio
and it would be well worth while for anyone moving into
the South Atlantic to at least listen in to their radio traffic
as they also emit weather information. (10). There are also
some other networks in Germany and the U.S.A. which
monitor the progress of marine mobiles in the North
Atlantic. (11).
After leaving St. Peter & Pauls’ Rocks and crossing the
equator the high spirits on board grew as we looked forward
to Darwin’s and our next stop, namely the island of
Fernando de Noronha, (3°51, S, 32°25’W) which is in turn
only 200 miles off Cabno de S. Roque on the north east
corner of South America. the wind had now freed us
completely and was on the beam. During the night it
occasionally went to 30 knots and the boat was comfortably
travelling at 8 and sometimes 9 knots. Early in the morning
of Sunday August 21 st we saw the aero beacon on Fernando
de Noronha flashing in the distance and at noon we
anchored off Sao Antonio beach on the north side of the
island near one or two small fishing boats.
Cabadelo -- N.E. Brazil, Local Outrigger Photo: O. Glaser

The island has a remarkable topogrphy, the main feature
being a narrow conical pinnacle about 1100 feet high, the
upper part of which is exceedingly steep and which
overhangs the sea. Later on, when we got to Rio, we were
to see many similar astonishing configurations in the vicinity
of Botafogo Bay. the island is only about 10 miles long and
3 miles wide. It was discovered in 1504 by the Portugese,
was used as a penal colony until fairly recently and was an
American airbase during the second world war. Lately it was
used as a tracking station for guided missiles f’tred from Cape
Canaveral and nowadays it is run by the Brazilain airforce.
The total population is about 1,000 people, there is no
harbour and practically all supplies including water come
from the mainland and are landed on the one open beach
by a raft drawn on an endless chain. This beach is quite
exposed to northerlies and even on a calm day such as we
experienced there is considerable surf. During the bad
weather season in the North Atlantic it is possible for the
swell to build up in a few hours to 25 feet or more with
breaking seas in the anchorage. We understand that in these
circumstances the Baia de Sueste at the other end of the
island may provide shelter. In no circumstances would we
have risked leaving Verna unattended for more than a few
hours in the Baia de Sao Antonio.
We were received in the most friendly way by members
of the Brazilain airforce who came out to meet us in a small
dinghy with outboard motor and welcomed us in the name
of the Govenor. As we were only staying for a few hours
there were no problems about producing passports or other
documents. At their invitation we distributed Verna’s crew
over the airforce dinghy and our own rubber dinghy and

went ashore through the surf. There the Brazilian sergeant
in charge very kindly transferred us to an open truck and
drove us at top speed around the island, this trip on
unsurfaced "roads"was surely the most dicey part of our
journey from Palma to Rio!
The island boasts a simple hotel which is an old coverted
American army tin shed and there is a weekly plane from
the mainland which brings a few tourists, there is a small
motor boat which takes the tourists on trips around the
island and as there is no harbour or even pier the motor boat
is simply unloaded by firing the passengers into the deep
water off S. Antonio beach and making them swim for it,
sharks or no sharks.
We had a very pleasant lunch with our airforce friends
in the hotel "restaurant" which was the old U.S. Army
canteen, and then returned to Verna. The surf had by now
increased sufficiently to overturn our dinghy and wet its
inmates to the great joy of those of us who used the
Brazillian dinghy.
It should be noted that the island, however primitive, had
public dial telephones capable of dialling to the mainland
and all parts of the world and the mainland VHF coast
station Olinda Radio has a VHF repeater on the island for
extended shipping coverage.
Six hours after arrival we were at sea again skirting the
northern shore of this beautiful, green, tree covered island
which is so different from the barreness we had left behind
in the Cape Verde Islands or the loneliness of St. Peter &
Pauls’ Rocks and were joyfully heading for the mainland
of Brazil. The wind was aft of the beam, the sun was shining,
the sea was sparkling and Verne was doing just under 8
knots. Our course was 230° M and indeed it is interesting
to note that it had been more or less around 230° ever since
leaving Gibraltar. We had originally planned to head for
the major Brazillian city of Recife but were warned that the
approach is difficult and the harbour is dirty. Also there
is a security problem because yachts have to tie up in a
heavily populated area. We accordingly decided to head for
Cabedelo, which is the port Joao Pessoa, the capital of the
State of Paraiba. The east coast of Brazil is guarded by lines
of reefs and shoals and our night approach about midnight
on August 22nd was not easy. This was particularly so
because the leading lights were very small and hard to locate.
The coloured Brazilian charts produced by the Brazilian
Hydrographic Office are excellent and give much more
information about the land than the present breed of British
Admiralty charts. However, somebody had decided to
change the approach channel to Cabedelo since our chart
was printed and this resulted in a certain amount of verbiage
as we went through the shoals. Morale was not assisted by
the fact that in America the voyage colour system is the
opposite to that in Europe and instead of red corresponding
to red when going up river it is red to green. However, it
was all very much worth it for just as we dropped anchor
in the river at Cabedelo, the Rio Paraiba, daylight came
upon us with its usual tropical rapidity and we were
surrounded by swaying coconut trees, a beautiful sandy
shore and the most elegant looking and speedy native
outriggers which would make any member of the 17-footer
fraternity turn green with jealousy.
Cabedelo itself (latitude 7°S) is small and does not have
much to offer but the people are friendly and straight
forward. There is just one local cop, Eduardo, and
immigartion clearance only took a few minutes once we had
located him. Joao Pessoa ia about 20 km. away and is
connected with Vabedelo by a frequent and very cheap bus
service and there it it possible to find about everything one
may need. Recife which is one of the largest cities in Brazil

Gerry Kavanagh -- Success at last Photo: O. Glaser

is just a couple of hours away by bus. The fuel and water
capacity of Verna was such that we did not need to replenish
our tanks while at Cabedelo, but we replenished our fresh
food supplies.
In Cabedelo we were welcomed by Brian Stevens who runs
a local boatyard (12) and who proved to be extremely helpful
and informative. In Brazil, in addition to reporting to the
police, it is also necessary to clock in with the Captain of
the Port and in the case of Cabedelo he resides in Joao
Pessoa where we were received very pleasantly and also
managed to find some spares for our Mercedes engine which
had been giving some trouble. There were also two South
African yachts in Cabedelo on a 5 year cruise. We had the
great advantage over them that Stan Haynes has lived in
Brazil for many years and speaks good Portugese but I
noticed people were able to get along quite well even without
such an asset. In Cabedelo we also had the pleasure of
meeting Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Egan, both formerly members
of the Radio Eireann Orchestra and now violinists in the
Joao Symphony Orchestra. They invited us to a Mahler
concert, an invitation we had to regretfully dicline as it
coincided with our day of departure for the last leg to Rio,
namely August 25th. Everyone behaved as if Rio was just
around the corner and it took quite a long time for the crew
to absorb the fact that Brazil is enormously big and that
Rio was a full 1200 miles away from Cabedelo.
In spite of the distance and the fact that for days we were
well over 100 miles offshore the remainder of our voyage
will always remain in our minds as just a coastal passage.
Thus does one’s sense of proportion change. At any rate
we could now do justice to the instructions of our medical
adviser who told us before leaving Dublin that we should
go to the nearest port and seek a doctor’s advice if the
abdominal pains persisted for more than about three hours !
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On leaving Cabedelo shortly after lunch on August 25th
we were all a little bit thoughful when we observed the shoals
and coral reefs through which we had come on the night
of our arrival. Our hopes of immediately returning to the
bosom of the South East Trades were initilally dashed due
to the influence of the land and we had to tack about 25
miles out to sea before we were able to set a coures for Rio.
We then sailed day after day along our old course of 225.o
-- 230° M -- although admittedly by now the magnetic
variation was 20° W -- and enjoyed the sunshine. The
weather charts coming in every day from the Brazilian Navy
Hydrographic Office indicated good weather almost all the
way down the South Ameican coast except for a low which
was forming down south at Buenos Aires. As these lows have
a habit of travelling up towards Rio in about four days it
became a race as to which would get to Rio first, Verna or
the low. After a day or two we had the advantage of having
the southgoing arm of the South Equatorial Current with
us and this gave us an additional knot. as the coast of Brazil
is concave almost as far as Cabo Frio, the turning point for
Rio, we stood well out to sea and, resisting the temptation
to pull into Salvador, the picturesque and exciting capital
of Bahia and home of the Samba, we stayed to the east of
the very dangerous Abrohlo islands and reefs, all this time
enjoying beautiful free South East Trade winds.
On August 30th, shortly after rounding the Abrohlos we
first of all came across three whales and later on we came
across a whole school of whales which appeared on our port
quarter about 400m from us and were obviously enjoying
Rio de Janeiro Photo: O. Glaser
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the beautiful sunshine. It was a magnificent sight to see these
leviathans sounding off and boisterously jumping many feet
into the air before splashing down into the sea to the
sparkling accompaniment of tremendous white geysers of
water. After some unforgettable minutes they disappeared
as rapidly as they had come into sight. The merciless hunting
down of these wonderful and intelligent creatures is surely
one of mankind’s more unforgivable acts. Generally
speaking we saw little other marine life on our journey apart
from a school of dolphins in the dark off the Cape Verdes
and another one some time later and some sharks off the
Cape Verde Islands and near St. Peter & Pauls’ Rocks. We
manfully tried to catch fish but must confess that even
though we had two very expensive lines slowing Verna down
for the whole trip we only managed to catch one bonito.
A second one was caught at the same time but a big brown
shark nabbed him before we were able to pull him in.
Otherwise, we only saw flying fish and of these, of course,
there were plenty. This at least proved that even though we
could not see it, there was plenty of life below the surface,
as flying fish "fly"to escape their enemies, mainly the
bonitos and dolphins and dorados. It was facinating to
watch them taking off out of the water in their hundreds
and glide maybe fifty to a hundred feet through the air.
Some were up to twelve inches in length. Quite frequently
they came on board and it was sad to note how easily the
long and delicate fins they use as wings came off as we tried
to return them to their element. These wings are purely used
for gliding, as they build up their speed underwater before

breaking surface. Once in the air they are able to change
direction so as to better escape their chasing underwater
predators.
On August 30th there was also a rather astonishing wind
change in that the wind suddenly went from east to the west
or north west. On studying the pilot chart we discovered that
the wind should never blow from the west or north west in
this area so we knew that something was happening. The
pressure also declined about 4rob below normal and the sky
became cloudy and watery. During the subsequent night and
early August 31st the wind again changed direction to the
north and went up to about 20 knots. Our average speed
was around 8.5 knots as we headed for the welknown Cabo
Frio lighthouse which we reached in the early hours of
September 1st. At Cabo Frio we turned due west for the
first time since Gibraltar and with 60 miles to go the whole
trip was reduced to Howth-Holyhead dimensions and later
in the morning we confidently gave an ETA of noon to our
waiting friends in Rio who had in the meantime orgainsed
a very large welcoming committee cum lunch at the Rio de
Janeiro Yacht Club. However, it was not to be because at
about 06.00 the wind changed directly to the west and
tacking out to sea resulted in a VMG towards Rio of about
1 knot! On tacking back inshore we additionally contrived
to tear our mainsail and our chances of managing the last
30 miles of our 5,000 mile trip before the following day
became less and less. Just in time, about two thirds of the
way between Cabo Frio and Rio, the wind died, our engine
managed to bite, the crew started to clean themselves up and
an end-of-journey and end-of-adventure mood began to
prevail. The entry to Rio is one of the most magnificent in
the world but on this occasion the low from Buenos Aires
had got there before us and there were heavy clouds
everywhere. Nevertheless, Verna looked her best as with a
new Tricolour on the stern, the Commodore’s broad
pennant on the main mast, a new Brazilian courtesy ensign
on the starboard flag hoist and the Verna identification
letters on the port flag hoist we proudly entered the little
harbour at the Rio de Janeiro Yacht Club and threw our
lines to the still very large welcoming committee on the steps
of the yacht club verandah at exactly 17.05 on Thursday,
September 1st, almost 39 days after leaving Paima, of which
31 were spent at sea.
Our sojourn in Brazil, the wonderful hospitality and
kindness we received from old and new friends, our trip to
the fantastic Iquacu waterfalls in South Brazil on the
Argentine border, the unsuccessful gambling foray by some
of our younger members into a Paraguayan casino, David
Delamer’s two and Stephen Kavanagh’s one unplanned postmidnight descents into Rio harbour and yet more kindness

from everyone we came in contact with are part of a
different story. At the same time this account cannot be
concluded without particularly referring to the enormous
assistance we received from Romulo Federici, the Ocean
Cruising Club’s port officer in Rio, who straightened out
all local red tape problems in a few hours when without him
their resolution would certainly have taken many days and
who literally gave us days of his own very busy time to help
and advise us in every possible and impossible way. (13).
We also received a great deal of local advice and thoughtful
kindness before, during and after our voyage from Stan
Haynes who had accompanied us from Gran Canada and
whose Swan 42 Tuna is one of the best looking boats in Rio.
Without all this help I would hardly have dared contemplate
the cruise and it would certainly not have been such a
SUCCESS.
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Port Wine and Roman Lighthouses or
Return from Spain in the Wake of the
Sons of Mil.
John Harbison
Bayona. Tuesday, 19th July, was declared a rest day, in
which we entertained guests from Canberra, partook of a
meal on board and went ashore to acclimatise to the Spanish
environment, telephone home and wave good-bye to "The
Great White Whale" as Canberra was nicknamed in the
South Atlantic, from the battlements of the Monte Real.
The last named is the castellated promontory which forms
the seaward arm of the anchorage at Bayona, and on which
is situated both the Yacht Club and the Parador, a State
hotel in a converted castle. Wednesday, 20th July, dawned
fine after the previous day’s drizzel. Following a quick fresh
provisioning run ashore, we cast off from the pontoon and
motored out to the open sea, destination Leixoes in
Portugal. The intention was for the four of us to take a quick
look at that country, in the four days before the arrival of
the rest of the crew back in Bayona. Ted, our skipper, had
brought the boat out from Howth to Corunna with a
delivery crew, and cruised down the coast to Bayona with
some of them. His wife Sheila and Vivienne Fitzpatrick had
then flown out to Santiago, joined the boat at Bayona and
cruised the Vigo area in indifferent weather for a week.
The Fitzpatricks and the outward crew had flown home
by the time Kathleen and I arrived. Thus, there was plenty
of room for four in the big Moody, as we set sail down the
Portugese Trades in a quartering northwester between F.4
and F.5. Despite the fair wind, the engine was kept running,
in order to make our landfall before dark. All on board
sunbathed and relaxed, little realising that this was to be the
last and our only day of fair winds at sea for the rest of
the curise. From that day till we reached the Scillies, the wind
never left the north, though it oscillated between NW and
NE. Leixoes hove into sight in the haze at 19.00. The Coast
becomes flat and featureless a few miles after passing the
frontier at the mouth of the River Minho. Therefore the big
oil refinery just north of Leixores, is a useful landmark,
when picking up the port from the north. Its presence is also
the cause of severe crude oil pollution in the harbour, which
was quite the filthiest we visited. On our arrival, the basin
where the yacht clubs are, was full, but two lads in an
outboard dinghy were most helpful in assisting us, along
with a Dutch yacht, to moor head to a buoy, even shooting
our stern anchors for us. This and another yacht mooring
buoy are located just west of the jetty, forming the inner
yacht basin. We went ashore in our own dinghy, and were
made very welcome in one of the clubs, the Posto Nautico
do Sport Club do Porto. Though the showers were cold,
the meal was excellent, washed down by a Dao Reserva, and
culminating in a "Surprise", a superb desert souffle,
prepared by the club steward’s wife.
Leixoes is the man-made harbour at the mouth of the
River Douro. Yachts can still go up the river to the City of
Oporto, but we made the journey by taxi, a distance of four
or five miles. My objective, whatever about the shopping
intentions of the rest of the crew, was firmly set on certain
cellars, to which I had introductions, in a suburb on the
south bank of the river, Vila Nova da Gaia. There in mighty

If the Irish Cruising Club gave an award for a cruise in the
largest boat, my wife, Kathleen and I would stand a good
chance of winning it. We set sail for Vigo, Spain at 20.00
on Sunday, 17th July 1983, from Southampton, on board
the 44,000 ton P & O liner Canberra, to join Ted and Sheila
Shanahan, on their Moody 41 Golden Friendship at Bayona.
The plan was to spend the rest of that fortnight, cruising
on the coasts of Glaicia and northern Portugal, fly the wives
home and sail the boat back to her home port of Howth.
Half way through the fortnight we were to be joined by
Jimmy and Marie Markey, Pamela Cagney and Piaras
O’Brien at Bayona, all of whom were flying out from
Dublin. Before I relate the yarns of our small boat sailing,
a word or two about the outward voyage. If any future
skippers or crews, who wish to join or leave their boats in
a foreign port half way through a cruise, would like to do
so by a more leisurely means than air travel, then I can
thoroughly recommend a cruise liner. All cruises out of
British ports are listed in the back of Thomas Cook’s
Continental timetable, which I had bought in order to look
up the train connections between Santander and Vigo.
Santander is served by a twice weekly Brittany Ferries boat
from Plymouth. The rail journey to Vigo takes about
eighteen hours by broad gauge, or two days by narrow gauge
along the north coast, and that after a crowded twenty four
hour voyage by car ferry. By comparison Canberra affords
immense comfort, takes thirty six hours, and P & O give
a free rail ticket from Holyhead or Liverpool to
Southampton. Unfortunately very few cruises operate to the
ports yachtsmen use for crew changes, and immigration and
disembarcation is not possible at every port of call. However
P & O do call at Vigo, Corunna and Lisbon once or twice
a season and we were lucky. The fare compared favourably
with the single air fare.
The real cruise began with our arrival on board Golden
Friendship, in the marina adjoining the Yacht Club at
Ted and Sheila. End of new breakwater at Viana in backgound.
Photo: J. Harbison
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Viana do Castelo -- inner harbour entrance, looking to seaward, trawler
in foreground at refuelling berth. Photo: J. Harbison
Ships surgeon on rounds after leaving Portugal. Viana dropping astern.
Photo: J. Harbison
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casks, matures the greatest of all wines, Port, and it was
into one of these cellars, those of the House of Warre, that
the skipper and crew repaired to observe the process and
for some, to sample the product. We were made welcome
by Amyas Symington, one of the Partners in the firm who
explained how the wine was made and classified, and who
did not let us leave empty handed. Alas! Pressures of time
and tide did not allow visits to the other establishments
expecting us. Dinner was taken that night in Oporto, at the
Girassol restaurant, memorable only for the curious lopsided brandy glasses, through which we made our
aquaintance with the strong distillates made in that locality.
Noon, Friday, 22nd July, with heavy hearts, we set course,
northwards away from the sun and into the wind, a N.W.
F. 3-4. As we had never been molested by customs or
immigration at Leixoes, discussion took place on board
about the risks of entering another Portugese harbour. With
the new breakwater off Viana do Castelo looming ahead,
and the clock ticking towards dinner-time, the Skipper
gritted his teeth and steamed in tying to the refuelling berth
at 17.00. Diesel and water were readily available and taken
on. By this time an ominous looking official was seen to
be waving us to a berth in the newly-constructed outer
harbour. He was soon joined by another and they came
aboard. Sign language, the phrasebook, and a bottle of
Paddy soon had everything sorted out and so began our most
enjoyable unscheduled stop. Viana was in our opinion, a
discovery as we had never heard of it before. It is half way
between Bayona and Leixoes, and a much easier day trip
from the former, if short of time before turning north.
Furthermore the harbour is being greatly improved, the town
has many shops and restaurants, a shipyard, and for the
afficionado a cable operated railway up to a church, the
Basilica of Santa Luzia, on a hill overlooking the town, from
which we enjoyed panoramic views up and down the coast.
Marina and boat lift ramp from Yacht Club terrace, Bayona
Photo: J. Harbison
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The town is on the main railway line form Valenca at the
Spanish forntier down to Oporto. Thus crew changes would
be possible here, especially as Oporto airport is on the north
side of that city.
We saw two other yachts in the dock there, unattended,
one English and one German and there is a security guard
on the dock gate. A good dinner was had in the restaurant
"Sport", marred mainly by the near impossibility of
communicating with Portugese waiters, even with a
phrasebook when off the beaten track in that country. None
spoke English. Credit cards were not generally accepted there
except in a few of the more expensive clothing shops,
certainly not in the restaurants. The better red wines were
a welcome change from the heavy Riojas in Spain, most of
them being brand names already familiar to Irish bibbers.
"Dom Camilo" would be a meritorious exception. For white
wines, we mostly stuck to the unsweetened Vinho Verdes,
light, slightly sarkling young wines, beautifully fresh on the
palate. These came from the hinterland behind Viana, and
would certainly lure the writer back to these waters for a
trip inland and sampling in depth.
Saturday 23rd July, was spent shopping, sightseeing (a
run on the cable railway of course) and provisioning. With
passports and ships papers stamped out of the courtry we
departed from Viana at 16.45 and motor-sailed up the coast
to Bayona, into a light NW F. 2 breeze. From Viana
northwards the scenery becomes more mountainous, making
for a pleasant and relaxing passage. Our ship was secured
alongside the Bayona Yacht Club jetty by 21.45 and in the
course of the evening a convivial reunion with the remaining
members of our crew took place. There we learned with
disappointment that I.C.C. Hon. Editor in Shardana had
departed northwards only a few hours earlier. The
disappointment was softened by the fact that I was saved
a confrontation with my bank manager and my accountant,

Sceolaing -- Golden Friendship crews get-together, Bayona Y.C.
Photo: J. Harbison.
who were among his crew. The absence of kindred spirits
from Shardana was more than compensated for by the
presence in the marina of I.C.C. member Dermod Ryan’s
crew from his Nicholson 43, Sceolaing. This led to a noisy
and convivial lunch in the clubhouse together, next day, so
noisy that our gracious Spanish hosts felt constrained to
request a lowering of the decibel level, in the nicest possible
way. The standard of catering in that club is exceptional and
the ambience the best I have come across on the European
mainland. That evening, our full ship’s company already
satiated, repaired to a back-street restaurant, "The Captain’s
Table" for a further gastronomic experience recollections
of which are somewhat hazy but of which I have been given
satisfactory accounts.
Monday 25th July was to have been the day of our
departure northwards, but for the disappearance of one of
the female members of our crew. A search party however
located and "rescued" her from her "kidnappers", the
Sceolaing crew, with whom she had been prevailed upon to
share a sumptuous lunch at the establishment of Pedro
Madruga, on the Bayona waterfront. So impressed were the
rescue party with the cuisine there and the lure of its wine
cellar, that all hopes of a departure were abandoned, and
dinner taken there that night. In between by way of reprisal
the Golden Friendship crew descended upon Sceolaing and
enjoyed some of Dermod’s hospitality. He, wisely, then took
his ship and crew off to another anchorage nearby for a good
night’s sleep prior to setting sail for West Cork, of which
more anon.
At last at 11.15 next morning, 26th July, we left Bayona
motor-sailing into a F. 4-5 NW wind bound for E1 Grove.
En route we anchored off the Playa de Roda, the beach on
the North Island of the Islas Cies. These beautiful but
somewhat tripperish islands lie across the north side of the
entrance to the Ria de Vigo, whence come the trippers by
the boatload. Despite this, all on board went ashore by
dinghy to enjoy swimming and sun-bathing in what turned
out to be the last fine day of the cruise. There followed a
splendid alfresco cold lunch on board, washed down by
bottles of the local white wine made in the Pontevedra
district from the Albarino grape, said to be derived from
the Riesling and brought there by pilgrims to nearby
Santiago do Compostela. The same vine grows in adjacent
northern Portugal under the name Alvarinho. Certainly
these fruity, very dry white wines were the oenological
discovery of the trip and were ideally suited to the sea-food
diet of the region. I have not seen them on sale in Ireland.
I digress. From our haven of peace, we steamed out of the

lee of the Isla Cies into a blistering F. 6-7 northwesterly,
thence passing the Isla Ons to seaward before gaining the
shelter of the Ria de Arosa and the comfort of the large
fishing harbour of El Grove. That night we took two taxis
to the hotel on the nearby resort island of La Toja. Though
it had been much recommended by Dermod Ryan as an
experience remniscent of the grandeur of an earlier epoch,
which it was, I would not consider it worth the detour.
Captain Birdseye would have bettered my piece of fish from
the Table d’Hote though my shipmates fared better on the
a la Cane. The cheeseboard, however was good and showed
that Galicia which is the dairying part of Spain has a
selection of cheeses to be proud of. We were befriended by
the Millers, a couple staying at the hotel, who ran us back
to the boat, in relays, via the bridge which connected the
island to the mainland. While there, I noted some keelboats
moored north of the bridge and on the eastern side of the
island.
At 09.00 Wednesday 27th July we left E1 Grove (also St.
Martin) in a flat clam. On reaching the open sea, we were
once more greeted by the ever present steep sea and northwesterly, which always seems to get up in these waters just
after breakfast. Another motor-sail followed to Muros. At
the entrance to the Ria Arosa we had passed Estrellita, with
whom the Skipper had a VHF conversation while I was off
watch. By 14.00 we were in the welcome shelter of the Ria
de Muros and at 15.30 had tied up alongside Golden Osprey,
a large power boat from Jersey, inside Muros harbour. Our
reasonably early arrival ennabled a shopping and gift buying
expedition ashore to be mounted in this attractive old town
with its colonnaded waterfornt buildings. A somewhat
incongruous antiaircraft gun is preserved in the town as a
Civil War Memorial, on which bespectacled Gunner Markey
posed for photographs. The scenery of this area was totally
lost to us because of a sea mist which had descended on the
bay. That evening, having surveyed the town for an eating
pace, we settled on the Restaurant Parillada al Candilexas,
which has been well written up in this annual on previous
occasions. While admitting that it is probably the best in
town we were not impressed. A sort of local seafood pubgrub, very overcrowded with not very friendly service.
July 28th. The Markeys left us for two days at Santiago,
whence Marie flew home and Jimmy was to make his way
to Corunna. At 11.00 we put to sea and once outside
conditions were probably worse than the day before. All day
we punched, under main and power, into a F. 5-7
northwester in very poor visibility. Cape Finisterre was
barely visible in the murk as we passed it. Our destination
was Camarinas, which is situated in a small Ria with an
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Skippers hold union meeting -- Bayona Y.C. Photo: J. Harbison

entrance barely a mile wide. Here our newly installed Decca
Navigator (small yacht version), was worth its weight in
gold, placing us right in mid-entrance before we saw any
sight of land. We berthed at the refuelling point in the small
fishing harbour at 19.00 and filled tanks. Morale, especially
for the ladies on board, was at a low ebb compounded by
pouring rain. Nevertheless they went ashore and found some
attractive shops, returning back on board for the evening
meal with some surprisingly good stake, and better for a
few drinks ashore. In the meantime we menfolk had been
battling with reberting arrangements because of the
incoming fishing fleet. These activities continued throughout
our evening meal, culminating in a hopelessly inebriated
fisherman driving his small but powerful craft from the berth
right inside us in among the crowd of small boats in the inner
harbour, to the consternation and great amusement of the
assembled townsfolk. We were told he was going away for
a few days and taking his boat into a safer berth. We would
have been better off lying to a hook in the middle of the
harbour where we saw a French yacht anchored.
Next morning Sheila and Kathleen went ashore, having
had enough of conditions in the Bay of Biscay, and took
a taxi to Corunna. The rest of us put to sea for what turned
out to be undoubtedly the worst passage of the entire cruise.
The seas were by now enormous after days of continuous
northerly winds, though visibility had greatly improved since
the previous day. The wind seemed to follow our nose
around into the north-east blowing up to a good F. 8,
although as it blew harder the sun came out. Conditions
continued thus from Cabo Villano to the Islas Sisargas, off

Cabo San Adrian, when the course was eased from 060 to
095. Around this time the ship was found to be taking water
beyond the capacity of the automatic electric bilge pump.
The handle for the manual pump could not be located and
buckets were resorted to. We were much relieved to find that
the source of the trouble was the gas bottle "selfdraining"locker. This was located on deck, but although
its outlet, which had become blocked by a plastic bag
discharged directly into the sea, its upper attachment to the
deckhead was not hermetically sealed. Water had thus
gained entry to the hull in considerable quantities from the
side-deck.
At 18.00 Corunna was sighted, identified by its most
famous landmark, the Torre de Hercules. I digress once
more, in mid-tempest, to allude to the possible Irish
connection of this fantastic structure. In order to do so, like
Myles na Gopaleen, I must pay tribute to "the brother",
who is an archaeologist of superior intelligence and learning.
This tower, which has a facade dating from 1790, has at
its core a Roman lighthouse, 34 metres high, built about the
year 190 A.D., to mark the entrance to the Roman port of
Brigantia now Corunna or La Coruna. I would refer the
Irish reader to the Leabhar Gabhala or Book of Conquests
of Ireland. In this early, and some would claim imaginary,
manuscript it is told how Bregohan founded the city of
Brigantia and built a tower in front of it which was named
after him. Later, Ith, son of Breoghan and uncle of Mil,
was on top of the tower "on a clear winter’s evening" when
he saw "a shadow and likeness of a land and lofty island
far away from him". Ith went on an expedition to that land

Coming ashore for a swim Playa de Roda, Islas Cies. Ria de Vigo in background. Photo: J. Harbison
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which was Ireland and was killed. His followers brought his
body back to Spain whereupon his kinsmen resolved to go
and conquer that land. Thus it was that the sons of Mil went
and conquered Ireland from the Tuatha de Danann. These
sons of Mil or Milesians were said to be the first of the
Gaedhels or Celts to invade Ireland. As I said, I degress.
We saw Breoghan’s tower at 18.00 but not the island of
Ireland and were very glad to moor alongside the Yacht Club
pontoon at 19.00. The wives, laden with shopping, were
there to greet us. There being no marina berth we hauled
off to a mooring coming ashore to dinner in the Yacht Club
by dinghy. Club catering is very simple but appetisingly done
by a husband and wife team, who provided us with our first
feast of fresh fried sardines. We found everyone at the club
friendly and helpful but it was quiet compared to Bayona.
Next day, Saturday July 30th, all six of us on board
travelled by bus to Santiago for a look at the sights, notably
the cathedral. An unexceptional dinner followed in a
flunkey-lined restaurant and so to bed in the luxury of an
hotel, the Windsor. Next morning Kathleen and Sheila were
left behind to attend mass in the Cathedral before flying
home, while the Skipper, Pamela, Piaras and myself took

the train back to Corunna, thereby missing the annual
spectacular at the Cathedral of the swinging of the five foot
thurible on the end of an eighty foot rope. It takes four
priests to lift the thurible and five to swing it. They might
make good foredeck hands.
En route to Corunna I saw smoke from a power station
chimney which suggested southerly wind but it petered out
by the time we reached the coast. On arrival at the Yacht
Club we found Jimmy had made it safely the previous
evening and had spent the time with the marooned crew of
the Sceolaing, which I should have mentioned, had turned
back with hull damage and had arrived in Corunna, because
it was down-wind, the previous day. We were obviously not
the only ones who found the going tough. Over lunch we
picked up the BBC shipping forecast which was
discouragingly northerly, but at least was below F. 8 in our
area. Unlike Philip II’s Armada which sheltered here from
northerly gales and which, forturately for England, was not
equipped with diesel engines, we steamed out into the wind
at 18.00 on July 31st. (The Armada had sailed on July 22nd
1588).
The voyage home was uncomfortable and boring,

Gunner Markey defends Muros against the Space Invaders -- Memorial to?
Photo: J. Harbison
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steaming into the perpetual northerly, which at last, within
sight almost of the Scillies, declined to a flat calm. We
entered Hughtown via Broad Sound, tying alongside the
quay for water and diesel at 10.15, sixty five hours out from
Corunna. Most of the ships company were kept free of sea
sickness on the passage by "Stugeron" I would not
recommend mixing it with strong drink. It is nearly
impossible to keep awake on watch with the mixture. As
ship’s doctor, I should have known better.
A blissful fine hot day was spent in the Scillies, better than
any we had spent in Spain. To add to our enjoyment, we
bumped into Dave Fitzgerald and his relief crew from

Partizan, who were returning to Galway from the south of
England. Many much-needed pints of frothing ale were
consumed in the limited licensing hours available.
The last lap began with a departure from Hughtown at
11.00 on 4th August, a Thursday, arriving back in Howth
at 18.15 on Friday 5th. Compared to the bumpy Bay of
Biscay it was a smooth ride under power in very light airs.
Once more it is my pleasure, on behalf of the crew to thank
Ted Shanahan for ennabling us all to enjoy a Spanish, and
some for us a Portugese holiday afloat. The lack of sun will
become less acute in recollection, but then the Coast of
Galicia is not the Costa del Sol, thank God!

PORTU I

SUMMARY
TO/FROM
Bayona-Lexioes
Lexioes-Viana do Castelo
Viana do Castelo-Bayona
Bayone-St. Martin del Grove
St. Martin del Grove-Muros
Muros-Camarinas
Camarinas-La Coruna
La Coruna-lsles of Scilly
Iles of Scilly-Howth

MILES

PASSAG
TIME

ENGINE
HOURS

65
36
35
32
37
42
57
417
230
951

9.75
5.00
5.00
9.75
6.50
8.00
10.00
65.00
31.25
150.25

9.75
5.00
5.00
9.75
6.50
8.00
10.00
65.00
31.25
150.25

NOTE: Golden Friendship logged 834 miles on her outward
voyage when the author was not aboard, giving a grand total
of 1785 miles.
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Single-handed exercise
Jack Coffey

I have often marvelled at single-handed sailors from Slocum
to Chichester and all the others in between. Their coolness,
their independence and other stong-headed qualities one
associates with aerobatic airmen and tight-rope walkers. Of
course, the most noticeable thing about them, apart from
these sterling qualities, is their success with the media.
Hardly a summer passes without a single-bander getting the
headlines and usually, deservedly so.
Their accounts of how they dealt alone with the powers
of the sea (nothwithstanding the three editors and nine
printings of Mr. Coles’ Heavy Weather Sailing) with their
cooking, navigating and above all, their apparent mastery
of the motionless state -- sleep. Althogether a crazy pastime,
and to borrow a catch phrase of the late Dick Emery "Oh!
you are awful -- but I like you".
After Meg’s Atlantic crossings and the extreme
satisfaction drawn from her performances in those heady
summer months of 1981, it was in order that we should do
something else together. At the end of last season I made
up my mind to go south and probably west if everything
went well, round about May 1983. Although single-handed
cruising was not a life-long ambition of mine, it would be
exciting and facinating to undertake an ocean cruise alone.
Like the previous passages, this venture also needed a heavy
input of time, material and finance. I was lucky to have the
time.
Meg of Muglins, as Club members may recall, is a Camper
and Nicholson ’35, built in 1972. Many of her kin have
completed prodigious cruises over the past decade. I gather
there are over two hundred in commission to date.
There is no room for superstition in the mind of the owner
when pressing for a ’Start of the Season’ launching date.
In spite of the unknown I had committed myself to, Meg
touched down on Friday 13th May in an elegant and ladylike
fashion. We sailed from Wicklow to Dun Laoghaire quickly
and pleasantly in the evening sun, boggle-eyed at the
magnificence of the Wicklow Hills backdrop.
The next week was the last one and it was an anxious
week. Each day make it abundantly clear to me that I was
consuming ’points of no return’ at a great rate. Bills were
paid, long-life food was stocked up, and it was difficult to
enter ’Elsinore’ by the main hall door. It was getting
alarmingly near ’the off’ and ’the second bilge pump to
operate below deck was not purchased or fitted’, nor ’was
there any means of getting aloft if that became necessary’;
and into the bargain ’I have no way of getting back on board
if I went over’. This jumble, plus other make ready chores
kept bouncing about in my head upsetting my cool. What
an ass I was to have started this whole thing.
As usual, everything was put together and in time -- but
just. The modifications to Meg and the new gear did not
get a proper shake down, but I kept telling myself that I
was not racing but cruising and weather permitting, I should
have plenty of time to adjust. In the same breath I hoped
what I was telling myself would not turn out to be famous
last words.

It was a bleak evening, all grey and teaming with rain
when I left the dingy slip of the ’George to head south into
a gentle F2-3 south-easterly. It was cold, which might be
difficult to believe, but then it was 20.30. This horrid
Monday, the 23rd of May, was fast dying and good riddance
to it. Shortly after clearing the harbour, I found it difficult
to hold my course and negotiate a city-bound container
vessel. All at once it was night, much sooner than I expected,
and I was fully alone. I could hardly return now, although
I fervently wished I wasn’t there at all.
The wind was hopeless. I had thought of making huge
tacks down the coast but as I passed the boisterous south
Burford buoy, I lost the lights of the coast. I came in at once
and soon saw Bray and Greystones. Now there was just no
wind at all, only the low drizzle of the cold rain. We motored
to get some value from the ebb and suddenly my guardian
angel woke me with a start as I was riding the third last wave
to break on the shore of Kilcoole. Yes, it was there all right,
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not more than twenty yards away, waiting for Meg and I.
I was coming in for a perfect landing, square and head-on,
but nice and gently. I thought I heard a motor car, some
voices and I could see lights popping up and down over the
top of the not too high railway embankment. As I slammed
here into reverse, I thought: ’How could she reverse out of
this surge to the shore’. She was never great in reverse,
anyway. She slid around, beam on and facing Dublin, which
allowed me to drive her forward parallel with the short, all
the time waiting for the big bump, and then made a grand
circle south again.
It must be the nearest to an accident I have ever had in
a boat. I was scared before I took off from Dun Laoghaire,
a few miles back. Now, I believed, I had set myself an
impossible task and there was no way I could continue. It
was madness.
Frank Mulville in his useful little book ’Single Handed
Cruising and Sailing’ published by Nautical gives a page of
four sketches devoted to the principal dangers affecting the
lone sailor. They show (1) falling overboard when hit by the
boom; (2) being run down by a vessel while asleep below;
(3) grounding while asleep below; and (4) injury below deck,
such as scalding. The sketch accompanying no. 3, depicts
a yacht inshore heading for the White Cliffs of Dover. Now
that I knew no. 3, grounding, to be a reality, were the other
three dangers going to rear their horrible heads sooner or
later?
I was off Rosslare the next afternoon, having logged
eighty seven miles, twenty more than there should have been
on the clock (Walker trailing log) and I felt I had run each
mile of it. The wind and tide were against me and there was
no way I was going to get around the corner that night. I
slipped into the harbour, droped the hook near where the
lifeboat was moored for many years, and again became
obsessed with trowing in the towel. I could easily say there
was something wrong with the self-steering and anyway, I’d
promise to live on the Fray Bentos during the winter.
’Curry’, our labrador, was getting very old and it was about
time he had a treat so my canned hamburgers would be his
just reward for watching over us for so long. Yes, there was
no reason why I should not call it a day.
In Planning the passage I believed it would be prudent
not to have a drink for the first week until I got the hang
of being alone and reasonably smart with the new gear. I
rued the day I made that decision and sat there that evening
very tired and dejected looking at the bonded lockers as if
they were packed with Arabian treasure. They were, of
course, but it was Irish! I twice fingred the wire and the seal
with great sensitivity, but caution and my guardian angel
again helped me through this second cliff hanger within
twenty-four hours.
After a hot meal of substantial proportions, but in reality
a tin of Fray Bentos, a tin of Italian tomatoes and all manner
of sauces, made by a former Irish Rugby International living
in America, life began to fall into place all over again. The
fears of heading out into the Atlantic by nk’cself and other
broodings were distracted as I watched, intrigued, as a new
Dutch dredger manouvered and showed her paces, probably
for the Rosslare Harbour Board. She smelt new, looked new,
and by the clamour of bells and buzzars and the Christmas
tree appearance of her many coloured lights, if she was not
new she was certainly something very special.
I was away just on first light through the South Shear and
round the Slaugh Rock with the tide and a 10 knot south
easterly. It was cold. Later we drifted past the Conningbeg,
being serviced by a team, obviously taking advantage of the
spectacular day that was in it. The Kinsale Rigs, east and
west, came into sight that evening and as progress was poor,
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I decided to heave-to and see them properly the next day.
They were impressive work platforms. The security was
acute and assurances had to be given that we would be away
as soon as the wind obliged. I thought again of ending the
voyage and going into Kinsale. The ever so pleasant weather
over the past few days, with no wind, may have prompted
the idea to take a holiday rather than a survival course.
Hove-to again off the Old Head and an overnight drift to
within four or five miles of the Rigs by dawn. I then set a
course 270oT for the Fastnet, some seventy-five miles away.
We drifted about the Fastnet for twenty-four hours until
I wondered ’why all this Mediterranean weather when I as
trying to get away from Ireland? Scrutinised by an R.A.F.
Nimrod and talking with trawlers from Penzance suggested
I might have already lost my bearings and perhaps it was
not the Fastnet at all I was looking at, but no -- there she
was.
Nearly a week out of Dublin now and seventy per cent
of it spent drifting about the south coast of Ireland longing
for wind to help on a course 225oT for Graciosa, Azores.
Eventually it came from the south east and we went off like
a bomb. It did not last for long. Sunday the 29th May we
got a fix 50o.05’N -- 110.36’W (one hundred and ten miles
s.w. Fastnet). The barometer dropped from 1113 to 1000mb
during the day so we cleared the decks for action and in it
came again from the south-east blowing F5 - 6 and shortly
after, at F 7. In came two reefs and the genoa furled to
balance. We spent the night on the move amid the
barometer’s forecast. These winds were cold but dry and
petered out after less than two days. There were often times
as I furled or unfurled the genoa, from the safety of the
cockpit, a picture came to mind of the frail figure of Francis
Chichester working on his foredeck, hanking and changing
sails. Those were tough days and yet are only a little over
a decade ago. I believe it well be considered a dangerous
practice in the future for lone sailors to leave the cockpit
for such a drill. The new operation is so smooth it must
entice a greater number to sail short-handed.
Although I had a lot of toing and froing from the cockpit
to the foot of the mast to reef the main, on a new boom
and slab system it was quick and vastly superior to my old
boom rooler system (1972). The slab system is, of course,
run of the mill for all racing boats. I could not have rolled
and reefed my old boom satisfactorily by myself in a blow.
I am sure of this. I had difficulty with the reefing lines and
my spray hood as they came back to the winches, but I got
over that. When practising with the slab reefing, I found

it very hard to mate the reefing tack cringle to the T-shaped
hook on the gooseneck fitting. I therefore had eight inch
straps of canvas with large S/S rings fitted to the sail near
each cringle which enabled me to pull the sail down rapidly
and hook on easily.
In the next week the winds veered and completed two
rounds of the compass. When they were southerly they were
fresh to strong; northerly they were gentle to no wind. On
the 4th of June we got a fix 46o-06’N - 16o-56’W and
although the time taken to do the distance so far was
dreadful, we were nearly half way.
Most evenings so far I spent hove-to with one or two reefs
in and got sleep from aroung 21.00 till 04.30 when I usually
put the show on the road for that day. I had bought a
laboratory timer which’alarmed at any time set between one
minute and two hours. This was a reliable piece of
clockwork, superior I feel to the alarm on a quartz or alarm
clock. During my sleeping time I was called every two hours
and I went above to have a good look around. There were
times, but not many, thank heavens, that I sighted shipping
during these calls, On one of these occasions, at the end of
the third week, I seemed to drift (for that epitomised the
passage down) into the centre of a full scale American Naval
exercise. There were huge fighting ships outlined in the
summer darkness all round me, winking at each other.
Initially, this strange company made me feel embarrassed,
as if I had no clothes on, or like the Bateman drawing of
the man who coughed at Wimbledon. However, I think I
must have trown the proverbial spanner in the works by
calling them up to verify my position. I imagined my flat

brogue bouncing around the nerve centre of an aircraft
carrier. It was 02.00 and my call was listened to by some
thirty young men on some staff course or other. I could hear
the duty officer ask the Admiral if he should attend to this
call (of mine), and the growling reply from his senior: ’See
what the bastard wants’. Of course, it wasn’t like that. It
was a friendly, smooth, cool-trained voice giving me the
answer. ’40o-35’N -22o-14’W’, and ’May we be of any
further assistance, Sir?’ The Americans are so suited to
talking over the air.
I did not clip on my harness each time I left the cockpit,
as I had resolved to. The weather was so placid and I felt
so fit and agile, there was really no need. I had a second
clip fitted to my harness for when things got bad, and when
clipped this short lead made it necessary for me to go
forward on my knees. This might seem a bit fussy, but the
alternative is so final, there is no answer but to do it.
Although there are anxious times being by yourself, usually
a change in the weather can work miracles and unless you
are very unlucky and have weeks of dreadful weather, which
could be mentally disturbing, there is little to worry about
if you follow your own set of rules. I did a lot ot talking
out loud to the various components on the boat. I would
heartily congratulate the compass for maintaining the
course, castigate the cooker if it trew a near cooked meal
out on the cabin sole. The love/hate relationship with my
Walker log often drew cries that I am sure could have been
heard over the horizon. The pass of Concorde was always
frightening. I suppose more so when you are alone as each
sound is vital to your ear. Its noise can be described as two
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large bangs of a hammer on the coachrook in rapid
succession when one is below. My heart missed a beat or
two on each occasion and I swore out loud at the aeroplane.
One evening we were being overtaken by a very large
tanker, ploughing her way south for New Orleans. She was
the General Aguinaldo and was light out of Rotterdam. We
talked and she promised to report us. We had a pleasant
conversation and in admiring the vastness of his ship at the
distance she was from us, ’the voice’ decided to come over
and give us a closer look at her. As she passed between Meg
and the evening sun, only a cable to starboard, the daylight
practically disappeared. The ’march past’ was handled
expertly and was a gesture of friendliness in the middle of
nowhere, but it did bring home to me how fortunate I had
been so far not to have encountered an animal like this in
anger. Indeed, the thought so chastened me that absolutely
no quarter was given to the bottle of gin between then and
supper.
About four times a week I baked brown bread from the
normal mix prepared by Odiums. I found the directions on
the pack easy to follow and the execution even more simple.
I ate the loaf with great relish smothering it in margarine
and my wife’s homemade marmalade. Three slices each
morning for breakfast is guaranteed to keep the system
operating at concert pitch. It never ceased to give me
satisfaction each time a new golden loaf slid out of the
Teflon non-stick baking tin. Water, of course, is added to
mix the dough soft, but when an opened carton of
Killeshandra long-life milk could not keep up with the heat
and was added, this made a huge difference to the taste.
I also learned to mix the dough with one hand -- my right,
as my left thumb got caught in the forward hatch when it
suddenly shut while I was trying to flush out a tired old
swallow. Had I more sense, I would have known that all
the poor swallow wanted was a wee bit of comfort before
he died. The well stocked first aid box was a winner, but
I have a blemish for life to remind myself of my short-lived
feathered friend.
On the way to the islands we had no lasting wind of any
substance. A F6 -- 7N.E. and a repeat of that from the S.E.
on four occasions. These occasions lasted, in the case of
north easterlies for some thirty hours and less for the south
easterlies. In general, I note from an aggregate of overnight
readings that I hoved-to on three nights because the wind
was blowing over 30 knots. Most other nights were described
as ’hove-to to sleep -- no wind’, or ’sailing-sleepingdrifting’.
Of the twenty-five days passage out the mileage on eight
of these days was between twenty and fifty miles. On nine
of the days it was between seventy-five and one hundred
miles. The least number of miles in a day was twenty and
this was a drift. The most was one hundred and fourteen
miles completed on the 8th of June. There were meny times
on the passage when I believed othere would have spent the
midnight and early hours encouraging the boat along so as
to arrive in a respectablke time. I had no ambitions to break
any records, I had time on my side, I had ample stores and
really all I wished for was successful navigation and a safe
landing in one piece. To underline that, it should be stated
that the weather was a wee bit tto good at times. I have an
entry in my log for the 15th of June which reads: ’Heat
intense -- motor for breeze. Meal and fall exhausted to bed
leaving the main crumpled on deck’. I had to resist the
temptation to take my shirt off during those days. On the
other hand, I have a note to say what peace and pleasure
it was to sit up at the foot of the mast and sail on into such
heavenly weather. Certainly, a change for this cruising man.
I was getting a little anxious about a landfall around the

14th of June for my log readings started to move up into
the sixteen hundred mile bracket and I recalled when, with
a crew in 1981, we had made Dublin/Faial in one thousand,
four hundred and five miles. Was I ever going to see the
islands? It could happen that I might sail right through
between the group of five and Sao Miguel and never see
anything expect probably hit the Banco D. Joao de Castro.
I was getting close to being a month at sea. Then on the
next day, the hottest day of all, the 15th of June, already
referred to, I spotted what had to be a sail, the first I had
seen since leaving Ireland. It was, by the look of it, a
collapsing spinnaker and now and then getting a dart of life.
He was coming towards us, but not quite, so I could not
resist edging towards his track to have a chat without the
radio and, a very important aside -- ’How far did you say
the Islands were, Sir?’ like a true Kerryman. It took an age
to close with him. He was a Dutchman and was returning
from wintering in the West Indies. He had passed between
Graciosa and Tercira and they were some seventy miles S.W.
of us.
We parted, he for Falmouth and Meg and I for Terceira.
However brief our encounter, I did not feel any the richer
for the meeting. He was probably browned off at the
thought of another fourteen hundred miles to Falmouth in
weather that was doing little for his sailboat. I could not
be long now and neither was it, for Terceira came up dead
ahead at 11.15 next morning. Each day during the week was
more beautiful than the next and this big island looked like
a precious stone sitting in the hazy sunshine.
It took the remainder of the day to reach the western end
of Terceira where I furled the jib, dropped the main,
prepared a meal and with an outsized gin and tonic, sat
devouring the beauty of the island from some five miles
away. The sea was so undisturbed that its only comparison
might be with that obnoxious and unreal leading TV frame
shown for Thames Television that has the background of
St. Paul’s Cathedral. However unreal it looked it felt very
good to be here at last. My early doubts seemed far away.
I cannot recall exactly what I had for supper that evening,
probably some thing unimaginative like canned mackerel,
but I do remember drinking whacking good Irish coffees
until late. It was Point Serreta on Tercira that blinked at
us every fifteen seconds and the township of Raminho that
tantalised with its bright lights. It was a happy voyager that
put the lights out.
It was a beautiful June Friday and Meg shook herself at
05.40 and motored towards the western tip of Sao Jorge,
Point Rosais. The passage became a most satisfying reach
with a 15 to 20 kn. easterly, and I had ideas of being down
the Canal do Faial by early afternoon. I should have
suspected the wind for it came up at 10.00 and packed up
for lunch at 12.45, returning at 15.15, then slowly dying in
the early evening. Since arriving among the islands I had
not seen Graciosa, which seemed always under a haze. Now,
as I approached the top end of Sao Jorge it showed up well
and looking further astern, one could see Terceira at the
same time. Lovely islands from the sea.
I got into a race off the Point Rosais, Sao Jorge and had
a job to clear it. Perhaps I should have given the Point a
wider berth, but with the weather that was in it, it looked
a natural short cut if ever there was one. I then beat down
to the shores of Pico, tacked to clear its local town,
Madaiena, then to Espalmaca on Faial and as the evening
was closing motored into Horta with sails secured and all
ship-shape. Luckily we slid alongside another boat on the
quay wall, secured the springs, all by 21.40 on the 17th of
June. It had taken twenty-five days and forty minutes and
I recorded eighteen hundred nautical miles; a dreadfully long
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time, I believe, because of the absence of wind and, perhaps,
because I was alone. I had intended if things went well on
the way down to go further west, but this was not the
summer to consider an extension to the Faial Landfall.
The sun shone brilliantly during my stay. The quay was
furnished with some imposing-looking craft, including
Credit Agricole, the crews and owners mostly licking their
financial wounds after winter in the apparently very
expensive Carribean. Would you believe $2 for an ice cream?
The upper quay was still plastered with different short of
artwork, embodying yachts’ names. The only addition,
looking smart and demanding attention, was Moonduster.
The Corkmen were clever. They painted a blue horizontal
background and later, I imagine, added the name in white.
There was no artistery here, just bang ’era between the eyes.
Meg’s signature of 1981 was close to where they were sand
blasting a jib of a crane and it was suffering severely. I did
not have the guts to tell the foreman to ’lay off and mind
our Bob’s artwork’.
Going ashore for the first time after a long period at sea
I found it difficult to keep my balance. At odd intervals I
would start to lurch about and at first I blamed the cobbled
areas around the quay. When I found it was not the cobbles,
I accepted the fact that I was getting old. Arriving at the
Cafe Sport, a little shaky, I found Peter still active and
genial, but I did notice his son taking a more prominent
position around the floor. It is he who issues the fuel
entitlement documents, so a visit and a chat are most
important. Peter also appears to have a lean on the post
office switch, for he can get you a line home amid the din
of the bar, in what appears double quick time, whereas it
takes two hours at the Post Office or maybe more if you
go through either of the two hotels. Peter is the port officer
for the Ocean Cruising Club on the Azores.

The town looked its best I thought. It was fresh and
brimming over with visiting yachtsmen. I met several from
the USA, Germany and France and had drinks and tea
parties on board their yachts. The goings and comings of
the ever changing waterfront society is very low key
compared to that of the Mediterranean or any organised
marina life. However, it is genuine in its simplicity and is
all about boats. ’Where are you going from here?’ ’Where
did you come form?’ ’What’s the south coast of Ireland
like?’ ’Could you lend me a chart?’ Most of them were real
sailor folk and it was a privileged feeling to be among them.
I met the Islands’ top scrimshaw artist called Othon and we
agreed a figure for him to carve Meg’s outline and a few
words on a whale tooth. It turned out very well and I was
pleased to have an example of a dying art, the material for
which is disappearing so fast that a substitute, he believes,
will be introduced very soon. Consequently, he did not
polish the back of the tooth to show it is genuine but left
it in the raw state; hence my wife will not touch it.
Elaborate arrangements have to be made to get fuel at
Horta. A document is issued by Peter Azevedo, proprietor
of the Cafe Sport, signed by him and you take it to the police
for their stamp. Then walk up the town to the Hotel de Ville
where one of the many officials signs it by verifying the
particulars of your craft from the yacht’s papers. This
appears a huge fag, but when you eventually work out the
price of the diesel it all seems to fall into place -- 25p per
litre -- half the price at the pumps in Ireland this summer.
It may be a further effort by this little island to attract
yachtsmen.
The other attraction is the large marina. This is in
construction right now, its outline is firmly in place and will
be ready in 1985. The right arm juts straight out into the
harbour for seventy-five metres from approximately locale

View of the right arm and entrance to the new Marina
in the making at Horta, Azores. Taken through the
castellations of the Estalagem de Santa Cruz. Pico in the
background.
Photo Jack Coffey
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of the Club Naval, or the Estalagem de Santa Cruz. The
left arm, which will be the principal feature and carry
vehicular traffic starts from the centre of the town (that is
furthest away from Cafe Sport) and makes its way back to
the Club Naval area in a wide circle. It will transfer the life
of the town for yachtsmen from the quay and Cafe Sort area
to the town centre proper. The residents are conscious of
the haven they have created for sail boats over the centuries
and intend to cherish it for the future.
A persistent N.E. blew on Falal for the four days I spent
recuperating at the quayside. It was directly opposite to the
islands’ prevailing wind and the one I needed to get me home
with any confort. I thought of waiting like a prudent mariner
until it blew from the S.W. as I had plenty of time, but I
just could not stand the inactivity as the days wore on. I
decided to move off on Wednesday the 22nd of June after
four days rest. The chores of taking on fuel and water and
then the passport exit stamp were completed by early
afternoon and away we went, Meg and I, at 17.00 into the
F 3-4 north easterly. We tacked about until we cleared Faial
and Sao Jorge before the wind petered out, and reckoning
on having sufficient sea room between Graciosa and
Terceira, we called it a day. It was not the best night’s sleep
I had for we seemed to be slopping about making an infernal
noise. What the doldrums must be like, for a possible ten
days of this, I cannot imagine. Any wind we had came from
the N.E. so we continued to ghost in a north westerly
direction. The winds were anything but ideal for selfsteering, in fact, since we had left Dun Laoghaire over a
month ago, the gear and I have barely been on speaking
terms. On the few occasions there was a bite in the wind
it worked like a charm. It is a magnificently engineered job,
more sensitive than most and very robust in construction.
Because of these conditionds the days were long and tiring
but luckily warm and sunny.
Over the first weekend we had a change in wind direction,
now from the S.E. and Meg leaned her shoulder to it
tramping along and soon recording our four hundred mile
position from Faial, but well west of the Rhum line.
Intermittent spurts like this and long periods of nothing but
gentle breezes were the order of the next week. In fact it
was disappointingly like our run down, just averaging
seventy miles per day for twenty-four hours sailing as we
edged our way well west of north, hoping sometime to run
into the westerlies that would bring us quickly to the Fastnet
and home. These, I suppose, were remarkable days in any
summer cruise, with the maximum number of hours
sunshine and just meandering along recording mileage but
not always on course, unfortunaty the thousand miles went
up at noon on the 4th July and on this day I discussed the
merits and de-merits of N.A.T.O. with a French fighting
ship. It was all good humoured as the voice tried to explain
that they were techinically in N.A.T.O. -- but yet not in
it -- if I followed him, which I did not. I found it remarkable
how far out in the Atlantic it was that we ran into the French
tunny fishermen. It must have been well over six hundred
miles from Brittany and in wooden craft that would be ever
so much older than anything to be seen around Dunmore
East or Howth. I suspect they were out of Concarneau.
My navigation, the important part of each day, was oldfashioned in the extrem but I liked it that way. With one
exception and that was a VEGA timesight, This is a quartz
stopwatch that is fitted to a wooden handle and in turn is
substituted for the sextant’s original handle. It makes for
complete accuracy of the time end of the opperation. If one
wears glasses it helps enormously. I operated through
Norrie’s tables and the current Nautical Almanac. I enjoyed
each day’s work, however ancient, seeking the ’log cos of
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the Dec’ and the various sums to arrive at the intercept, and
as often as not, making a bloomer of some subtraction or
average sum. It certainly puts in the hours. The stations on
my short-wave Grundig Yacht Boy 300 were disappoiting,
crammed with propaganda, including Washington D.C. The
BBC World Service was not much better and its only claim
to be mentioned is the World News on the hour with a time
signal for sight work.
I got great satisfaction from a job that Henry Brown &
Son did for me during the winter on my Sestrel Major. It
was recommended that they should install BETA lights in
the comass. These are brytlit flourescent capsules that are
mounted inside a quarter dome or roof that fits to the top
of the compass. They shine in the dark like a flourescent
watch face and thus one overcomes that eternal scrouge of
blinking compass lights that are so often not even blinking.
The snags are -- they are not at their greatest during twilight
or dawn, but have a life of between five and seven years.
No drain on the electrics. The operation is inexpensive. I
installed a second compass, a Ritchie illuminated job, on
the bulkhead over my head which is readable in the prone
position. It has wires into the saloon lighting and is of
enormous assistance during the time I spent below, especially
on the few occasions that the weather was inclement above.
The 5th, 6th and 7th of July were mid-week of our final
week which was a cracker. It was a low in the Shannon sea
area that was not experienced on land. I gather it went north
and was just another ’near thing’ of this year’s summer
weather in Ireland. However, I saw the barometer drop 10
mb. over the week as I recorded the highest mileage over
any three days’ sailing since starting: one hundred and two,
one hundred and thirty eight and one hundred and five miles
all completed in the most unusaul conditions for this cruise.
The ceiling was down on top of us and scudding across our
starboard bow at 30 to 35 knots as we surged down some
big ones at 7 -- 8 kns. I had reefed down to maximum. It
was exhilarating and, by the way, quite unusual to have the
oilies on. As it started to gust to F 9 it became a wee bit
too much for we were being knocked about as well as going
like mad. We hoved-to and talked to a USA naval tanker
bound for Europe and with the swingiest of names Sea Lift
China Sea. I enquires had she seen our RR and she had it
sixteen miles. She said she was surprised at its signal and
could not get rid of it. This did not help me on the mext
afternoon as we were heading north east for Ireland when
by chance, as I was approaching the toilet amidships and
was turning left between the bulkheads, I chanced to glance
out of the forward window -- that small oblong aperture
designers were keen on before they made the coachroof
disappear into the deck, if you follow me -- to see, to my
horror, this huge grey ship heading in our direction and
uncomfortably near dead ahead. Needless to say I put off
what I was going to do and shot back to the VHF. I couldn’t
see her out of the port windows while operating the radio
as she was so much on our course. I called and called her
and as she came into sight through the windows, I was
relieved to see she was at least two cables on our port side.
She eventually answered, apologising for not coming on at
once, but that it took some time for the machine to warm
up. This I could not follow. She was Russian, with a red
band around her funnel. It was this wee piece of red that
had caught my eye in an otherwise all grey sea, sky and ship
picture. I am rather sure they had not seen me by what
transpired in our subsequent conversation. I also thanked
my lucky stars to have had a high cut Genoa. The one
question continually asked of a lone sailor is ’What about
being run down while asleep?’. There is no answer. The
realisation is there all the time and must be conquered

months before take-off. The worry is never fully overcome,
but it must be put in its proper place otherwise life would
be hell. I believe I was never fitter while on this exercise.
I lost one and a half stone, I ate everything and, apart from
migrane from too many coffees, the routine of the day
obviously suited me. I recall, stupidly, trapezing through
the companionway hatch to the cabin sole on many
occasions.
Our Shannon low passed on and with it my depression
after three days in it. It was sunny again and we were but
a day away from Crookhaven, the gannets performing with
their unbelievable dexterity. The weather people would
describe what I saw around me as ’haze’ but it was as foggy
as one could get. I talked to the Mizen Head lighthouse and
they told us they can see the Fastnet which is nine miles away
on their port hand. They can see no mist. That made me
loose the cool a little but all was well; we were further out
than led to believe from such good radio reception. It was
the next day, however, before we got in. We eventually made
the coast at Sheep Head and Dunmanus Bay, the mist having
risen. We motor sailed passed the Mizen lighthouse and
spent late afternoon getting to Crookhaven, having passed
Brow Head. It had taken seventeen days and three hours
to return and complete one thousand five hundred and sixth
nautical miles. We dropped the hook outside
O’Suilleabhain’s at 18.30. I made a meal, had a few drinks
and washed before pumping the inflatable to go ashore and
have a pint in Nottages. I was very tired and returned to
Meg directly and to bed well satisfied with the result.
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RHUM LINE

ACTUAL

TIME BY DAYS

1425

1800

25 days 40mins.

1150

1560

17 days 1V2hrs

Another Fine Mess
Dermod Ryan

In November 1982, clearly still punch drunk following that
year’s stormy cruise in Scotland, I was discovered sitting
with telephone in hand negotiating with Sam Dix to purchase
his Nicholson 43 Sceolaing. Now the last thing in the world
I needed was a new yacht. Red Velvet was perfect and in
superb condition, but here I was making the change. The
deal was agreed and Sceolaing was mine. I now had to think
of putting Red Velvet on the market, but before I could do
so, Michael O’Rahilly, knowing of my new acquisition,
’phoned to say he was looking for a suitable yacht and so
on. In no time a deal was completed, and in a few short
weeks three people were pleased as punch, Sam, Michael
and I.
I decided, that as soon as possible, Sceolaing and I had
better get to know each other, for me to learn her sailing
abilities and for her to discover the alcoholic antics of her
new owner and his crew, so I planned a nine day cruise to
Scotland in the month of May. We left Dun Laoghaire on
the morning of Saturday, May 14th after having a swimming
time the night before, when I fell out of the dinghy. We -Dave Ryan, Jim Dempsey, my brother Hilary and I -visited Craighouse, Ardfern, Tobermory, Arinagour, Castle
By, Ardtornish Bay and Scalasid, and in all covered some
550 sunny, if chilly miles. We had some wonderful sailing,
but as was inevitable in 1983, some motoring too. By the
end of the cruise Sceolaing and I were on christian names
terms. She had behaved beautifully, was a pleasure to sail,
and seemed to understand, indeed expect, to have winos
spilling drink and staggering all over her -- could it be
experience with a previous owner!!
In any event, with the trials over I could now look forward
to the annual cruise. As always I planned a two weeks family
cruise in Brittany which was to be followed by a three week
stint with "the Mob"to north and northwest Spain. The crew for Brittany consisted of my wife
Sheila and family, Yvonne, Brenda and Nicola and her
friend, Rosemary Byrne.
We cast off our moorings in Dun Laoghaire at 05.30 on
Saturday, 25th June. It was flat, flat calm. We motored
gently against a foul tide, so foul it took five hours before
we were off Wicklow Head. However, it eventually turned
in our favour and in twelve hours we had passed the Tuskar.
We sailed, motor-sailed and just motored in winds which
peaked at SW4. I had intended to make the passage direct
to Camaret, but we motored so much I had no option but
to call to Hughtown in the Scilly Isles to refill our tanks.
As things turned out this was fortunate, for while there I
discovered to my horror that I had forgotten to bring my
charts and Sailing Directions of Brittany. I succeeded in
buying replacements there so, apart from spending a few
unnecessary quid all was well.
On Monday morning I came alongside to top up the tanks
before the local steamer -- the Scillonia arrived from
Penzance to disgorge her hoard of day trippers. The wind
had risen during the night and was blowing N6 or so. The
harbour is quite shallow and as I endeavoured to back off

the pier into the wind I merely manoeuvered myself into the
impossible position. We ended half-way down the harbour,
across the wind, in shallow water on a lee shore. I could
not go ahead or we would go aground, nor turn in the
confined space, meanwhile the wind was pushing us ashore.
My blood pressure read 10 on the Richter scale. Paul then
suggested I do the obvious, namely drop the anchor on a
short line and when it bit Sceolaing would come head to wind
enabling us to motor out. It worked a treat, I hate kids who
know more than their father! We reanchored off the
harbour. It was just before 16.00 when we left for Brittany,
a lovely sunny day, with wind N5 and Forecast to remain
so. We had a super broad reach through a summery evening,
frequently with dolphins for company, and later a
magnificent bright, clear moonlight night. The wind faded
in the morning and we limped along for several hours, barely
stemming the north going tide off Le Four Light. Eventually
we accepted the inevitable and started Percy, the Perkins
4108, motored through the Chanel du Four, when we hoisted
the Genoa again and sailed into Camaret. As we made our
approach to the Marina, bearing in mind my experience in
the Scilly Isles, I wondered would Seolaing respond
sufficiently to enable me manoeuvre alongside without
causing mayhem. In the event it was no problem, and indeed
by the end of the Breton cruise my worry about manoeuvreability was completely dispelled.
Red Velvet was alongside and the O’Rahillys invited us
over for a drink. We also net Peter Jeffcoate, who now lives
in Nuneaton, but whom I knew as an enthusiastic racer in
the Irish Sea some twelve years earlier.
The following day, Wednesday 29th, we sailed the short
distance to Morgat, a favourite with the family. The wind
was SW4 giving us a beautiful leg to the Cap de la Chevre
and a spinnaker reach to Morgat, where we tied alongside
the outside of the pontoon two and a half hours later, taking
two spaces! ! The day had been beautiful, but as we munched
crepes that evening the sky became overcast and it rained.
Next morning was dismal with drizzle and bad visibility, but
by afternoon the sun was shining and at 18.30 we set off
for Audierne. We sailed for a while, but the wind faded
forcing us to motor through the Raz de Sein to Audierne.
The anchor was down at 23.00. Next day, Friday, July 1st
was fabulous. Paul took a taxi to Quimper Airport and flew
home so as to crew in the "George" Regatta on Mervyn
Hall’s Andante. They won and so justified the airfare. I was
now the lone male with five females! I should mention that
when we came ashore with Paul to get him to the Airport
we were stopped by the Police, who, knowing we were
coming from a foreign yacht, searched our bags thoroughly,
although we had cleared Customs in Camaret. I heard later
that the French Authorities are "tightening" up on visiting
yachts. Despite our officious policeman we had a wonderful,
relaxing day. The tribe swam and explored by dinghy. I have
visited Audierne many times before, but always regarded
it as a "lay-by" After this visit I will hold it in greater esteem.
It was in an oily calm that we set off next day to
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Concarneau and it remained so. Having motored all the way
we tied up in the Marina some 6.1/2 hours later. I was
amazed at the many spaces in the Marina here, and in
Morgat and Camaret. Usually they are quite packed. It
seems that Monsieur Mitterand’s cut-backs have so
depressed the French that many spent their holidays at
home. While in Concarneau we met Leigh Mary and
Cruiskeen and sipped an occasional drop of the hard stuff
with them. The family always regard Concarneau as the
highlight of the cruise. It seems that the pick of the French
lads roam the town and having four young lassies on board,
I had great difficulty in coaxing them away two days later.
Before leaving, however, we had a day with Jarlath and
Rosaleen Mullen and their family. Jarlath had brought the
car and was touring for two weeks before joining Sceolaing
for our Spanish trip. We dined that evening in a superb
Restaurant, "l’Huitrier", situated near Fouesnant, eight
miles from Concarneau. It is recommended by Michelin and
justifiably so.
On Tuesday, July 5th, we left early, before the love-sick
maidens wakened, and motored in a flat calm to le Palais,
Belle Isle. Having heard of the problems which faced others
in finding space in the harbour I feared the worst, but to
our surprise and delight, we had no problem finding a
comfortable berth. The heat and humidity were
overpowering. We shopped and explored the town. We
dined ashore that evening and the six of us sat outside the
Cafe -- "Le Skipper" At one stage the Chef charged from
within and stormed to a table near us and "threw the head",
as he expressed some dissatisfaction at the two diners. Our

Brenda, not quite a star in French has nonetheless a fair
smattering, was becoming more and more wide-eyed as she
endeavoured to keep pace with the argument. Finally, to
the roars of the Chef, the diners threw some money on the
table (not enough) and left. The Chef stormed back into the
kitchen. When we thought it safe, we laughed -- quietly!
We enjoyed our meal until it came to dessert when I choose
ice-cream, while the others selected a local Gateau called
"Breton Farl" The ice-cream was very acceptable, but not
so the Gateau, and the ladies decided to leave it. The Chef
made another whirlwind appearance, to us this time, and
repeated his tyrade. It seemed that he fancied his farl as
"haute cuisine" My school-boy French was never very highly
regarded, but mon Chef had no problem whatever in
understanding where his bun would end its days if he didn’t
take himself and his ruddy tart out of my sight. He left -quietly!
We enjoyed le Palis, but as time was getting short, it was
Thursday, July 7th, I decided to cancel a planned visit to
Houat and Hoedic and return to Concarneau, where the
crew change was to take place. We set off at 09.45 a
beautiful sunny morning, by which time the harbour was
almost empty. The French leave early and thereby avoid
paying Marina dues. However, in le Palais would-be
escapists were caught by the Authorities as they used a high
speed inflatable to chase early leavers. Never having
succeeded in such a get-away myself (wish I could get up
earlier in the morning!) I was quietly pleased to see these
"T.V. Spongers" caught.
We sailed, we motored, we sailed etc. The day was a

Sceolaing Photo John Harbison
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Sheila helps Jarlath and Jarlath helps Sheila etc.
Photo Dave Ryan

scorcher, foggy at times but incredibly hot; we were all
severely burnt. Having passed Isle de Groix we were
delighted to find Red Velvet sailing alongside us. She too
was returning to Concarneau. We sailed together for several
hours to the Marina. This was the last night of the family
cruise. Les Enfants were sailing home next night (Friday,
July 8th) on the Roscoff/Cork Ferry. We met Jarlath and
family again. Rosaleen and their children were also leaving
on the same Ferry. Next day, after seemingly endless hassle,
I succeeded in renting a car for the delivery run to Roscoff.
I also needed the car to collect Harry Grimes from Roscoff
on Sunday. Dave and Mary Ryan were flying to Paris and
coming by train to Concarneau.
Everything worked like clockwork. The Ryan and MuUen
families got home safely, without incident, and the crew
assembled as planned. We had a superb dinner, on two
occasions, in "La Gallandier", an upstairs Restaurant in
the Place de la Marie, close to the Post Office. It is definitely
a Restaurant to be visited.
We stayed in Concarneau until the Monday. It was
extremely hot. We returned the car and shopped before
departing at 16.45 for Ribadeo on the north coast of Spain.
The sea was flat calm, without a gasp of wind. The autopilot
proved temperamental in the extreme. It worked, it didn’t,
Jarlath fiddled, it worked, it didn’t, Jarlath fiddled and so
on. Jarlath was rapidly being driven mad and occasionally
one sensed a flash of temper -- incredible for one usually
so placid! The autopilot persisted in blowing fuses, Jarlath
steadily used more and more powerful fuses until in a last
desperate effort he resorted to wrapping the fuses in kitchen
foil and even then they blew! Finally, driven to despair, he
could find nothing heavier (luckily he couldn’t find nails!)
and so pronounced the autopilot officially dead. The entry
in the log records "MICK IS DEAD" Being unreliable and
temperamental the autopilot was named Mick after a certain
Club Boatman, whom some allege exhibits similar traits!
We motored through the first day and much of the
second. On the morning of the third day the wind rose at
last and we had some enjoyable sailing until close to the
Spanish coast. Although mostly windless, the weather
worsened as we sailed south across the Bay of Biscay with
deteriorating visibility and overcast skies. The nights were
incredibly dark. The log records -- "like sailing in a black
plastic bag" The area was surprisingly devoid of life until
some fifty miles or so out from Spain when two large whales
swam purposefully by. We also had a young swallow on
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board. He flew in through the forehatch, roosted on a shelf
in the forecabin and flew out again next morning. Our final
night out of Spain was again pitch black, but by now we
were some thirty miles out and the sea was alive with
trawlers, ensuring that those on watch were not bored. As
the dawn broke, or should have broken, we were in thick
fog and drizzle some 5 miles off Ribadeo. The wind had
left us, so we resorted to Percy while we slowly closed the
shore. We had used the excellent radio beacons to keep a
check on our position, which was dislpayed continuously
on the Walker Sat-Nav. Marking our position on the chart
we kept inching our way inshore. We heard an engine and
responded by sounding the fog horn. Suddenly out of the
swirling mist we made out the outline of a lighthouse less
than 200 yards ahead. There seemed to be a factory building
behind the lighthouse and Jar insists he saw the workers
leave for lunch when they heard Dave’s prolonged hoot on
the foghorn! We decided to head back out to sea and just
drift a couple of miles off shore until visibility improved.
After an hour or so there was an improvement, sufficient
for us to have another go. The entrance to Ribadeo is quite
tricky, with numerous drying banks, OK, when you can see,
but potentially lethal otherwise. We worked our way back
to the lighthouse and followed a trawler into the harbour.
Without the trawler we would have had no hope whatever
of getting in. It was high water as we entered, following our
friendly trawler. When we saw the area at low water we
realised only too clearly the danger of approaching if one
cannot see the leading marks. I should mention that on
leaving Brittany I had entered the latitude and longitude of
the town as a way-point in the Sat-Nav and its accuracy,
in both course and distance to go, was unbelievable. It was
only when we could see we realised that, as we made our
approach, the Sat-Nav position had been accurate to within
yards -- after 300 miles of open sea from Concarneau.
Ribadeo was a friendly, but somewhat delapidated
Spanish town. Jar expressed the view that, should Spain join
the EEC their first Grant should be for paint. Some of the
buildings could certainly use some. We had a small English
yacht, a 26 foot Invicta, alongside and we invited the owners,
Mike and Barbara, aboard for a drink or ten. It seems that,
being young, they had decided to throw up their jobs in the
U.K. and cruise for a couple of years in the Mediterranean
-- a certain recipe for disaster, especially as basically they
were inexperi~enced in yachting matters. We enjoyed our two
day stay, during which time we visited Castropol, a beautiful
hilltop town across the Ria. We ate in the best Restaurants
and drank everywhere. The Ria is rated as one of Northern
Spain’s most beautiful, but frankly we were a little disappointed. Perhaps it was the weather, very hazy and
overcast.
On Saturday, July 16th we motored the 36 miles in the
now familiar flat calm to the town of Carino. Carino is truly
pretty in a superb mountain setting. As luck would have it,
our visit coincided with the local fiesta. The less said about
our visit the better, especially as I dont remember much
about it! However, we invaded the various stalls, air rifle,
darts, bowls etc., each of which made a fortune with the
Paddies in full flight. The locals thought everything was
hilarious, so did we when we discovered a drinks booth
selling "Focking" gin- what a brand name! Next day was
Harry’s birthday and after swims off the town’s sewage
outlet, we had a birthday breakfast which started with Bucks
Fizz and ended with birthday cake. We had a present for
Harry too, a huge inflatable bunny. Harry seemed quite
excited as he accepted his new inflatable present.
It was a sixteen mile motor to Cedeira, another very
beautiful town. Having tied alongside we had an excellent

A difiant Dermod -- this is how he dealt with the French
Photo John Harbison

dinner in the Casa de Pescador, which ended with a special
punch, the formula being a guarded secret of the Chef, and
rightly too. He would be arrested if it was published. Suffice
it to say it couling a guarded secret of the Chef, and rightly
too. He would be arrested if it was published. Suffice it to
say it could be invaluable for sufferers from constipation!
It was in this excellent establishment that we met the three
charming Bretons from our neighbouring yacht. They joined
us after dinner and shared our punch, which they
immediately replaced with another bowl of this flaming gold
coloured nitro glycerine.The party was in full flight, and
it was inevitable that we Celts would get together for a night
cap on Sceolaing. The evening finally eroded into black-out
territory until at about 03.00 when one of our Breton friends
wakened me to say that the wind had shifted and we now
had five French yachts tied outside, none of whom had put
a stern line ashore. Sceolaing’s bow was rubbing against the
quay wall. No, the outer boat would not put out a stern line,
as our Breton friend had suggested to him. My response was
immediate. I jumped out of my berth, wakened Jar to tell
him we had a fight on our hands and we all hit the night
air. I suggested, rather forceably, to the outer yacht that
they should tie a stern line, as otherwise we could be
damaged. The owner, with true Gallic indiference, shrugged
his shoulders, replied he hadn’t a warp that would reach
ashore and made to go below. That did it! Jarlath, by now
in a rage, shouted for a knife to cut all our neighbours adrift,
even including our Breton friends. In spite of my blood
boiling and my outburst of profanity I persuaded Jar to
down the knife. He did so reluctantly. However, I was
hopping mad, so with temper high, face red, teeth barred
and ample belly overhanging underpants, I strode
purposefully across yacht after yacht towards our wayward
neighbour to "persuade" him to put a line ashore. The
response to my obvious intentions was magic. The owner,
now terrified, discharged the red blurr. The red blurr was
a small, panic-stricken Frenchman in a red tee-shirt, who
scampered over the stern of the intervening yachts, staying
as far away as possible from the infuriated Paddy storming
over the foredecks, who would undoubtedly kill them all.
With a twenty meter warp in hand he duly stretched in into
a fifty meter stern line and so saved his Skipper and
colleagues from a bloody and painful end. Peace reigned
again. Next day, with monumental hangovers we rose to
snarl at our neighbours. All had departed early, except our
Breton friends, who thought their country-men unworthy
of sailing! Bless them.
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Skipper Ryan trying to rouse overfed crewman Ryan to make ready for
sea. Photo John Harbison

In any event, Cedeira is a most attractive town. We were
truly sorry to leave next afternoon, when at 17.00 we cast
off for the 100 mile drive to Muros. Incidentally, before
leaving we called to the Casa de Pescador for a quiet cure.
The outcome was that the Chef prepared a paella for six
persons for us to take with us. The voyage to Muros was
in zero wind, flat calm water and through a beautiful
moonlight night. We arrived at 13.45 on Tuseday the 19th.
I was amazed by the number of yachts at anchor there and
in our other ports of call. Two years ago we were usually
the only yacht in a harbour, but not so now, the French have
discovered it. I can honestly report our behaviour in Muros
was exemplary. We were too shell shocked to create much
trouble.
We left next day at 13.00 and believe it or not we had
wind, up the tail too. We had a fantastic sail to El Grove,
some 35 miles further south. We tried to anchor off, but
dragged and finally decided to tie alongside one of the many
fishing boats at the quayside. Our engine had been giving
off heavy black smoke for the past week or so and was
getting progressively worse. We decided to try and find a
mechanic who could cure the problem. Mary, whose Spanish
was tested to the extreme in numerous unbelieveable
circumstances, enquired from a gent on the quay if the town
possessed a Perkins mechanic. Ah yes, Senor Jacabo Bernal
is such a man, and so indeed he was. Within minutes he
detected a blocked air filter, cleaned it and behold all was
well again. His is a name to be remembered. We had an
excellent dinner in the Toja Grande and a pleasant walk
home, no taxis after midnight. We dined in La Noyese the
following night which was inexpensive and acceptable.
We left for Bayona on Friday 22nd, and had a beautiful
sail, close hauled to a SW4. We arrived at Bayona at 17.45
and set about the destruction of this beautiful town.
Shardana was at the Marina when we arrived and Big John
kindly took our lines as we tied up. We returned his kindness

David Ryan of f era a sample of Bayona Y.C. cuisine while Mary concentrates
on the steak Photo John Harbison

next day when we delivered one of his crew to the Isle Cies,
8 miles north of Bayona where John was spending a few
quiet hours at anchor. I expect his quiet hours were finished
when his crew got on board. It seems that this crew member
and another had become separated in Madrid under
mysterious circumstances. One had made it to Bayona on
time before Shardana left, but the other encountered delays
in the transport arrangements, or something! and had
arrived a day late. I think John was pleased to receive his
crew, but I couldn’t be certain! In any event, we had a super
day in this island paradise.
We returned to Bayona that evening. Sheila departed for
home next morning, taxiing to Santiago de Campostella for
the flight to London. I can assure the reader that the
standard of behavious didn’t fall after Sheila left, it couldn’t.
However, we did have a few further memorable experiences.
Firstly an adjoining yacht, French of course, had a monster
of an animal on board. Its size suggested that it was related
to the elephant. It appears that the species is not uncommon
in France, it is known as a "Chien" This monster was little
less than a total nuisance. It barked at everyone who walked
along the pontoon and finally at us each time we boarded
Sceolaing. Now, the men from Fingal are not to be trifled
with, and Dave didn’t take kindly to the chien telling him
to get off his own boat. He responded appropriately. He
filled a bucket of water and hurled it over the offensive
beast. The latter, half drowned, dived below. The owner
seemed somewhat irritated and indicated some upset at
having his "chien" doused. However, Dave quickly
explained his point of view to him also, as another bucket
full of water found its mark. N.B. Beware of aggitated
Fingalians.
The hospitality of the Yacht Club in Bayona is legendary.
However, on this occasion the service was uncertain and
slow, to say the least.
While in Bayona we met Ted Shanahan and his crew from
Golden Friendship. They too decided to dine in the Club,
and Dave thought he should improve the service for Ted
and his friends. In a confidential whisper Dave told the Head
Waiter that Ted was a Minister for State in the EEC. Their
service was electric. The dessert arrived before the main
course! Anyway, we had a great time in Bayona before we
finally left on Monday, July 24th. We had to leave, what

with Ted’s hospitality and our reciprocation, things were
in a sorry mess and deteriorating. At 19.00 we cast off and
motored to Ensenade de Barra when we anchored off its
magnificently sheltered beach. We spent our final night there
enjoying one of Dave’s very special dinners, having afterdinner drinks in the cockpit and listening to Mr. Handel’s
"Water Music" at full volume on the stereo as the moon
shone over the water. It was a never to be forgotten evening.
At 11.00 the next morning we raised the anchor after a
huge breakfast. It was a beautiful morning with a clear blue
sky and a reasonable wind, even if from the wrong direction.
Our plan was to sail to Cork where Hal Bleakley would
collect Sceolaing and enjoy a short cruise with his family
to Dun Laoghaire. The winds in these parts are traditionally
northerly, although this year until now they were almost
completely absent. Indeed, Jarlath was boasting that at last
he had broken his reputation of being a Jonah and bringer
of Gales. Unfortunately now that we were heading north,
the north winds set in. On looking at the routeing chart it
appears that one can expect westerly winds at a point two
hundred miles or so north west of Spain. We held on a north
-~¢esterly tack across the shiping lanes. This was quite an
~xperience. The shipping resembled a traffic jam in
O’Connell Street during peak hours, all this some twenty
miles or so offshore.
In any event, the wind was a steady NE5 and Sceolaing
sailed quickly through the waves in a general direction
towards Ireland. The following day the northerlies continued
and the sun shone, and again we found ourselves in a totally
empty ocean, indeed Dave commented -- "there is
absolutely no sign of life, is someone trying to tell us
something?" How right he was.
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A pensive Dermod -- ? Premonitions ?
Photo John Harbison

It would have been an unforgettable sail had we been a
couple of hours form the "George", but with six hundred
miles to go, it lost its magic. The seas were breaking around
us and on one occasion it was only at the last moment that
I suddenly noticed a sunbathing whale on the water no more
than 20 yards ahead of us. I altered course quickly, just as
the whale dived. The BBC forecast caused us concern, all
sea areas were experiencing winds from the northern sector,
so our hoped for westerlies would not materialise.
Furthermore, the wind strenght was rising, froce 6, force
7 and finally force 8. By now we were down to a no. 4 Genoa
and a fully reefed main and still doing 6V2 knots to
windward.
The seas became very unpleasant and irregular and we
fell off several waves with an almight bang. We were over
three days out of Bayona and still sailing flat out when we
encountered a particularly big steep wave. Sceolaing sped
up its face, but just as we got to the crest, it broke, turing
Sceolaing so that instead of slipping sideways down its back
we dived straight over it. I was steering at the time and
remember seeing her bow diving out into space as we drove
through the wave. Eventually we reached the centre of
gravity and Sceolaing with her 10 ton displacement fell some
10 or 12 feet into the trough. The bang was horrendous,
she stopped dead before shaking herself and continuing on.
There was no obvious sign of damage, although I should
mention the forecabin was full of sails, bags etc. making
inspection well nigh impossible, so we kept going, we were
on a tack towards Brittany in any event. By now we were
thouroughly fed up with gales. Jarlath received more than
angry glance as we held unto grab rails at our seatdy 20°
angle of heel. Isn’t it incredible how difficult life can be with
just a 20° list. Open a locker and two hundred cans fall out.
On putting them back you get to 190 when they all fall out
again. In the 1oo one needs one hand to hold on, one hand
to hold up the seat and yet a third to hold the equipment.
Life was hard.
After 3 days beating I agreed to a crew deputation, please,
when Dinner is prepared let us sail down-wind, enjoy the
meal and have a quick but pleasurable visit to the "heads"all
on an even keel. This rest period became known as "tinkle
time" It was during "tinkle time" that we noticed a crack
in the moulding in the "heads" and so realised we were
damaged. Clearly the crack was caused by a broken frame
or bulkhead and while we couldn’t locate the broken frame
at the time, it was clear we had a problem. By now we were
some 350 miles west of Brittany and 150 miles north-west
of Coruna on Spain’s northerly shores. The Breton coast
necessitated sailing close hauled and so would put a
considerable strain on the hull, especially if we fell off more
waves, while we could ease matters by broad reaching to
Coruna. Although this meant wasting days of hard upwind
sailing, we felt it safer and choose this course. Life on board
became wonderfully civilised again, Sceolaing was on her
feet sailing quickly towards her new destination. We again
crossed the busy shipping lanes, at night this time, which
was not very relaxing. By morning we were off Coruna and
would you believe it, in thick fog. As we closed the shore
the wind abated and finally we were left, windless, rolling
in the murk. We started the engine and having studied the
charts and marked in our Sat-Nav position, we contimued
at full power.
Eventually the fog cleared and there was Coruna. We tied
up to the Marina at 10.40 on July 30th exactly five days from
Bayona. We emptied the forepeak to inspect the damage.
Suffice it to say it was not a pretty sight. We would clearly
have to leave Sceolaing for temporary repairs to be effected
before she could be sailed home, so we tidied up and
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prepared to fly home. Luckily Golden Friendship was there
and Ted Shanahan immediately came aboard and generously
offered to take all our gear home on board Golden
Friendship. His yacht is aptly named, as his offer overcame
one serious worry -- how to take home your gear from a
5 week cruise and live within the Airline’s 44 lb. luggage
allowance -- impossible. Ted’s help was, and indeed is still
greatly appreciated. We transferred tons of gear and
collected it 10 days later in Howth. I must mention too that
our English friends, Nike and Barbara, whom we met in
Ribadeo three weeks earlier were also there. As Dave had
provisioned Sceolaing for the return trip it was inevitable
that we had enough food and booze to feed five people for
a month. Clearly most of it would now go bad unless we
could unload it. Dave suggested we give it to the English
couple, but frankly I was concerned that we would insult
them unless the offer was made very diplomatically. Bearing
my sensitivity in mind Dave rowed over in the rubber duck
and did his thing. Obviously his diplomacy was fruitful for
Mike returned with him. I poured Mike a G. and T. while
Dave assembled a moutain of food on the cabin sole. Mike,
goggle-eyed, commented he had never seen so much food
in his life. Yes, he was extremely appreciative. He and
Barbara had expected their U.K. Bank to transfer funds the
previous week, but they hadn’t, so the two had to survive
for a week on £1.75! They must have been close to starving.
The food was truly manna from heaven. We were thrilled
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to imagine the feast they enjoyed that night as they attached
their new food-mountain, not to mention their new wine
lake! This was the one pleasure of our enforced visit to
Coruna.
It was hard to leave Sceolaing some 600 miles from her
home, but so it had to be. To the two crews I offer my

DATE DESTINATION
June
25
26
27
28
29
30
July
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O

sincerest thanks. Without their enthusiasm, especially when
things were at their worst, such a cruise would be impossible.
I look forward to having them with me again next year, by
which time I hope to have de-galed Jarlath. In spite of the
accident it was a thoroughly enjoyable cruise. I could
tolerate many more like it.

DISTANCE
SAILED N.M.

TIME OVERALL
Hrs. Mins.

ENGINE
Hrs. Mins.

Dun Laoghaire/
Scilly Isles

190

36 45

31 30

Scilly Isles/Camaret
Camaret/Morgat
Morgat/Audierne

125
16
27

21 15
2 30
4 35

2 35
-- 15
3 20

In Audierne
Audierne/Concarneau

m

m

m

39

6 50

6 50

42

8 I0

8 I0

43

9 45

4 0

Concarneau/Ribadeo

299

66 30

33 0

In Ribadeo
Ribadeo/Carino
Corina/Cedeira

m

In Concarneau
Concarneau/Le Palais
In Le Palais
Le Paiais/Concarneau
In Concarneau
-- crew change

Cedeira/Muros
Muros/El Grove
In El Grove -- engine repair
E1 Grove/Bayona
Bayona/Islas Cies/Bayona

__

__

36
16

9 0
3 55

9 0
3 55

98
34

22 20
7 10

22 20
-- 15

25
16

6 45
2 30

-- 30
2 30

538

95 45

2 15

1544

304 45

130 25

In Bayona
Bayona/La Coruna

STATISTICS
Average Speed
°70 of time under engine

5.1 Knots
4207o
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The Long Beat Siamso to St. Kilda
M.M.A. d’Alton

St. Kilda has a lure for some who sail, a lure which lingers
till it has been gratified -- and even then may lure back yet
again:
I first put in there many years ago, with Ninian Falkiner
in his Dublin Bay 24 footer Euphanzel on our way back from
Norway, around the north of Scotland; my second visit was
with Paul Campbell in his Verve on our way in from Rockall
in 1975, but still the call remained to sail there in my (part)
own boat. This we had intended last year, when Lislie had
to cry off a few days beforehand leaving Franz and me to
see how far we could manage, which turned out to be Barra.
Leslie had for years yearned to sail to St. Kilda; in me
the urge had not yet quite subsided; in Franz it gradually
arose as we made our way North, so in the end all three partowners were assuaged.
Siamsa, a Ruffian 23 footer, has in the last few years been
adapted for cruising and has been made surprisingly
commodious for three even though so small; however her
size does account for one stange sight frequently to be seen
below decks, a back view of Franz up forward meekly
kneeling on his knees with his head bowed reverently -- he
is 6 foot 4 inches from keel to truck with beam to match
-- this is not so that he can face Mecca but rather so that
he can wedge himself securely in position in order to address
the children’s plastic sand bucket which relieves all personal
stress on board; no standing on ceremony here -- there just
is’nt the headroom!
This year we added the one thing we had lacked -- a wind
vane self-steering, which I made during the winter, based
mainly on a nylon pram wheel which I had found on Killiney
beach after a south-easterly gale. This worked absolutly
splendidly on the wind, better in the night than any
helmsman; off the wind, we did not get it working quite so
well, as we did not always bother trimming it as much as
we should have done. All in all, it is a blessing which no
cruising boat should be without, needing no generated
power.
And so at last in the late evening of Friday 15th July, with
all gear, food and water neatly stowed in the many dry
spaces of a small G.R.P. boat -- one of the great advantages
of this type of construction, especially in a boat which has
no inboard engine and so no stern gland with its attendant
dribble -- we cast off from the Royal Irish Yacht Club,
underour outboard as there was no wind at all, with the
usual sense of relief at getting away before anything else
could crop up to prevent us.
We picked up a little wind in the middle of the bay and
when around the Baily Light House hauled her hard on the
light wind and had a ’long and short’ -- and bumpy -- beat
up the Irish Sea throughout the night and most of the next
day and a long slow dead beat around St. John’s Point in
the late afternoon. Shortly before dark when beating slowly
up the passage inside the South Rock Light Vessel we
brought up to a kedge just south of the submerged reef at
the northern end to ride out the foul flood tide as we could
make little way against it.

Early next morning as we were about to take advantage
of the ebb tide, a dory with two skin divers shot out from
the shore quite a distance along the coast, coming out to
warn us on no account to keep going staight on as there was
a sunken reef just ahead! We did know this, but we very
much appreciated their kind concern in coming the distance
they had to warn a boat load of ’week-end sailors’ of their
danger.
We continued all day beating north under all plain sail,
in an almost dead head wind, over to the Rhinns of
Galloway, past the Copelands Island and Belfast Lough,
even more slowly past Larne and once again as the light
faded we brought up to a kedge to ride out the foul flood
tide, this time in Ballygalley Bay, a very rolly berth -- Franz
and I vividly remembered how futile it had been last year
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Mickie d’Alton and windvane with silken fairweather bonnet
ex d’Alton umbrella. Photo: M. d’Alton

trying to beat in light winds against the tides there, even with
the outboard it was little use once the tide had turned an
hour or even less; very tempting seemed the lights of the
hotel on the beach, but not for us, it had to be a late meal
aboard and some sleep.
Another early start on Monday morning, another dead
beat throughout the day and all the following night, for as
we rounded the ’shoulder’ of Ireland the wind gradually
backed. However this turned into a lovely morning, and a
lovely beat -- if there is such a thing whilst passage making.
The backing of the wind had one benefit, it (and the ebb)
lifted us past the Mull of Kintyre and on towards the south
coast of Islay, where we tacked at lunch time, eventually
lying slightly north of west and holding this tack for about
55 miles until first light on Tuesday morning, towards the
south and west wind so long forecast but sought in vain.
This leg took us about parallel with the north coast of
Ireland but 20 to 25 miles north of it, with Rathlin Island
low down on the horizon, out west to just about the
longitude of Lough Swilly, when we at last tacked to the
north even though the south west wind had not yet arrived
-- it didn’t do so for another twelve hours, at tea time on
Tuesday when we had six light but glorious hours reaching,
the first -- and last -- on this passage. The only other break
we had from beating was six hours drifting later on, in a
dead calm.
Just after we made this tack to the north, in the dusk
before the dawn, I saw what I took to be a very large trawler
of the stern type with the two thick wires sloping down into
the water close behind -- I was just about to sail across her
stern giving these wires a re~,sonable berth when I glanced
under the jib -- and was shaken to see quite close and
coming rapidly at us an extraordinary assembly of huge steel
pipes, painted white, about the length of a small coaster,
very low down in the water, awash indeed, apparently being
towed by the trawler -- we very nearly had sailed right over
the towing wires! It was in fact, a large tug of a special type
towing some enormous piping arrangement, to an oil field
rig, (probably, I have since been told by an oilman, a ’seabed
manifold’, collecting into a single riser pipe, the considerable
number of wellholes which form an oilfield. Alarming, and
a menace at night as there was no light on it.
At lunch time, on Tuesday 19th July, low down and fine
on the starboard bow, land was sighted in the distance, but
it was another six hours before we got abeam of Barra Head,
to the west of it, during which it vanished from sight for
most of the time, a frequent complaint in these waters.
We sailed in poor visibility past the string of islands at
the south end of the Outer Hebrides, and some with such
musical names -- Berneray, Mingulay, Pabbay, Lingay,
Sandray, Vatersay, Barra, South Uist and Benbecula -what a litany of loveliness!
As night fell, so did the wind; it was during the dark hours
that we lay the six hours becalmed, ’a painted ship upon
a painted ocean’; in mid morning we motored for a little,
and just after lunch, in a break in the haze we sighted it,
on the port bow, far away, St. Kilda!
It vanished many times in the next six hours, equally of
course it re-appeared between the vanishings! But all the time
we felt it might vanish altogether, for once again we had
been headed, just about lying it we thought. It turned out
however that we ended up quite a little bit to lee (east) of
it though our compass course would have seemed to set us
on it. Later on the way home I noticed the warning on one
of the other charts of the southern half of the Outer
Hebrides, that there are magnetic anomalies experienced in
the waters to the east of these islands -- more of this later.
In retrospect it seems to me that this is so well to the west
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"of these islands too, the effect of which is that one is
deflected clockwise quite a few degrees.
Eventually we ended up with a stiff beat, reducing to
working jib and double reefed main, in force 5-6, sighting
the largest island, Hirta (St. Kilda is really the name of the
groupe of islands) through heavy mist and finding a most
surprisingly strong set to the south, despite the tidal atlas
showing a spring maximum of only half a knot.
We beat into Village Bay in ragged threatening, almost
ominous mist, in a smother of heavy south west squalls,
which seemed almost as heavy close in, coming down off
the mountains; the shelter here looked anything but reassuring even though this was the ’proper’ wind for the Bay.
So much so was this, that after a few tacks into the
anchorage and not greatly liking it I indicated that we would
like to lie alongside a trawler which was at anchor off the
little pier, the Balanus of Glasgow, which was on a private
charter, with a party of skin divers, another of bird watchers,
to say nothing of several children and at least one nursing
infant! They kindly lowered a string of motor tyres to protect
themselves from Siamsa and here we lay the night.
We had made it! and in one leg too, as we had hoped,
but taken rather longer than we would have wished; an hour
short of five days for 365 miles on the log during which we
had motored for 5 hours 20 minutes, 4.5% of the time. We
dined well if rather late, and slept like logs, as only the just
have any right to do.
As the trawler put to sea soon after first light we cast off
and anchored a little further in, beyond the inner face of
the jetty, where the holding we were told, was better.
We were sitting in the cockpit finishing our breakfast and
’drinking-in’ the sight of St. Kilda when a dory manned by
two soldiers shot out from the beach and came alongside.
The young officer in it (they all look young now-a-days)
instead of placing us in custody and impounding the boat,
welcomed us to St. Kilda and invited us to use their
bathrooms and their pub, the ’Puff Inn’ -- there had been
since 1957 an Army presence on St. Kilda, as spotters for
the rocket range set up in South Uist. He was Captain
Garreth Pugh a Welshman who had landed in Goose Green
in the Falklands not so long ago; St. Kilda he finds quieter.
They were most helpful to us and most pleasant in the
’Puff Inn’ but they did confirm what we had expected, they
could not sell us any food; they would in an emergency give
a boat food to enable it to get back to the Outer Hebrides,
but not otherwise. Water however was easily got, but petrol
or diesel could not be obtained.
We landed in our inflatale on the beach nearby soon
afterwards and spent the day on the island, Leslie and Franz
spending most of this time wandering around the old village,
deserted in August 1930, when the last inhabitants were
taken off after perhaps 5,000 years or more of life upon the
island, (nothing like an island for longevity!) even if perhaps,
not continously so. This old village has been largely restored
with a few of the cottages now habitable -- I remember on
my first visit here just before the Army and the Nature
Conservancy Council for Scotland came that not only were
the old houses gradually falling down, but much of the
contents of these houses -- rough deal tables, old rusty
bedsteads and mouldering matteresses, pots, pans and
broken crockery, were exactly where they had been left on
that sad day in August 1930, a meloncholy sight.
I set off for a long tramp around much of the island,
mostly along huge cliffs and in amongst the many hundreds
of ’cliets’ which abound throughout the island; these are
loose stone built structures with grass roofs only about t~
to three feet wide inside, in which the islanders stowed their
stock of food, particularly the thousands of cliff birds,

which they thus dried and which carried them through the
harsh winters.
Everything about St. Kilda is fascinating, the unique wren,
the unique house mouse now extinct since the evacuation,
and the unique Soay Sheep with dark bog brown wool
looking like a cross between a goat and a deer. I took
photographs of all I wanted to but alas when we all met on
the beach in the evening to return on board, the innocent
looking little swell capsised us in the inflatable and swamped
everything including my camera so that now the camera is
rusted beyond redemption and the film almost certainly
destroyed -- a catastrophe, or perhaps a reason for just one
more visit?
As we left the Puff-Inn that night we were asked by
Captain Pugh if we would take the island’s mails ashore (to
the Outer Hebrides) as there would be no post boat for a
couple of weeks, so next morning Friday 22nd July when
we set sail early we bore ’Her Majesty’s Mails’ on board,
later handing them over to the Post Master in Loch Maddy
in the island of North Uist, getting an official receipt
recording the discharging of our duty.
The passage back to the sound of Harris -- about 40 miles
-- was pure pleasure, a sunny day and a warm gentle breeze,
and as I had been lent one of the new metric charts of this
rather tricky shallow Sound, I entered it with little anxiety,
but not for long, for the buoys seemed the wrong shape,
the wrong colour and wrongly numbered. This I found
disconcerting, so to make sure I was at least in the channel
I went from right beside one buoy to right beside the next
one -- they were seldom in matched pairs -- rather like a
drunk bouncing off opposite walls of an hotel corridor as
he wends his way to his room late at night. It was not till
we were almost half way through this nerve racking process,
that I realised that the buoys had been relaid in reverse order
to those on my (supposedly) up to date chart -- the

’Direction of Buoyage’ had been reversed! The buoys are
now laid commencing at the east end of the Sound, so that
we should have left the red can buoys to starboard and the
green conical ones to port -- Phew!
At 18.00 we were through the Sound, a couple of hours
later we let go in 4 fathoms off the jetty at Loch Maddy,
a lovely inlet and a beautiful evening to boot. A mad rush
ashore to the Hotel, but alas, we were far too late for dinner,
even though our last one ashore was over a week
beforehand. However, they did produce sandwiches in the
bar, which in the absence of dinner, were tolerable with
drink.
We took it gently next morning, Saturday, not leaving
until lunch time and had an easy light sail of 18 miles
southwards, in rather hazy conditions down the greatly
indented coasts of North Uist, Benbecula and South Uist
-- all of which look like lace on a map so tattered at the
edges and so studded in the centre with innumerable little
lakes -- to Loch Skiport, into which we ghosted in the dying
evening zyphyr, anchoring in the silence of a small bay
within, McCormack Bay, a really beautiful deserted
anchorage in a lovely lonely loch.
So light was the wind that we had to motor much, so
vague the ragged edges in the haze that we had to fix not
only our position from one islet to the next, but each islet
as it materialised out of the haze, in order to know which
one of the dozens forming the necklace, each one was.
The evening, as it melted into velvet night, was beautiful
as silence; the morn was almost as lovely in its own more
lively way. We left in light wind at mid morning and after
a couple of hours of slow sailing or slow motoring we put
into Loch Eynort and anchored in a bay on the south side
for a late al-fresco lunch in the cockpit. An hour later we
sliped out again and continued to the south in much the same
manner to Loch Boisdale, yet another lovely loch; a day’s

Siamsa on right and late arrivals at Village Bay St. Kilda. Photo: M. d’Alton

run all of 12 miles, this run, a fine indented coast of higher
ground. Here I hopped ashore as soon as we got in and was
in good time to get our toe in the door for dinner -- our
first ashore after ten successive days feeding on board; a
good dinner too, it proved to be, or would any shore cooked
food seem to be after so long on board?
The slow sail down the east side of this part of the
Hebrides, a constant string of islets, in poor visibility,
brought home the magnetic anomalies mentioned as
affecting the Sea of the Hebrides -- the waters between here
and the Small Isles -- for as the visibility was so limited we
had to lay a compass course all the time. On each occasion
the application of the usual variation in this part of the
world, 11 or 12 degrees west, would have set us firmly ashore
on the next islet; it seems, therefore, that there is little or
no variation here and so one is deflected clockwise by this,
if the anomoly is not allowed for.
Monday 25th July proved to be another day of the same
sort, light warm wind, hazy with fog banks around. We left
at mid-morning and drifted out, meeting a couple of boats
coming back from an earlier start, owing to the dense fog
outside, which an hour or two later induced us to do the
same. By late afternoon it had thinned sufficiently to have
another shot and so we motor sailed south in our now
accustomed manner, from one hazy islet to the next, the only
busy man on board being the navigator.
After about five hours of this we spotted, in the gathering
dusk, what we had been looking for, Bo Vich Chuan Buoy,
an old friend of ours from last year, marking the beginning
of the approach to the Sound of Vatersay and to Castle Bay,
the main anchorage at the south end of the island of Barra.
It seems our fate always to make this approach in the dark,

and just as last year, this I.A.L.A. South buoy, instead of
flashing six shorts and a long, still had the hiccups and was
flashing six and a half shorts and a long.
We rounded this at 22.30 and got on to the first of the
two transits, cleverly arranged it seemed, the forward light
an Isophase, the rear light flashing, so as one got in the rear
light was blotted out by the forward one, so if only it could
be seen then one was dead on the line. However, in this poor
visibility this was a dangerous assumption, as it was quite
possible for the rear light to be obscured by mist and so we
came in keeping the rear light a shade to one side of the
forward one. When past the first danger between an unlit
rock and a buoy (group flashing 2 red not white, as our large
scale chart) marking a shallow close by, one veers off this
first transit until the second of the two fixed red lights is
reached and later on one leaves this transit at right angles
to come in to the anchorage, where we let go just before
midnight.
We spent the day ashore on Barra, landing at our leisure
for a pub lunch after which we had truly marvellous baths
in the hotel at modest cost. Later on we walked two miles
to a bay on the west coast and had a splendid dinner, in
a very fine modern hotel, and another two mile walk back
again.
When we got to the pier an hour before midnight, we
found to our astonishment Siamsa tied up alongside a tawler
instead of anchored well out in the bay; it transpired that
the wind, though light, had veered a lot and that Siamsa
had dragged right across the anchorage and all but gone up
on the rocks of the islet upon which stands magnificent
Kisimul Castle, stronghold of the Clan MacNeil. By
enormous good fortune Siamsa was spotted by a lone Dutch

Quintessence of the Outer Hebredes -- McCormack’s Bay Lough Skiport South Uist. Photo: M. d’Alton
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sailor coming in late in his small boat the Noor der Zan and
he raised the alarm so that the skipper of a large ’Moody’
the Woodstock with whom we had been chatting earlier on,
had dashed out and towed us back alongside the trawler.
When we tumbled on board we found in our cockpit an
old plastic bucket encrusted with marine growths, which had
come up with our anchor -- no wonder we had dragged for
we had shot it into the bucket! So much for a single anchor;
even though such light weather we should have laid out our
second one. It appears that the holding in the deeper part
of the anchorage is very poor indeed.
This was quite a jolt, much ameliorated however by how
extremely decent everyone had been. It was a couple of hours
before we were back out in the anchorage, this time on the
two anchors! The brotherhood of the sea is not dead yet.
When weighing next morning Wednesday 27th July, as
soon as the main anchor was up we promptly started draging
and did so again on a second planting. This deeper part of
the anchorage seems to be all weed.
We were now seriously bound for home and leaving the
Outer Hebrides. In laying a course to the south, direct for
the North Channel -- for there was no time to come back
by the usual inside passage between all the well known
islands and the Mainland -- two considerations loomed
large. The first was the matter of the magnetic anomoly -ten degrees or so is not to be sneezed at -- the second was
as on the outward passage, keeping well clear of that most
foul area, the miles around Skerryvore Light House which
stands in the middle of a veritable rock garden.
The anomoly I tried to ascertain by a series of fixes
whenever the haze allowed, as it did occasionally, but the
results proved somewhat inconclusive perhaps because as
we made southing it probably lessened greatly.
Though the wind was free it was rather light, and as we
were keeping well out to give Skerryvore a good berth (how
good?) it was midnight before we sighted the loom of the
powerful light on the S.W. tip of Islay -- the Rhinns of Islay
light -- way ahead of us and on our port bow. Some time
before dawn we got another quick sight of it further off than
I had intended (the anomoly again?) and then it vanished
in driving mist. The midnight forecast had spoken of W.
to S.W. winds, F. 5 increasing to 6 to 7 and perhaps gale
8 later and as the close down in visibility was obviously the
forerunner of the deterioration, I was anxious to round this
vicious point where the tide runs up to 7 knots and where
much of the coast is shown as having -- and has -- overfalls
all over the place; things I treat with the utmost respect.
It was blowing 5 to 6 with some very confused steep and
breaking seas as we tried in the murk to close the Rhinns
so that we could cross the huge inlet of Loch Indall and
round the towering headland, the Mull of Oa, another place
beset with overfaUs, in order to get into Port Ellen, the only
shelter in this visibility and this forecast.
At 08.00 we suddenly saw the Rhinns very close ahead,
but not for another twenty minutes did it start up its
foghorn, which would have been a great help. We laid a
course across the eight miles of the loch mouth to the Mull
of Oa which eventually hove up when due. We clung to this
coast like a small child to its mother, keeping as close as
we dared in order to keep it in sight, but so limited was the
visibility, 400 yds. or so, and so rock strewn the coast
between here and Port Ellen, I stood on and off the south
east point of the Oa for well over an hour until the mist
thinned just enough to make out the white lighthouse tower
at the entry to Port Ellen which it is essential to do, as one
must stay within two lines of bearing from it, to clear the
sunken rocks on either hand.
It was now blowing fresher and was an almost dead

?

Siamsa Franze and Leslie in Port Ellen Photo: M. d’Alton

headwind approach and as the outboard was quite unable
to push us through the steep seas and headwind, we beat
in with the No. 2 jub only, under which Siamsa handles well
in this sort of weather.
This was a tremendous relief, to have got into Port Ellen,
for in the dense mist it would have been impossible to have
gone on to Gigha and with the forecast of S.W.F. 7 and
perhaps 8 this was no place to stay at sea.
We had a look all round the bay forming Port Ellen,
running down to the corner where the pier is, but as this
is extremely shallow a little off the pier and as it was a dead
lee pocket, despite the feeling I could sense that it would
be lovely to be beside the town, we beat back up to the very
weather shore right in as close as possible to the fine beach
there, and let go in two fathoms, to two anchors, in little
shelter from the wind, but in almost flat seas, so that we
held perfectly here throughout the blow, which was of
sufficient weight to cause us to keep anchor watch from
lunch time on Thursday, throughout the night and most of
Friday, during which we set and reset the alarm clock and
dozed from one forecast to the next. Once secured we treated
ourselves to the best dinner our stores would permit, based
on excellent grilled bacon steaks washed down with the last
of the ship’s plonk, as a change from our staple diet of
’Siamsa Hotpot’*.
Late on the Friday evening the wind, which had been
gusting to the upper end of Fr. 6 as measured by our hand
held anemometer, eased. So, as I had an urgent telephone
call to make home, I rowed to the beach in the inflatable
and walked the mile and a half to Port Ellen where not only
did I telephone but also slipped into a couple of pubs and
saw the T.V. tributes to David Niven, who had died that
day. Not only was he a splendid actor, but also was the
author of one of the funniest books I have ever read -- the
first half of his autobiography "The Moon’s a Balloon"
is marvellous stuff.
We sailed soon after first light on the morning of Saturday
30th July after almost 2 days at anchor sheltering here,
coming out on the back bearing of the light house; a help
as there was quite a sideways tidal set towards one set of
rocks. Outside we picked up a plain sail breeze slightly W.
of S. so once again we were hard on the wind, fetching up
about six miles short of the Mull of Kintyre, round which
we beat, picking up the young flood tide which greatly
helped to ’brest’ us south past this well known landmark,
quiet as a lamb on this occasion. We continued beating S.
down the North Channel making ground with the goodwill
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of the flood tide. By early evening we were very slowly
~making our way close past the Maidens as the tide turned;
this would be no place to be up-tide of them if no wind and
without an engine -- they are a nasty lot.
We kept on through the night, which later on became
misty so we welcomed the sight of the South Rock Light
Vessel through the murk at breakfast on Sunday morning.
Just in nice time, I calculated, for putting into Ardglass for
a few hours for Sunday Luncheon. But no, someone on
board had become possessed of the necessity of getting home
early to ’gen-up’ for a business meeting on the morning after
the Bank Holiday, so sadly, on we went in mist and light
wind past Ardglass from which I could almost smell the roast
beef, on to the middle of Dundalk Bay where we lay
becalmed for hours off the Mourne Mountains, now lovely
as the day had cleared.
However even if no Sunday Luncheon we did have one
distraction, for soon after South Rock, one after another,
three submarines suddenly appeared not far away from us
in what was not fair visibility, so they must have surfaced
even though we could see no attendant look out boat -- do
they have a peep around before they come up the last few
feet?
Eventually we started motoring and did so until 02.00 on
Monday, when a fine wind arrived from the west, hurrying

us close by Rockabill, and so on home to Dun Laoire where
we picked up our moorings at 06.00 on August Monday.
16 days away, with 8 nights at sea during which we logged
736 miles; no great distance, no great speed, but we had done
what we had hoped to do, and where is speed beside the
satisfaction of doing that?
Siamsa had performed well, especially on the wind -- and
she had had her share of that. Although not tested by heavy
winds, she had come through the heavy and nasty overfalls
off south west Islay in splendid manner so that she has
enhanced our confidence in her as a small cruising boat even
though forming I~art of one of the largest One Design
keelboat classes racing in Dublin Bay.
*’Siamsa Hot Pot’
A sea time dinner evolved on our cruise last year to Barra;
consisting of a bottom layer of new potatoes, then two or
three large onions cut in halves, the whole heavily thatched
with layers of rashers -- a dozen or so -- all gently boiled
together in a few inches of seawater in a single large saucepan
for about twenty minutes to half an hour, until a fork into
the potatoes yields just the right amount of ’bite’ when all
will be done to a turn (a gammon of bacon instead of the
rashers is almost as good); serve with a little French Mustard
and pat of butter. This meal has the great advantage that
it is of ’fresh ingredients’, all of which keep well at sea.

Date (1983) Passage

Hrs. Mins

N. Miles

07o of time

Dun Laoire -- St. Kilda
St. Kilda -- Loch Maddy
Loch Maddy -- Loch Skiport
Loch Skiport -- Loch Boisdale Boisdale
Loch Boisdale -- Castle Bay, Barra
Castle Bay -- Port Ellen, Islay

118.45
13.55
7.35
7.00
7.00
28.30

365.4
54.6
19.4
18.1
20.0
109.5

4.5
-72
34
95
2

Port Ellen -- Dun Laoire

48.00

149.2

20

230.45

736.2

13

July
15-20
22
23
24
25
27-28
30
August
1

Time away: 16 days
Av. speed:
Dun Laoire -- St Kilda: 3.1kn
Outboard (07o of time under weigh)
Dun Laoire St Kilda 4.507o
Distance per day away 45.2 miles.

Under way as 070 of time away: 58.8

Cruise overall: 3.2 kn
Cruise overall: 1307o
Islands visited: 5.
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Nights at sea: 8

Nord Kapp. 71 N. 26 E.
John Guinness

The idea of going to northern Norway was self germinating. and keep to it, provided it is found to be practicable and
We had all enjoyed our two previous visits to Scandinavia, there is sufficient flexibility to deviate and allow time for
originally in Sule Skerry, when we cruised from Bergen to
on shore diversions. Sadly, our timetable was far too tight
Oslo, and in 1980 in Deerhound, when we transversed and although we achieved, to the mile and the day, the plan
Sweden, so it seemed quite natural to go north when we
I had prepared, we were for ever on the move and did not
returned this year. The circumnavigation of the Nord Kapp
have sufficient time to relax. We covered 3,500 miles in 46
gave us a purpose, so in January I started detailed planning.
days with only 3 days in port.
Navigationally, the only problem was the number of charts
A chronological and detailed description of our cruise
required. I was lucky as I had been given all Rory would only be boring to read, and just as informative as
O’Hanlon’s old charts and borrowed a substantial number five pages of a local bus timetable, Our passage to the
from my brother, who had been there in the late 50’s (Rocks Lofotens was broken by a very pleasant 30 hour stop in
don’t move, but lights change)! The remainder I bought
Lerwick, Shetland. We, that is Jennifer, Ian, Peter Cronin,
from Norges Sjoekartverk A/S, Klubbgt. 1, 4001, Algie Pearson and I, had set off from Howth on July 9th
Stavangar. (Norwegian charts are essential for coastal
and had to motor in misty oily calm for over 400 miles before
navigation, as Admiralty ones do not show enough detail.)
there was any wind at all. The crossing of the North Sea
Crew changes were kept to a minimum, only taking place
was basically a reach in cloudy, blustery weather, which gave
at Svolvaer, Lofoten and Tromso. However, apart from the us good speed.
expense there is no difficulty in flying to most of the major
towns in northern Norway. As Nord Kapp is only 150 miles
The initial landfall was unforgettable and is even more
from the Russian border near Murmansk, I thought it magnigicent than one had been led to believe. Our landfall
prudent to obtain Russian visas for the crew, in case we was Skonvaer Light m poor visibility with mist and driving
ended up in Russian waters. Jen and Ian were keen to go rain. Through the clearance we then saw magnificent bird
to Russia in any event, but I was not as the extra distance island of Rost rising 1,000 feet sheer out of the sea. The
is quite substantial. The remarks in the R.C.C. Pilot scenery escalated for the next 40 miles as we closed the
concerning these waters are to say the least of it, rather southern shores of the Lofoten Islands. The Lofotens wall
off putting.
rises dramatically, some 3,000 feet out of the sea and is well
Mr. Marriner did not sail Morning Watch into these named. It took us many weeks to absorb the scale of our
waters, but visited the coast from ashore. He does not surroundings and thus be able to judge distances with any
recommend it as good yachting country. "There is no inner accuracy. One goes to France for the food and Norway for
lead and no protection from the Arctic Sea, where are the scenery but one could never tire of the latter, it is so
hazards in the shape of bad weather, few harbours of refuge varied and on such a vast scale. After a short stay at
and, no attractions or facilities at the few inhabited places." Svolvaer, where Algie left us and we were joined by Chris
Politically, the area is tense and there is much Russian and Helen Stillman, we made our way north east up through
Naval activity. A senior Norwegian naval officer questioned the inner passages. There is a highly organised steamer
the wisdom of going to this area and I took his advice. The service, Hurtigruta, between Bergen and Kirkenes, near the
time saved was spent in Lapland.
Russian border, the round trip taking abour 10 days and,
My philosophy towards cruising is to set a workable plan a cruise well worthwhile, if you want to see Norway under
The Nord Kapp as seen from Deerhound.
Photo: John Guinness
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"Porte Bonheur" -- unplumbed relief.
Photo: Peter Cronin

Cronin and Bird in Lapland.
Photo: John Guinness

someone else’s bottom! We, for the most part, followed this Some days there was virtually no wind and we had to motor,
route on the way north as it is the most direct and passes yet again, it would blow furiously. Of all the Norwegian
through many narrow sounds and passages. All the specialities the one we liked least was the driving rain coupled
to south westerly gales, which we endured for the better part
mountains are so rugged and precipitous that there is no
habitation upon them and the houses and farm lands stretch of a week both day and night. The temperature was no
along the foreshore and provide a colourful relief to the colder than a fine day in January in Dublin, so it was easy
surroundings. Although it is best to go with the stream we to keep warm but we all looked like Michelin men complete
with moon boots when on watch. A proper face mask would
found no current of more than 4 knots but, there are places
of which to beware, which we avoided. We were under way have been a great asset as in the driving rain it was not
for about 20 hours each day until we reached the Cape at possible to see to windward, as the drops pelted our faces
13.00 on the 24th July. We passed close to the bird sanctuary like incessant showers of ice cold sand.
We were all very keen to see a little of Lapland and I had
at Fuguloy on our way north. This island was about 2,000
feet straight out of the sea and is inhabited by tens of arranged to hire cars in Alta and leave Deerhound in the
care of the Frionor Factory management at Bukta near Alta.
thousands of puffins, so many and so high were they that
Lapps are nomads and travel with their herds of reindeer.
they looked like swarming midges. We also saw numerous
They range across the northern areas of Russia, Sweden,
pairs of magnigicent sea eagles.
The weather had been generally autumnal, with heavy Finland and Norway. They speak their own language and
overcast cloud most of the time, interspersed with rain in summertime they bring their herds down into the valleys
showers and occasional glimpses of sun. Fortunately it was and rivers close to the sea. Thus, Alta was an ideal place
bright and cheerful when we reached the Cape, a most from which to tour the area. Whilst the seaboard of northern
Norway is barren, treeless and windblown, the inland area
imposing headland by any standards coming vertically out
of the sea for 1,100 feet, forming a bold stoney brown grey is Tundra, large open tracts of treeless landscape covered
in moss and grass struggling for survival. There are no
rockey mass. We anchored in the lee of the Cape at
Hornvika and were able to walk up the old path previously compact towns in Lapland but rather areas of housing which
used by tourists from passenger ships to the tourist spread spider like from a central point. This we saw well
shop/restaurant on the headland. On the way up the path in the townships we visited at Kautokeino, Karasjok and
we were fortunate to be able to get quite close to a herd of Lakselv. We spent a night in a tourist hostel high on the
central plane at a crossroads of several nomadic paths. It
wild reindeer.
At Honningsvag I had an introduction to Mr. Svein had all the essentials supplied but we had to find them, water
Krane, Managing Director of the Frionor Fish processing by jug, W.C. by dry pit, food by courtesy and ingenuity
plant. He and his wife went out of their way to be helpful of the hostel’s boss, a small genial Lapp woman, who
to us and took us on a conducted tour of the island of wondered at our appetite. Mosquitoes could have been bad
Mageroy, on which the Nord Kapp lies. Ther were greatly ¯ but we fortified our six-berth chalet room with mosquito
coils and annointed ourselves with oils, creams and whiskey.
enthusiastic about the quality and beauty of life in the far
The Lapps are a tourist attraction and they well know it.
north, especially in the late Autumn and early Spring. Svein
Krane is an ardent cruising yachtsman and had just brought They sell reindeer antlers to Germans, reindeer skins and
his boat from Finland via the west coast of Norway to small dolls to any other takers. However, they are cheerful
Honningsvag. This, to you, may not sound at all and very colourful in their National costumes. The river
extraordinary but in the four weeks we spent north of the valleys were treelined and very beautiful. The plains were
Artic Circle we only saw 4 other sailing boats, two French desolate and would be most uninviting in the cold season.
The climate of the region owes its mildness to the Gulf
and 2 English, no Norwegian sailing boats and only a few
stream. The waterways do not freeze in winter and all but
small motor boats. At Honningsvag we also met Hugh Clay,
R.C.C., who has, during the past few years, been cruising the highest peaks are free of snow for a few weeks each year.
in a 16 foot open dinghy from southern Sweden, an Thus Norway does not, as one might expect, have many
altogether most unusual and I would think, at times, nerve glaciers and it has only one which calves into the sea at the
head of Jokelfjord in Loppa, half way between Hammerfest
wracking way of seeing Scandanavia.
With only minor interludes we were going to windward and Tromso.
We left Alta and made our way to the glacier and
the whole way home. The only variety being wind strenght.
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anchored about a mile from it in very deep water. The upper
lip of the glacier, 2,600 feet above sea level, cascades for
1,000 feet, then enters a ravine and re-emerges at 1,100 feet
to form another cascade into the sea. Its surface is hard and
slippery and could not be walked upon without proper
equipment. Small pieces calved whilst we were watching and
rumbled into the sea. We brought a chunk back on board
and, 1983 Gordon’s is a far superior drink when cooled with
2038 B.C. ice! The river flowing from the underside of the
glacier was probably equal in volume to the Thames. To put
it in perspective, the height of the top of the glacier was twice
that of the Dublin Sugarloaf Mountain, a most memorable
and impressive sight. In addition to the ice we collected
mussels from the rocks at the base of the glacier and made
"Monies Glacier au Vin".
Bunny and Ruth Burnes, C.C.A.,I.C.C., R.C.C.,
O.C.C., joined us in Tromso, together with Jack Wolfe.
The weather played nasty tricks on them. It was brilliantly
sunny and calm when they arrived, just like Ireland in July
1983. Jack thought he was still at home! On 2nd August,
we headed for home and as soon as we were outside the
harbour the wind blew 30 knots straight at us, a most
unfriendly thing to do. When we passed through the
Raumnstraum we thought all was well, as the wind had gone
abeam. It then dropped and we saw ahead a wall of water
-- a warning of what was to come. The wind blew in
ferocious gusts down the mountain valleys some 2,000 foot
above us onto the surface of the calm sea, hitting it at an
oblique angle and raising a curtain of water 100 feet high,
which blew at 60 knots across the surface. We had our jib
furled when the first one hit us and, all sail furled when the
second arrived. Our windy balls survived!
Our course westward passed through areas of magnificent
scenery, green fertile farms stretching along the shore,
capped by ranges of hills and mountains, in ever excalating

Deerhound at anchor with the Jokelfjord glacier behind.
Photo: John Guinness
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ranges, oft times topped with jagged rocky peaks shaped
like large trolls. Undoubtedly the most dramatic scenery is
found in the Lofotens. These islands rise sheer out of the
sea like dragons teeth, and whilst nearly barren of trees are
green and rock covered with patches of snow nestling at their
peaks. The Trollfjord in Olyhellesund must not be missed,
it is quite remarkable in that it is only 200 feet wide and
has a 3,000 foot sheer cliff to the north and an equally
impressive cliff on the other side.
In late winter and early spring, fishing boats from all over
Norway congregate in the Lofotens to fish for cod. The main
ports are Svolvaer and Henningsvaer, the former is the
Capital of the islands and is a sophisticated small town, with
good facilities. On the other hand Henningsvaer" is quite
facinating. It is a man made town three miles from the
mainland. It has a completely sheltered port, with full fishing
facilities and, has been built upon a series of skerries, not
more than 30 feet above the water. In August, it was very
nearly deserted but, in the season it is crammed full of boats.
Access to the mainland is across a large modern road bridge
spanning the open sea.
No matter how hard one tries, one cannot always do the
right thing. I was, thus, given zero marks for a very fine
anchorage I chose on Saturday, 6th August at Kunna. We
were protected by a thousand foot cliff to the west, a high
sandy beach to the south and a large mountain to the east,
and, to make it more perfect, the entrance was protected
by a large group of sunken unmarked rocks, a perfect
anchorage in any weather, but, the gregarious members of
my crew felt that they should have a proper run ashore on
a Saturday evening. This, they would have done, but I had
not provided the necessary discos and pubs. To make up
for this we went slightly out of our way to examine another
glacier at Holandsfjord. This was equally impressive and
majestic. It melted about 2 miles from the head of the fjord,

The Steep Majestic Cliffs at Troll Fjord.
Photo: John Guinness.
Heavy wind squals pick up foam.
Photo: John Guinness
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turned into a fast flowing milky white stony river. The path
to it was through a wood alongside the river and, was one
of the only areas where we came close to trees. The ice was
a most incredible colour, being a mixture of white and
translucent aquamarine.
The inner lead from Bodo south to Alesund, some 33/0
miles long, is said to be very beautiful, but not as dramatic
as the northern mountainous ranges. I wish I could confirm
or deny this as, although we passed through about 150 miles
of the passage, all we saw was rock and rain. Visibility was
never more than 3 miles, except when we approached Rorvik
to stop there on the only fine day they had had for a whole
month. It seems that the region was far more akin to the
archipelagos of Sweden and Southern Norway than anything
else we had seen. Having just suffered 4 days of incessant
winds and rains, we decided to abandon the idea of sailing
down through the islands as far as Alesund and instead made
course for the Shetlands. This turned out to be a wise but
uncomfortable decision as the south westerly winds persisted
and increased up to gale force for about 3 days. We reduced
the tedium of beating to windward by spending a good 12
hours passing through the oilfields to the east of Shetland.
At one time we saw 13 gas flares burning from the
production fields around us.
As the weather had been so foul we decided to come home
via the Caledonian Canal. We were very heartened to find
it is in a much better state of repair that it was a few years
ago. However, it still takes an inordinately long time to pass
through the canal as the Water Board’s regulations do not
permit boats travelling in opposite directions to pass each
other in Locks. Some of the Lock Keepers were most helpful
but others were very antagonistic.
Jack left us at Fort William whilst we made our way
homewards via Tobermoray, Staffa and Iona. As a finale
to our cruise we fought the ebb tide up Strangford Lough
and anchored at Audley Roads, where the Commodore
joined us in Gulkarna for a most pleasant evening’s chat
and imbibation!
Addressed to Purveryor of Equipment to Leisure Marine
Industry.
Save expenses on wind tunnels, refrigeration equipment
and food surveys. Put your equipment on test bed
Deerhound for exhaustive trials in high latitudes.
1983 Results:
Anemometer: Can your equipment withstand gusts? Tested
in trubulent air off Tromso, in area of special mountain
squalls. 0 to 60 to 0 in three seconds -- ours worked.
Clothing: Keep warm and dry but remain mobile. Normal
July/August midday clothing when at sea:
(1) Underclothes (preferable old silk shirt)
(2) Shirt medium thick winter weight.
(3) Thermal Wear (quilted synthetic)
(4) Heavy fisherman type jersey.
(5) Kinsale smock (as absorbent lair)
(6) Oil skins. Henri-Lloyd floating jacket and harness.
(7) Yacht club tie for gentlemen.
(8) Neck scarf.
(9) Under pants.
(10) Long Johns (Thermal quilted synthetic).
(11) Trousers.
(12) Oil skin trousers.
(13) Socks.
(14) Sea Boot socks.
(15) Either Apri-ski boots or leather fleece-lined boots.
(16) Warm gloves.
(17) P.V.C. covered mittens.
(18) Sothwester.
(19) Eye shades.
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Monster of the Deep. A North Sea Oil Rig.

Photo John Guinness

Customs:
Drink: Test your ingenuity to survive on one bottle of
alcohol per person for duration of stay!
Customs can normally only be cleared at significent ports,
e.g. Svolvaer, Bodo, Kristiansund. It is necessary to clear
outwards and this can be difficult. However, each medium
sized town seems to have a part timer who can give a
clearance. In Rorvik the harbour master introduced us to
a gentleman who worked in a drapers shop and, after hours,
produced his official briefcase together with forms and seals.
A careful examination of stores by the Customs is quite
likely.
Engine: Test main engine for 500 nautical miles
continuously from Howth to Orkneys (72 hours). After 50
hours batteries overcharged and the input had to be reduced.
Food: Most provisions taken from home. Very good local
supermarkets carrying high quality produce but with little
variety. All items twice as expensive as in Ireland. Meat
excessively expensive and virtually non-existent. Fish hard
to find. Excellent sausages and cheese.
Generator: Auxiliary 60 amp. 24 volt generator. Great
comfort. Supplied all electrical needs running for only three
hours per day.
Heating: A heater is nearly a necessity as it dries out the
boat. Our Webasto gave considerable trouble but was
mended at Tromso by Agents and coaxed by Ian to work.
Light: We grew used to continuous daylight very quickly
but, it can be hard to get to sleep at 1 a.m. with the sun
lurking behind the clouds -- crew never had any difficulty
in staying asleep once somnolent. Midnight sun never seen,
as it was always cloudy at the end of the day.
Mosquitoes: We were well prepared to repel these, with
a combination of mosquito netting over the hatches and slow
burning mosquito coils. As well as this, we had various
forms of ointment but found that Urex was by far the best.
People: Norwegians as a race are very shy and reserved
and are slow in coming forward. They are anxious to help
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if called on but will never make the first approach. As an
example, at an anchorage where we sheltered for a few hours
from strong head winds, Jennifer, surveying our new resting
place through binoculors, met the eyes of a Norwegian
gentleman in his house, looking at her, looking through his
telescope -- not a matter of looking at scantily clothed ladies
as it was very wet and cold but purely a matter shyness.
Rigging: We tested ours in gusts and heavy squalls
especially when beating with too much sail up. Gale
conditions in the North Sea produce short steep seas and
we could not avoid crashing off breaking crests occasionally
into large troughs, giving enormous strains to all equipment.
Roller Jib: We installed a Hood Sea-Furl this year and
we found it excellent until, through our own stupidity, broke
it. We let off the backstay tension which transferred all the
strain to the Roller headstay and compressed it, breaking
the top slide. One of the main advantages of the Hood
system is that jibs can he set in the conventional way on the
Gemini luff groove.
Whilst the Roller Jib is a great comfort when it is worked,
it is essential to carry smaller jibs in case of trouble (as we
had). The length of pennants at the head of the jib is all
important, to prevent the halyard wrapping around the head
of the forestay, causing the furling gear to jam.
Sails: No problem except fraying of luff tape on the jibs.
Trisail not used as it was hard to set. We will now fit a
separate track for it.
Sat-Nav: Worked like a dream. Fixes very frequently,
about every hour. It would have been impossible to take
sunsights on either passage across the North Sea, as the sun
was hidden and the seas were large and lumpy.
Self Steering: Our Neco suffered an incurable malaise just
before we left Howth. We had just fitted a Swedish Sailomat
and were basically pleased with it. Our tests were unfair as
for the first three days there was virtually no wind, but we
were pleasantly surprised that it steered a remarkably good
course when motoring with a minimum of three knots wind.
The wind during our passages across the North Sea was
never steady, thus the self-steering was hard to adjust
accurately. In a steady breeze it would undoubtedly be very
good. It can also be used as an emergency rudder, by unshipping the steering oar and fitting a quadrant on the rudder
head. We did not have to use this -- thank goodness.
Sun: In Norway seen only rarely, sometimes in the first
watch and maybe again, fleetingly, in the evening. Much
more apparent in Scotland but not available in Loch Ness!
Sea: From a placid mirror-like reflective surface to a replica
of a three dimensional relief map of the Himilayes and Alps
combined.
Sea Birds: Multitudes of puffins in "Bird Islands"
Numerous Skuas and common Gulls. Most interesting were
the Sea Eagles we saw in Northern Norway. These large
chocolate brown eagles are most distinctive with their white
tail markings.
Rain: A Norwegian speciality ranging from mist to 40
knots horizontal wind blown penetrating pinheads of
tortourous incessency, particularly virulent in the early
morning.
Telephone: The Norwegians run a most efficient network
of VHF stations and remote aerials. A card is available at
Ship Chandlers which gives the position of these, and the
frequency from which they work. You can call on the
appropriate channel and will be answered immediately in
excellent English.
Weather Forecasts and Link Calls can be obtained with
ease. There are no areas which do not have superb coverage.
Wind Vane: Ours failed. It fell off in a violent squall. It
is now somewhere on the Arctic Circle. Good luck to it!

DISTANCE
DATES
July
55O
9-12 Howth/Lerwick (via Minches)
705
14-18 Lerwick/Hoppen (Lofoten)
8
Hoppen to Svolvaer
19
At
Svolvaer
20
97
21
Solvaer/Trollfjord -- Droya
68
22
Droya past Tromso, Nipoya
100
Nipoya/Sletness/Soroya
23
61
Sletness/Nord Kapp
24
6
Nord Kapp/Skarsvag
24
20
Skarsvag/Honningsvag
25
75
26
Honningsvag/Vargnes
25
Vargnes/Alta. (Bukta)
27
In Lapland
28
By car from Alta to Kautokeino to
Jerrul (Night Karas jok,
Lakselv-Porsangerfjord,
Alta)
76
Alta/Spildra
29
8
Spildra/Jokelfjord and Isfjord
30
Isfjord/Follesoyan
26
Follesoyan/Tromso
55
31
Aug.
l
At Tromso
57
Tromso to Tranoya
2
55
3
Tranoy to Helloya/Bjarkoya to Tennevika
47
Tennivika to Fiskoya to Store Molle
4
6
Store Molle/Trollfjord
5
17
Trollfjord/Kabelsvaag
8
Kabelsvaag/Henningsvaer
75
6
Henningsvaer to Kunna
Kunna to Holandsfjord
25
7
15
Holandsfjord to Rodoya
40
Rodoy to Bjorn (Donna)
8
10
9
Bjorn to Sovik
27
10
Sovik to Bronnoysund
45
Bronnoysund to Rorvik
11
788
12-17 Rorvik to Inverness (Clachnaharry Loch)
35
Clachnaharry to Fort Augustus
18
23
19
Fort Augustus to Banavie
20
20
Banavie to Shunna Lynn of Morvn
32
Shunna Loch Aline, Robermoray
21
32
Tobermoray/Staffa/Iona
22
Iona/Strangford
140
23
3442
3442
Measured distance
3674
Distance logged
45.75 days
Time away from Howth
3.4 knots
Average Speed
Average distance per day
81
Average distance per day, excluding 3 days
86 miles
in port
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PADDIES IN GALICIA
John Gore-Grimes

A master of economy, the brother -- he managed only four
pages of an I.C.C. log book to record his passage on
Shardana from Howth to Bayona. The next fifty one pages
contain my notes and log record of the cruise in and out
of the Ria Bajas and the journey home.
From the 9th to the 23rd July Shardana covered a leisurely
130 miles exploring the imprints left by God’s five fingures,
for in Glaicia it is said that God worked on the creation for
six days and on the seventh day he rested putting his hand
down on the N.W. coast of Spain, thus creating the
beautifull indentations which are collectively known as Ria
Bajas. This was our family holiday and Jan and I were
accompanied by our four ladies, Francesca (18), Emily (15),
Natascha (13) and Rachael (7) known to us collectively as
"the four mad women of Baily".
We started and ended at Bayona and the day to day
movements are recorded at the end of this account. What
follows is a fairly hazy and mainly happy impression of what
happened in between.
Bayona must rate very high indeed with its unsurpassed
facilities for boat people. Fuel, water, shopping, restaurants
and showers are available in abundance for the older folk,
and for the mad wowmen there are such distractions as

bumping cars, discos and young men from Stormbird’s sister
ship Spanish Fly. It took real courage to leave this sailing
Mecca with its constant turnover of friendly visitors who
all too easily provided an excuse for a sore head each
morning. That gallant lone sailor Lou Heath was there and
we met Dermod and Sheila Ryan with their quiet crew. Ted
and Sheila Shanahan spent some time in Bayona and we met
an engaging young Irish couple called Sean and Paula, en
route to Turkey in a Hilliard.
But guided by many previous I.C.C. accounts of splendid
cruising in this area, we dragged ourselves away to the
beautiful Islas Cies, to spend a day on its magic beaches and
a peaceful night anchored off Ide St.Martin in tranquil and
clear waters.
Encouraged by Robert Barr’s gastronomic adventures we
sailed into the Ria de Aldan where we were not disappointed
by Madam’s Sardinas and Salata Enmixta at Manduina.
Some of the mad women insisted on meat and chips but that
was their mistake. Ho! Ho! We spent the night tied fore
and aft on the moorings in the very crowded and quite
strikingly ugly town of Sangenjo in the Ria Pontevedra. Ah!
yes, there is a yacht club which has been described as
friendly. You are welcome to all its facilities, but we felt
that its welcome was closer to indifference than to
friendliness. It took a brave man to enjoy the cold shower
in the jax, and that is the only word for it, because it smelled
considerably worse than the Broadmeadows at the height

Menduina Beach at the Ria de Aldan Phots John Gore-Grimes
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of the sanitary workers strike. If you could have canned that
smell and given it to your enemy for Christmas you would
have done him a worthy dis-service. Here too I put some
cat-calling Spanish youths to flight. The sight of an overweight, bearded and sun-burned Paddy in full voice was
enough for these brave Celtic sons of sailors. Sangenjo has
one saving feature and that, in spite of the cruising
gastronomes recommendation, is not Rotillos Restaurant.
It is the supermarket which is exceptionally well stocked and
well run. It made Sangenjo the best provisioning port next
to Bayona. Kenneth Martin found Sangenjo full when he
called there in 1982 and so he spent the night in Porto Novo
where there is always space to anchor and where it may be
possible to tie alongside. If there are no mooring spaces
availble in Sangenjo do not be tempted to anchor there
because the only space available is east of the tower which
is strewn with rocks which are uncovered at low water. Move
to next door Porto Novo.
We sailed gently to the Isla Ons and anchored off the
beach at Melide. Three speed boats arrived soon after us
and these were well equipped craft with three large outboards
over each stern and small radar masts on the bow. We were
told that these boys are involved in the "contraband" and
as they arrived close to the beach lovely young naked bodies
appeared from the trees and boarded them to trade. There
was tremendous merriment and then the smugglers left just
as suddenly and as speedily as they had arrived. The naked
brown swimmers, summoned by a conch shell, returned to
the trees. This added greatly to the excitement of the place
and we timidly put on our swim suits and rowed ashore.
And so it was that six sunburned Irish textiles (for that is
how nudists refer to folk who wear clothes) sat on the beach
with heads filled with different dreams. Rachael was the first
textile to abandon inhibition but I shall go no further. It
is enough to report that the Christian Brothers had done
a good job on me to ensure that I remained a textile. After
forty one years it is hard to break the habit.
We gradually made friends and at low water we were
shown the wreck of a yacht which had been broken to pieces
here just six weeks previously. Her owner had set sail from
La Coruna bound for Samoa. He now lives on Melide beach
under his working jib, eating his way happily through six
months of canned supplies. What a glorious end at the
beginning of such a long adventure.
We lay off the beach at anchor that night to smell burning
pine and eucalyptus from the many fires dotted around the
shore. Small fishing boats pulled in, each with a single old
man aboard. Lines were cast over the side and paraffin
lamps burned brightly to attract a hopeful harvest. We slept
peacefully.
The remains of the Yacht Ship Wrecked at Melide
Beach Isla Phots John Gore-Grimes

We had a pleasant sail from Ons into the Ria Arosa
stopping on the way at Playa Caballo for a swim. This is
a small beach on the Isla de Arosa, hidden behind many
mussel rafts. That evening we motored up to Villagarcia and
as we entered the harbour a Spanish Naval patrol boat cut
across our bows at full speed. Rachael was in the cockpit
helping me with the navigation and Jan slept in the forepeak
with the hatch open. The wash from the naval craft swept
right over Shardana completely immersing our three lady
sun-worshippers on the foredeck and providing Jan and the
forecabin with a fairly healthy splash of water from Ria de
Arosa. What the hell! We were in good humour and took
it well. But let the Spanish Navy beware, Shardana owes
you one.
Villagarcia has a yacht club which is genuinely friendly.
Not only were we unable to pay for our drinks there but
three of its young members insisted on driving us to our
destination for that evening, which was the splendie Casa
Chocolate. Our club’s roving gourmet, Mr. Barr, is eloquent
in his praise of this estalishment, and with justification. We
were introduced by our three young friends to the singular
and talented Senor Chocolate, whose real name may well
be Jose Emanuel, but who is known as Chocolate because
of his great affection for the chocolate bar. This versatile
chef of Galicia is at once a fisherman, truck driver, circus
performer and restraunteur. We were told that contrband
is still part of the way of life in ViUajuan but that since the
Socialists came to power the Revenue men are closing in.
¯ Chocolate’s food is exceptional and his selection of wines
and cognacs is a remarkable adventure into unknown
pastures of quality and distinction. This splendid evening
passed into quiet oblivion and we returned to Shardana to
sleep without a care. It must have taken as long as two
seconds for the sandman to do his work that night.
Undeterred, however, Francesca and Emily dicided to work
off the excellence of Senor Chocolat’s empenadas and
chuletas by joining a party on the next door French yacht.
They arrived back aboard at seven bells speaking fluent
French but I had not appreciated that there were infact two
French yachts alonghside so that when we left that morning
one yacht was peaceful but an ugly Gallic gargoyle from the
second yacht hurled abuse at us -- "Merci, Uh! J’ai Bien
Dormis"... and all that! "De Rein Madame", says Emily
with pious convent humility as we steamed purposefully
westwards towards another adventure.
We were bound for Muros, but tempted by Kenneth
Martin’s account of it, we had hoped to anchor at the little
beach atoll of Vionta. We motored carefully through the
rock strewn passage between Isla de Salvora and Vionta but
with a S.W. force 6 we deemed it imprudent to stop at
Vionta. Once clear of Sagres we boomed out the genoa and
ran swiftly for Muros arriving that at 18.10 to find the town
in festive mood. Our first impression was one of noise,
religious processions, hooters, fire works and amplified
bands. Our next impression, on landing, was mixture of dirt
and the unmistakeable smell of urine from the quaint and
beautiful street arches of this town. So be it. Mum, Dad
and young Rachael returned to Shardana for dinner and a
Paddy or so. Andy, a lone sailor on a Virtue, came aboard
and he was joined by Gary and his pretty wife Jan. As it
is written among sailing folk, you have to know a chap
awfully well indeed to know his sir-name. Things were
looking up but our three mad women were ashore enjoying
the high spots. Virtues and the lack of them, adventures,
gales and calms were all discussed and Rachae! fell asleep.
It was mid-night and fire works shot up into the sky just
above us. Ash landed on the deck and the amplified band
in the town square sounded much as if it played in the
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The Beach at Currabedo. Photo John Gore-Grimes

Landing Slip at Muros. Photo John Gore-Grimes
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forepeak. Sleep however defied the loud-speakers and the
older ones drifted off into an ocean of dreams. Our three
young ladies returned at dawn having had a thoroughly good
time. I can’t keep pace with all of their enthusiasm. In my
day, when cruising in Scotland with my father, the zenith
of our experience was a picture show in Loch Boisdale.
Father and his watch mate did much the same thing as Jan
and I did in Spain in 1983; they had a few whiskeys.
We left Muros on a still morning and motored S. to the
port of Currabedo. Kenneth and Lydia Martin had voted
Currabedo the find of their cruise. It is a charming port but
unfortunately for us it was untenable, We stayed there for
three hours but the wind increased from the S.W. and it was
clear that if we were to remain we would collide with
adjoining vessels.
We sailed S. past Salvora and into the bright sun over
a shimmering silver sea to anchor for the night at Melide
beach on the Isla Ons. This enchanting place again
captivated us. As the sun went down, flat calm waters were
set alight with bright red fires. We swam, dived and frolicked
in these warm but refreshing Atlantic waters, before
demolishing a great feast which Jan had prepared.
The Samuel Whitbred, with its complement of Ocean
Youth Club youths, arrived at anchor not too far away and
from the shore, sounds of merriment drifted out to us.
Shardana slept but at about 04.30 we awoke to unusually
loud shouts and banging of saucepans. The Samuel
Whitbread was on the move and its entire comolement were
A narrow Street in Muros. Photo John Gore-Grimes
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on the deck making a most unholy din. We can only assume
that they wished to avenge the beach community for the
noise which they had made earlier in the evening. But this
was only a small interruption soon to be obliterated by the
warmth and sunshine of the next day. More of Shardana’s
mad women gave up the habit and joined the freedom of
the beach people by abandoning their textile ways.
Compelled by dwindling supplies we left Isla Ons at 16.00
and motored to Cangas arriving there at 18.25. Cangas lies
opposite Vigo and, while it is not a pretty harbour, it has
advantages of excellent protection from all winds and good
shopping facilities. We were told that there is always plenty
of space in the large harbour. We shopped and dined ashore
and the mad women, who were quite exhausted by their days
of blissful idleness, slept while Jan and I pulled up the
fisherman and motored out at 22.15 to move westwards to
anchor off the beach at the N. entrance to Vigo Bay called
Ensenada de Barra. This beach was a favourite stopping
place for P.H. Greer’s Helen of Howth on her many voyages
to this coast. The place clearly had a special if closely
guarded secret significance for Perry’s son-in-law and
daughter Dick and Pat Watson who have named their house
after it, but I can’t help feeling that with their renewed
interest in Scottish waters the ambiguity of their choice will
serve them doubly well. There were some textiles on this
Spanish Barra beach but it was mainly populated by the sons
and daughters of nature. We spent the next 32 hours
anchored off Barra and Rachael did her very best to dig her
way to Australia, We built a big fire on the beach and the
four mad women slept beside it that night while the older
people retired back aboard to listen to some real music and
to sink a comtemplative Paddy.
Almost two weeks had passed and Jan, Emily, Natascha
and Rachael were to fly home on Saturday. Someone must
have had their foot hard down on the accelerator because
if the rest of my life passes as quickly as our fortnight in
Spain, I will by dead by Christmas day.
Part of our homeward crew arrived aboard at Bayona on
Friday the 22nd July. Paul Cooper and John Kidney had
made it, but only just. Tony Walsh, like the pilgrims of
yesterday, had dilly dallied on the way. We provisioned
Shardana and said our fond farewells to Jan and the three
youngest mad women. Francesca had signed on for the
return voyage. As the crazy bells of Bayona struck twelve
(they are a scratchy gramophone recording, probably vintage
Eddison) there was no sign of the bold Walsh, so we cast
off leaving messages for him with Dermod Ryan. We had
just three days to do a mini-cruise of the Ria Bajas and our
first stop was Islas Cies. We anchored off and swam and
two hours later were joined by Scoeling and by an
unrepentant Tony Walsh. Dermod had delivered the goods.
In one short hour Tony had got a fair picture of life aboard
Scoeling. Sure enough, in Bayona there were many French
yachts -- small with 6 or 7 crew aboard and in one case a
Great Dane which sat on the deck and howled all night. As
Scoeling left Bayona that gallant hero Dave Ryan filled a
bucket of water and threw it over the barking mastiff. This
great hound from the nethermost region of hell, whimpered
for a moment and hopped down the forehatch, presumably
to seek solace and to shake himself all over the mighty
matelots below. Within seconds a bearded brave appeared
on deck shaking his fist and hurling great quantities of Gallic
abuse at all of the assembled Ryans. Our bold Skerries hero
David, re-filled the bucket and firmly drowned that Gallic
dog lovers protective enthusiasm. With Dermod and Sheila
were David and Mary Ryan and Harry Grimes. Aboard
Scoeling, the feeling about Harry was that he is so "laid
back" that even the sun-soaked Spaniards are positively

Dave Ryan dowsing a French dog!
energetic by comparison. The trump card aboard was of
course Jarleth Irish Mullen, known with good reason as
Aeolus the God of Wind. When I think what this gusty
tempest in human form almost did to Meermin in Jan
Mayen, I weep. This year he was in form again and I know
that an account of his antics will appear elsewhere in this
journal. Suffice to say that were it not for the excellence
of Dermod’s seamanship, Scoeling’s crew might well have
turned into seasoned sub-mariners in sea area Fininstere.
Ah! but back to more serious affairs! We left Cies and
headed into the Ria Pontevedra, reaching all the way to
Combarro in bright sunlingt. Our Journey was encouraged
by Mr. Barr’s mouth watering description of the restaurant
Casa Solla. We anchored off and went ashore to enjoy a
beer or two. Combarro is a pretty place but we had not
appreciated that Casa Solla is about five miles away. We
hailed taxis and sped off to God knows where. "Casa
Solla", we said, but our sturdy driver had never heard of
the place - the most famous restaurant in Galicia. We
stopped to ask a traveller, "Donde est Casa Solla"? "Ah
Casa Soya", came the reply and the taxi driver had it in
seconds. When we arrived at Casa Solla I feel sure that we
impressed the proprietor. Senor Solla greeted us with
dignified charm but I fear that when Walsh said: "Ah Senor
Soya, how are you old bean", it was compleately wasted.
Not so the food, it was quite excellent.
There was plenty of merriment on this our first night of
the return journey. But Sunday morning was a silent affair.
Paul Cooper and I hauled out the fishermen with true
consideration for a sleeping crew. The considerable din
which we made on deck had no effect on the folk below
who slept like angels though it all. We put our nose into
Marin which lies just opposite Combarro, but if you can
picture a sleeping Sunday morning Spanish town, this was
it. Huge Z’s reached skywards, from every roof top. None
of your small z’s, these were block capitals; but it must be
zed that as these mighty capital ultimates of the alphabet
rose skywards they coughed and choked in the polluted haze
of smoke drifting westwards from the nearby manganese
factory. The air smelt sweet and foul and though we do not
know for certain if the popoulation of Marin have awoken
yet, there was no report of their demise in the international
press.
We had reached up to the head of the Ria Pontevedra
and now we ran down it. We would surely have to pay for
such good fortune. We picked up a mooring in Sangenjo
and although it was Sunday morning we purchased plentiful
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supplies in the excellent supermarket there. Walsh and
Kidney had almost rejoined the human race but not quite,
so we headed out to Play Melide on the Isla Ons, in the
certain knowledge that nature would revive our two flagging
champions. Sure enough these hardy sons of Eireann were
soon in form. Francesca rowed ashore with some cans of
Heineken and then it was a case of Woo-Ha-Ha once again.
For those ardent film fans who leave the picture show on
the cue of: "Ah this is where we came in", it is time to leave
now but for those of us who want to see it twice or who
are not sure where they came in, the only recipe is to read on.
Imagination is a many times more reliable substitute for
reality and with this in mind we left the naked folk of Melide
beach and sailed, fulfilled, towards and into the Ria Arosa,
passing through a most delightful haze of mussel rafts and
shallow waters to arrive at St. Martin del Grove. It was
charming but our confidence was such that we did not stop
there. We motored through close channels to anchor off the
Hotel Toja Grande. Here indeed was a challange. One of
Spain’s finest hotels at our doorstep. The skipper and
Cooper with long trousers and white shirts and Francesca
looking very pretty and respectable, went ashore followed
by Kidney and Walsh who, as true son of the Tuath de Dana
made no concession whatsoever to respectability. They wore
shorts below, vest amidships and Paddy hats on the topmast
shrouds. This eccentric combination afforded us a window
table in the hotel’s restaurant. Plastic paid for the meal.
While the rest of us returned aboard Paul and Francesca
continued to dance the night away. Our departure next
morning was at 06.30 and the revellers arrived back aboard
at 06.25. We set out for Muros. It was overcast and windy,
climatic conditions which matched our mood perfectly. We
passed between Salvora and Vionta in heavy swell and once
again my hopes of landing for a swim at Vionta were
frustrated. With wind just E. of N. and blowing force 5 to
6, we had a bumpy old beat up to Muros, arriving there at
16.20 to find the whole town completely shut down for a
fiesta. So our plan to fuel and depart for Howth that evening
was abandoned and we spent one more last night ashore.
This was to prove to be the undoing of Tony Walsh. During
the night there was some to-ing and fro-ing in the main cabin
and next morning we learned that Tony had a very severe
dose of Spanish tummy. This normally cheerful and ruddy
man was now sorrowful and distressingly green. A little
spittle on the index finger held aloft, revealed a N.E. wind
force 6, most unfavourable conditions for returning a
Spanish tum to Eireann’s Green shores, unless it be by
aeroplane. Tony flew home and arrived there just as we
cleared Cape Torinana to set a course for Tuskar. We settled
into a long beat which was to last all the way to the Tuskar
Rock. On the first night we challenged the bumpy seas of
Finistere with great platefuls of bangers and mash.
Wednesday showed signs of gale and the foredeck was a busy
place, but how pleasant to work there in a pair of bathing
togs. We saw a small sail ahead which seemed to be making
for us. When we were within hailing distance, we met a
young singlehanded French yachtsman, who was completely
lost. We arranged to call him on channel 12 and when the
next Sat. Nav. position came in we calculated the position
of our rendezvous and gave it to him on the radio.
Thursday the 28th July was another windy one, with
short, steep, hull-stopping seas. The wind remained N.E.
and blew for about 24 hours at between 30 and 35 knots
with occasional gusts of 40. The Sailomat coped with these
conditions perfectly. In fact this self-steering gear steered
Shardana for 90% of the sail from Spain to Tuskar. This
was the day that Scoeling was damaged and had to return
to La Coruna. Paul Cooper and John Kidney were quite
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Francesca Gore-Grimes enjoys the long beat home.
Photo John Gore-Grimes
at home in these conditions, but most interesting to me was
the way in which Francesca coped with our routine of
watches, cooking and cleaning up. Our 18 year old horse
lover had never met anything quite like this, but she attended

DATE
9/12 July
13th July
13th July
14th July
15th July
15th July
16th July
17/18 July
19th July
19th July
19/20 July
21st July
22/23 July
23rd July
24th July
24th July
24th July
24th July
25th July

to her tasks cheerfully and without complaint and when off
watch she slept like a brown bear in winter. She was most
impressive, and there was no sign of sea sickness. Ovbiously
there is more to bumping along on a horse than meets the
eye. I resolved there and then, to take a closer look at a horse
next time I see one!
Friday and Saturday were lighter days but the wind
persisted from the N.E. The seas were longer and dolphins
came by. Mother Carey’s chickens mocked the wave crests
in their constant pursuit of microscopic morsels while the
raisin eyed fulmar circled around us. On Sunday afternoon
we sighted a gannet and the wind freshened again. We reefed
down and passed through some heavy rain squalls. On
Monday the seas flattened and we tacked to the E. and
pointed, for the first time, for Tuskar Roak arriving there
after a final fast 24 hours at 11.15 on Tuesday. By 13.00
we were drifting over a calm sea and with great reservation
we swithched on the engine to motor homewards. As
Sardana motored passed Wicklow Head, we were called by
the yacht Norseman. She is a Dutch De Vries class steel yacht
which we had last met in Ny Alesund, Spitzbergen, in 1980.
We yarned about those good days and our adventures since
then. Tony, the skipper, told us that they still had an empty
bottle of Paddy in their trophy cabinet as a souvenir of that
merry meeting at latitude 79N. Norseman was bound for
Cork and we motored on to arrive at Howth Marina on
Wednesday the 3rd. August at 01.45. It was Francesca’s 19th
birthday!

DISTANCE

TO/FROM
At Bayona & depart Bayona for Islas Cies & Isla de St. Martin
I. de St. Martin to Menduina (Ria de Alden)
Menduina to Sangenjo (Ria de Pontevedra)
Sangenjo to Isla Ons (via Porto Nove)
Melide Beach to Playa Caballo (Isla de Arosa)
Playa Caballo to Villagercia (Ria de Arosa)
Villagarcia to Muros
At Muros & Muros to Corrubedo
Corrubedo to Melide beach (Isla Ons)
Melide Beach to Cangas (Rio Vigo)
Cangas to Ensenada de Barra
Barra to Bayona
Crew change at Bayona and depart Bayona to Islas Cies
Cies to Combarro (Ria de Pontevedra)
Combarro to Marin (Ria de Pontevedra)
Sangenjo to Melide Beach (Isla Ons)
Melide Beach to St. Martin del Grove (Ria de Arosa)
St. Martin del Grove to Toja Grande
Toja Grande to Muros

9.5
6.5
5
7
11
5
30
13
13
13
5
9
6.5
15
2.5
6.5
10
2
26.5
TOTAL

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

188.75 miles

Total hours at sea 52.1/2
Total engine hours 16

26th July/
3rdAugust
1983
Time at Sea
Total engine hours

675 miles

Muros to Howth actual distance

8 days 13 hours and 32 minutes
14 hours and 35 minutes
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Recessional to Rodel
W.M. Nixon

In response to a plea from investors, an Extraordinary
Shareholders Meeting of Turtle Holdings (1980) was
convened in Howth Yacht Club on Monday May 2nd. The
Chairman reported that although the world recesson had
been late in arriving in Ireland (like everything else), once
in town said recession proved to have happened in spades.
Severe cutbacks appeared to be necessary. Thus the
projected 1983 scheme for a cruise of five weeks duration
in all, going to southern Brittany with the changeover to
family cruising taking place in the Morbihan, was beginning
to look distinctly unrealistic. The final straw was the
discovery by the Senior Member that renewal of his shiny
dark green passport would cost all of thirty quid.
Thus we decided on a fortnight’s stab at the Hebrides,
particularly the Outer Isles, followed by the change to family
cruising in Strangford Lough -- Ireland’s answer to the
Morbihan. It would only take three weeks in all. I have
seldom started a cruise in such a state of complete
exhaustion, a feeling reflected by ’the heavies’, Brendan
Cassidy and John Malcolm, who once again were along for
the first fortnight. It was a tedious journey up through the
Irish Sea, motoring in haze. Only for a few minutes after
we had passed the South Rock lightvessel at midday on
Saturday did we have any sailing, then it was back to the
engine, and on into thickening visibility, the weather entirely
dominated by a sluggush high pressure area. Every urge was
to get northwards and try to find some wind along the upper
edge of this flat weather, but with fuel getting low, and
visibility closing right in, we went hard a-port at Mew Island
and headed in to Bangor as the tide turned.
Behind the new breakwater in Bangor Bay, they were
gathering for the Comet Wheel. We availed of their
hospitality, but our hearts were in the islands, and after an
early night we were away next morning to take the new ebb
through the North Channel. At first a breeze hinted, but
then calm returned. Deceptive visibility. At times cornfields
were visible, glowing through the haze on the Antrim hills,
at other times we could see nothing. It was Sunday, and we
lamented the absence of Tommy O’Briens music programme
from its traditional late lunchtime slot, part of the Turtle
cruising folklore. Brendan then astonished us by getting out
a tape recording of the great man’s Christmas programme.
It cheered everyone up no end. This was heightened by
finding the first hint of a local sou’east breeze as we
approached Fair Head, and improved visibility. There was
little enough favourable tide left, but we sailed anyway.
Bliss. Conditions were perfect for Rathlin, so we trickled
into Church Bay, getting alongside with no bother thanks
to Mickey d’Alton’s directions in last year’s Annual.
Rathlin was very much "en fete", and we heard of a
ceilidh planned for that night. After a stroll ashore in the
heat of late afernoon, we were slaking our thirsts in Tony
McCuaig’s pub with its decorations of name-boards from
wrecked ships when the ceilidh band arrived, a facinating
mixture of the men of north Antrim including lone sheep
farmers from the Glens and leading citizens of Ballycastle.
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There was a splendid session as they got themselves in tune,
indeed it was a much better party than the cailidh itself.
Fortunately the tide didn’t start to run in our favour until
nearly noon next day, when we ran down towards Bull
Point, washing off the decks and hoping that our feeling
that the sou’easter was only local would prove to be
unfounded. The plan was to plod on outside Islay and away
to Barra. Once Castlebay was reached, we promised
ourselves we weren’t going to motor for more than an hour
at most. But first we’d to get to Castlebay.
Visibility was still thick, and when Turtle cleared Bull
Point and headed north to give Orsay a good offing, we
heard a fog siren. In time it was identified as Orsay Light,
all of sixteen miles away. As feared, the breeze gradually
faded, but with the help of the tide progress was good, and

The sea eagle above the cliffs of Gighay Photo: W.M. Nixon

Church Bay, Rathlin. Harbour works are continuing at both piers Photo
W.M. Nixon

The lagoon between Gighay and Hellisay at low water Springs. Although
narrow and tortuous, the western entrance (on right of picture) seemed
preferable to the recomended eastern entrance Photo: W. M. Nixon

by 16.30 Orsay was abeam. We were about three miles off,
and in anything other than the calm conditions prevailing,
you’d need to be further. Tides were Springs, and we’d be
properly impressed by the disturbed water over shoals such
as the Shamorck Pinnacle and the Middle Bank. It boggles
the mind to think of what it must be like with a strong
nor’wester.
We found Dubh Artach at 21.52, the gloom of the misty
night being improved by the return of the wind, albeit from
north of northeast to have us on the wind, sailing gently
through the darkness towards Tiree.It didn’t last, first light
brought calm, but at least the haze had thinned, so under
power yet again we made our way round the south coast
of Tiree -- another place to be avoided in lively conditions
-- and with somewhat unothodox navigation went up to the
low rock of Dub Sgeir to fix our position exactly for the
hop across the Sea of the Hebrides. The breeze returned
from the nor’east to give a close-haul across, our diligence
in attempting precise navigation was rewarded in that a new
lot of fog shredded away, the Outer Isles began to pop up
ahead and by 13.50 the hook was down beside Kissiemul
Castle in Castlebay after logging 264 miles from Howth.
Another boat in port was Aliki, The Swan 37 owned by
Graham Morfey who is both Chairman of the Council of
the Cruising Association and Honorary Treasurer of the
R.C.C. He and his wife Margaret had us aboard for drinks
and tried to persuade us to join them in an expedition to
a ceilidh ashore that night. We felt we’d done our duty by
ceilidhs at that stage, in fact we still weren’t quite the better
for having made such an input for the Rathlin do, but
fortunately serious business provided an adequate excuse.
We’d a leg of lamb aboard which needed urgent attention
before it walked away. It got the complete Turtle treatment
-- washed with vinegar and stuffed with garlic and black
peppers before roasting, following which there was a
sumptous feast. There was still time to get ashore for the
Senior Member’s regulation pint before sleep, deep deep
sleep.
A sunny morning (Wednesday July 13th) with a real
easterly breeze bringing the bay to life. A fog siren was
identified eventually as Ardnamurchan, all of 45 miles away.
We got away under sail, but once outside there was only
fog on the eastern horizon and the wind faded. This was
expected, but plans were unambitious regarding distance -we only wanted to go the 15 miles or less to the little rockgut anchorage between Gighay and Hellisay off Barra’s
northeast corner.
The eastern entrance to the rocky sound between the
islands is recommended in the latest C.C.C. Directions, but
we were somewhat disturbed by seeing rocks in it that
weren’t marked on the plan, and as well we ran out of depth
on the bar, so we went on round to the west entrance. The
gap is very narrow indeed, and again there are unmarked
rocks, but we’d directional control through being against
the tide, and found our way into the pool where there’s just
about swinging room for one boat. It was very hot, but the
dinghy was soon inflated and as we rowed in to the rocky
shore there came a wave of excitement as a huge bird which
had been sitting on the clifftop of Gighay launched itself
into the air. It was a sea eagle. Having become extinct in
the Hebrides in the 1890s, there had been a programme to
reintroduce them since 1977. We’d seen one on a peak in
South Rona in 1977, but this was the first time in flight.
This awesome sight contrasted vividly with the other
impression of Gighay, which was of dead sheep. A flock
is grazed there, but in the drought conditions of 1983 they
were suffering badly, as no effort seemed to have been made
to offset the island’s shortage of water. The little island soon

Turtle follows Aliki out of Northbay Photo: W.M. Nixon

palled, and the urge to move on was heightened by seeing
from the hilltop the silver glow of the Prince’s Strand across
the sound at Eriskay. But nearby was also Northbay in
Barra, a place never visited before. We motored in the
evening calm through the islets, and found Aliki lying there.
The Morfeys came a-visiting with us. What had been
intended as a quiet drink or two gradually developed into
a celebratory feast for the sighting of the sea eagle. Food
resources were combined. Herrings and bacon may seem an
odd mixture, but they worked well together, and the
conviviality was colossal. The first threads of daylight were
in the sky as the celebration concluded with everyone singing
merrily.
The later part of the morning brought a new mood. At
last there was a faint breeze from the west. We were able
to get going under sail and parted at the entrance to
Northbay, Aliki running off under spinnaker for Canna,
while Turtle piled on the miles with a freshening reach
nortwards out of the Sea of the Hebrides and into the Little
Minch, with good visibility at last -- to port, the mountains
of South Uist stood out majestically in the sunshine, while
to starboard Skye’s distinctive outline unfolded in the
distance. A course was shaped towards Loch Eport in the
North Uist, and it was a raw evening as we went in through
the narrow entrance after logging just under fifty miles from
Northbay. As the forecast was for the wind to veer nor’west,
I chose the anchorage on the north shore known as Acarseid
Lee, which was a bit silly as I overlooked the fact that the
progress of a low away to the northwards would bring a
warm front swinging through, with a brief but marked
backing by the wind. Before this happened we had a walk

Acarseid Lee in Loch Eport before the wind backed Photo: W.M. Nixon
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Panorama of bustling downtown Rodel with (left to right) the Rodel Inn,
the Factor’s House (minus roof), Turtle, and St. Clement’s Church tower
peeping over the hillside. Photo: W.M. Nixon

’Like sailing in Switzerland’ -- spinnaker reach up Loch Harport towards
the Cuillins. Photo: W.M. Nixon
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Baptising Turtle’s heather on passage from Carbost to Canna. Photo: W.M.
Nixon

ashore, enlivened by the sight of three deer -- one a stag
with magnificent antlers -- appearing imperiously on the
skyline. We had put the fisherman kedge down as well in
any case, but even so when the wind piped up from south
on southwest, I decided that as it was my fault we were there
in the first place, I’d stand an anchor watch until the
expected veering made our berth beside Deer Island snug
once more. Despite the pitching, supper was excellent.
Brandan smoked his usual giant cigar -- he had one for each
day of the cruise -- and after watching me trying to check
bearings on the dim outlines of mountains, said with
amusement:s "Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown",
before retiring to the decidedly lively forecabin where he
seemed to sleep well.
All the indications were that we had had enough austerity
and desolation for a while, so in an attempt to redeem any
reputation for cruise planning, I suggested nipping the 15
miles up the coast and across the Sound of Harris to the
pool at Rodel, where there’d be enough tide after 09.00 to
get in by the bay channel. It was a raw morning, with some
ferocious rain squalls, but Turtle revelled in it, and we swept
into Rodel to find complete shelter and as much as you’ll
get in the way of civilization at the south end of Harris. After
a massive second breakfast, an adjournment ashore to the
famous old inn confirmed that baths would be availabel in
the evening, so in the meantime we had a decidedly liquid
lunch, then I returned aboard for an afternoon’s zizz while
the other two went off to see St. Clement’s Church and climb
a small mountain or two. After the evening abulutions,
Brendan had discovered that he was actually north of the
north of Skye, and so suggested a modest blow-out, which
took the form of dinner in the hotel where -- as had been
discovered when in there with Johnny Roche "et al" aboard
Safina in 1977 -- they aren’t fully aware of the portions
required by rugged seafaring men. So, as on that occasion,
we all had two dinners apiece.
A cool, still morning. A hint of breeze from the east. We
thought to head for somewhere on the west coast of Skye,
but had half an hour or so until there was enough water
to get out through the Bay Channel. I used the time to gut
some mackerel, and then we slipped away. Outside, the
breeze was drawing more positively from the northeast, and
we could just carry the spinnaker on a nice reach across a
smooth sea. It proved to be one of those magic sails which
you remember long after more spectacular passages are
forgotten. The wind backed steadily all day, but despite the
evidence of active weather in the offing, the sun came
through and it became warm, by Hebridean standards at
.least. Throughout it all Turtle trundled merrily along,
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steadily drawing towards Neist Point, topped with its
handsome lighthouse, and set on that western coast of Skye
in some of the most spectacular scenery in Scotland. Big
country. Soon McLeod’s Maidens, rock needles at the north
side of the entrance to Loch Braccadale, were in sight, and
we ran past them into this splendid inlet which, as John
remarked, looks like one vast geology lesson.
With the pole now right forward as the wind had got
round to the southwest, we continued on up Loch Harport
towards the majesty of the Cullins -- like sailing in
Switzerland, somebody said -- and finally only dowsed the
spinnaker in order to anchor at Carbost, as near as you can
get to being right in the heart of Skye.
An attractive little village, with the famous Talisker
distillery in the midst of it. Unfortunately because of the
recession, the distillery was closed temporally. The world’s
worries didn’t seem to intrude in the pleasant little waterside
inn where we adjourned to celebrate as agreeable a sail -45 sunlit miles from Rodel -- as anyone could remember.
Supper was to be the mackerel, but we wanted to cook them
Scottish style, so we asked at the inn if there was any chance
of buying some fine-ground oatmeal. A lugubrious looking
individual at the bar enquired what we wanted it for. We
explained that we wanted to fry mackerel in it. "You should
fry mackerel in a frying pan" he said drily. It sounded
funnier than it reads. It indicated that the place merited
further investigation, so after the mackerel feast (proper job
with best Carbost fine-ground oatmeal) we returned ashore,
and somehow the evening concluded in due course with a
party hosted by Scotland’s only woman composer of
chamber music. It would seem to be thirsty work, composing
chamber music, for it was a ’soiree’ at which the Talisker
whisky flowed like water, though in truth as much of it
seemed to be spilled as was drunk. And so -- eventually -to bed.
The morning fulfulled the previous day’s indication by
being grey and gusty with a strong wind from the south.
The Senior Member adjourned ashore for his constitutional
over the hills, suffering some cultural confusion through
meeting the locals in their Sunday best headed for the local
Gaelic-speaking Free Presbyterian kirk. John and I later met
up with him to be given the doleful news that the pubs of
Skye don’t open at all on Sunday, but at least he’d brought
down from the hills a fine bunch of heather to celebrate our
being north of Ardnamurchan. After some further walking,
and much scowling at the fast-moving clouds, I said we’d
at least move down Loch Harport to Port na Long, and with
one thing and another we ended up having a good trash to
windward out to Canna, getting the decks clean and
baptising the heather while we were at it.
Subsequently the crew were to claim that I sailed away
from Skye on a very unpromising day beacuse the pubs
didn’t open, but as we sailed to tavern-less Canna the point
is scarcely valid. It was an interesting race against
deteriorating visibility, a bank of fog and rain blotting out
the island as we neared it, but eventually it was found once
more and we felt our way into the anchorage, which is truly
the cross-roads of the isles as a dozen boats were already
in port. Having been sailing through rotten visibility, it made
for an interesting comparison with motoring through fog.
Following a motoring passage in fog, you finish with just
a dull feeling of relief that it is over. By contrast when you
sail in through rain and fog, the completion of the passage
is exhilarating. Thus at Canna, on a very Scottish evening
with the rain pattering on deck, we were all as chirpy as
crickets, the little boat snug below with some restful music
on, and the usual excellent supper under way.
The rain had cleared by morning, and we went ashore to

Grand Sailing from Canna to Coil, with Rhum on the port quarter Photo:
W.M. Nixon

Bull Hole anchorage, with lona in the distance.
Note that the mooring buoy beyond Turtle is occupied each night by
the Iona Car Ferry. Photo: W.M. Nixon
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Very agricultural, Canna ...... Photo: W.M. Nixon

savour Canna’s quietly agricultural prosperity. After the
bareness of the Outer Isles, and the massive grandeur of
Skye, it seemed like an oasis. And then, with the breeze
firming in from the northwest, we headed out, putting up
the sails in lesiurely fashion as we passed the mini-cliff at
the entrance with the ship’s names painted on it, and then
set the spinnaker as Turtle ran through the sound beside the
purple majesty of Rhum, with Skye on the northern horizon
coming and going in massive rain squalls. We meanwhile
stayed almost entirely in sunshine for a glorious sail down
to Coil, the spinnaker pulling nobely to give us an average
of 6.3 knots from anchor up to anchor down, toddling
ashore at Arinagour for showers, dinner at Alastair
Oliphant’s inn, and a somewhat epic evening which ended
with our return aboard at first light.
Understandably, things were a little slow to get moving
in the morning. Getting the few stores and topping up the
water seemed a major effort, but we then bestirred ourselves
to sail away and had the spinnaker up and drawing in a cool
sou’west breeze before clearing the entrance, and managed
another engine-less passage across to the Bull Hole at the
North end of Iona Sound.
It’s not as attractive as the Tinker’s Hole at the south end
of the Sound, but probably offers better all round shelter.
Be warned that you should if possible anchor where the
anchor is shown on the C.C.C. plan. The big mooring buoy
out in the middle of the narrow little sound is used at night
for the car ferry which runs between Fionnphort and Iona,
and around 19.00 the ferryman, decidedly short-tempered
after a day of shipping holy trippers in and out to Columba’s
isle, comes roaring into the anchorage and makes fast to
the buoy with little or no regard for any yachts which happen
to be in the way.
My turn to cook supper that night, it was lamb stew
prepared entirely under John’s instructions as he sat in the
corner of the saloon sipping an aperitif. The barometer was
up at 1030, the highest it had been so far in the curise. It
started to rain. Scottish weather is something else altogether.
The plan for next day (Wednesday July 20th) was a
lunchtime stop at Scalasaig on Colonsay, and then on into
the deep mystery of West Loch Tarbert in Jura. Not only
did it go according to plan, but it also confirmed the
incredible achievement of having a cruise in the Hebrides
without calling at Tobermory. We got away early to take
the last of the fair tide through Iona Sound, laid through
the northeast corner of the Torran Rocks in a light southerly,
and then with fog banks rolling over, ambled pleasantly
~along under all plain sail, closehauled for Colonsay.
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I was below having a bit of zizz, the morning start having
seemed very early, when the others insisted it was high time
concentration was manifested, as it had become very thicky
indeed. On the deck with much complaining and dead ahead
a corner of the fog-bank lifted to reveal the north point of
the island just over a mile away at the very moment I peered
in that direction. "There y’are"said I, "Whats’ the
problem? .... Blast you to hell" snorted Brendan, "that’s
just the sort of thing Eric Healy was always doing in the
old Asgard!’"
It was calm down Colonsay’s east coast, so we motored
most of the rest of the way to Scalasig, and then strolled
ashore and up the familiar road to Kevin Byrne’s hotel where
the crack was good and the pub lunch came to just four quid.
Four quid for three, that is -- it fitted perfectly in our
economy pack cruise. We headed out, and managed to carry
the spinaker for about two thirds of the way across to West
Loch Tarbert, which thrusts so deeply into the mountains
of Jura that it almost comes out the other side.
Instead of stopping at the seaward anchorage at
Cumhainn Mor, we went almost right to the head, finally
selecting a spot just below the sixth set of leading marks,
choosing it simply because it looked as though it would keep
the evening sun longer than the recommended place
immediately westward of the fifth set of leading marks. It
proved a good choice, and Turtle stayed afloat though near
enough to the mud. Tides were neaps, so for most craft the
chilly recommended spot under the steep shore would have
to be used.
It was magic and marvellous. We’d seen some of Jura’s
5,000 deer profiled on the skyline as we’d wound our way
through the narrowing channels, and soon were ashore to
clamber over the hills despite having heard a rifle shot. The
situation appealed to Brendan’s sardonic view of life. "The
whole island is given over to deer" he said. "They’ll shoot
anything that moves. It’ll be a high velocity bullet. We’ll
make lovely clean corpses." But with deer in the hills,
supposedly 15 pairs of golden egles nesting on the crags, Jura
just could not be resisted. A very powerful place.
The morning brought sunshine into our little anchorage,
but there was evidence of much fog to seaward. We were
only a mile from Jura’s east coast, but to get to Gigha, which
we reckoned to make our last stop in the Hebrides, we’d
six miles to retrace down the loch going westward. However,
we also had to wait for a fair tide in the Sound of Islay,
which wouldn’t happen until early afternoon, so the
morning passed most agreeably in domestic duties.
Beethoven seemed an appropriate musical background.
Having done that which no-one else could do for him,
Brendan announced that it was also ideal music for going
to the heads. "Of course it is," said John "aren’t there three
hefty movements in the Emperor Concerto?"
In sunshine, intense by now, we re-traced our route
through the winding waterways to the outer anchorage,
where a swim set the tone of the day, and ther tacked
seaward. The fog was now clearing everywhere, and visibility
was fantastic, with the Paps of Jura -’properly finished
mountains’ notes the log, ’none of your half-done Cuillins
nonsense .... ’ looking magnificent to port as course was
shaped into the Sound. Soon alas the breeze disappeared,
and it was the thumper virtually all the rest of the way to
Gigha, but at least it was motoring in clear air.
Ardminish Bay on Gigha was well filled, indeed the
increasing number of boats since Canna had been a matter
of note, but we got the hook down near Bobby Holden’s
Sun Fizz 40 Harmony, with whome we’d first shared an
anchorage in Scotland in 1981. It was 20.00 exactly, and a
first coolness of the evening was welcome, for John had been

Evening in West Loch Tarbert, Jura. Only a yacht with relatively shoal
draft such as Turtle could comfortably lie in the berth shown -- the
recommended anchorage in the inner loch is under the cliff at the right.
Photo: W.M. Nixon
preparing a feast of roast beef to mark our last Scottish port.
What a meal! And thanks to his skill in timing, the Senior
Member then had time for his requisite pint or three ashore
at the hotel, something which had been sorely missed in
Jura’s isolation. The skill in timing was made necessary by
the fact that the pub shuts at 22.00 hrs. It all fell nicely into
place, though there was a certain sad end-of-holiday feeling,
as the little hotel was filled with fellow cruising enthusiasts
from Northern Ireland, homeward bound.
Quite the social spot, was Gigha. The morning brought
further sunlit calm, and as the tide wouldn’t suit for some
time at the Mull of Kintyre there was no urgency to start
motoring south. So we’d some leisurely shopping at Mr.
McSporran’s shop after a pre-breakfast swim, and then went
aboard Harmony for coffee. Bobby Holden, a charming
man, runs her as a charter yacht. He’s also a lay reader in
the church of Scotland, and gets most of his customers
through advertising in the Church Times. Thus his crews
are often decidedly milder than your average cruising mob.
Once in heavy weather they were having severe trouble with
the mainsail, and one of the crew, a Presbyterian minister,
grazed his knuckles fairly severely. So he stopped helping
to grab the main, and came back to Bobby who was
struggling with the wheel. "I don’t know how bad this is"
said the Minister, "but I think I might need my arm in a
sling .... Look here" bellowed Bobby (normally the quietest
of men) "if you don’t get back up there and help your
shipmates, you’re going to have your bloody arse in a
sling!!" Finally they reached a sheltered anchorage, and
peace reigned at last. At supper that night, the minister
remarked: "You know, nobody has ever spoken to me like
that in my life before." Bobby had visions of his charter
business evaporating. But then the minister went on: "For
the first time ever, I really feel that I’m on holiday" The
Harmony charter operation has never looked back since.
Having found breeze out in the Hebrides, we were now
back in the sluggish big high which made the Irish Sea such
a dull place for sailing during most of July, and though we
managed a couple of hours gentle running under spinnaker,
most of the next hop to Carnlough was made under engine.
Had there been a wind, we’d hoped to take in Portpatrick,
which the others had never visited, but under power Turtle
just trundles steadily along at slightly better than 5 knots,
and we stop as soon as possible in the hope that next day
will bring wind.
Absurdly enough, just as it had been in 1982, Carnlough
was at the climax of its annual festival. We’d thought that
as it was a Friday, and later in July, that we’d be well clear,
but the organisers with devilish cunning had chosen this very
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night for their fireworks display and showband concert on
a boat in the harbour mouth. But thanks to the recession
it was a much more muted affair, and the memory is of a
quiet evening with Jaeana and Marshall and Maura
Pritchard’s One Tonner Hayrider berthed alongside, and
chat over drinks of all the places we’d been in the islands.
In a wave of nostalgia, John further excelled himself in the
galley with a classic Scottich dish, Stoved Howtowdie, which
had a chicken in it somewhere, but a helluva lot of things
happen to it before it is eaten.
Next day’s final hop to Strangford Lough was motoring
at its worst, a dull grey totally calm day, with visibility
melting away towards evening. A bright spot was nipping
close in under the Gobbins cliffs at the north side of Belfast
Lough to get over the first of the ebb, the remainder of
which we rode out at Port Dandy on Great Copeland Island.
The magic island of my childhood, it now seems infested
with herring gulls, and like Gighay there was evidence of
death from drought. Doubtless in fresher weather it’s as
delightful as ever, but that was a dull and unattractive sort
of day, and the prospect of further motoring the rest of the
way to Portaferry made it even more so. We took the
afternoon flood, nipped into Donaghadee for a quick chat
with Brian Law who was aboard lgraine, and then plodded
on. The fog was getting really thick by the time we were
at the South Rock at 18.52 hrs; we hopped from there to
the Butter Pladdy buoy, and so to Ballyouintin Point; in
Strangford Narrows north of Angus Rock it was so thick
you couldn’t see either shore, but Bankmore loomed up,
we’d another quick chat with Dick Brown who was going
ashore in the dinghy, and so to the the Gomes/Law mooring
at Portaferry. As we were saying, after motoring in fog, you
conclude the passage with just a dull feeling of relief. But
this in effect marked the end of our fortnight’s ’Cruise of
the Heavies’, 663 miles and many western islands. We
adjourned ashore to the Portaferry Hotel and created mighty
wassail with a seafood fiesta.
The gloomy ’non-weather’ prevailed next day (Sunday
July 24th) as we motored across a grey, glassy calm round
to Quoile, selected for the crew change as being the
Strangford Lough anchorage nearest by road to Dublin.
Georgina, Brian, Bobby and David turned up in time for
us all to have lunch at the Lobster Pot in Strangford village
(Quoile Yacht Club only has very limited openings) and then
Brendan and John headed for home in the car, John’s
parting comment being that it was the first cruise we’d
finished together with clean finger-nails -- astonishingly,
in a season of unprecedented motoring emphasis, the engine
had never given a moment’s trouble.

One of Jura’s 5,000 deer grazing above West Loch Tarbert Photo: W.M.
Nixon

The family and I spent the four days -five, almost -- in
Strangford Lough, visiting all the old haunts such as
Ringhadddy, Ballydorn, Audley’s Roads, and Portaferry,
and meeting I.C.C. members as various as Billy Brown,
Dennis Faulkner, Barry Bramwell, and Dickie Gomes, the
latter being particularly spectacular as he came alongside
us in Ainmara while we were in Audley’s Roads with his
electrics on fire. Not at all ruffled, he switched things off,
extinguished the blaze, borrowed our ’domestic’ battery to
get his engine running again, and then settled down for a
good old bit of banter.
It was a historic moment, to have Turtle and Ainmara
together, indeed it was a week of historic moments in the
lough, for while we were at Ringhaddy I managed to
persuade my parents down for a sail. It was the first time
my fater and I had sailed together for more than twenty
years. Generally, Strangford Lough was its usual
entertaining self, but for family cruising it is limited in that
there isn’t one decent beach in the entire place. Admittedly
not having the boat constantly scattered with sand was a
bonus, but anyone who doesn’t realise the importance of
a handy beach has never really been seriously involved in
family cruising.
We found that our favourite spots were Audley’s Roads
and the Quoile, because much as we love Ringhaddy, the
tide sweeping through it sometimes seema a bit much for
junior oarsmen, while Ballydorn suffers in the same way.
But Audley’s Roads, with its opportunities to visit
Castleward, proved remarkably popular. Even I -- not a
house visitor at the best of times -- was persuaded to visit
this curious place, which is classical in front and Strawberry
Hill Gothick behind because the first owner and his wife
couldn’t agree on style. Most interesting of all was finding
a set of paintings of Bonita in the study. Originally designed
by a Colonel Saunderson for the then Lord Bangor of
Castleward, Bonita was built at Castleward in 1884. She was
originally straight-stemmed, but it has always been believed
that the late Roy Starkey’s Bonita, so long a part of the inner
harbour in Dun Laoghalre, and for very many years under
the I.C.C. burgee, was the same boat with massive
alterations. It is just possible but it would take considerable
detective work to prove it.
As for the Quoile, it was grand. In summer there are
always people down there on holiday, staying in caravans
or boats, and thus roviding other children for ours to play
with, not to mention an adult or two with whom we could
consume the occasional dry sherry. It’s a delightfully
unpretentious place, it is tops for crab fishing, and for

The Quoile is an ideal place for family cruising in Strangford Lough Photo:
W.M. Nixon
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leisurely family cruising, the Quoile is the best base in the
lough.
We slipped away from there in mid-afternoon on Friday
July 29th. After two or three more tediously hazy days, the
weather had cleared, and Strangford Lough was looking its
high summer best as Turtle went down the Narrows, crossing
the bar at exactly slack water, and on for Ardglass in a gentle
and sunny nor’wester. Ardglass is very much a workaday
fishing port, with quay ladders which are menaces for small
children, but the town itself is not without its charms if you
can get away from the rather scruffy area near the quayside
- we found Mulherron’s Hotel, the pub behind Jordan’s
Castle, to be very friendly.
Next morning for the hop across to Carlingford Lough,
I got her underway myself at 06.30 and had most of the
passage completed by the time the family began to come to
life. The breeze had filled in warm and sunny from the

southeast and entering the lough was a pleasure - scenically
superb, and the reassuring feeling that we were comfortably
within striking distance of home and so could relax for a
day or two.
Carlingford Lough, in fact, was one of the highlights of
the cruise. At Carlingford village we met up with Stephen
Gibbons aboard his 33 ft. Ketch Saoirse, and after a very
pleasant party he invited us to come over to his home club,
the Carlingford Lough Y.C., at Killowen on the north shore
next day, as they were having their monthly barbecue. The
day looked at first unpromising - wind and rain from the
west -- but it cleared in the nick of time, and we crossed
the lough to find a cheerful gathering including Michael
O’Farrell who had recently completed a round Ireland
Cruise with Cuchulain. As well, Stephen’s crew, Leo
Kearney, had a high speed dory which pleased the junior
members of Trutles crew no end, so in all the day went with
a mighty swing, and was rounded out by returning to
Carlingford village in time to spend a quiet evening exploring
that facinating place, an odd mixture of mediaeval town and
19th centuary village.
Homeward bound was the morning’s theme. Being the
Irish bank holiday, Monday August 1st, RTE were
ridiculously optimistic about the weather, talking only of
occasional showers, while the BBC were unduly pessimistic,
giving warnings of occasional northwest gales for the Irish
sea. I got under way at 06.30, with the idea of spending the
latter part of the morning at the beach immediately south
of Clogher Head, but as we crossed Dundalk Bay things
began to pipe up, and the lee of Dunamy Point was most
welcome. But then the rain squalls started marching out of
Dundalk Bay, and then turning and following the coast after

TO/FROM

Howth/Bangor
Bangor/Rathlin
Rathlin/Castlebay
Castlebay/Gighay
Gighay/Northbay
Northbay/Loch Eport
Loch Eport/Rodel
Rodel/Carbost
Cabost/Canna
Canna/Arinagour
Arinagour/Bull Hole
Bull Hole/Scalasaig
Scalasaig/W.L.Tarbert
West Loch Tarbert
W.L.Tarbert/Gigha
Gigha/Carnlough
Carnlough/Port Dandy
Port Dandy/Portaferry
Portaferry/Quoile
Strangford Lough,inc Audley’s
Roads, Ringhaddy Portaferry,
Ballydorn, Inishanier, Quoile
Quoile/Ardglass
Ardglass/Carlingford
Carlingford Lough
Carlingford L./L. Shinny
Lough Shinny/Howth

"Yucky weather, daddy!"Bobby and Brian in an ongoing downpour
situation on the last leg home. Photo: W.M. Nixon

US, part of a decidedly unstable and startlingly cold
airstream. "Yucky weather, daddy" was the junior met
bureau’s very accurate analysis. A day at the beach was
clearly out of it, so we ran on for Lough Shinny and what
turned out to be a brief interval of sunshine for lunch. Then
under way in the nick of time before the next huge squall.
The kids had been very keen to wear their oilskins, so I left
them to it, but the rain was so heavy they were being
bludgeoned and I had to go on deck to take over. Then to
add insult to injury the wind took off, and we’d to motor
the last three miles, back home into the marina berth,
decidedly disgusted with Bank Holliday weather.

DISTANCE DISTANCE
TIME
logged
made good Hrs.Mins.
(miles)
(miles)
109.0
40.0
115.0
15.0
5.0
49.5
15.0
46.5
29.0
33.5
21.5
24.0
14.5
6.5
31.0
47.0
29.5
26.5
5.0

SPEED
(knots)

90
46
113
12
5
47
15
41
24
33
20
22
14.5
6.5
32
45
27
30
5

21.30
7.50
25.30
4.30
1.00
8.20
2.30
8.30
5.40
5.15
4.00
4.40
3.10
1.20
6.00
8.40
5.15
5.00
1.00

5.1
5.1
4.5
3.3
5.0
6.0
5.8
5.4
5.0
6.3
5.3
5.1
4.8
4.0
5.1
5.4
5.6
5.3
5.0

26
13.5
29.25
4.0
37.0
7.5

26
13.5
27.5
4
37
7.5

5.20
2.50
6.00
1.00
6.20
1.30

5.0
4.8
5.0
4.0
5.4
5.0

779.25

743.5

153.40

5.1
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Whistling Oyster to Iberia
Dan Keily

June 1 983

On Thursday June 2nd the planning had to stop, for the
We continued to beat our way south and by 04.00
long awaited D-day had come. After an excellent dinner at
Saturday June 4th we were south of the line of the Scillies.
the Royal Cork we left the club marina a 20.45, in hope and During Saturday afternoon the wind faded and we motor
in expectation. Whistling Oyster is a new ketch rigged Oyster sailed till early on Sunday morning, when at long last we
435, designed by Holman and Pye and beautifully built by picked up a northerly breeze. We had a splendid sail all day,
Landamores of Norfolk. For the trip she was skippered by in lovely weather, and by Sunday evening had 334 miles
owner Bernie Cahill, Admiral of the Royal Cork and crewed made good. Alas Sunday night found us back with our
by Paul Doyle, Royal Canadian Yacht Club, who sails an southerlies and these were to dog us the whole way to Muros.
8 metre on Lake Ontario, Sub-Lt. Adrian O’Dwyer, Irish Both Decca and B-G Sat Nav suffered various bouts of
Navy, as navigator, Jerry Coleman, Cobh, as general illness, but Adrian always seemed able to nurse them back
strongman and self as ancient mariner and pourer of drinks. to life.
For help in the planning of the cruise one must pay tribute
The skipper, please note, provided excellent meals each
to the many excellent logs, covering the Bajas Rias of Spain,
evening. These were always preceded by a "Happy Hour"
which have appeared in the I.C.C. annuals, especially in and morale remained high. Paul Doyle developed a taste
recent years. Dermod Ryan was particularly helpful in for Carrbery Milk -- a very acceptable vodka type alcholic
making available to us the summary he made of extracts
beverage, produced by the skippers company from whey (a
from some of these logs, in planning his own trip in 1981. by-product of their cheese making activities). Incidentally,
Raymond Fielding kindly provided us with copies of the a note in the log at noon on Sunday reads "Paul finally
R.C.C. information sheets for Atlantic Spain and Portugal conquers Lavac" I’m not suggesting Carbery Milk had
and these were to prove invaluable.
anything to do with it and can only conclude that this miracle
The weather at the start was "more of the same" of the of shipboard life has not yet hit North America!
dreadful Spring and early Summer of 1983. Rain, and more
In the early hours of Monday morning Ardian "saw" the
south in the wind than we would have liked, made things loom of lights on the north coast of Spain, at a distance
a trifle difficult, but our spirits were buoyed up with of well over 100 miles: He resumed duty after treatment for
thoughts of better times ahead. The engine was cut shortly hallucination. On Monday afternoon June 6th we almost
after passing Roche’s Point and under full sail and with 15 became involved in naval manoeuvers. Two destroyers
knots of wind we averaged six knots for the first twelve showed three miles off and then suddenly the periscope of
hours. About 09.00 on Friday we got a useful fix from the a submarine appeared close astern of Whistling Oyster and
rig tender Nevis, Skipper Jack Burnett, serving a pair of rigs finally surfaced about two cables off our bow! After some
doing exploratory drilling, some 20 miles north-west of the close inspection from the conning tower, she went down to
Labadie Bank. This confirmed our own D.R. position spot her normal habitat.
on, but we frightened the life out of the navigator by
About 22.00 on Monday we sighted Islas Sisargas light,
announcing, on first sighting the aforesaid, that Kinsale followed shortly by Cabo Villano. Early on Tuesday
Alpha and Bravo lay ahead! Mind you with Furuno 2400 morning June 7th we passed in succession Cabo Villano,
radar, B-G Horizon 209 Sat Nay, Decca Navigator, B-G Cabo Torinana and Cabo Finisterre. Sailing in a very fresh
Hornet 4, Sailor VHF not to mention Neco Autopilot and by this time heated southerly, we approached Muros.
Adrian felt quite at home on Whistling Oyster.
Shortly after 08.00 the Furuno went kaput, followed at 09.30
by the engine! We entered Muros under sail at 11.30 and
Paul Doyle and Skipper on watch.
anchored N.N.W. of the entrance to the inner harbour, in
Photo: D. Kelly
about 7 metres, as recommended in the R.C.C. information
sheet. We had 671 miles on the log and 576 miles made good,
having taken 4 days and 15 hours at an average speed of
just over 6 knots.
The town itself is full of character and charm, shopping
is more than adequate, fuel and water are readily available
at the fishing port pier and customs clearance a friendly
fromality. The restaurant Parillada as Candilexas serves very
good food at reasonable prices. We also found a good
"Mechanico" who, after extensive use of sign language, got
to grips with our engine problem and eventually sorted it out.
On Thursday June 9th we motored over to the beach at
San Francisco (sic) for a swim, accompanied by our friends
George Emmett, a Dubliner who lives in Madrid and John
Bailey who runs a restraunt there, having first lunched
aboard on Irish smoked salmon and succulent spider crabs.
We were now enjoying the delights of an Azores high, which
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ment less sailing and more engine -- but what a pleasant
change!
We decided to move on to the Ria Arosa on Friday and
give ourselves a day in hand. After taking on diesel and
water at the pier, we tied up alongside a German yacht at
the entrance to the inner harbour. Having had an excellent
last meal at As Candilexas and drinks aboard with a French
couple, cruising from San Pol in Brittany, with their very
young son, we planned an early start on Friday morning.
We were all set to cast off at 06.00 and the two younger
crew members, Adrian and Jerry, after sampling the delights
ashore almost had to bus it to Villagarcia!
The run to ViUagarcia was made in hazy sunshine with
little or no wind and we had to motor all the way, leaving
Isla Salvora to port on entering the Ria de Arosa. At
Villagarcia we berthed at the yacht club, in the inner basin
(bollards on pier and rings on wall suitable for springs, also
a ladder). We had a least depth of 2.75 metres at L.W.S.
Friday night was Casa Chocolate night. This is one of the
great restaurants of Galicia and is a must; we expected much
and were not disappointed. A friendly Spaniard at the Club
Nautico ran us out in his car to the Casa Chocolate in Villa
Juan, a few miles from Villagarcia. He introduced us to Snr.
Chocolate who got his nickname, as a boy, because of his
sweet tooth and we toured the kitchens, beautifully laid out
and clinically clean. A truly wonderful meal was washed
down with Alberino. The night ended in some confusion
because, towards the end of the meal, our friends from
Muros arrived by car and a good time .... .
On Saturday we headed off in a flat calm and glorious
sunshine for San Martin del Grove. Being a Saturday we
were able to tie up to a trawler, berthed at the end of the
pier and where we had a least depth of 3 metres at L.W.S.
Diesel is available on the pier. San Martin is a pleasant resort
town with good shops and numerous restaurants. We ate

at the Combatiente, which we found adequate and all we
wanted after the gastronomic delights of Casa Chocolate.
A childrens Mass on Sunday morning June 12th was quite
an experience, with the Gloria being sung to the tune of
"John Brown’s Body"
There had been some quite fresh wind during the night
but by the morning this had disappeared and by early
afternoon we made tracks for Playa Melide, on the Isla Ons,
to inspect Kenneth Martin’s specimens of wildlife. We
anchored off the beautiful beach for lunch and then went
ashore to see the sights and swim in the chrystal clear water
(the log entry reads "all hands ashore to nudist beach", it
might have been better, but.) Desertion was obviously in
the minds of the younger crew members and regret in those
of the elders. A useful breeze NW by N had sprung up as
the time came to depart and we had a lovely sail up the Ria
de Pontevedra as far a Combarro, where we anchored in
3 metres S.E. of the Jetty. Sunday night ashore was quiet
and we had a good meal in the Club Nautico. The staff of
the Hotel Stella Maris, next door, were most helpful with
telephoning home; it also has a nice bar.
Early morning on Monday 13th saw us underway, in
sunshine and mirror calm, headed for the Ria Aldan. After
a brief visual inspection of Meduina Playa, we thought it
too early in the day for anchoring and decided to move on
to Ensenada de Barra and shortly afterwards we anchored
off the lovely beach, for a swim and lunch. In the afternoon
we lifted the hook and had a splendid sail across Vigo Bay
to Bayona, making our entrance through the narrow Canal
de la Porta and tying up, stern to, at the yacht club marina.
We got a right royal welcome from the Monte Real Club
International de Yates. We were given a special berth, free
of charge, and invited to join the President Rafael Olmedo,
Commodore Estanislao Duran, Vice-Commodore Jacobo
Fontan and committee members for dinner that night, at

Muros showing left Whistling Oyster, Entrance to inner harbour and
right entrance to fishing harbour (Mussel rafts in background) Photo: D. Keily
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the conclusion of their weekly meeting. The President
presented Bernie with a lovely club plaque. It is quite obvious
that Denis Doyle has done much to represent Irish yachting
in this, as in so many other areas. Do you know Moonduster? Do you know Mr. Doylee (sic)? were frequent
questions and we were known throughout our stay as
"Doylee’s Amigos!"
Bayona and its beautiful and friendly yacht club live up
to all one has heard in their praise. The town itself,
dominated by the Fortress of Monte Real, is very picturesque
and also has its place in history from Julius Caesar to
Admiral Drake. It was on the beach at Bayona that the
Pinta, skippered by Alonso Pinzon, sailed on a Sring day
in 1493 with news of the discovery of the New World. The
battlements of the fortress were built to ward off the
attentions of Admiral Drake.
On Wednesday June 15th we were joined by the President,
his son Rafael, Commodore, Vice-Commodore and
Treasurer, for a sail. The weather was beautiful but we had
little or no wind. Our guests directed us across Vigo Bay
to Cangas, an artificial harbour on the north side, where
we berthed at the pier. Taxis appeared as if by magic and
we were whisked off to the Casa Simon restaurant, a few
miles away, for a sumptuous three hour lunch, produced
by the proprietor Paco and his staff. Necoras (small crabs
-- the female are the sweeter as usual), Percebes (goose
barnacles), Langosta (cray fish), Merluza (hake) a la
Gailega, accompanied by Alberino (white) and a Rioja Gran
Reserve 1970, of superb quality. After all this we were asked
if we would like Came (meat) but the shipper diplomatically
suggested a white flag! We took in the Islas Cies on the way
back to Bayona in the evening, unfortunately too late to
stop. Certainly this was a day to remember, not least for
the splendid hospitality and most agreeable company of our
guests/hosts.

At Bayona we topped up with diesel and water at the yacht
club and refitted our Sailor RT, which had spent the day
in hospital at Vigo. All was now ready for an early start
on Thursday morning and we were away from Bayona at
06.00 bound for Leixoes in Portugal. This was another day
of lovely anti-cyclonic weather and I had great difficulty in
explaining to the skipper why the promised Nortada
(Portugese Northerly Trades) were only a whisper from
E.S.E! However with 850 miles on the log, since leaving
Crosshaven, we would not change places with anyone. We
had an uneventful run to Leixoes in very light conditions,
apart from changing courtesy flags and duly saluting our
entry into Portugese waters off the Rio Mino entrance. Just
short of Leixoes we got a welcome call from Barry Hassett,
aboard Pat Whelan’s Charlena. He informed us they were
lying to anchor outside the yacht basin and invited us to raft
up. Pat also had Harold Cudmore (enjoying a busman’s
holiday after Newport) and Paddy Ghent aboard and after
celebratory drinks we went ashore to visit a Port Lodge. On
this shore trip our guides were Jose Gueara, a member of
the Club Vela Atlantico and Jose Miguel Folmadela. Later
in the evening we met Rudy Burmester, President of the
club. We finished off the day with an excellent meal at the
restaurant O Chanqninhas at Leca de Palmeira.
Leixoes is a good port of call with a welcoming yacht club,
safe anchorage and minimum of formalities; our Q flag was
ignored. It is convenient to Oporto and avoids the difficult
entrance to the Duro River. The morning of Friday June
17th was notable for a singular lack of activity aboard both
Charlena and Whistling Oyster, that is if one overlooks Paul
Doyle’s stealthy departure for Lisbon to return to Toronto
and the more serious things of life. We missed his excellent
company and the consumption of Carbery Milk dropped
markedly. After farewell medicinal drinks and a useful
exchange of port information, we continued south to

Bayonna showing Yacht Club and marina
Photo: D. Keily
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Cascais, while Charlena was bound north for Bayona.
We were under engine, in flat calm, on our overnight trip
to Cascais, passing inside Berlenga Island and then past
Cabo de Roca and Cabo Raso. Arriving off Cascais in thick
sea haze around midday on Saturday June 18th, we
anchored in six and a half meters to the north of fishing
boats, moored off the beach by the yacht club, just after
high water. This would be a very exposed anchorage in a
southerly blow. Dinner was taken at the restaurant Pescado
and was excellent but not exactly cheap. On Sunday morning
I once more had trouble in explaining to the skipper why
the long awaited "Nortada" was coming from a point
slightly east of south! Monday morning June 20th saw us
ashore early to contact the Capitaeria and Guardia Fiscal
offices near the Hotel Baie. All in all we found Cascais
pleasant enough but very much a tourist resort.
In cool and overcast conditions, the hook was lifted
shortly before noon for Sesimbra about 32 miles to the
south. A note in the log at 14.00 records that we had lost
the Decca chain and this did not return until east of
Portimao. Sesimbra is primarily an artificially constructed
fishing port and fuel and water are available at the pier.
There is a good anchorage in 3.5 metres off the end of the
breakwater and clear of the fairway for the fishing trawlers,
all decorated with an eye and a star, which occupy most of
the harbour. Sesimbra, a pleasant seaside resort, is twenty
minutes away by foot, and has several reasonable
restaurants; we ate very well at the Ribamar in the Largo
de Fontaleza. On Tuesday June 21st we were away at 09.30,
having first taken diesel aboard by appointment, at a very
crowded pier. The skipper’s skill in handling Whistling
Oyster was much admired by critically watching trawlermen.
Our next scheduled stop was to be Sines, only 31 miles
away. Sines is repidly being developed as a major oil
terminal, with one of the terminals being equipped to handle
ships up to 500,000 tons. From the sea it is readily
recognisable by two very tall chimneys 283 and 178 metres
respectively. Closer in one sees the breakwater, severely
damaged in the winter gales of 1981.82, a red buoy marks
the outward limit. Leaving the oil terminal to port, one heads
across the harbour to the new yacht basin half a mile S.E.
of the fishing harbour. Difficult to recognise until quite close
in, because of the very high protective wall, the Club Nautico
de Sines was founded in 1981. We got a warm and courteous
welcome from Senhor Danielo, the general factotem, who
helped us to moor bow and stern to available moorings, in
fairly tight space off the club. The basin also accomodates
tugs and some trawlers. Danielo told us the facilities of the
club were at our disposal, including attractive bar, dining
room and hot showers. We would rate Sines one of the finds
of our trip. Sines town is perched picturesquely on a cliff
a brisk halfhours walk away, along an unmade road (taxi
for return!) We had an excellant meal at the Club Nautico
and met the President Monsieur (sic) Crimer. Adrian and
Jerry were adopted by Danielo and his female friends and
led willingly off to a disco aboard a liner, permanently
moored as a casino in a lagoon nearby. Skipper and self were
awakened in the wee hours by a thumping herd of returning
revellers.
However an 06.00 start next morning sorted the men out
from the boys. The early start was dictated by our desire
to avoid an overnight sail to Portimao, on the Algarve, and
our next port of call. After a dullish beginning the day
bettered as it wore on and we rounded Cape St. Vincent in
glorious sunshine, at 14.00 on Wednesday 22nd, helped
somewhat by a "Westada" We entered the anteport of
Portimao, at about 17.30 and went to an anchor on the east
side of the breakwater but moved up river to Portimao, after

Admirals escort of dolphins.
Photo: D. Keily.

surveying the relative loneliness of our situation. We
anchored just below the bridge in about 3 metres at low
water, with a stern line to one of the vacant pleasure craft
buoys. We had a very good meal ashore at the Sasa Pico
on the quayside, at about IR£4 per man.The following
morning we were visited by a gentleman explaining the buoy
off our stern cost six thousand escudos per annum. We said
we were about to leave anyway, which was not strictly
speaking correct. There followed, ashore, a series of
Gilbertian confrontations with said gentleman until we
departed about three hours later, the skipper having left him
in no doubt that he had done irreparable damage to the Irish
tourist trade with Portugal.
Shortly after noon we were under way for Villamoura
twentytwo miles to the east. Villamoura is a useful coaling
station, with every facility but very much a typical marina
development with all that that implies. Noon on Friday June
24th saw us cleared through the mini-jungle of paper at
Villamoura and bound for Villa Real de Santo Antonio, at
the mouth of the Guadiana River which divides Portugal
from Spain. The entrance is across a bar, on which only 5
feet is shown on Admiralty chart no. 2680. We recorded 8
feet at about half ebb and one then keeps close to the west
mole and proceeds up the river to a small yacht basin, at
the north end of the town, where we tied up alongside a
French yacht. The basin is about 7 feet at LWS and is
confortable and spacious but there is a strong cross current
at the entrance, on the flood. Customs and police are very
active because of the border situation but, as always, polite.
We had a meal at the Caves do Guadiana restaurant,
recommended by the Tourist Office, and we found it more
that adequate. The town is quite attractive with a fine plaza,
paved with black and white mosaic radiating from a central
obelisk, a pedestrianised shopping centre and good market.
After shopping next morning we left Santo Antonio
before noon and changed courtesy flags at the entrance, as
we were saying goodby to Portugal and re-entering Spanish
waters. The time devoted to calling at seven Portugese ports
had been well worth while and a very rewarding experience.
Like our own country inflation has caught up with Portugal
and, certainly in the more popular tourist centres, prices in
restaurants and for shopping are much higher than in Spain.
We were now under way for Bonanza at the mouth of
the Guadalquiver River. The main objective was to visit the
attractive town of Sanlucar de Barrameda, a fishing port,
home of Manzanilla and the port from which Columbus set
sail on the third voyage to the New World. The trip across
the Gulf of Cadiz took about seven hours and we arrived
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off the entrance at 18.35. The estuary is very well buoyed
right up to Bonanza (and ultimately to Seville). Off Bonanza
is a mole running north, south and this provides excellent
shelter and mooring facilities. Fishing boats crowd the pier
at Bonanza and seem always to be on the move. Jerry
Coleman found us the Mirador Donana where we enjoyed
Almejas a la Marinera followed by Termera (veal steak)
accompanied by Manzanilla and an Adalusian white. Too
late for a taxi, our walter drove us back to Bonanza in his
car and point blank refused any reward. This was typical
of the friendship we experienced on our visit to the Iberian
Peninsula. Sunday 26th saw us ashore for lunch and a tour
of Sanlucar.
We were off at 06.00 next morning and in overcast¯
conditions arrived in Puerto de S. Mafia, 4 miles to the N.E.
of Cadiz Harbour and at the mouth of the Guadalete River,
shortly before 10.00. The entrance is straightforward and
about two cables from the mouth stands a statue to S. Maria
and almost directly opposite is the Club Nautico. We tied
up at the club potoon while the skipper went ashore to
negotiate. He brought back the welcome news that we could
stay on the pontoon, despite notices warning that the
maximum permitted stay was half an hour. Always travel
¯ with Admirals! The Club Nautico is very attractive and its
excellent facilities include water on the pontoon, hauling out
dock, bar, restaurant, showers, tennis courts and swimming
pool. The river carries much traffic and one cannot swing
to a single anchor.
George Emmett arrived at mid-day and we set off by car
for Jerez de la Frontera and Arcos de le Frontera. The latter
town is perched spectacularly on the pinnacle of a high rock
with a sheer drop on one side to the Guadalete, flowing
through olive groves down below. Lunch at a wayside cafe
was washed down with Manzanilla. Shopping in Puerto de
S. Maria proved a bit tricky, being a Monday, when many

Entering Gibraltar.
Photo: D. Kelly
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shops and supermercados are closed. We finally ran to earth
a Co-op (ECO) but our troubles were not over -- we were
not members and, as such, not entitled to buy. George
Emmett after much palaver, was finally given "Carne de
Compra" no 782, and we, as his amigos, were admitted as
well. That night we had dinner at the "La Ribera" restaurant
in readines for an early start for Gibralter in the morning.
The usual 06.00 start on Tuesday June 28th, saw us
motoring across Cadiz Bay and an hour later, with full sail
set, had Castillo San Barnardino safely under our lee and
on course for Cape Trafalger. The latter was abeam shortly
before I 1.00 and Tarife Point passed at 14.00. The day,
which started overcast, had become sunny and warm. Lunch
was taken creaming in the Straits and spirits high. George
Emmett was by now sold on this yachting game and
practising bowlines with enthusiasm. We entered Gibralter
at 16.00 accompanied by an Admirals escort of dolphins;
what truly wonderful creatures are these. We went to the
Clearing Berth for customs and Passport Control and
experienced the only officious attitude of our entire trip.
Customs insisted on sealing off some of our depleted stock
of Cork Gin, which meant disturbing the extensive
wardrobes of the skipper and yours truly but, be assured,
did not leave us exactly short. We berthed at Marina Bay
and facilities are very good. Gib has a jaded air about it
and was not one of our favourite ports. We had a good meal
at the Country Cottage and did extensive Main Street
shopping. All the traders aff’Lrmed that the recent relaxation
at the border with Spain, leaves them with worst of both
worlds. Gibraltarians can and do go to Spain to spend their
money but there is no compensating flow the other way.
On Wednesday morning we came to a unanimous decision
to curtail our stay, so shortly after noon we departed Gib
for Puerto Jose Banus some 31 miles away and our
Journey’s End. It was another scorcher of a day with no

wind but nevertheless very pleasant. We arrived in Puerto
Banus by late afternoon, in good time to clear formalities
and settle into our berth, adjacent to Patrick’s 19th. Patrick
comes from Limerick, is a keen golfer and keeps an excellent
pub. On arrival we were met by John Bailey, our good friend
from earlier in the cruise. John lives in nearby Guadalmina
in a charming house, on the estate adjoining the Golf Hotel
and we spent a very good evening with him. Puerto Banus
must be the ultimate in marina development, if one likes
that sort of thing. Give me Schull any day of the week!
Restaurants, bars, shops abound and are good but
expensive. Facilities for yachts are first class with power,
water and in some cases telephones at berths.
The weather, at this time, was almost too good and our
few days in Puerto Banus were spent in feverish inactivity.
The skipper hired a car and this enabled us to see some of
the local countryside. The new crew arrived on Friday night
eagerly determined to sample the delights of famed Puerto
Banus. Saturday was given over to the last minute
purchasing of peace offerings, packing Dab bags that
seemed to have shrunk and having a last night on the town.
Finally the time had come to depart and on Sunday July
3rd we motored to Malaga Airport for home flights.
Thus ended a memoirable cruise, if we had a complaint
it was the absence of wind, but three and a half weeks of
sunshine was compensation indeed. The company aboard
was first rate, we made many new friends and enjoyed some
rare hospitality. The skipper was tolerant of his crew’s
various idiosyncrasies and proved himself an excellent cook.
Whisling Oyster is the cruising yacht par excellence and ones
confidence in her and enjoyment of her grew with each
passing day. In all we visited eight Spanish ports, seven in
Portugal plus Gibralter. We clocked up 1,466 miles on the
log with 1,362 made good.
The trouble with all this is -- what does one do next year?

Itinerary
June 1983
Thurs 2/Tues 7
Wed 8
Thurs 9
Fir 10
Sat 11
Sun 12 S.Martin-Isla Ons-Combarro
Mon 13 Cambarro-Ens de
Barro-Bayona
Tues 14
Wed 15
Thurs 16
Fri 17/Sat 18
Sun 19
Mon 20
Tues 21
Wed 22
Thurs 23
Fir 24
Sat 25
Sun 26
Mon 2
Tues 28
Wed 29

Crosshaven -- Muros
In Muros
Muros-San Francisco-Muros
Muros-Villagarcia
Villagarcia-San Martin del Grove

In Bayona
Bayona-Cangas-Bayona
Bayona-Leixoes 60
Leisoes-Cascais
In Cascais
Cascais-Sesimbra
Sesimbra -- Sines
Sines-Portimao
Portimao-Villamoura
ViUamoura-Villa Real de S Antonio
Villa Real de S A -Bonanza
In Bonanza
Bonanza-Puerto Santa Maria
lauerto S Maria-Gibraltar
Gibraltar-Puerto Jose Banua
Total distance made good
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N. miles made good
567
-12
38
13
24
29
-24
163
-29
36
92
22
47
67
-28
80
31
1,326

The Four Peaks Cruise
Tony Doherty

"Did you ever think of doing the Three Peaks Yacht Race?"
asked my friend, Kieran O’Brien, referring to the race from
Barmouth in Wales to Fort William in Scotland during
which two to the crew of each boat also race up the three
highest peaks in Wales, England and Scotland; namely,
Snowdon, Scafell Pike and Ben Nevis. Snug by the fire in
the Ancient Mariner in Crosshaven, we were engaged in that
most entertaining of winter activities -- discussing plans for
the coming season. "I thought of trying it some years ago,"
I replied, "but, now, I’m afraid it has become too
competetive for a dedicated boozer cruiser like myself."
"We could always cruise the course," said Kieran, who was
anxious to try out his recently acquired Vega 27, Svegala,
on a long cruise. "Well, if we’re going to cruise it, we might
as well go the whole hog and take in Carrantoohil, Ireland’s
highest, as well." And so the Four Peaks Cruise was born.
We soon got down to serious planning. The crew problem
was quickly solved when two friends of Kieran, Denis Ryan
and Dave Coughlan, agreed to come along. As we all have
a keen interest in mountaineering as well as sailing, it was
quickly agreed that the full crew would climb each
mountain.
There followed a hectic six weeks as we prepared the boat
and also sought, with varying degrees of success, to make
ourselves reasonable fit for the trip. We were all due to get
our holidays on Friday, 3rd June. Dave and myself are Corkbased so we set ourselves the task of having the boat stocked
and ready to go by the time Kieran and Denis arrived from
Dublin. "Well that’s it," I said in my innocence early on
Friday afternoon, "There’s only the boys’ kit bags to come
aboard." We had reckoned without Denis, whose hobby of
gourmet cooking had led to his unanimous appointment as
ship’s cook. When the car arrived at the marina shortly after
18.00, the boot was opened to reveal an astonishing
assortment of herbs, spices, sauces and rare vegetables as
well as a bewildering array of esoteric cooking implements.
This travelling delicatessan was dominated by an enormous
shining metal object which I at first took to be a new-fangled
radar reflector. I was informed coldly that it was a Wok,
without which no Chinese meal could be properly cooked.
With the prospect of delicous meals ahead we set to work
with a will and we were finally stowed and ready to leave
by 20.00. However my firm belief in the superstition that
it is bad luck to start a cruise on a Friday kept us in port
until midnight. There was a nice steady southerly F. 3
blowing as we left the harbour and headed east towards
Tuskar Rock. It was 18.00 before we rounded the rock, by
which time, the wind, which had been fading all day, died
away comletely leaving us motoring in a flat calm on a
course for Bardsay Island in Wales.
Visibility got steadily worse during the night and by
morning a thick fog had materalised. Kieran had invested
in one of the ’blipper’ type radar reflectors and we were
rather glad of this purchase as we heard a number of ships
passing quite close, although Dave maintained that it
wasn’t the blipper but the signal from the Wok that kept
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them away from us. Just before mid-clay we heard a foghorn with a different pitch; we were obviously close to
Bardsay Island Lighthouse. Just then the fog began to lift
to reveal the island a quarter of a mile ahead. The navigators
were quite pleased with their accuracy and I was also quite
pleased to see positive proof that it would have been bad
luck to leave on the Friday. If we had left that few hours
earlier, I maintained, we would have run right up on the
island in the fog.
As the fog lifted a fresh north easterly breeze sprang up
and we had a lively beat to the S.W. entrance of the Menai
Straits. We lowered sail in the channel, motored up to
Caernafron and dropped anchor off Port Waterloo at 22.00,
which on a Sunday night in Wales means after closing time.
"So much for your superstition now," said Kieran. "If we
had left earlier we would have got here in time for a pint.
This is the first time I’ve ever arrived in a harbour after
closing time!" I had to admit that he had a point as it was
my first time as well. Denis soon cheered us up with a
promise of Jamaican Pork Fricasse which sounded delicious.
The marina at Port Dinoric. Photo: T. Doherty

Much mollified we sat in the cockpit quaffing hot rums while
tantalising smells wafted up from the galley to the
accomaniment of Denis singing, "As I Woked by the dockside one evening so fair..."
Monday dawned bright and cloudless, a perfect day for
climbing. Unfortunately it was past mid-day before the
customs man arrived to give us clearance and it was much
later before he left, by which time we were in no great
condition to go climing anyway. So we contented ourselves
with motoring up to the marina at Port Dinorwic. The
marina is located in the old slate exporting port and is for
all the world like a section of a canal, complete with two
lock gates. Surrounded as it is by steep wooded hills it is
hard to imagine a safer port. I doubt that even a hurricane
would cause a ripple on its still waters.
We were up at 05.00 on Tuesday, 7 June and in contrast
to the previous morning it was cloudy and close. Svegala’s
crew must have presented a strange sight as we clomped
bleary-eyed around the deck shod in climbing boots and
encumbered with rucksacks. We tucked into a hearty
breakfast to fuel us for the first part of the journey.
The first stage, the 10½ mile walk to the town of Llaneris
at the foot of Snowdon was made tedious both by the close
humid conditions and by the additional two miles which had
to be walked due to a map-reading error on my part. We
arrived in Llanberis at 10.00 and trucked into our second
breakfast. Regular injections of carbohydrates are an
imortant part of an operation like this if one is to avoid
getting the notorious ’knock’, which is the mountaineer’s
equivalent of the marathon runner’s ’wall’.
The knock hopefully warded off we set out on the 3,560
foot ascent of Snowdon. Hillwalking is such a popular sport
in Britain that climbing the main mountains is somewhat
akin to doing Croagh Patrick on pilgramage day. Its just
a question of following the throng up a well-trodden path.
We reached the mist-shrouded summit at 12.30 and posed

in our ’Four Peaks’ tee-shirts on the summit cairn before
a crowd of curious onlookers. A quick descent brought us
back to Llanberis by 14.00 and with feet and leg muscles
now beginning to protest we began the long haul back to
the boat. A torrential thunder storm for the last six miles
of the trek didn’t help matters and we must have presented
a sorry sight as we staggerd into the first pub in Port
Dinorwic at 18.00. Bedraggled and weary we may have
looked but we felt quite elated at having bagged our first
peak. With the bit firmly between our teeth now we decided
to catch the morning tide at 07.00 and head for Ravenglass.
We awoke feeling rather shattered as a result of the previous
day’s exertions and the night’s excesses to find it a hefty
south westerly blowing with rain and poor visibility. I think
it took all of thirty seconds to decide that it would not be
sensible to head out in those conditions in our condition and
we all gratefully hit the bunks again.
After a restful day, we locked out of the marina the
following morning, Thursday 9th June, at 08.00 and headed
north through the Memai Straits. As we left the straits the
sun broke through and a steady westerly F. 3 set in. We
hoisted the cruising chute and settled down to what turned
out to be a very pleasent 75 mile passage to Ravenglass. We
picked up the light on the Selker buoy off Ravenglass shortly
after midnight and hove-to until dawn. This isn’t the best
place in the world to heave to as it is in the middle of an
army firing range. We crossed our fingers and hoped that
there wouldn’t be any night exercises and even if there was
we doubted that they would be taking pot shots at the bouy.
Ravenglass harbour dries out completely and the earliest we
could enter was at 08.30. From the sea the entrance if
difficult to pick out as that stretch of coastline looks like
one continuous beach. However Dave’s keen eyes soon
picked out the entrance to the channel and we shot over the
bar on the flood, closely observed by an army officer from
the look-out post on the beach. We were barely inside the

The mist shrouded summit of Snowdon Photo: T. Doherty
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Picturesque scenery of the lake district below Scafell Pike. Photo: T. Doherty

harbour when a shell exploded half a mile astern of us. As
we reached the head of the harbour we touched bottom and
it was startling to see the rate at which the water rushed past
the boat. We were soon afloat and a local boatman indicated
a mooring that we could use. Two hours after high tide the
water began to leave the harbour as quickly as it arrived and
we were soon high and dry and heeled over at an angle of
42°.
There being no prospect of Denis producing one of his
gourmet meals at that angle we abandoned ship for a meal
in the local inn. Indeed life was so awarkward on board that
we were forced to stay ashore until the tide came in that
evening. An indication of the speed of the flood was that
it took only thirty minutes from the time that the water crept
up to the bottom of the keel to the time when she was fully
afloat. We managed to get four hours of good sleep before
she went over again and the rest of the night was spent in
fitful dozing as we lay jammed against lee-boards of cabin
sides. Trying to get climbing gear sorted out the following
morning required considerable agility and we wern’t exactly
rearing to go as we walked ashore for breakfast. However
after a good feed we perked up considerably and felt ready
for the 17 mile trek to the 3,206 foot summit of Scafell Pike
at 10.30. Despite its lenght this was a most enjoyable walk
through the picturesque scenery of the Lake District. The
pretty farmhouses, the luxuriant flora and the backdrop of
green Fells bedecked with their sparkling torrents all
combined to take our minds off our feet and to shorten the
road considerably. We reached the summit at 15.00. We
didn’t dally on the top as there was a bitterly cold wind.
So having taken our photograph we headed down at a fair
old clip, spurred on this time not by the beautiful scenery
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but by the grim prospect that we might fail to reach
Ravenglass before closing time.
The liquid carrot worked wonders and we reached the inn
at 21.30. Even prolonged imbibing did not fully anaesthetise
us against the dicomfort on board and the next morning,
Sunday, 12th June, we decided to leave and head for Fort
William. We floated off at 11.00 and inched our way slowly
out against the flood and a F. 5 south westerly which had
kicked up a nasty steep sea on the bar. When we attempted
to raise the mainsail we discovered that the halyards were
badly fouled and it took an exhausting hour to sort things
out as we plunged up and down in the steep seas. By now
the wind had increased to F. 6 and the 13.55 forecast warned
of S.W. gales veering N.W. As we were all feeling a bit ropey
we decided to abandon our original intention and instead
to run north to Kirkcudbright, 45 miles away. We had na
exilarating sail northwards under reefed main and jib. We
reached the shelter of Ross Island at the mouth of Kirkcudbright Harbour at 19.00. We anchored under the lee of the
island until 21.00, waiting for the tide before we attempted
the narrow and intricate channel up to the town quay.
We raised anchor just at the start of the flood and headed
up-river. One should normally allow the flood to make a
bit more before attempting this channel but as we were
anxious to negotiate it in daylight we decided to take a
chance, particularly as the chart indicated that the bottom
was soft mud. Half way up we discovered that there was
more than soft mud down there as we grounded hard on
a rocky patch. We spent an agonising twenty minutes
bumping before the tide swept us on our way. It was 23.00
before we finally dropped our hook in the channel just
downstream from the pier. The gale had arrived by the time

we surfaced the following morning. By early Tuesday it had
veered as predicted. The north west wind funnelled down
off the hills against the strong ebb and soon Svegala was
careering around the river as her anchor dragged. Luckily
there was a vacent mooring nearby which the harbour master
said we could use and we were able to rest easy for the
remainder of our stay.
By Wednesday things had quietened down considerably
and this time, taking no chances we waited until almost full
tide before we left. This suited us anyway as we would reach
Ross Island at high tide and thus get the benefit of the strong
ebb around the Mull of Galloway. Despite the fact that we
had to beat into a N.N.W.F. 3 we made good progress and
had rounded the Mull by 19.30. By then the wind had died
away completely and we had to motor up the North Channel
towards the Mull of Kintyre. It was a warm night with
excellent visibility and our western horizon was dominated
by the loom of the lights of Belfast. We made our landfall
on the Mull of Kintyre at 07.30 and by then the proverbial
mist was rolling in form the sea so that visibility was reduced
to less than two miles. However the mist did bring with it
a southerly F. 3 so we were able to hoist sail once again as
we headed north to the Sound of Jura. It was our first
experience of a Scottish mist and it seemed to have a
penetrating quality all of its own as we peered through the
murk trying to identyify the lights marking the passage
northwards. We passed Skervuile Light at 15.40. The flood
was just beginning to make and we were able to maintain
our speed over the ground even though the wind had
decreased. By 19.00 the menacing waters of the notorious
Gulf of Corryveckan were abeam and shortly afterwards we
were swept through the Sound of Luing with the full flood
under us.
We were now faced with the decision as to whether we
should press on for Fort William or put in somewhere for
the night. There was no sign of the mist lifting and with the
prospect of six hours of foul tide there didn’t seem to be
much joy in pressing on. The debate was quickly concluded
as Easdale Sound opened up to starboard and we spotted
a Gp.FI.(2) Watney’s sign beckoning us. The helmsman
didn’t need to be told. He promptly put the helm down and
we were soon anchored in the still waters of Esdale.
When we awoke next morning, Friday, 17th June, the mist
was gone but the breeze persisted and we were able to carry
a spinnaker for most of the passage to Fort William. As we
entered the Lynn of Morvern the sun broke through and
we got our first clear view of the Highlands, and what a
breath-taking sight it was with towering peaks and sharp
ridges dominating either side of the narrow loch.
We were looking forward to our climb of Ben Nevis, not
only because it is, at 4,406 feet, the highest of the four peaks
but also because there is only a two mile walk to the base
of the mountain. The temperature was already creeping into
the twenties as we left Fort William the following morning.
Such high temperatures do not make for pleasant climbing
but is would have been flying in the face of the mountain
gods to have voiced any complaint so rare is it to get clear
conditions on that normally mist-enshrouded mountain. As
we climbed higher the sheer scale of the Scottish Highlands
became evident. Hundreds of mountain peaks stretched
away in all directions. I was reminded of a friend of mine
whom I had persuaded to climb Carrantoohil. He
complained bitterly the whole way up. When we eventually
got to the top, I said, "You must admit it was worth it for
the view."He replied glumly, "I can’t see a thing with all
these * * * * mountains!"
The cloud came down on the summit and we came to the
first patches of snow. In contrast with the searing heat in

"The cloud came down on the summit as we came to the first patch of
snow" Photo: T. Doherty.

the valley -- Fort William recorded the hottest temperature
in Britain that day -- there was ten feet of snow near the
summit. Our photo-call on top of the summit cairn was brief
and by dint of some exilerating glissading down the snow
slopes we were soon back in the hot sunshine and able to
shed our balaclavas and anoraks. We experienced a great
sense of elation that evening as we celebrated with a slapup meal. Barring some major mishap we felt, that with three
peaks bagged, we would surely achieve our objective. Our
elation, however, was tempered by the knowledge that we
still faced what was potentially the toughest part of the trip,
namely the 420 mile passage from Fort William around the
west coast of Ireland to Caherciveen.
We were anxious to get stuck into this passage as soon
as possible so we decided to leave the following day, Sunday,
19th June, as soon as we had the boat re-stocked and all
the gear checked. There was a fresh southerly breeze blowing
and we had a bracing beat down the loch as far as the Corran
Narrows, at the mouth of upper Loch Linne. We lost the
wind and continued our journey down the loch under engine
while the spectacular sunset of a Highland evening made
us vow that we would return to explore this beautiful
coastline in more detail. We had Eilean Musdile abeam at
01.30 on Monday and as soon as we entered the Firth of
Lorne we picked up a north easterly breeze which gave us
a gentle run down to the Isle of Colonsay. We anchored in
Scalasig Harbour at 08.30 and had a quick dash ashore to
post some cards which we had forgotten. Two hours later
we were on our way again and with the wind still on the
port quarter we were able to carry a spinnaker to the north
west tip of Islay, from where we could set a direct course
for Tory Island. The easterly wind lasted until we were
abeam of Inishtrahull but as darkness approached it died
away and it was back to the engine again. Dawn found us
motoring in a flat calm through Tory Sound and by midday we were abeam of Aran Island when a north westerly
breeze began to ripple the oily swell. Was this a fickle breeze
or would it last? The mid-day forecast confirmed that not
only would it last but that the outlook was for northerly
winds for the next few days. We were in business. We could
scarcely believe our luck in this promise of a run down the
west coast when we had been expecting a bitter beat. With
the cruising chute drawing sweetly we set course for Erris
Head.
Dave and I went below to sleep only to be awakened a
short time later by the startled shouts from Kieran and Denis
as a whale surfaced on the starboard side, dived and then
re-surfaced on the port side. They looked rather shaken by
the experience. There were no more alarms on the passage
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as the fresh north westerly bore us swiftly southwards. On
Wednesday, 22nd June, we logged 132 miles to give us our
best day’s run of the curise. Early next morning, Svegala
barrelled her way through Blasket Sound on the ebb tide
and we were able to set our sights on Doulus Head and the
entrance to the Caher River. We opted for the channel north
of Beginish Island to avoid the delay of waiting for sufficient
water to cross Caher Bar from the Valentia Harbour side.
But the Bar was not to be thwarted like this. Shortly after
passing Church Island we strayed too far to the south of
the channel and there we remained for two hours while we
dreamed longingly of bars of a different nature which were
waiting for thirsty mariners just a few miles upstream. We
eventually floated off to make our way more cautiously
upstream and by 13.00 we were securely tied up at the pier
at Caherciveen
The trip to Carrantoohil promised to be the most arduous
part of the journey. We faced a 25 mile walk-in from the
boat to Lough Acoose from where we would first have to
climb Caher Mountain and then work along the narrow ridge
to Carrantoohil (3,414’), then back to Lough Acoose again
and from there to the Climber’s Inn in Glencar where we
planned to stay the night. In all we estimated a total distance
of nearly 35 miles and a total ascent, taking into account
the hills along the route, of 5,000 feet. And there would be
a further 22 miles to be walked back to the boat.
It turned out to be every bit as tough as we had
anticipated. We left Caherciveen at 08.30 on Friday, 24th
June, and by the time we reached Lough Acoose eight hours
later we had collected a fair number of blisters between us.
Least anyone think that we were fool hardy to start climbing
at that late hour, I would point out that we were fully
epuipped to sleep out on the mountain if it became
necessary. The haul up to Caher was punishing but once
there the thought that the fourth peak was within our grasp
gave us new life and we made short work of the ridge to
Carrantoohil, arriving at the cloud covered summit at 20.00.
As we approached the summit I was startled to see an oldfashioned lady’s bicycle looming out of the mist, apparently
suspended in mid-air. "This is it," I thought to myself, "I’m
cracking up." Just then Dave who was beside me, said
hesitantly, "Do you see a bicycle or am I going mad?" It
was unlikely that we were both seeing the same hallucination
s???relieved, we pressed on to investigate. It was indeed a
"High Nelly", lashed to an iron bar and bearing the
inscription "In memory of Flann O’Brien and the Third
Policeman." It added a surreal touch to our final summit
photograph. Sad to relate this splendid memorial was
thrown over a cliff by some mindless vandals during the
summer.
With only two and a half hours of daylight left we had
to move fairly rapidly to get back to the road before dark.
PORTS

The third policeman on the summit of Carrantoohil.
Photo: T. Doherty

So we dropped down on to the Beenkeragh Ridge and thence
down a gully to the Coomloughra Glen. We made it back
to the road with fifteen minutes to spare and an hour later
we had the lights of The Climber’s Inn in sight. We could
feel the "Knock" threatening over the last half mile but we
got there without having to resort to dire measures. As we
limped across the treshold we received a great welcome from
that doyen of Irish mountaineers, Jack Walsh. Indeed he
showered us with hospitatity for the duration of our stay.
Much later that night, the Four Peaks Cruising Club was
formed with Jack unanimously installed as Hon Admiral.
Membership is open to the crew of any yacht which
completes the four peaks circuit. The Hon. Admiral will
authenticate and verify all claims and he offers free
accomadation while hs is so doing.
The rules are as follows:
1. The Full Crew of each boat must climb all the peaks.
2. Racing is absolutly forbidden.
3. The circuit is not to be completed in less time than it
took the founder members. There will be a Founders’
Award each year for the crew that takes longest to do
the Four peaks.
4. A membership fee of a bottle of Rum is to be lodged
in trust with the Hon. Admiral, to be consumed by any
of the Founder Mambers on the next visit to the
Climber’s Inn.
We didn’t start on the walk back to Caherciveen until midday on Sunday, 26th. and it took us eight painful hours to
reach the boat. As if by way of compensation, the rest of
the cruise was a doodle. We left Chaerciveen on Monday
at 07.00 with a fine westerly breeze to sweep us around
Dursey and Mizen and into North Harbour, Cape Clear to
DISTANCE
n.m.

Crosshaven -- Caernafon
Caernafon -- Port Dinorwic
Port Dinorwic -- Ravenglass
Ravenglass -- Kirkcudbright
Kirkcudbright -- Eastdale
Easdale -- Fort William
Fort William -- Colonsay
Colonsay -- Caherciveen
Caherciveen -- Cape Clear
Cape Clear -- Crosshaven

212
6
80
42
158
48
32
389
59
59

TOTALS:

1080
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DURATIION
Days Hours

ENGINE
HOURS

1 22
1.5
22
10
1
8
8
14
3 4
12
14

16
1.5
10

9 19

45

6
12

pay our traditional end-of-cruise respects to our dear friend
Paddy Burke. We left Cape on Tuesday evening at 20.00
and again had a following wind which brought us to
Crosshaven by 10.00 on Wednesday, 29th June.
As the Ancient Mariner had witnessed the birth of the
Four Peaks Cruise we headed straight there to celebrate its
completion. We were soon tied up at the bar, each of us

lost in comtemplation of our 1080 miles of sailing, 133 miles
of walking and 16,171 feet of climbing.
Perhaps as a reaction to such an energetic start to the
cruising season, the rest of my holidays were spent on a
disgracefully lazy, but thoroughly enjoyable six-week cruise
in Bali Hai during which I only managed to get as far as
the Blaskets.
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Freebird to Devon and Cornwall
Brian Hegarty

It was 06.15 Sunday of Whit weekend as Freebird slipped
out of Howth Harbour for our Summer cruise. We were
delighted that a faint NE’ly zephyr was present to help us
on our way. By the time we were half way across Dublin
Bay our NE’ly was F. 3-4 and we were running goosewinged
with main and No. 2. The day was overcast; visability was
not great as fog banks were about, but the tidal stream was
pushing us in the right direction and a satisfied atmosphere
filled our little ship. Aboard, as last year, were Betty and
our two sons, Robin (16) and Andrew (13). This year we
planned to visit Cornwall and Devon (as far as Dartmouth)
and to have a brief look at the Bristol Channel if weather
and time permitted. Freebird is an Achilles 9M designed and
built by Chris Butler at Gowerton near Swansea, and we
harboured ideas of taking the boat back to her birth place.
Although I had passed the coasts of Devon and Cornwall
many times over the years, I had not actually cruised that
coastline for some twenty years. Also, after the lonely
anchorages of the Hebrides last year our boys were keen to
visit a more populated cruising ground round this year.
For in-harbour comfort it is desireable to visit Devon and
Cornwall in June before the start of school holidays in the
UK. We had no problems finding berthing space, but we
were told, as we suspected, that such is not the case at the
height of the holiday season in July and August.
For the purpose of pilotage we carried the South England
Pilot Volume IV, Start Point at Lands End, by Robin
Brandon, published by Imray Laurie Norie and Wilson. It
is a comprehensive and useful publication. For the Bristol
Channel we had the Handbook of the Bristol Channel
Yachting Conference which we had obtained from the Clyde
Cruising Club.
By 18.10 we had the Tuskar Rock abeam some three miles
to starboard, though poor visability prevented our seeing
it. We had stowed our No. 2 some time previously and were
running under main only with a NE’ly, on course for Lands
End. Later that night the wind veered to E F. 6 and the
forecast was for SE F. 6-7. With double reefed main only
we close reached above our course as we needed to make
easting in anticipation of the wind going SE.
That Monday morning was bright and sunny but with big
seas. Cockpit crews needed to be well secured. We had fitted
cockpit dodgers this year and I must say they were a
considerable help in keeping Freebird relatively dry. Later
in the day in mid afternoon our E’ly died away completely
and we motored for several hours in a calm. It was quite
amazing how quickly our big sea subsided to nothing. By
19.00 we had our No. 4 and double reefed main set to a rising
SE’ly which quickly reached the forecast 6-7. However, seas
were relatively calm as we were by now closing with the land
close hauled on port tack, though we could not see it as
visability was not great. Just over an hour later we sighted
Godrevy Point some four to five miles away and were
delighted with our landfall as this headland forms the eastern
arm of St. Ives Bay. By 21.30 we had tacked up the Bay
to anchor in four fathoms off a sandy beach about half a

mile east of Hayle. We were a tired crew much in need of
food and sleep! I had been concerned that an uncomfortable
swell might have found its way into this wide Bay. In the
event very little did, and it proved a good anchorage.
Next day dawned flat calm, so after a leisurely breakfast
we motored the two miles across to St. Ives at the west side
of the Bay. We had thought of making for Newlyn but by
the time we were off St. Ives we were in thick fog so the
hook went down off the pier. Later we went ashore to report
our arrival to the local Police Station as there is no resident
Customs and Excise Officer at St. Ives. A representative of
the local Constabulary was awaiting our arrival, drove us
to the station and made us welcome with tea and biscuits
while they got in touch with C and E at Newlyn. We liked
St. Ives. It is a most attractive and quaint little town.
Unfortunately the harbour dries and is rather crowded with
local pleasure and fishing boats. Towards tea time, with the
fog closing in, I could not wait to get back on board as I
feared we were about to loose Freebird! We moved to a
position just off the pier head, which we had checked out
with the local fishermen, before returning ashore for a meal,
and to check the quality of the local Guinness.
Wednesday found us underway at 07.20 to a light SHy
with main and engine. Conditions were overcast but
brightening. We carried the last of the tide to Pendeen and
followed this with a rock hopping beat against foul tide
around Lands End. By noon inshore of the Runnel Stone
our S’ly stiffened to F. 4 to give us a magnificent reach in
bright sunshine -- real South coast sailing for the first time!
By now we had the tide with us so that all too soon, it
seemed, we were entering Newlyn. On this occasion the
harbour was uncomfortably noisy as a dredger and ancillary
equipment were at work to the west of the new central pier
preparing a berth for the new Penlee lifeboat. As, no doubt,
many will know this is also the corner of the harbour in
which yachts are allowed to berth.
Newlyn is now a fine harbour primarily servicing the local
fishing fleet. In planning our cruise we had decided that as
prevailing winds would be fair going east and probably
against us coming west, we would make the longer hops
between anchorages going east. Also, in a three week "out
and back" cruise I like to reach the farthest point by the
end of the first week. On this occasion, as indeed with last
year, this was to be the form of our cruise.
By 06.20 Thursday, Betty and I had Freebird underway
with engine and main. The breeze was of the go-nowhere
variety being WSW F. 1. With fair tide and in good
visability, the RCA Dolphin took us across Mounts Bay in
quite a W’ly swell. By 09.35 we had Lizard Point Close
abeam. We were soon able to sail to a W F. 3 on a day which
was becoming brighter and warmer by the minute. We
enjoyed a lazy sail past Black Head and on to the Manacles
Buoy. We passed close to the giant rig which now dominates
the bay between Manacle Point and St. Anthony Head. By
lunchtime we were entering Falmouth Harbour to take a
visitors moorings off the Royal Cornwall Yacht Club.
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We were to spend the best part of two days in Falmouth.
One could easily have a lovely week on the River Fal, its
creeks and numerous anchorages. For me Falmouth typifies
a sort of secure feeling that one experiences in the many
beautiful scenic anchorages on this coastline.
Having spent an afternoon and morning enjoying
Falmouth itself, 15.30 found us underway up the Penryn
River to explore the new marina a mile upstream, and to
take a close up look at the maxi, Condor, which Andrew
had discovered whilst out rowing in the dinghy.
Thence we had a leisurely sail back past Falmouth and
up the river Fal for four or five miles. We enjoyed this scenic
sail past well wooded creeks and bends. What a pity, we
felt, that the beautiful river by King Harry Passage should
be marred by shiping laid up there. A snug mooring for tea
was found just upstream of Polgerran Point. Here we were
visited by Liam O’Carroll and his crew, Marcelle. They had
both taken up sailing only one year previously in their 28’
Harrison Butler Sloop Omega. they were planning to cruise
to Brittany and thence to Kinsale. Hopefully they were
successful.
Later on the first of the ebb we slipped back downstream
and were fortunate to get a moorings in Restronguet Creek
near the Pandora Inn. My memory of the Pandora Inn is
low beams, big dogs and a muddy return to Freebird near
low warter!
Saturday dawned bright and clear, with a lovely SW F.
4 which freshened to 5 during the day. We had slipped our
moorings by 08.00 and were away under main and No. 2
on the 43 mile passage to the Yealm River. It was a glorious
downwind sail in hot sunshine and was to be one of the few
days when we did not have to call on the RCA Dolphin for
assistance. By 15.20 we were off the entrance to the Yealm
River tucked away in the eastern corner of Wembury Bay
and just east of Plymouth. Twenty minutes later we were
blessed with good fortune in finding a moorings right
opposite the Yealm Hotel -- the prime mooring spot in the
whole river. Rain was threatening that evening so we quickly
rigged our boom tent, a most useful addition to Freebird
this year.
The Yealm River is one of my favourite anchorages on
the south coast. It is beautifully wooded and snug in the
extreme. Of course it is very popular, and therefore fairly
crowded. There really is not much space nowadays to put
down ones own anchor. Some visitors moorings are available
but one would need an outboard motor for the dinghy when
using them, or be faced with a lenghty row. The Harbour
Master, when he came to collect our £3 mooring charge, said
we definitely had the luck of the Irish, as our moorings
belonged to the local Harbour Commissioner who had only
that day left for a weeks cruising.
In the evening we rowed across the Pool as it is called,
to a landing place at Baring Point. It was a lovely stroll along
a wooded roadway to the small village of Noss Mayo,
clustered round a little creek. There we enjoyed a really
pleasant meal at the Ship Inn. Coming from Howth, and
visiting Lambay Island regularly, it is interesting to find that
Lord Revelstoke, the owner, takes his title from a townland
close to Noss Mayo.
Sunday at 08.10 found us slipping our moorings to catch
the fair tide round Start Point to Darhmouth almost 30 miles
away. It was sunny and quiet with the day getting warmer
as the sun rose higher. The RCA Dolphin was in demand
as there was only a W F. 1-2 which would get us nowhere
fast. Off Salcombe at 11.00 it was pure sun bathing weather.
Approaching Start Point the tide turned foul so we rounded
close in under the lighthouse passing through the Black Stone
Lake Passage, a tidal dodge ony to be recommended in good

Freebird anchored one mile north of Start Point in Start Bay
Phoro: B. Hegarty
visability and fine weather. As it was now nearly lunchtime
we anchored in two fathoms one mile north of Start Point
in Start Bay where lunch was later followed by bathing.
At 16.25 we were underway with main and No. 2 to a
lovely SW F. 4-5 in calm water and sunshine bound to
Dartmouth seven miles away to the NNE. By 18.00 we had
moored alongside at Dart Marina. We had arrived at our
farthest port one week from departure as planned.
Dartmouth is, of course, yet another fine and famous
harbour on the south coast, packed with yachts and interest.
Our boys were facinated by the harbour ferries and by the
colourful steam train that runs in and out of Kingswear.
Monday morning was devoted to fuelling and watering
ship by Andrew and I, while Betty and Robin got provisions.
The barometer was falling, the wind was S’ly and increasing
so we were glad that our only plan for that day was to sail
unstream a couple of miles to Dittisham. After showers, and
lunch ashore in the aptly named Sloping Deck Restaurant
we headed upstream under main only with a S F. 6 up our
stern. In half an hour we had taken a visitors mooring off
Dittisham which was very sheltered from the S’ly. Dittisham
is yet another beautiful little village in a well wooded part
of the River Dart. We visited the Ferry Boat Inn that evening
during a lull in he rain. The boys voted the Ferry Boat Inn
the nicest of our entire cruise. The next morning the low
had passed over, the wind was W’ly and it was bright and
sunny. We spent the morning ashore having a walk up a
hill behind the village from where we could see the Dart
winding inland to Totnes. Later we collected the daily paper
and sat about in the sun.
That afternoon at 15.00 we left Dittisham under main and
No. 4 with a W F. 4-5 to drop downstream on the ebb past
Dartmouth. We found Dartmouth the most expensive
harbour to use. For our Achilles, Dart Marina charged
£5.50, but in addition Dartmouth Harbour Authority
charged £2.50 for each 24 hours of part there of. Up river
at Dittisham a visitors mooring was just under £2. This is
mentioned for interest sake and not because we considered
it bad value, which it was not. By and large we found that
harbour charges per day varied from £2. at Padstow, for
lying on our own anchor in the main estuary channel, up
to £5. more usually, to £8. at Dartmouth.
Clear of the Dart we reefed the main for greater comfort
and enjoyed a fine sunshine sail in smooth conditions to
Start Point. Then followed a boisterous tack to seaward in
bumpy conditions before tacking back to lay into Salcombe
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went aground on a mudbank about a mile below Cargreen
and had an enforced walt for one and half a hours. This
caused some disquiet on board as we had promised to take
the boys to a cinema that eveinig. However, all was not lost.
After floating off the RCA Dolphin was called upon for a
special effort. Freebird was berthed at Sutton Wharf Marina
in haste. A dash by taxi and our cinema was reached with
ten minutes to spare.
Friday, 17th June was another good one. I see the log says
"Air like champagne this morning! Good old high
established. Whilst sky is mostly overcast it is bright and
lovely. Skipper ashore for shower and paper; Betty for
shopping; boys washing up breakfast and cleaning ship".
That day there was not a stim of wind. We left our marina
berth at 13.00 and motored the twenty two miles to Fowey,
where we moored to a pontoon on the Polruan, or east side,
off Brawn Point at 17.45. A considerable amount of
shipping uses Fowey, loading clay for pottery, so the
Harbour Master is very concerned about where yachts
anchor. We had scarcely arrived before the Harbour Masters
dory was alongside to show us to our pontoon. That evening
we stretched our legs in Polruan. It is a quaint and lovely
town. Steep hills, narrow streets, alleyways and steps
predominate. It would not seem tourist orientated and is
the nicer for it. I indulged my mandatory sampling of
Guinness in the Lugger Inn at the quay side.
Next day was another lovely one with no wind. As we left
Polruan at 11.00 we spoke to a sister ship, Super Snoopy,
then it was motor across a flat and windless sea to
Mevagissey seven miles away. I had long been keen to call
at Mevagissey, but had never had the opportunity. This day
it was really roasting hot, so much so that we did not spend
much time there, but motored round to nighbouring
Portmellon Cove for bathing and lunch.

and pick up a visitors moorings off the town at 17.50. I
suppose because it was midweek and early in the year,
Salcombe was very quiet ashore. In Salcombe we noticed
another yacht that evening which had been at Dittisham with
us. Over the next few days making our way west we were
to find ourselves part of an enlarging fleet which would turn
up in whatever port we were in. It made for quite a feeling
of belonging.
Wednesday dawned fine and sunny, and the crew were
all for staying in Salcombe for the day -- no moving.
Swimming was to be the order of the day. They disappeared
for showers and shopping, leaving me with the vessel to
myself. I had hardly f’mished a ship clean when they returned
saying that they would prefer to go to sea. Away by 13.10,
we enjoyed a fine beat to Plymouth in good sailing
conditions. We laid in past the eastern end of the breakwater
and were soon in Sutton Harbour where we took a berth
in Sutton Wharf Marina. We spent two nights in this marina
and thoroughly enjoyed our visit to Plymouth. Old
Plymouth down by the Barbican has great character.
On Thurdsay we were under the influence of a high over
Lundy. With us the day was flat calm and overcast with
occasional rain. We set off for the day under engine to
explore the River Tamar. Despite many visits to Plymouth
at the end of Fastnet Races I had never passed beyond the
entrance to Mill Bay Dock. This time was different. On the
flood we motored past Devenport and its naval dockyards;
under Brunels rail bridge at Saltash, until we were some five
miles up fiver at a village called Cargreen. We were fortunate
to find a mooring there fight off the Spaniard Inn where
we enjoyed a pleasant lunch. Approaching Cargreen we were
surprised to see Twayblade owned by I.C.C. member
Jonathan Virden. This is apparently Twayblades home
mooring. Returning downstream on the last of the ebb we
St. Michaels Mount harbour looking north to Marazion on mainland.
Note the causeway which uncovers at low water. Photo: B. Hegarty
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Freebird anchored two cables west of St. Michaels Mount harbour. Andrew,
Betty and Robin in foreground. Photo: B. Hegarty

We cleared Portmellon at 16.25. Still there was no wind
so it was motor close round Dodman Point and set course
for Helford River.
Visability closed down to a couple of miles. Off St.
Anthony head a French yacht hailed us. They were looking
for Helford River and followed us in. By 20.00 we had taken
a moorings in the Pool off Helford Creek. Helford is
another favourite place of mine, though it can be
uncomfortable should the wind bolw from the East. It has
not changed much over the years apart form the great
numbers of yachts moored there. Later that evening we
landed at the Chandlery pontoon and walked the path by
the meadow into Helford village. I was hoping the Inn in
the village might still have its visitors book with the record
of visits of bygone days, but of course it was not to be. The
Inn had changed hands a number of times in the intervening
years and the visitors book was no more.
At Helford Creek there is now a thriving Helford River
SC which we were glad to visit on Sunday morning to enjoy
their showers, sit in the sun, and browse through the Sunday
papers. We generally timed our departures to take advantage
of the tidal stream, so on this Sunday we were not leaving
until after 15.00. We were bound round the Lizard to St.
Michaels Mount. As there was no wind outside it was engine
once more. The Lizard was rounded close in, the main
problem being fishermens pots. Half way across Monts bay
we picked up a fine NNE F 4-5. With No. 4 and main we
laid up to St. Michaels Mount and tacked to the anchorage
to put the CQR down two cables west of the harbour pier.
It was just after 21.00 and chilly on deck, but snug below.

I had for long wanted to visit St. Michaels Mount drawn
by the grandeur of this rocky outcrop with castle on top.
Next morning we took the dinghy into the harbour, which
dries out at low water. We toured the castle with the many
other visitors on St. Michaels Mount that morning. In 1954
the Mount was vested in the National Trust by the 3rd Lord
St. Levan, and is now the home of his son the 4th Lord St.
Levan. The family name is St. Aubyn, who have lived on
the island since 1659. It is a fascinating place and well worth
a visit. At lunchtime we sailed the four miles to Newlyn for
shopping and refuelling. Whilst there we had the unusual
experience, nowadays, of being rafted alongside three
wooden yachts.
Later, when the tide suited we left Newlyn bound north
round Lands End. It was a fine evening with high pressure.
The breeze petered out and we turned to the RCA Dolphin
for propulsion. Conditions were so fine that I announced
to the family that we would stop at Sennen Cove, at Lands
End, for the night. Over the years, passinge. At low water
literally miles of sand are exposed. The Pool, where we
anchored was just over a mile from the entrance bar which
carries two to three feet at chart datum. It is easy to enter
with large scale charts. Tidal streams are strong so that one
wants to know what one is about if rowing a dinghy. With
strong northerly winds, wind against tide would create a
problem in the Pool I would imagaine, but in such
circumstances one would dry out alongside in Padstow
Harbour in shelter. In fine weather, such as we had, one
can expect much activity with the comings and goings of
pleasure boats, ferry boats, speed boats and fishing boats!
mile along the cliff path in the last of the evening light and
enjoyed the long promised pint. It was dark as we made our
way back to Sennen Cove, so we went by the road which
was longer but safer. We cut across the fields by a right of
way which led us down the side of a hill through the quiet
village. With a half moon to give us light it was memorable
to suddenly see the anchorage spread out below us with the
riding lights of Freebird and the French Trawlers twinkling
up at us.
We woke to a bright calm sunny morning after a rolling
night of fitful sleep. By 08.00 we were underway bound for
Padstow under engine. We did not get a breeze that day and
morored the whole forty six miles. As the day progressed
the sun came up but visability was moderate to poor with
light fog. By 16.13 we were rounding Trevose Head and
17.45 saw us anchored in the Pool in the River Camel off
St. Saviours Point half a mile below Padstow Harbour. The
River Camel is an estuary running some five miles inland
to Wadebridge. At low water literally miles of sand are
exposed. The Pool, where we anchored was just over a mile
from the entrance bar which carries two to three feet at chart
datum. It is easy to enter with large scale charts. Tidal
streams are strong so that one wants to know what one is
about if rowing a dinghy. With strong northerly winds, wind
against tide would create a problem in the Pool I would
imagaine, but in such circumstances one would dry out
alongside in Padstow Harbour in shelter. In fine weather,
such as we had, one can expect much activity with the
comings and goings of pleasure boats, ferry boats, speed
boats and fishing boats!
By 05.45 Wednesday I was up with a view to catching the
tide out of Padstow. However, there was thick fog so that
one could not see the shore close by. A lie-in was declared
and a day at Padstow. By 09.00 when we could not get out
for tidal reasons, the sun was up and had burned off the
fog. It was a beautiful day of bright, warm sunshine and
very relaxing. We explored Padstow and had a fine lunch
in an excellent establishment called Rojano’s. At 18.45 that
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evening we weighed anchor and set course for Dale at
Milford Haven seventy one miles away. Under engine we
headed NNE all night; not making great speed as gradually
we started to buck a small head sea and a very light air. By
05.00 Thursday morning we had made good some thirty five
miles. The breeze freshened from NNE. dead ahead, F.
3-4-5-6. Visibility was very bad over the coast of Wales with
thundery cloud visible. It was an unpleasant beat in a biggish
sea for most of the day. We gradually closed the land but
could not see anything for the thundry rain. Suddenly at
17.10 we cleared the thunder storm and had land in sight.
We closed the land at Linney Head three miles SE of Milford
Haven. By 19.15 we had taken a moorings in Dale having
logged 100 miles to make good 71.
It had been a wet and unplesant passage so without
messing about we had the dinghy over the side and got
ashore to an excellent meal in a tiny restaurant called the
Bistro. This was followed by a pint of Guinness in Daly
Yacht Club where we met Chris Allan and his wife. Chris
now owns Huff of Arklow which he had restored after she
suffered a fire in her previous ownership. We were aboard
Huff the next day and she is now in superb condition. That
evening we got back on board to enjoy the sleep of the just!
Next day Friday was declared a rest day which we enjoyed
pottering about, cleaning ship, refuelling, showers in the
Club, etc. Dale is a most pleasant little place with a yacht
yard and chandlery. On another occasion when we have
more time at our disposal we intend to explore Milford
Haven and the River Cleddan more thoroughly as I believe
one can sail up to ten miles inland.
We left Dale at 17.20 on Saturday bound for Howth 112
miles away. Our timing was designed to catch the first of

DEPARTURE
DATE

The outer harbour at Padstow at high water, situated 1Vz miles up the river
Camel on the west side, the entire area taken in by this photo dries at low
water. Photo: B. Hegarty
the flood stream north from St. Anns Head through Jacks
Sound inside Skommer Island; thence across St. Brides Bay
to pass through Ramsey Sound and out into St. Georges
Channel from St. Davids Head. Tides are strong along this
corner of Wales so that one can make the first twenty five
miles of the journey at great speed. From St. Davids Head
we laid a course to close the Irish Coast at Wicklow Head.
We were back on our moorings in Howth Harbour at 13.20
on Sunday, 26th July having had to motor for all but three
of the twenty hour journey, there is a great satisfaction in
bringing one’s boat back to her home port after an enjoyable
and successful cruise.

DISTANCE
TIME
MADE
GOOD
UNDERWAY

FROM/TO

June
Sun 5th
Tues 7th
Wed 8th
Thurs 9th
Fri 10th
Sat llth
Sun 12th
Mon 13th
Tues 14th
Wed 15th
Thurs 16th
Fri 17th
Sat 18th
Sun 19th
Mon 20th
Tues 21st
Wed 22nd
Sat 25th

(Miles)

Hrs

Mns

ENGINE

SPEED

TIME

MADE
GOOD
(Knots)

Hrs

Mns

Howth/St. Ives Bay
St. Ives Bay/St. Ives
St. Ives/Newlyn
Newlyn/Falmouth
Falmouth/Polgerran Pt/Restronguet
Restonguet/Yealm River
Yealm R/Start Bay/Dartmouth
Dartmouth/Dittisham
Dittisham/Salcombe
Salcombe/Plymouth
Plymouth/Cargreen/Plymouth
Plymouth/Polruan
Polruan/Mevagissey/Helford R
Helford R.St.Michaels Mount
St. Michaels Mount/Newlyn/Sennen
C
Sennen Cove/Padstow
Padstow/Dale
Dale/Howth

195
2
30
32
8
43
28.5
2
16.5
20
12
22
25.5
29.5

39
0
5
7
2
7
5
0
3
4
3
4
5
5

15
45
55
40
55
40
50
30
35
50
25
45
35
50

6
0
4
4
1

0
1
3
4
5
4

20
00
25
45
35
05

5.0
2.7
5.1
4.2
2.7
5.6
4.9
4.0
4.6
4.1
3.5
4.6
4.6
5.1

18
46
71
112

4
9
24
20

00
40
30
00

2
9
12
16

15
40
40
35

4.5
4.8
2.9
5.6

20 Anchorages in 22 Days

713

156 40

82 35

4.6

Engine time 52.7% of time underway
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05
45
35
55
00

4 55

\
\

\
\

\
\
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Brennivin to Kalaalit Nunaat
Pat Colleran

"People who know only little of Greenland believe that there
is nothing but sledge driving and kayak paddling among ice
hummocks. Few are aware that the south point of Greenland
extends down to a latitude on a level with South Norway
or suspect that a summer day up the fjords can be mild and
warm and just as agreeable as in our countries. Spend one
summer there and one inevitably longs for it again as long
as life lasts" These words were written in 1936 by the Danish
archaelogist Paul Norlund in his sad little book "Viking
settlers in Greenland" If they were true in 1936 I suppose
they were just as true 950 years earlier when Erik the Red
first set foot in Greenland. they are certainly true today. I
had the good fortune to cruise some of the west coast of
Greenland in 1982 and when the opportunity presented itself
the following year, the call of Kallaaiit Nunaat, to give the
country its Inuit name, was too strong to ignore.
During the winter of 1982 a group of French friends

Brennivin -- Pat Colleran’s summer home
Photo: P. Colleran
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started the planning of a Greenland cruise for 1983. Two
boats, Brennivin and Belle Etoile, were to sail from Brittany
to Greenland. One of the two planned to remain in South
Greenland and embarked a number of mountaineers and
climbing equipment. The other yacht was to make a three
stage cruise and involved three crew changes. A delivery crew
to Greenland, a crew for the west coast and a crew for the
return trip to France. The crew changes took place at
Narssarssuaq which is also the international airport for
Greenland. The delivery trip was skippered by Pierre Nissels
with whom I had previously sailed and was glad to do so
again. Pierre is likeable, easy going and a fine navigator.
we were sailing aboard Brennivin which is a Romanee class
sloop designed by Phillipe Harte. they are very popular in
France but not often seen here.
Brennivin left Camaret on Sunday July 3 at midday and
when I saw a yacht making its way, goosewinged, towards
Castletownbere on the morning of Wednesday 6th I knew
it had to be her. I had previously sailed with Pierre aboard
Brennivin in 1979 in Spitsbergen and it was good to meet
him again. Brennivin however looked much the worse for
wear in the interim. Her owner when he is not sailing the
boat himself places it on the books of a charter company
and so it is extensively and indifferently sailed. A new engine
had been fitted in a great hurry before leaving France, the
original siezed for want of attention. On route from Camaret
Pierre discovered that the clevis pin securing the port lower
shroud to the chain plate was missing! Fortunately they were
on starboard tack at the time. Brennivin was efficiently and
informally cleared into Ireland by the local customs officer
who also seemed to be immigration offcer, medical officer
and agricultural inspector. There was refreshingly little form
filling compared to the antics of bureaucrats one
occasionally reads of. We repaired to the harbour masters
office to pay the five pounds a day port charge, for
Castletown is a Department of Fisheries pier. On learning
that our next port of call was to be Greenland the harbour
master was somewhat laconic. He just said "Jesus" We
spent all of Wednesday re- stowing for Brennivin had been
provisioned in a great hurry in Camaret and soon the two
aft cabins began to resemble well stocked supermarkets.
Because I was the last to join I naturally got the smallest
locker. My feelings towards one of my fellow crewmembers
were not improved when I discovered at the end of the trip
that he was living out of two lockers both larger than the
one I was using. Pierre was unable to get a replacement clevis
pin for the shroud and had to make do with a substantial
stainless steel nut and bolt. Both the pulpit and pushpit were
very loose and we spent a considerable amount of time
securing them as they serve a very important aadditional
function aboard most French yachts. The euphenism is
"aller balconer" The lockers in the heads were used
appropriately enough as a charcuterie. A modest bond of
250 cans of Heineken and a case of Jameson was finally put
on board and we sailed from Castletown on Thursday July
7th at 11.00.

The boat had a distinctly uncomfortable motion in the
big swell which was running off Andnakinna Point due
perhaps to the way she was trimmed. By 18.00 we had the
Great Skellig abeam and took departure for Cape Farewell
over 1200 miles away. The evening was foggy with visibility
down to about two miles and we did not have the more usual
departure where it takes ages to sink a powerful light or for
high ground to disappear. The land was quickly enveloped
in fog and we were onto plotting sheets almost at once. These
were homemade, run off on a photocopier and proved to
be just as good as the commercial model while only costing
a fraction of the price. I find it very satisfying to work with
plotting sheets. You can see your contribution after running
up the DR at the change of watch and every astro position
line when put down on paper and crossed with ones track
gives some sort of fix however tentative.
At midnight Pierre discovered a major error in our
position. In plotting departure he had obtained the lat. and
Ion. of the Great Skellig from a small scale French chart
rather than from Reeds or List of Lights both of which give
geographical position. What he had forgotten was that older
French charts, and they don’t have to be that old, give
latitude and longitude east and west of Paris with a subsidary
scale based on Greenwich. It’s all too easy to chose the
wrong scale. Thank goodness the mistake was spotted so
soon. The result of this was to put the Skelligs 85 miles west
of where they are at the moment. With a muttered "zut"
he rescaled the plotting sheet this time on Greenwich and
there were no further problems. No one in Ireland seemed
to notice the sudden lurch westward or if they did RTE was
keeping quiet about it. Just in chase the French had pulled
the Equator through forty odd degrees I checked the suns
declination in the Ephemerides Nautiques. Happily it was
22/oN.

On Friday July 8th the 06.55 RTE forecast informed us
that pressure was high over Scotland there was a depression
centred on Sole and moving SE towards Spain and that the
good weather was due to persist for a couple of days. These
systems were giving us winds of F. 3-4 from SE to E, great
news when the course your steering is NW. By noon on
Saturday July 9th we were 200 miles from Ireland and
tripping along sixty miles north of the great circle track. The
Saturday evening shipping forecast on BBC confirmed an
Atlantic low heading for Spain.
We were six aboard, five French and one Francophile.
Fabrice Gros who lived in Nantes was a vetinary student.
I remember thinking that he had got it right when he said
that after he graduated he was going to specialise in repairing
poodles for broken hearted ladies. He was also a radio ham
and had installed a shortwave transmitter aboard. While he
could not guarantee communication due to the vagaries of
propagation conditions when it worked it proved to be quite
useful. The two women were Francoise Carron, a
mathematics teacher and Christine Vicard who was a
paediatricaln and head of a clinic in Lyons. Francoise while
she didn’t navigate could correct the workings of a sun shot
at a glance and spot the mistakes which give ninety mile
intercepts. Christine didn’t get involved with the mundane
things like cooking, washing up or sail changes. Maybe she
was waiting for some suitable challenge to her undoubted
talents. Francoise was the only one aboard who could
provide such and she looked nowhere near like doing so.
Jacques Pottier at 55 was the senior member and the one
who was least prepared psychologically and physically for
the trip. He was a marketing executive with a large
multinational food company and he confided that the strain
of producing a positive report every three months, for
nothing else would be tolerated, was enormous.

"Several broken strands on Brennivin’"
Photo: P. Colleran

Christine proves French superiority at the stove
Photo: P. Colleran
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Multinationals should carry a government health warning.
Jacques who followed me on watch was not the best of
timekeepers. He once arrived thirty minutes late. After I
explained the serious perhaps even fatal consequences of
such action aboard another boat I know, he got the message
and for the rest of the trip relieved the helm on time. French
skippers do not normally take a watch although they may
put themselves on in certain circumstances. The theory is
that in heavy weather when decisions and their outcome
become more important he is likely to make better ones if
he is not fatigued. Consequently they spend an awful lot
of time asleep, although to be fair to Pierre he and I
did virtually all the sail changes and reefing aboard. Sailing
gives the French plenty of opportunities to indulge in their
second national sport which of course is cooking. This was
my first time to sail aborad a boat which had been
provisioned in France and mealtimes were something to look
forward to. However beware of a French sausage called
chorizo. It contains the unlikely stablemates of pork, beef
and donkey -- a sort of "Old McDonald had a farm ..... "
type sausage.
By July 12th we were in 57/oN 25/oW with about 600
miles to go. We raised Prins Christian Sund DF for the first
time during daylight. As it has a nominal range of only 200
miles the propagation conditions must have been fairly
exceptional. Still, it showed we were going the right way at
least. The horizon and sun were both poor and our DR
about 120 miles long was in need of some refreshment. Its
remarkable just how accurate a well kept DR can be even
after two or three days. The wind headed us for the first
time on July 13 and twenty four hours later was blowing
force 6. That day we made good about 80 miles. By the 15th
the barometer rose and while the wind remained ahead it
had eased a lot. During the morning we noticed that both
the starboard runner and the lower forestay had several
broken strands and we heaved to for repairs. The owner who
is a bit of a gadget fanatic had put aboard a very complicated
climbing device such as mountaineers use for climbing fixed
ropes. Its blurb claimed that it enables one to "faire une
intervention rapide sur le mat sans aucune aide" Whatever
about climbing the mast solo it needed three of us to fit the
whole contraption to Pierre who was going to make the
intervention. Not surprisingly it was the two women who
eventually figured out how to do up the various belts buckles
and straps, but it still took the best part of an hour before
we had Pierre trussed up like a chicken. His voice had also
risen by two octaves. Needless to say the yoke couldn’t be
got to operate and we hauled him up instead on the two
spinnaker halyards. We replaced the runner with one which
had only one broken strand and hoped it would get us to
Greenland. We cut off the tee terminal on the forestay
together with a meter or so of wire. I was surprised just how
difficult it was to cut stainless steel rigging wire even with
a very adequate bolt cutters and in ideal conditions. Cutting
away rigging in bad weather must be quite a job. We pieced
in a piece of galvanised wire and cut up a snap link from
a safety harness to make a replacement tee fitting. No one
aboard could remember which way round bulldog clips
should be fitted so we put half of them one way and the
remainder the other way. That way we were fifty percent
right. The whole repair was then taped over and sewn into
a leather sleeve and worked admirably. We were hove-to
for about eight hours and when we got under way again we
could just lay the course to Cape Farewell.
The barometer remained more or less steady during the
15th and 16th. It would drop about 4mb during the evening
and night and regain it again during the day. When it
dropped the wind freshened to 5 or 6 and we changed down
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Skipper Pierre aloft. Photo: P. Colleran
to suit. We were now nursing the mast and the gooseneck
didn’t look too healthy either. July 17th saw us in 58/oN
37/oW motoring slowly in a fiat calm foggy sea. Fabrice
got a very good contact to France and we learned that the
sorce of our weather was an anti-cyclone to the south. On
July 19th we estimated our position to be about 60 miles
SE of Cape Farewell.
At 05.00 the boom split in two just aft of where the
kicking strap was attached. For a second or two we thought
that the gooseneck had failed. At the time we were close
reaching with one reef in the main, wind about force 5, and
the working jib. We managed to get the main sail off without
tearing it and lashed the broken piece of the boom on deck.
Brennivin seemed to be falling apart. The barometer
continued to fall and by 16.00 that evening the wind was
force 8 northerly. We were steering W.N.W. under storm
jib only. By 19.00 the wind veered to NE and increased to
force 9. The seas were enormous and the cockpit filled a
couple of times. We thought ourselves west or a bit NW of
Cape Farewell and couldn’t understand why the seas were
so big but with hindsight that was incorrect. We spotted a
few isolated bergs and bergy bits to weather and marvelled
at the imense power of the elements. Fortunately this
depression was located on the east coast of Greenland, had
it been in the Davis Strait Cape Farewell would have been
an icelCE shore with a lot of offlying ice.
On July 20th the baro began to rise and we motored NE
to try and find Nanortalik. Nobody replied to calls on the
VHF so we had no idea what ice conditions were like.
Running fixes on Angissoq were not very helpful as we were
heading more or less towards it and Prins Christian Sund
seemed unreliable because of interveening land. By the
afternoon of July 20th we were in ice varying from 2-5

Close reaching to Cape Farewell with broken boom
Photo: P. Colleran

tenths. There was storice as far to the west as one could see
and the horizon all round was sprinkled with bergs as big
as any we had seen in Disko Bay the previous year. The
effortless rise and fall of huge rafts of ice in the swell was
intimidating to say the very least and an anxious silence
descended on board. Sun position lines failed to cross
realistically with DF lines due I suppose to large refraction
errors and we began to mistrust the DF. When one is lost
there is doubt about everything. We were unsure of the
deviation in the steering compass, the boat not having been
swung after new engine was fitted. The DF station on
Angissoq was comming in strongly but to take a bearing we
stopped the boat every five miles or so made half a dozen
circles and took the average value of the two nulls so
obtained, discarding the one which put us east of the
Nordlidge Kitsigsut group of Islands. We also heard a weak
beacon with the callsign NA which we took to be Nanortalik
but discarded it also as its position lines made no sense when
crossed with those of Angissoq. We learned subsequently
that it was an aircraft beacon, November Alpha located at
the end of the runway at Narssarssuaq. We continued to
follow whatever open water we could find on a course which
was mainly north.
Just before darkness we spotted what appeared to be a
small island or very large rock heavily plastered with snow
or ice. It was difficult to be sure whether it was land or not
in the poor visibility. We tried to make towards it but
eventually ended up in an ice locked lagoon at midnight.
As Pierre and I had been on watch for over twenty hours
we decided to get some sleep. Pierre instructed the others
to motor slowly around the perimeter of the lagoon and to
call us if conditions changed. Half an hour later Christine
called us to say it had started to rain. Sleep was impossible
anyway with the noise of the engine, the noise of ice grating
along the hull and the muffled shouts from on deck; and
we got up to await dayligt. The characteristic smell of ice
was very strong. Darkness changed imperceptibly to light,
it was raining, piercingly cold and heavily overcast and for
the first time in twelve years sailing I wondered whether we
were going to make it.
At the time when all we were certain of was that we were
somewhere off the west coast of Greenland the clouds lifted
for a while and we saw the twin triangular beacon on Naujat
about half a mile away. Nothing could have been more
welcome, at last we knew where we were. Naujat is the most
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northerly island in the Kisigsut chain and was the first land
we had seen since leaving Castletown. We eventually found
a way out of the lagoon where we had spent the night and
worked our way towards Naujat. North of the island ice
conditions were a bit easier. The Kitsigsuts probably provide
some sort of lee on the north from polar ice coming around
Cape Farewell. We were able to island hop eastwards
towards Nanortalik and then took departure from the
eastmost island for Nanortalik Eigth miles away. Fog closed
in again and those last eight miles appeared longer than the
previous 1200. It seemed to take ages but we eventually made
out the harbour and houses of Nanortalik and tied up at
the fish quay at 08.30 (06.30 local time) on July 21st nearly
fourteen days after leaving Castletown. Distance logged was
1361.5 miles.
We spent July 22rid doing all the various jobs which
accumulate aboard a boat at sea. Our first priority was the
boom and we were able to have it welded by Torben
Johansen boss of Nanortalik Entreprenorco. He also welded
two strenghening pieces to each side but admitted that he
couldn’t guarantee its performance in bad weather. It was
just like home in Nanortalik everyone was talking about the
weather. Ice conditions were really bad the local ferry ship
Taterak had taken forty hours to travel from Friedksdal to
Nanortalik on the 19th, a distance of about twenty miles.
The fish factory was not yet working as the water in the
fjords was too cold for the cod and so all the local boats
had gone north to Gothabb and Holsteinsborg. Egede
Mathiassen the manager of the fish factory told us that three
polar bears had been shot near Nanortalik just a month
previously. They had come around on the ice from East
Greenland after abundant seals. The memory of our own
difficulties began to receed a bit. As we were walking back
to the boat after a night spent in the Tupilak the red aero

Solar panals on Brennevin which helped to keep the batteries topped up
Photo: P. Colleran

lights on the mast on Angissoq were clearly visible and Pierre
remarked that we had been lost on a pocket handkerchief.
A strong westerly wind got up on July 23rd and began
to bring considerable quantities of ice into the harbour. We
slipped our lines in the afternoon and left Nanoratalik by
way of the schooner passage passing through Sermensup
Sarqua for an anchorage at Marrassuit. Brennivin with its
reapired boom and sail began to look like a yacht again.
Ice control were predicting seven to nine tenths ice around
the mouth of Unartoq fjord but when we arrived it was
nowhere near as bad. At Marrarssuit we tied up to a large
floe with ice axes and ice screws but another floe drifted
down on us and we cast off to spend the night motoring
slowly or occasionally stopped. We had intended to visit the
hot water spring on the island of Unartoq but it poured rain
and we went on instead to Sydproven which turned out to
be a rather desolate place. Most of its inhabitants had been
resettled from Ammasalik in East Greenland. However the
postmaster put his telephone at our disposal and we were
able to call ice central for free. Had we known the codes
we could have dialled home. From Sydproven we went on
to Umanassuaq by way of Sardloq and arrived at
Julianshaab on the afternoon of July 25th. There we met
up with Belle Etoile and compared notes. They had left
France two days before us but we were only fifty miles
behind them when they were off Cape Farewell. They had
suffered no damage in the gale and stood well to the west
to avoid the ice before making landfall at Kap Thorvaldsen
in the north of Julianehaab Bay. The next day we were given
a highly interesting personal tour of the museum in
Julianehaab by Walther Christensen the local headmaster.
That afternoon on Walthers recommendation we visited the
magnificent twelfth century ruins at Quaqortoq reputed to
be the most famous of Greenlands ruined churches. We
returned to Julianehaab for the night and left the next day
for Narsaq passing through the Mato Lob. We spent the
night anchored in a small bay near Iqaliko and the next day
visited the ruins at Gardar the episcopal seat of Greenland.
It was here at this narrow isthmus between the two main
fjords of the east settlement Eriksfjord and Einarsfjord that
the leading men assembled to discuss affairs of mutual
interest and pronounce judgement in matters of dispute.
From there is was just ten miles to Narssarssuaq and the
end of the trip. As we approached the harbour we saw that
Belle Etoile’s crew had dried her out on a sandbank and were
careening her. The sight of a yacht lying over on the ground
caused a few helicopters going into Narssarssuaq to divert
for a look. Our flight to Reykjavik was delayed for a day
due to bad weather. Aricraft cannot land at Narssarssuaq
if the cloud ceiling is below 600m. We were guests of
Icelandair at the Transit Hotel and left for Reykjavik on
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Skipper -- Pierre Nissesl -- "I would sail with him anywhere"
Photo: P. Colleran

August 1st. As the Icelandair jet climbed out over Bratthalid
I couldn’t help thinking that Erik had chosen well. He owned
the land that an international airport and hotel complex was
built on. He was certainly the original developer.
POSTSCRIPT:
After we left, Brennivin skippered by her owner Philiipe
Pelle left for the return trip to Disko Bay. They met gale
force headwinds on the way north. The boom broke again
and they put into Gothaab abandoning the idea of Disko
Bay. One of the female crew members required hospital
treatment there and subsequently in Paris for frostbite.
South of Gothaab they again had galeforce headwinds and
were late for the crew change at Narssarssuaq. Brennivin
skippered by Guy Descotte left Greenland for France, passed
through Prins Christian Sund and from there made Kinsale
eleven days later, where it sheltered for two days before
resuming course to France.

Shemite
David Whitehead

Rounded Conningbeg Rock (nasty little thing!). 13.50 -Tied up in Dunmore East alongside Tamalin (R.I.Y.C.) who
hospitably plied us with drinks. We had another piece of
fortune as Mervyn Hall had Andante in the harbour and
a car ashore! He graciously drove us to the petrol station
where we replenished our bunkers. 15.00 -- Motored out
of harbour and set main and spinnaker. Wind E. F3.
Weather grand and sunny with glorious coastal views. At
19.00 the breeze died so we started motoring. 22.00 -- Mine
Head bore N three miles. Midnight -- a nice breeze filled
in from NW so we set main and reacher and stopped the
motor.

Shemite is a SHE 27, designed by S&S and built by South
Hants Marine. Actually only 26’ (the 27 bit was obviously
a marketing gimmick), she is more or less a minature Swan
38 by design. We bought her from John Bourke and Richard
Hooper on Good Friday for use on our annual leave in
Ireland from Denver.
I had half an idea to go around Ireland but in the back
of my mind was a thought to lay up with Adrian O’Connell
in Clifden and explore Mayo and Donegal in detail next
season. As it transpired/Shemite deserved some TLC after
two years semi laid up and I did not have a strong crew so
we eventually did lay up in Clifden.
As crew my son Duncan (10) and nephew Keiran White
(16) did the whole cruise, Brian Spain joined us for the
passage from Dunlaoghaire to Crosshaven, and my wife,
Marie, from Galway to Clifden. Vincent White and Steve
Cunningham joined one day for the Crinni6 na mB~id.
We drove from Galway to Dublin and found Shemite
drying out at the "George" for a scrub. John Bourke (Jr),
Duncan and Keiran applied a coat of antifouling while I
cruised around the chandlerys buying odds and ends of gear.
We slept aboard alongside the R.St.G.Y.C.

24 July
01.20 Abeam Ballycotton Point. 03.10 -- Wind N. F4,
rounded Pollock Rock. 04.30 -- Entered Cork fairway with
a fine breeze. It was still dark so we jilled around north of
the narrows until we could identify the marks to enter
Crosshaven. 05.30 -- Tied up alongside R.C.Y.C. pontoon.
After breakfast we went shore for a shower, etc., and then
spent most of the day catching up on sleep. In the evening
Brian set off for Dublin by bus and train. I was sad to lose
such a competent and cheerful young crewman. Thank you
Brian.

22 July
It dawned overcast and calm with a hint of fog. Brian arrived
promptly at 09.45 and we cast off and motored out of the
harbour. 10.42 -- in Dalkey sound, 11.30 -- one half mile
east of Bray Head, 13.45 -- the sky cleared over and a nice
northerly breeze sprang up. We set main and genoa and
sailed the last two miles into Wicklow, where we tied up
alongside the east pier. The purpose of this stop was to refuel
and buy an additional fuel can. Shemite has a Vire petrol
engine and a 3 gal. tank. In the light winds of the first part
of the cruise our limited range became embarassing.
Wicklow was filling up with yachts for the I.S.O.R.A. race
to Holyhead. 15.50 -- Motored out of the harbour and set
main and genoa. Wind N. F-3. 18.00 -- Bore off around
N. Arklow Buoy and set spinnaker.21.00 -- Abeam Arklow
No.1 buoy. A course was set for Tuskar Rock (30miles).
23.00 -- The breeze dropped away so we started motoring.

25 July
We spent the day cleaning ship and engaged in make and
mend.

23 July
Between midnight and 02.00 we attempted to sail several
times as various paltry airs sprang up, but by the latter hour
all wind failed and we motored south through the morning
hours. 04.00 -- Abeam Tuskar Rock, course for the Saltees
Sound. It had dawned hazy and I anticipated that the mist
would burn off with the morning sun. This failed to happen.
07.00 -- Altered course for Conningbeg L.V. We again tried
sailing in catspaws of breeze as our fuel situation was
becoming desperate. At this point Southwind (ICC)
materalised out of the fog 100 yds. to the south and we
altered course to close, hoping to cadge a tow to the
Conningbeg. We went alongside and explained our
predicament, whereupon they promptly offered us 4 gals.
of outboard fuel (bless them). We were off again! 10.15 --

26 July
Wind light from NNW. Weather fine but hazy 06.00 -- Left
pontoon under engine. 07.00 -- Set main and jib. 07.55 -Rounded Daunt Buoy. After 15 minutes the wind failed so
we motored to Kinsale where we arrived at 10.30. Owing
to the simultaneous arrival of a single handed race from
France we were thrown off the Marina and went alongside
the town pier. Noon -- cast off and motored to the Old
Head where we found a SW wind F4. As the tide was foul
we worked the bays down to Galley Head and motorsailed
around the headlands. 10.30 -- Old Head, 14.45 -- Seven
Heads, 18.15 -- Galley Head. 19.30 -- Entered Glandore
Harbour, 20.00 -- anchored off Unionhall Pier. We went
ashore for a pint and a recce, as I had not been in Unionhall
before. It has two good shops, petrol station, telephone and
several pubs. In the gloaming we returned aboard.
27 July
Day broke fine and breezy with typical cold front clouds
Wind N F/6. Noon -- set reefed main and 12 foot jib. We
took our departure to the west of Adam and had a glorious
reach in NE, F5 inside everything to Baltimore -- sunshine,
blue sea, whitecaps and splendid scenery. 14.30 -- Entered
Baltimore. 15.00 -- We anchored off the pier and had a late
lunch. We listened to the Galway Plate on the radio (my
brother-in-law had a horse entered -- it’s still running!).
17.00 -- Reset reefed main and 12 foot jib and sailed via
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smaller vessel, even though there was a perfectly good lobster
boat of about 50’ LOA astern. When the warps parted they
left, much to our relief. 17.00 -- Ashore for supplies. The
Berehaven Hotel is definitely not recommended by the way.
We had an early night.

Leaving Glandore Duncan Whitehead (helm)
and Kieran White (Conning) Photo David Whitehead

the north passage and Calf Sound of Schull, where we
anchored off the pier amidst a throng of yachts. At 20.30
we went ashore, had a meal and liquid refreshment in
O’Keefe’s and retired at 22.00.
28 July
Fine and calm at first but later it blew hard from NNE. I
met Raymond Fielding on the pier and saw Namhara and
Aracatty III inthe anchorage. At 22.30 the person who was
to accompany us to Galway arrived to say he could not make
it until after the weekend, so we decide to proceed on our
own.

29 July
Friday is evidently not my best day! It dawned f’me and calm,
but by the time I got back from the bank we had missed
the optimum tide for rounding Mizzen Head. 11.15 -Under way -- engine and mainsail. 12.35 -- Passed
Dhucarraig. 14.00 -- Beating up to Mizzen Head under main
and 12 foot jib. Wind NW, F5. We arrived off the head
at half tide on a full spring flood, which was running at 4kts
into a fresh NW wind. Needless to say the sea was rough,
although the weather was gorgeous. After falling off a
couple of seas, and making the boys seasick I upped stick
and ran back to Crookhaven, arriving at 15.30. Here I forgot
to open the sea cock on the engine cooling circuit while
motoring up to the anchorage. Fortunately this was detected
in time and no serious damage befell. 16.00 -- anchored
alongside Sparta (ICC Robert Fowler). Later I had a few
pints ashore to steady myself! Crookhaven was very crowded
compared to my last visit in 1976.
30 July
08.00 -- Overcast and calm. Spoke with Spectra and
ascertained that, like ourselves and Two Can (D. Freeman
R.St.G.Y.C.), they were bound for Castletownbere. 09.30
-- Underway -- motoring, 10.30 -- Browhead, 11.00 -- off
Mizzen Head, 2 miles by vertical sextant angle. 12.00 -Abeam Sheeps Head. 13.15 -- Entered Piper Sound. 13.15
-- Anchored north of the new dry dock. After lunch I spoke
with Pat Breen of Galway who was bound for Bantry in his
Contessa 26. 15.00 -- Motored over to the west end of the
harbour and tied up alongside Two Can and Spectra. A little
later a 40 foot French yacht came alongside us and then a
60 foot Canadian tied up outside him, at which time the
shore lines started parting. Although the folly of this had
been pointed out, both insisted on lying alongside a much
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31 July
Wind light N. The day was overcast and inclined to drizzle
at first. After breakfast we motored out into the sound and
set main and 12 foot jib. The wind freshened steadily and
we had a splendid reach along the coast in sheltered water.
We encountered a salmon net near Blackball Head, but
quick work by Keiran, who was on the helm, avoided any
incident. In the entrance to Dursey Sound we took a reef
in the main while a large French yacht, which came up from
the south, changed headsails nearby. When we reached the
narrows we found a solid F6 northerly blowing directly
against the tide. We handed the jib and, with the engine at
full throttle, could just keep Shemite head to wind as the
tide swept us under the wires and out into Kenmare Bay.
At 13.00 we cleared the sound and reset the headsail to beat
across the bay. The sea at first was very lumpy, but became
more regular as we cleared the Beara coast. We had a
glorious thrash into a solid NW, F5 making only one short
tack to clear the leading line into Derrynane and swept
through the narrow entrance in glorious sunshine at 16.00.
After a brief sleep and a meal we went for a ramble and
returned aboard at 22.30.
1 August
In the morning the weather was fine and fresh and after
lunch and the forecast (NW 5/6) we sailed at 13.00 under
reefed main and 9 foot jib. Outside we found a big sea and
a strong breeze. My confidence was at a low ebb for some
reason and when we parted a jib sheet at Scariff Island I
funked it and ran back to Derrynane where we again
anchored at 15.15.
2 August
The day was again fine and fresh, wind NW F5/6 at first,
gradually moderating to F4. 13.00 -- Set reefed main and
12 foot jib, got the anchor and stood out to sea on the
starboard tack. 15.00 -- Tacked off Lemon Rock in big,
but regular, sea. 16.00 -- Tacked at Puffin Is. 17.00 -Tacked off Bray Head. 18.10 -- Bore off around Beenacry
Head and set course for Reenada Point. We threw out our
reef at this time. 19.15 -- Entered Valentia Harbour in a
rapidly falling breeze. 19.30 -- Ran aground on the Foot,
owing to inattention on the part of helmsman (me!), but
kedged off in short order. 20.00 -- Anchored of Ferry Pier,
where we were the only yacht. This was a quite severe sail
although it was accomplished without incident.
3 August
It rained overnight, but by dawn it was dry; wind light SW.
08.00 -- Ashore to buy petrol! (The postmistress woke up
the pump attendant for us!) We weighed anchor at 08.30
and motored out of the harbour. At 09.30 slight breeze came
in from SW -- set main; 10.00 -- set reacher and stopped
engine, which it transpired, was jammed solid in ahead gear.
11.25 -- Entered Blasket Sound -- bore off and boomed
out jib. Once north of the sound (where I am convinced that
the north going stream lasts at least 45 minutes longer than
the directions allege), we found a steadily freshening breeze,
which at times reached F7, although the day was glorious
with bright sunshine. 15.20 -- sighted Loop Head, 16.30
-- 090 degrees Mag., 7 miles by vertical angle; 21.00 -Mutton Island (Nr. Quilty) bore 115 degrees Mag. 21.30 --

Sighted Inisheer light ahead, bearing 045 Mag. About this
time we sailed into a bank of drizzle which had been visible
for several hours. 23.50 -- Finis Rock abeam -- the light
was only occasionally visible at a quarter of a mile owing
to the large swell rolling up astern.
4 August
00.45 -- Dropped jib; I did not want to arrive at Galway
in the dark. 02.25 -- rounded Black Head and set course
for the Margaretta Buoy. 04.10 -- Margaretta Buoy abeam,
A miserable grey rainy dawn broke slowly. 04.50 -- Stowed
sail and started the engine at the Leverets Light House. 05.10
-- We tied up alongside in the trawler lay-by at Galway
docks. The boys went ashore for a sleep and a meal while
I spent the day having the gearbox repaired. I cannot too
highly recommend Pat Rynne’s engineering shop at the
Galway lay-by. Within ten minutes of describing my
problem to Pat he had a mechanic aboard. The engine and
gearbox were removed and taken to the shop, the gearbox
was stripped and repaired then reassembled and reinstalled
aboard and tested between l 1.30 and 17.30. The price £42!?
I left the yacht alongside and slept ashore.
6 August
A day gloriously fine and sunny, with Galway Bay
wearing its Mediterranean clothes. Calm at first, but in
midmorning a light breeze set in from the west and gradually
freshened to about F4 by evening. Crew -- my wife Marie
and her brothewr Vincent, with Steve Cunningham. The
event was Crinnifi Na mB/id, the annual gathering of B~iid
M6r, Gleoteoga and Pucans at Kinvarra, for which the
Galway club put on a race to the village. Five yachts started.
Crinniu Na mBad - Kinvarra Shemite along a Gleotog and a Bad Mor
Dungaire Castle astern. Photo David Whitehead
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(TheO.O.D. shouted "Bang" and pulled down the flags?).
Beating in FI with only a No. 2 jib did not help Shemite,
but the Dutch, (yes Dutch) entry ran aground and, as the
breeze freshened, we were less disadvantaged than he, and
eventually finished third on handicap (system of rating
unknown). The winner got a case of champagne, which
seems to be the standard prize in Galway Bay (Dublin clubs
please note! ! I). We went alongside a couple of hookers and
ashore for pints. Kinvarra was in festive air with outdoor
tables and umbrellas, wandering minstrels, stalls dispensing
food, etc. and quite a fleet of traditional boats, as well as
several yachts from Galway Bay Sailing Club and a large
American cutter. As we had not planned to stay overnight
we had to leave after about an hour to avoid taking the
ground. Larry Swan gave me a splendid and simple transit
for entering Kinvarra, which I used to leave and did not hit
anything. This line will not be revealed until Dave FitzGerald
has inspected it at low water springs however! We
motorsailed back in order to keep promises to the crew, and
picked up the mooring at Rinville at 20.15.
9 August
Fine and hazy, wind E F2/3 at first, later calm. With Marie,
Duncan and Keiran dropped mooring at Rinville at 10.30
and got underway with main and spinnaker. 11.45 -- Abeam
Margaretta, 14.30 -- Inisheer barely visible through the heat
haze. 15.15 -- It fell calm so we started the engine. 17.00
-- Bar of Aran buoy alongside. 17.15 -- Anchored at
Trawmore (Inishmore) for a swim and supper. We later
motored over to Kilronan and anchored. While ashore for
’a walk some rowdy youngsters rammed Shemite in a currach
leaving an ugly black tar stain along the topsides. Next time

I will stay at Trawmore and walk to Killeany for my pint.
We rolled quite heavily in the small hours when the wind
came in from the N.E.
10 August
A fine sunny morning, wind E F2, later failing to catspaws
from east to north and then to a calm before filling in from
the northwest and freshening to F4. 08.00 -- Underway.
08.30 -- At Bar of Aran the shackle on the mainsheet
traveller failed and breakfast was delayed for repairs to be
effected. 11.00 -- Entered the inside passage at Golam
Head. Noon -- at McDara’s Island. We passed a folkboat

going east. I tried McDara Sound, but it was near low tide
and I could not find enough depth of water so bore off and
motored around McDara’s south coast. At 14.00 the wind
filled in from west and we had a glorious reach to
Roundstone where we scraped across the bar (6’ of water)
and anchored in ten feet off the south pier at 15.35. 16.30
-- Anchor dragged. 20.30 -- Champagne a Ruffian 23
(R.St.G.Y.C.) came in and anchored nearby.
12 August
Dawned calm with fog. 07.25 -- Underway motoring. At
07.40 in Lackan Sound, the fog scaled up a bit. 08.11 --
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with some old friends of Marie’s who were holidaying on
the island, and later joined Tom and Niamh Coil in the pub.

Abeam Caulty Rock -- course for Slyne Head. 09.00 -- At
Carrickscoltia the fog closed down again. 09.55 -- Rounded
Slyne Head, which was only visible now and again as a faint
outline through the fog. 11.10 -- At Cruagh Island we sailed
out of the fog into bright sunshine, passed through High
Island sound to see Bofin wreated in a faint drape of mist
which burnt off in the bright sunshine as we approached.
12.35 -- Anchored in Bofin Harbour in the company of two
yachts from Westport. After lunch aboard we had a grand
ramble across the island with glorious views of Achill Head
to Slyne Head and all of the wonderful mountain scenery
of Connemara cloud dappled in the sunshine. We returned
to the harbour and had a drink in Miko Day’s and returned
aboard for the night. The Westport boats had been replaced
by two Galway yachts skippered by Tom Coil and Adrian
Blythe.

13 August
Another beautiful morning, wind light and variable. We
spent the morning cleaning ship and swimming in the (very
cold!) clear blue water of the harbour, while the boys rowed
around in the punt. At 12.40 we weighed anchor and
motored around the east end and across to Inishturk where
we anchored at 14.45. Having had a picnic lunch in the
cockpit underway we went ashore for a walk and a swim
on a gorgeous white sandy beach just south of the harbour.
Turk is very wild -- I plan to explore it properly next year.
At 15.45 we set sail and slowly trickled back to Bofin
Harbour. We dined ashore in the hotel and had a few drinks

14 August
Dawned fine and fresh. Wind SW F3/4. After breakfast we
went ashore to church and had a coffee with our friends
at the hotel while Shemite lay alongside the pier. 11.10 -Motored out of harbour and set main and No.2 jib and beat
down to High Island Sound which we cleared at 12.40,
meeting an English yacht on the way. 13.15 -- at Cruagh
Island. The wind fell light although there was a most
awkward lumpy irregular sea, so I dropped jib and
motorsailed up to Carricknaron. 14.00 -- Reset jib and had
a grand reach to Fishers Head arriving at 14.30. Beat up
to Drinagh and picked up one of Adrian O’Connell’s
moorings at 15.00. After a late lunch we motored down to
the head of Ardbear Bay where we anchored. Going ashore
we walked into Clifden and after a drink at the Rockglen
Hotel returned to mooring at Drinagh. Adrian came aboard
to discuss work to be done on Shemite. During the night
it rained and blew hard from the SW.

15 August
After breakfast went alongside at Drinagh and unloaded
boat and personal gear. We cleaned Shemite thoroughly and
then Adrian conned us into Crompaun where she was put
on a mooring. Marie’s sister-in-law drove up from Galway
to collect us and after apleasant lunch at "The Pantry" in
Clifden we returned to Galway in the rain. It looked like
the wet monsoon had finaly set in[

STATISTICS

Date
22/24 July
26 July
27 July
29 July
30 July
31 July
2 Aug
3/4 Aug
5 Aug
6 Aug
9 Aug
10 Aug
12 Aug
13 Aug
14 Aug

Passage
Dunlaoghaire
Crosshaven
Crosshaven
Union Hall
Schull
Union Hall
Schull
Crookhaven
Crookhaven
Castletown
Derrynane
Castletown
Derrynane
Valentia
Galway
Valentia
Galway
Rinville
Rinville-Kinvarra-Rinville
Rinville
Kilronan
Roundstone
Kilronan
Roundstone
Inishbofin
Inishbofin-Inishturk-lnishbofin
Drinagh
Inishbofin

Power
21.25
9.35
0.15
2.15
4.20
0.15
0.30
0.30
0.10
2.15
2.00
3.00
5.10
2.35
0.30
54.45
(40°/0)

Harbours and anchorages visited
Nights at sea
Average speed underway

Sail
17.12
2.25
6.45
1.45
Nil
6.15
7.15
21.00
0.50
5.30
4.45
3.35
Nil
2.00
3.30
82.47
(60%)

22
3
4.4 kts.
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Total
36.37
12.00
7.00
4.00
4.20
6.30
7.45
21.30
1.00
7.45
6.45
6.35
5.10
4.35
4.00
137.32

Miles
163
48
30
19
20
26
32
118
5
31
25
23
27
19
20
606

Homeward Bound
Ronald Cudmore

As a result of a recent career change, this year’s cruise
involved sailing Morgana home from the States. Morgana
is a Bowman 36 Ketch designed by Holman & Pye. The basic
crew consisted of myself, my wife Anne, and our sons Kris
(seven years) and Mark (three years).
We lived in Chicago for the last five years and kept
Morgana on Lake Michigan. In preparation for our cruise
this year, we spent the Autumn of 1982 taking Morgana
down the Mississippi and around to Mobile, Alabama. We
returned to Mobile on 12th May to find the boat still intact
and with only a modest amount of mildew. With the heavy
rains in that area, we had been warned that mildew could
be a serious problem. As a preventive measure, we had
rigged electric lights throughout the boat to give off heat
and reduce the dampness. They appeared to have done the
job. We had removed all books, charts and other forms of
paper as we had been warned that bugs could eat them. In
fact, the boat was particularly free of bugs but this probably
resulted from Anne’s paranoia of such creatures and the
mulitiude of poisons she had laid out to meet them!
Having checked into a nearby hotel and organised
babysitting facilities for Mark for the following week, we
spent the next seven days working flat out to get Morgana
ready. This included sanding and painting the bottom,
installing a VHF and new cockpit floor, buying supplies,
cleaning and stowing the boat, servicing the engine, and
occasionally being parents!
Our original plan had been to go through the canal from
Fort Myers to Stuart in Florida to save the time of having
to sail around the Florida Keys. However, we learned from
a chance conversation at the boatyard that this canal across
Florida was shut until the middle of June to carry out
repairs. A detour around the southern tip of Florida had
to be made and exta charts had to be purchased.
On Friday 20th May, we set out from Mobile under
engine. About three miles out, I stopped the engine to check
something and could not re-start it. By the time we sailed
back to the boatyard, had the engine checked over and set
out again, the wind had come up southerly about F.5-6.
Mobile Bay extends about 25 miles in a nothe/south
direction and is extremely shallow with average depts of 9-10
feet. There was a very unpleasant sea when we went out the
second time, so we returned again and had to wait until
Sunday for the winds to abate.
We finally departed early on Sunday morning and had
a very unpleasant six hours of motoring until we got down
Mobile Bay. We then entered the proteted Inter Coastal
Waterway("ICW"), which is between the mainland and
offlying islands, and headed east. We had pleasant motor
sailing for a few hours with mostly marshland on either side
of us and the smell of pine in the air. The houses that we
saw along the ICW were mainly attractive summer homes
and many had elaborate boat docks. Just as night-time was
beginning to fall, I heard a "new" sound from the engine,
checked the gauges and found the engine was starting to
overheat. I immediately cut the engine and we sailed to the
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nearest most suitable anchorage between two islands and
off the channel of the ICW. I checked the engine and found
that the flywheel for the water pump had become loose and
the water pump was not turning as a result. We were
fortunate to have discovered the problem in time as it would
have been no fun trying to get out of, or through the ICW
without an engine.
Having fixed the engine, we continued the following day
to motor sail through the ICW. We encountered little
commercial traffic but saw many pelicans, geese, great blue
herons, snowy egrets, mediteranean gulls and dolphins. That
afternoon, we tied up at Fort Walton to get fuel, ice (it was
very hot) and go for a swim. There are the most fabulous
pure white sand beaches in this area and it was only a quater
of a mile walk to the Gulf of Mexico. After a lovely swim
in the rough Gulf waters, it was nice to get back into the
protected ICW to continue our journey. We had a beautiful
evening sail across Choctawhatchee Bay, a distance of about
twenty miles, with the wind behind us and the stars out. That
night, we anchored behind a bridge at the east end of
Choctawhatchee Bay and back in the ICW.
The next morning, we started with a fifteen mile motor
through a man-made channel which was wide enough for
a tow with two barges. Fortunately, we met only one tow
coming against us. Again, the surrounging countryside
consisted of marshland, and sand dunes with pines and
palms. At 13.00 we arrived in Panama City having travelled
120 miles through the ICW. After taking on fuel, ice and
supplies, we anchored off a lovely beach about one mile
across from Panama City, where we stopped for a few hours
to swim and give the kids a chance to play.
At 18.00 we motored out of the ICW into the Gulf of
Mixico. With a westerly F.4, we set sail to clear Cape San
Blas and then headed towards Tampa. Within twelve hours,
we were back to the engine as the wind had dropped. The
calms ment it was very hot and we stopped regularly to swim.
We eventually made up an awning to protect the helmsperson from the sun. About one day out, we were
approached by a small commercial fishing boat. Theh called
us on the VHF, said they had run out of beer and wanted
to know if we had some. As we had heard so many stories
of piracy along the Florida coastline and were sceptical of
this request, we put the engine full speed ahead and motored
away from the fishing boat. It started to follow us for a while
but then, thank goodness, went its own way. While I joked,
afterwards, about Anne’s "pirates" (she was convinced it
was the end for us), I have to admit that it was the first time
in my life that I felt uncomfortable being approached by
another boat.
To take advantage of the calms, we altered course from
Tampa and made as much southing as possible -- the
prevailing winds would have headed us. The benefits of our
VHF started to become apparent when, south of Fort Myars,
we passed the ship Transocean Ram, and were able to get
an accurate position from them. I had been too lazy to take
out my sextant on this leg of the trip and we could not get
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a good fix using the RDF. We arrived at the resort area of
Marco Island on 27th May, having covered a distance of
327 miles. Anne and I were tired when we arrived as we had
to steer most of the way, not having an automatic pilot and
the wind being too light to use the Aries Self-Steering gear.
We spent the night anchored off a smaller island, Coconut
Island, where Anne and the kids went on a shell collecting
expedition and added to the already plentiful supply of junk
on board!
The following morning saw us with a calm sea and a nice
breeze to continue south around the tip of Florida. We had
a few anxious moments off Cape Sable, the south westerly
tip of the Florida mainland, when we had difficulty picking
up navigation lights and got confused by non-navigation
lights -- especially as the area generally is shallow but there
are many areas that are too shallow! We dropped anchor
off the north shore of Vaca Key at 05.00 on Sunday. With
daylight and a few hours sleep, we moved around to the
south side of the Key to Boot Key Marina. We had now
covered 556 miles since we left Mobile seven days previously.
We spent three days at Vaca Key, our last planned stop
in the States, getting the boat organised for the rest of our
trip. While there, we had two periods of torrential rains,
severe thunderstorms and strong winds. Vaca Key is not an
attractive place to visit but was perfectly adequate for our
purposes. My sister Caroline joined us there for the trip to
Bermuda.
On the 1st. June, the official start of the hurricane season,
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we left Vaca Key with some sceptical glances from the nearby
American yachts, one of which had just returned because
of the bad weather forecast. However, I felt that the worst
was over, which poved to be correct. At last, we were
starting to move in a northerly direction towards Ireland.
We sailed outside the Florida Keys but did not get the
benefits of the Gulf Stream current until we were north of
the Keys. We were surprised that the only sea life that we
saw in the Straits of Florida was flying fish, having seen a
turtle, dolphins, flying fish and a variety of bird life in the
Gulf of Mexico.
As the winds were light and we had to use the engine, we
decided to pull into Hillsboro Inlet, just north of Fort
Lauderdale, to get fuel. After a good breakfast ashore we
left for Bermuda. That evening, we passed between severe
thunderstorms but did not get more that a little rain. We
trailed an earth but fortunately did not learn whether it was
effective! I tried to use the RFD at one stage but the static
caused by the thunderstorm made it useless. Initally, I
thought the set was damaged and nearly broke it pulling and
pushing the various wires to "fix" it. Luickily, the problem
dawned on me before I could do any serious damage to the
set. We saw a small water spout in the distance during the
thunderstorm.
The Gulf Stream current gave us an extra 150 miles in
our first two days out of Hillsboro. We sailed approximately
north-east until we came to the latitude of Bermuda and then
headed east for Bermuda. As we got further north and away
from the Gulf Stream, it started to get cooler in the evenings.
When we were a few days out, Kris was bucketing himself
down with some water and commented that the water was
like that in Ireland. While it was less than the 70 degrees
plus of the Gulf Stream, it was not quite Irish style!
About 100 miles west of Bermuda, the stemhead fitting
for the forestay sheared but, fortunately, we were on a
broadreach. We immediately bore off and rigged a
temporary forestay with the jib halyard. We then hoisyted
a small jib and put a few reefs in the main to ease the
pressure on the rigging.
We arrived in St. George’s Harbour on 9th June. We had
covered 1,030 miles from Hillsboro Inlet and averaged 147
miles per day or just over 6 knots -- quite a record for us.
Obviously, the Gulf Streem had a big part to play in our
performance.
We were disappointed with our visit to Bermuda. First
of all, we were unlucky with the weather as it rained quite
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frequently. Secondly, it has become outrageously expensive.
Finally, the natives have become a lot less friendly in
comparison to our previous visit there in 1978. While in
Bermuda we got our stemhead fitting repaired and double
reinforced. Our departure was delayed three days because
of strong N.E. winds and there being no desire on our part
to set out across the Atlantic in to such head winds. We left
on 18th June in company with friends of ours from Chicago
who had a Shannon 38, Piper. We stayed together for four
days but lost each other during a period of torrential rain.
We remained in radio contact for about annother twentyfour hours but then lost complete contact with each other.
For the four days we were together, Piper had to slow down
for us and we were carrying more sail than I would have
liked. Interestingly enough, however, we arrived in the
Azores a few hours ahead of them. It was nice travelling
in company with Piper as it dispelled any sense of isolation
we might have had.
Two days out from Bermuda, we heard a Mayday signal
and determined it came from astern. While discussing with
Piper what we might do about it, a German freighter passed
on a reciprocal course and we passed the information on
to them. We then heard them make contact with the yacht.
The freighter spent a number of hours searching for the
yacht and called upon the assistance of a second ship to get
a cross-beating on her. When she was found eventually, the
crew of the yacht decided they didn’t need any assistance
and sailed on the the Azores -- a happy ending but one
which must have left the freighter’s crew wondering.
Anne’s birthday and our wedding anniversary were on
21st June, and we celebrated with a big party -- a good
diversion for the kids. We also celebrated Canada’s birthday
(the boys are Canadian) with a fancy dress party. The boys
dressed up as Indians, which meant loin cloths and an hour
or so putting on war paint.
Generally, the weather crossing the Atlantic was
unpleasant with only three nice days out of the fourteen days
it took us. It was dissappointing as we had expected good
weather on this leg of the journey. While we did not have
any gale force winds, we did have torrential rains,
thunderstorms and generally overcast weather. Having the
furling jib, a fairly recent acquisition, made life so much
more pleasant in unsettled weather. I seldom went on deck
except for a stroll or just to give everything a routine check.
Our course to the Azores was basically 60° true, until we
came to the latitude of the Island of Flores. We then headed
east. We met quite a few ships and enjoyed being able to
talk with them on the VHF, get a confirmation of our
position, especially when the weather was too bad for sights,
and mayby a weather report. It was interesting to note how
we were dealt with by the different nationalities. The British
were helpful and friendly. The French begrudgingly gave
us our position. The Germans were courteous, efficient and
helpful but there was no chat from them. One Russian ship
passed us and was very friendly. The position they gave us
was their noon sight -obviously, they still rely on the sextant.
One day, we sighted some whales about a half a mile to
starboard. The varying reactions of the crew reflected their
personalities. Mark wanted a fishing line to catch them.
Anne wanted to get closer and take movies of them. While
Kris and I were interested in seeing them we were more
converned that they might hit us. I promplty started the
engine and we left the whales astern.
On the 2nd June, we dropped anchor off Lajes on Flores,
the most westerly island of the Azores. We had covered
1,735 miles from Bermuda in just under fourteen days to
average slightly over 5 knots. Immediately upon anchoring,

a local fishing boat came out to enquire whether we realised
we had anchored off Lajes. They were surprised that we had
made our landfall there rather than at the main port, Santa
Cruz. In fact, we were the first yacht to visit Lajes this year.
Everyone was most pleasant to us (we were given gifts of
potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, garlic and fish) and the local
policeman gave us a tour of the village. He was a cheerful,
rotund individual and we were amused to see a couple of
bottles of beer under his car seat. The population of Lajes
had declined in recent years with people emigrating, to
Canada mostly.
Unfortunately, Lajes is exposed to winds from an easterly
direction and so we had to move on the next morning. We
went clockwise around the island hoping to anchor off Faja
Grande, which John Guinness had visited on Deerhound.
But while the wind was E. on the S.E. side of the island,
it was blowing from the north-west on the west side of the
island. As a result, Faja Grande was also exposed. We
continued on around the island -- a trip worth doing as the
views are spectacular.
Having been warned against Santa Cruz and having read
of Dermod Ryan’s experience there on Red Velvet, we
decided to anchor N. of the harbour. When we got to our
intended anchorage, we were exposed to a swell and decided
to go around to the S. side of Santa Cruz. Just as we were
off the harbour entrance, the local pilot came alongside.
With such a peaceful evening and the town looking so
picturesque, our resolve to anchor vanished and we entered
the port. In fact, we had two lovely nights there. Besides
Morgana, there were five French yachts in the harbour.
Flores was the high point of our cruise. Our only regret
was that we did not spend more time there. Besides being
a scenic island with a mediterranean climate, it has a most
lush vegetation with hydrangeas, wild roses, gladiolas, lilies,
etc., growing wild. It is undeveloped, there being only one
"hotel" on the island. Parts of the island look like the west
of Ireland, with small fields being divided by apparent stone
walls. However, when one gets closer to the fields, one finds
that the stone walls are in fact hydrangea bushes.
We cleared customs in Santa Cruz, a slow but not
unpleasant experience. We also purchased limited supplies
there after a little bit of searching. As I was low on money,
I went to one of the banks where they cashed a personal
cheque without requesting identification.
We took a tour of the island by taxi. The three hour trip
cost less than £20 and it was money well spent. On the tour,
we stopped off at Faja Grande and regretted that we had
not been able to anchor there. The standard of living is low
and, I should think, not dissimlar to the west of Ireland
fifteen years ago.
We left Santa Cruz on 5th July and headed for the
yachting fraternity’s rendezvous point in the Azores, Horta
on the island of Faial. We arrived the following day and
make our landfall in poor visibility and heavy rain. We
anchored astern of our friends, Bob and Curlie Engdahl,
on Piper. It was fun to sit down and compare our passages
since we had separated nearly two weeks previously. It was
sweet music to my ears to hear Bob complaining that he
seemed to spend all his time repairing items (nothing major)
on his boat, especially as we had no memorable problems.
The reason for my delight was that Bod is a do-it-yourself
expert with his boat always immaculate, whereas Morgana
and I are at the other end of the scale -- and it is so irritating
to have such friends!
After Flores, Horta was a metropolis -- it has a
population of a few thousand people -- and it took us about
two days to adjust to the hustle and bustle. The harbour
was crowded with yachts when we arrived and we had
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trouble finding enough room to anchor. However, it was
fun to be able to go for dinner at about £4 per person,
especially after costly Bermuda, and socialise with the other
curising people there who had been to all sorts of interesting
places.
We did a tour of the island by taxi and while it was
interesting, it was an anti-climax after Flores. As the weather
was overcast most of the time we were there, we never saw
nearby Pico Island in its entirety.
A Chicago friend, Mary Wilby, joined us in Horta for
the trip to Ireland. On the 10th July we left Horta in overcast

conditions and with head winds. About fifteen hours out,
the winds started going north-westerly and we were able to
lay our course. For the next thirty hours we held our course
but then the winds started heading us again. We had head
winds for the next nine days. During that time we had lots
of rain, thunder and lightning, big seas and nearly two days
of F.7-8 winds. Poor Mary, who had only sailed a few times
and had never been out of sight of land before, felt a number
of times that she was close to her Maker! When the weather
was at its worst, we hove-to under a reefed main only, which
is a very comfortable rig with the self-steering gear. A
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ROUTE OF MORGANA

DATE

FROM

22/5
Mobile, Alabama
23/5
LC. W.
24/5
Choctawhatchee Bay
24/5-27/5 Panama City
28/5-29/5 Marco Island
Vaca Key
1/6-2/6
2/6-9/6 Hillsboro Inlet
18/6-2/7 Bermuda
3/7
Lajes
5/7-6/7 Santa Cruz
10/7-24/7 Horta
25/7
Schull
27/7
Baltimore

TO

DISTANCE

/I.C.W.
/Choctawhatchee Bay East
/Panama City, Florida
/Marco Island, Florida
/Vaca Key, Florida
/Hillsboro Inlet, Florida
/Bermuda
/Lajes, Flores
/Santa Cruz, Flores
/Horta Faial
/Schull, Co Cork
/Baltimore
/Crosshaven

40
68
34
327
87
133
1030
1735
23
130
1280
9
53
4949
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TIME

Days
---2
--6
13
--14
--42

ENGINE TIME
(Inc. battery
charging)

Hrs. Days Hrs.
10.5
-9.5
13.5
-7.5
6.75
-5.75
16.25
1
10 75
18.25
-15
22. 75
-20
22
-18
20.5
1
15
5
-4.5
23.5
-3
3
1
12
2.75
-1.5
10.5
-4.5
7.25
8
6.25

number of ships passed us on this leg of the journey but
most of them did not respond to us on the VHF. We had
tried to make a contact to check our position as we had been
undable to get sights on a number of days. We decided
eventually that the poor response was because they spoke
little English rather than that they were not monitoring
Channel 16. However, about 500 miles out of Ireland, we
heard Radio Eireann so we knew we were moving in the right
direction!
For the last few days, we were able to lay our course and
had some lovely sailing. We sighted Ireland at noon on 24th
July. We were off the Mizen Head by 15.00 and then looked
into Crookhaven. As it was windy there, we went on to
Schull through Long Island Sound. When we arrived in
Schull, we had covered 1,280 miles in fourteen days and
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three hours to average 3.75 knots. We had expected to do
the trip in 9 -- 10 days but had not allowed for so many
days of head winds. We arrived to beautiful weather in
Ireland and were loathe to leave West Cork. The following
day, we sailed around to Baltimore where we met Piper She
had left Horta the day before us and arrived in Ireland the
same day.
On 27th July, we sailed from Baltimore to Crosshaven
with a second seven year old on Board -- Miles Kirby, son
of ICC member Tom Kirby.
When we arrived back in Crosshaven, we had covered
4,949 miles from Mobile and 14,700 miles int he round trip
from Crosshaven. We were delighted to be back in Ireland
and to have sucessfully completed our trip.

"Bright Eyes and our Trip to Scotland’"
Pat and Dick Watson

Bright Eyes is a 1980 Jeremy Rogers Contessa 32. We bought
her early last year in partnership with Howard (Pat’s
brother) and Hilary Greer. We have a fairly unique
arrangement with regard to our partnership. There are ten
of us altogether -- we have four children, Howard and
Hilary have two -- so we knew right from the beginning
that cruising or, indeed, pottering about from Howth "en
masse" would be disastrous for all concerned. Our idea was
to operate our partnership on a time-sharing basis, splitting
the summer into weeks or forthnights on and off. However,
we would all join forces whenever there was work to be done
-- scrubbing, fitting out, hauling etc. These occasions have
turned out to have a real ’fiesta’ feel about them with much
fun and hilarity and downing of home made plonk and a
lot of work (in spite of all that!) done.
For the years cruise we felt we really only had two choices
-- either the S.W. of Ireland or Scotland. Somehow the idea
of going to a ’foreign’ country appealed more than staying
in Ireland so Scotland became our destination and we spent
happy evenings during the winter perusing endless charts
kindly lent to us by sympathetic friends.
All the books say that Scotland is at its kindest weatherwise in the early part of the summer so we planned to leave
as soon as our younger members broke up from school
round about June 25th. As Howard was unable to make his
escape from work till mid-July we were to take the boat for
the first three weeks. Oban was a fairly obvious choice for
the change-over of families.
As we were taking the boat first we set about preparing
and provisioning. This was quite simple -- mainly thanks
to the luxury of having her in the Marina, only five minutes
drive from our home, and with trolleys to trundle gear down.
We planned to leave on the evening of Saturday 25th June,
having decided that the best way to set out on a long leg
with four younger members would be to go at night and get
them all snugged down in their bunks fairly early on.
Perhaps at this stage these young people should be formally
introduced -- they are Anna 14, Richard 12, Peter 7 and
Andrew 6. There was no last minute rush and by Friday the
24th the last Ladybird book had been stowed! The Saturday
was spent in a leisurely fashion putting ice aboard and
stowing perishables etc. Howard and Hilary and children
came down to see us off and after a drink or two we set
out from the Marina at 21.00 on a perfect evening.
Everything went according to plan; the sea was flat with
a nice F. 3-4 N.W. which made for a very comfortable and
reasonably fast passage up the coast. The family slept well
and a good breakfast of bacon and eggs was enjoyed as we
sailed past Ardglass at 6 knots with the same wind that
carried us through the night. We were pleased that the
children had settled in so well and decided to keep going
until evening and then put in somewhere for a good night’s
sleep.
By 16.00 we were off Larne with a heading wind and the
prospect of a foul tide in a few hours so we decided to put
in for the night rather than making for Red Bay.
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After a very comfortable night alongside a fishing boat
we set out at 10.00 on Monday 27th Bound for Gigha. We
were hard on the wind with a fresh northerly, not laying
our course, but helped by a strong favourable tide through
the North Channel. We made our destination without a tack.
This was a lively sail through quite a confused sea, but the
day was made for the little boys by a large submarine which
surfaced close to starboard off the Mull of Kintyre. We were
glad we had not been tempted to make inside the Mull when
conditions became uncomfortable and by 20.00 we were
snugly anchored in Ardminish Bay at Gigha.
We decided, having pushed them quite hard, but well
within their level of tolerance, to stay put for a couple of
days and explore the island. Gigha really is a beautiful spot
and it had an excellent hotel which caters particularly well
for yachtsmen with excellent, if somewhat expensive facilities
for baths, showers and washing and drying of clothes.
On Tuesday morning we utilised all facilities to the full,
as well as the bar where we enjoyed an excellent pub lunch
with many other yachtsmen, including the crew of Onda
from Howth who were bound for the Faroes. We also met
a charming retired couple -- Clipp and Bunty Broadhurst
from Dundee who had recently set out in their Macwester
30’, Surfactant, to sail around the world taking a couple
of years. The little boys spent their money in Mr.
McSorran’s shop, the Port Office. We hired bicycles from
the same gentleman and explored the island from end to end.
We also visited Achamore House which has beautiful
gardens full of rhododendrens and azaleas and well worth
a visit.
It was in Gigha we learned never to break the rule, no
matter how much of a fag it is sometimes, to let a small child
anywhere near the water without his life-jacket as Andrew
fell off the jetty here while fishing.
After a very enjoyable and relaxing two days in Gigha
we got under way at 11.00 on Thursday 30th bound for
somewhere North. The day was sunny and hot with a fresh
N. F. 4-5 which gave us a fine beat as far as the Skervuile.
Bringt Eyes was romping along at 6 knots and as we
approached the Sound of Jura the sea was flat and the
scenery was breath-taking -- this was what we had come
for! We really were in Scotland, and we felt it would be hard
to match this sailing anywhere. We eased sheets at the Ruadh
Sgeir, the mate was sunbathing topless and everyone was
happy.
By 17.00 we were off Crinan and still going a bomb aided
by a stong favourable tide. At this stage we decided not to
go through the Dorus Mor but to go up Loch Craignish and
spend the night at Ardfern. It is a pretty Loch with little
islands along both shores and Ardfern is a convenient place
to stop. There is a Yacht Centre (not quite so grand as it
sounds) which operates pontoons, a chandlery and most
facilities including gas and diesel are available. The
chandlery also keeps a limited selection of detailed charts
of the West Coast which we found useful to fill some of
our gaps.

never saw a thing going through the sound even though it
is very narrow, but it was good practice for our navigation.
Actually Oban for us at this stage was quite a relief. We
did all the usual things like clearing Customs and being
visited by the Police. There are pontoons handy to the iceplant and Wm. Lows big supermarket, where we got
everything we needed. There is a terrific toy shop along the
front which provided great entertainment as it took ages for
the small ones to decide what to spend their vast sums on.
The three boys finally bought toy sailing yachts which turned
out to be a godsend as from then on as soon as the anchor
was down off they would go in the inflatable with big
brother Richard operating the outboard, to spend hours
sailing and racing them. Dick also spent hours mending
masts as they were always being sat on.
The next day was Tuesday 5th July and guess what! It
was pouring again with poor visibility. The only sensible
thing to do was "look after the inner man" and so we
cooked up a huge breakfast. Dick went off to find Nancy
Black, who Pat thought sounded a bit like a woman of ill
repute, but it was alright as he came back with charts saying
she was the local yacht chandler. That’s what he said
anyway!
We left Oban at about midday. The wind was S.W.F.
3 and we made about 4 knots across the Firth of Lorne
towards the Sound of Mull and we didn’t see a thing until
we were about two miles off the Ladys Rock. Duart Castle
was barely visable ias we entered the Sound and the wind
had fallen away to less than five knots. We started up the
engine, put on the Auto-helm and lunched on Pizza, again
commenting frequently on how nice the scenery must be if
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We could quite happily spend forever bumbling around the islands.
Photo: Dick Watson.
Ardfern looked really beautiful on the evening we arrived,
which was one of the most perfect June evenings imaginable.
After an excellent meal on board we all walked up to the
Galleon for a night cap. The boys were completely amazed
by the huge wild hairy Scot in a kilt, with a very unusual
loud laugh and a peculiar upside down way of throwing darts
-- they still talk about him.
If we had left Ardfern the next morning we would have
had happy memories of a nice spot -- but this was not to
be. On Friday morning the weather was foul -- pouring rain
and gales were being forecast for the Malin area. This
situation remained for two days and so did we. There was
nothing to do ashore, the boat was saturated in every corner
and altogether we would have been much better off coping
with some heavy weather at sea. We were all very relieved
to finally leave the place on Sunday and very glad to be at
sea again.
Unfortunately, we had to wait until 16.00 to get the first
of the flood through the Dorus Mor. the day was rather
damp and misty but there was a good frest S.W. breeze and
we shot through the Dorus Mor in company with several
other yachts which came out of Crinan Basin, like a bullet
out of a gun. We sailed very fast up the Sound of Luing
and past the Fladda with 6 knots of flood under us.
Unfortunately the day was very grey and visibility was down
to about two miles -- a pity, as the scenery must be lovely.
At this stage our plan was to spend Monday morning in
Oban so that we could re-fill with ice and do a big shop so
we would be minus the chore for at least a week. Everybody
had told us that Oban was not a ’nice place’ so we .spent
the Sunday night at Pulldohran about six miles south of the
teeming metropolis. What we could see through the mist and
rain of this sheltered little anchorage seemed pretty as we
dropped the hook at 20.00. But the rain was getting us down
a bit by now. Everything was soggy and the mate especially
was dreaming aloud of Spain and far-off hot places where
it doesn’t rain. It seemed like it was going to rain forever.
By the time we had eaten it was too late to go ashore in
search of hostelries, so we just went to bed with books and
listened hopefully to "Sailing By’ ’and the late forecast which
said more rain -- at this stage we weren’t even particularly
interested what sort of wind was going to blow.
Next morning Monday, we were up early and into the wet
oilskins and boots yet again. It was coming down in torrents
with very thick visibility -- only about half a mile -- and
there was no wind. So we motored our way across the two
miles or so from Pulldohran to the Sound, making brave
comments like "the scenery must be lovely here" etc. We
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Richard finds where we are. Photo: Dick Watson

Fingal’s cave Staffa. Photo: Dick Watson
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only we could see it! We motored up the Sound in what was
now a steady drizzle and anchored under the trees in
Tobermory Bay at 18.30.
We found Tobermory pleasant but a bit too townish
coming straight after Oban. At this stage we were itching
to be off to wild places, especially as the weather had taken
an unbelievable change for the better. One incredibly good
forecast followed another and everybody ashore in
Tobermory was complaining of the heat. So after doing the
usual things yachtsmen do in Tobermory, like visiting the
Mish Nish and availing of the very good launderette, we
headed out at midday on Thursday 7th towards
Ardnamurchan and the Small Isles. We wanted to go to
Rhum as the boys were dying to see Golden Eagles and Sea
Eagles and their bird books said Rhum was the place to be
for this. Also we felt that when we got there we could decide
whether to take a dart out to the Outer Hebrides or go up
the Sound of Sleat and through the Kyles. We had the charts
for both -- thanks to some good friends, but what we did
largely depended on the weather.
There was now a huge high building up across Scotland
and this was to remain with us for the next eleven days till
the end of our curise. If you can imagine Scotland with a
Mediterranean climate that’s what we had. Our days settled
into a lovely hot weather sort of pattern with everybody
putting on shorts and bathing wear in the early morning and
staying clad like this till maybe midnight. There were
beautiful fine weather sunsets with the sea a pink mirror and
the sun a pinky red ball poised over the horizon or some
distant hill. Sun tan lotion and sun visors purchased
hopefully in Tobermory were now much in evidence and
little boys freckled noses peeled. Everybody had that lovely
glow you get with a sunshine holiday. It all seems like a
dream now that the mothballs are being shaken from our
thermal vests.
But, of course you can’t have everything and what we
didn’t have was wind so we spent a fair bit of time from
now on under engine, with Charlie (the autohelm) relieving
us from a lot of the steering. Everything became very relaxed
and we spent a lot of time fiddling about with the sextant,
teaching the younger ones about navigation.
Rhum, for us, was lovely, though we didn’t see a single
Eagle. We went on one of the Nature Trails and saw all the
other things you are supposed to see there like deer and
Rhum ponies. At the end of the Trail we found a beautiful
mountain rivulet and stripped to the nip to go skinny-dipping
-- it was real back to Nature stuff and the sort of thing you
dream about on a stormy day in Winter.
On the evening of Friday 8th July we suddenly got the
urge to move on. the weather was lovely and the Hebrides
were calling so we slipped out of Loch Screesort and past
Canna heading for a night sail to Loch Boisdale on S. Uist.
This was an unbelievably beautiful evening with Shearwaters
rafting up in their thousnads beneath the Canna cliffs. There
was the odd Puffin among them too, to please Richard who
is a "Puffin fan". Before retiring to their bunks the crew
lined the decks, binoculars at the ready in a last vain attempt
to spot a Sea Eagle.
We arrived at L. Boisdale in the early hours of Saturday
9th, Dick’s birthday. We went ashore later in boiling
sunshine and hated the place. It really is a dump -- literally
-- with rubbish and dead cars, sprouting nettles through
their bonnets, everywhere. Even the water we so laboriously
carried back to the boat was dirty and had to be ditched.
There is quite a good shop there however, where most stores
can be obtained. The only exciting thing about the place,
as far as the boys were concerned, was a stuffed Golden
Eagle in a glass case in the Hotel Bar. This meant that
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One of our firendly dolphins, so close at times that we could touch
them.
Photo: Richard Watson.
Andrew was able to finish off his postcards started in Rhum.
They read "We went on a Nature Trail on Rhum. We saw
a Golden Eagle. Love Andrew".
We decided that the Skipper had to spend the "rest of
his big day" in a "nice place" so in the afternoon moved
nine miles S. to Big Harbour on Eriskay and treated him
to one of his favourites -- a good hot curry. Eriskay was
an interesting place to enter -- with rocks all over the place.
There are leading lights which take you between the rocks
and we used these on the way out. For entering we chose
the alternative passage and hugged the shore extremely close
(unfortunately so) to Grey Point. We would not recemmend
entering here in anything less than reasonably good weather
and, although it is a beautiful place, there are no facilities
whatsoever except water.
Time, by now, had little meaning for us. It was still bright
at 23.00 and so we all went ashore to stretch our legs and
walk off Dicks birthday dinner. Quite unintentially we found
ourselves on the Princes Strand on the other side of Eriskay
-- described somewhere as one of the most beautiful, and
justifiably so we thoutht, beaches in Europe! Our next
stopping off place was Castlebay in Barra, where we topped
up with ice from the Hotel and made a futile attempt to
replenish our Camping Gaz. This seems to be very difficult
to obtain in the Outer Hebrides.
It was now time to think of heading back towards Oban
so we left Castlebay at lunchtime on Monday 11 th Bound
for Coil on a foggy but windless day. This was one of those
passages during our cruise when the autohelm really came
into its own as, being in fog, it was necessary to keep a very
accurate dead reckoning. Thanks to Charlie (and other
gadgets) we always arrived at our destination exactly where
and when we expected to. He also relieved a crew member
from the rather monotonous task of steering under engine
in fog, though, of course, we had to keep a look-out from
the bow. the D.F. was useful too, being so calm that a very
accurate bearing could be obtained and we got some spoton fLxes.
We were joined again by our friends, the dolphins, five
of them, and I’m sure they were the same once we had met
on the trip from Eriskay to Barra h they seemed to have
the same marks and scars in the same places. The water was
so calm and crystal clear that we could see them clearly as
they passed beneth our keel. They stayed with us for about
half an hour and really appeared to be enjoying themselves
as they surfaced and dived round our bow, so close at times
that the children could touch them. We were even able to
see the occasional stream of bubbles from their blow-holes.

seemed to be much more exciting. So later that evening we
These are not caused by the dolphin exhaling, apparently,
found ourselves in Gometra Harbour, between the island
according to Jacques Cousteau, but occur as the dolphins
whistle to each other -- one of their methods of of Gometra and Ulva. this is a lovely natural harbour giving
shelter from all but Southerly gales and, apart from a couple
communication. The boys nearly fell overboard in their
"of cottages, is deserted -- the sort of place that appeals to
excitement and we managed to get some great photos.
We made an almost perfect landfall at Gunna Sound in us much more than the bright lights. It stands out in our
memories as one of the most beautiful places we visited,
very poor visibility. Fortunately the tide was favourable and
made all the more so by the wild life -- deer and several
we shot through the Sound very fast and headed up to
species of owl -- which we saw during a twilight ramble.
Arinagour where we anchored quite close to the pier in about
Friday morning was dull and damp but with the best wind
two fathoms at 21.45. It was an absolutely perfect evening
and there were many yachts in this lovely anchorage. We we had seen for almost ten days -- N.W.F. 4-5. We got
under way leaving all the small ones in their bunks and a
sat in the cockpit, still in shorts, until the 00.15 shipping
breakfast of bacon sandwiches was served in bed!
forecast, which was still giving out more of the same
We were now down to our last couple of pounds so this
anticyclonic weather.
trip became known as the "Bank run". We had to get to
The next day we stayed put and explored the island on
the Bank before closing time, and fortunately, had a
foot. A small cafe near the pier proveded an inexpensive
spanking good sail -- lovely, as it was our first decent sail
but very adequate lunch for the gang. It was very hot so
for some time -- and managed to get Dick ashore with ten
later in the day we quenched our thirsts at the Hotel Bar
with Mr. Oliphant, a conjuror turned hotelier, from minutes to spare. We took the opportunity then to use the
Glasgow. All stores, as well as gas and water are available excellent launderette and washed sleeping bags etc. ready
for our hand over to the new crew.
at Arinagour and there is a laundrette too.
The last two days were just a small hiccup in the still very
Our plan for Wednesday was to head for Iona, via Staffa
settled weather pattern and Sautrday was another scorcher.
where we hoped to land as the weather was so settled.
By now we were in a minor state of shock at the thought
However, the morning brought heavy fog and several boats
who had left Arinagour returned, saying it was very thick of returning home to civilization again -- we have never felt
quite so awful before at the end of a holiday. We felt we
outside. We decided to leave anyway and headed out
could quite happily spend for ever bumbling round the
cautiously. We called up Oban Coastguard and asked if he
knew what the visibility was like in the Staffa area. He didn’t islands and kept saying "let’s not go back to Oban". But
but another boat kindly came on the air and told us the of course we had to go -- the others would be waiting for
visibility there was up to two or three miles. We kept on us and work and ghastly things like that were pressing. So
course and soon the fog lifted to reveal the weird looking it was up with the anchor again and turn to starboard and
Treshnish Isles about four miles over the bow. We arrived off down the Sound of Mull into a S.E.F. 2 on the nose.
at Staffa at lunchtime in an absolute flat calm -- perfect We thought wistfully of Ardnamurchan Point -- the wind
for exploring Fingal’s Cave and landing on the island, which was perfect for there, but at least the weather was kind and
it was on with shorts and bikinis so we could top up our tans.
we spent the next couple of hours doing. Certainly the cave
We all arrived at the pontoons in Oban at the same time,
is beautiful, and one of Natures architectural miracles, but
to get the real feeling of the place -- what Mendelssonn must as Howard had checked with Oban Coastguard for our
have felt to have inspired him to write his Hebridean E.T.A. and suddently it was hectic, with small children
Overture -- I think you would really need to have visited everywhere. The less said about the next bit the better -it was so awful -- but we finally managed to pack everything
the place in a full blown gale.
We motored to Iona arriving there later in the day. It is and clean the boat and by nine o’clock the next morning
a beautiful island and there is a very distinct feeling of peace we were in the car bound for Dublin, having had our best
about the place but somehow there just seemed to be too ever holiday.
many people -- probably we felt this all the more having
had such absolute peace in the Outer Hebrides.
SUMMARY
The anchorage there is very exposed and is not normally
106.4 miles
recommended except for a short stop to visit. On this Howth -- Larne
50.6 miles
particular evening the water was like a mill pond and we Larne -- Gigha
31.6 miles
all went ashore for a few hours to explore the Abbey. Later, Gigha -- Ardfern
19.1 miles
although the forecast was still excellent, we moved across Ardfern -- Pulldobhran
6.8 miles
to the Bull Hole, a very sheltered anchorage behind the Pulldobhran -- Oban
Oban
-Tobermory
26.1
miles
island of Eilean na mBan on the east side of the Sound.
25.4 miles
Thursday morning was damp and drizzley -- the fin’st spot Tobermory -- Rhum
37.4 miles
of rain for eight days. We went back briefly to Iona to let Rhum -- Loch Boisdale
Loch
Boisdale
-Eriskay
9.7 miles
the younger ones spend the last of their holiday money in
17.8 miles
the souvenir shops -- thank goodness we hadn’t seen any Eriskay -- Castlebay
Castlebay -- Coil
45.3 miles
of them for a whole fortnight.
13.3 miles
Having visited Staffa and Iona, we had now achieved the Coil -- Staffa
10.8 miles
last of our objectives and, with only two days left before Staffa -- Iona
9.7 miles
handing over to Howard and Hilary at Oban, we had to Iona -- Gometra
23.8 miles
decide which way to head back there. It probably would have Gometra -- Tobermory
23.0 miles
made more sense to head south to Colonsay and then up Tobermory -- Oban
the Firth of Larne. However we were now beginning to get
456.8 miles
’a distinct end of holiday feeling and somehow going north
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"Bright Eyes"-- Second Cruise in Scotland
Howard Greer

We picked up Bright Eyes from the Watsons at Oban on
Sunday 17th July. "We" in this instance means ourselves
plus Nicoline (8) and Dougal (6). We had driven the car up
to Oban on the Friday before. This arrangement worked
out very well, and of course meant we started our cruise with
the boat right at the cruising ground. Unfortunately this
means the Watson family experienced an abrupt and rather
traumatic end to their cruise.
Having the Sunday to kill before provisioning and heading
north, we motored, in fine sunny conditions, to Loch Spelve,
anchoring in perfect shelter at the NW end. This is not the
most picturesque end, but affords the greatest shelter, as
the wind gusts off the high ground at the S end. The very
narrow entrance to Loch Spelve was easy to navigate, the
leading cairns having been freshly painted, and the tide
appearing not to run as fast as we had feared, in the narrow.
On Monday we made an early start of it back to Oban
for a gruelling day of provisioning. We left Bright Eyes tied
up at the crowded pontoons, and spent the day taking on
board oil, petrol, water, two cwt. of ice, food, drink and
(it seemed) dozens of Secret Seven books for Nicoline. Bright
Eyes developed a noticeable list to port, presently emulated
by her crew at the end of the day, assisted by well-earned
gin/whiskey. We lay at Oban overnight, alongside Michael
Villiers-Stuart, who was picking up a new crew, and a
spirited Scots grandmother from the east coast, who was
cruising the Western Isles single-handed.
The next day, we felt, started our cruise proper, and we
headed out for Lady’s Rock, ready to shake off the dust
of Oban. Though the sun had disappeared for the first time
in about three weeks, it was still a very pleasant day, with
the wind up and down -- mostly down or on the nose.
Nearing Tobermory, all hands agreed that we had had
enough of towns, and we passed it by, easily picking up the
Stirk Rocks, and turning to the east to enter Loch na Droma
Bhuidhe south of Oronsay. We anchored in perfect peace
at 16.00 in this really beautiful anchorage.
Hardly had our anchor settled than the first boats arrived.
Before long we shared the tranquiUity with seventy plus other
boats, forming a sunflower. Though invited to join this
exercise, we were happy to decline, preferring to lie
undisturbed. In fact, if all turned out most pleasantly, as
we shortly met John and Rosie Chapham from Belfast, who
were cruising north in their very fine Nicholson 38 with their
young family.
In the morning, we upped anchor at 08.50 and motored
out, as the sunflower was dispersing. A stout breed, these
Scots, considering the lateness of the hour the previous
night. The fine weather appeared to have passed, it being
cloudy with poor visibility, occasional drizzle, but little or
no wind. By 10.50 we had Ardnamurchan Point 1.1/2 miles
distant, in flat calm. We headed north, leaving Muck to
starboard, and shortly picked up the most impressive
coastline of Rhum, out of the fog. At 15.30 we dropped
anchor -- now changed to a fisherman -- in L. Scresort,
Rhum. A light easterly was blowing straight in, but

thankfully this died away, then picked up from the S.W.
We didn’t really enjoy Rhum, which was most unfair of
us, because it deserves to be enjoyed, being a beautiful
island. But the castle, which is also a hotel, was closed. By
the time we investigated the nature walk it was dusk and
the midges were out in most impressive force. We eventually
beat an inglorious retreat. Hilary had brought numerous
packets of Cloman’s sauces on the boat. These were newly
discovered, and really excellent. Mr. Colman and Hilary
served up pork piquant this night, and right fine it was. The
cruiser-eight Feolinn lay in Loch Scresort overningt with us,
with her husband-and-wife crew. We shared many
anchorages with her, and shared drinks more than once. She
was often to be seen, sailing slowly through un-navigable
waters, but always with great confidence and ability.
On thursday 21st we moved on to Canna, enjoying a really
fast fetch for the last few miles. A salutory lesson on the
way -- when Nicoline looked up from her fifth Secret Seven
book to discover the inflatable which we should have been
towing wasn’t there. A self-cursing retracing of footsteps
followed, with visions of having to return to Tobermory and
invest in another dinghy. All ended well. The dinghy was
retrieved with a broken tow-ring, and was secured with
several painters this time, well pulled up the counter.
The large natural harbour, formed by the islands of Canna
and Sanday, is really fine. It does not offer total protection
from wind, but is sheltered except from the worst easterlies.
There are no supplies, and the water we obtained from the
farmhouse was unusable, perhaps due to the prolonged
drought. But Canna itself is a lovely island, with a quite
different atmosphere -- rather less "tiedy" and therefore
more attractive to us than Rhum. The harbour was full of
seals, and ashore on Sanday in the dusk the fields seemed
alive with hares. Rhum looked near and beautiful across the
sound.
At 08.00 on the 22nd we weighed anchor in perfect, sunny,
calm weather. Though fog threatened, it held its distance.
Clearing the north point of Canna, we steered 316/o M
under motor for Loch Skiport, S. Uist. The weather held
sunny, hot and calm all day, under the influence of a reestablished high, which was to stay with us for the next eight
on nine days. Dolphin played at our bows, sharks passed
uncaring, the gin bottle emptied, and the autohelm brought
us unerringly to Usinish Point just to the south of Loch
Skiport entrance. By 15.00 we dropped anchor behind
Wizard Isle in the Wizard Pool.
It is impossible to describe the perfection of the Wizard
Pool, one of several absolutely secure and secluded
anchorages in Loch Skiport. It is totally land-locked, and
on this calm evening was utterly tranquil. Another landlocked anchorage, the Little Kettle Pool, is connected to it
by an easily navigated narrow channel (but watch for the
just-submerged dangerous rock at the north end of Wizard
Pool). Pass through this channel by dinghy, hang a left up
a narrow gut, and you come to a burn running down the
hillside into the Loch. This stream, passing over the hot
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rocks, was lukewarm as it arrived in a small pool just above
sea-level. All hands stripped off and had warm baths, with
hair-washing in the thoughtfully-placed waterfall. In the
evening, another expedition ashore found peaceful lakes
lying in the folds of the hills above the Wizard Pool, and
a view north up to and beyond Benbecula to the north.
The next morning we decided to spent ashore, and trekked
over the hills north to find the Hidden Harbour, a long
narrow gut just to the south of Usinish Point: secluded and
lovely, but we think, unnavigable. At 12.50 we upped anchor
again and sailed, then motored, south towards Hellisay.
Hellisay was where the Clyde Cruising Club Directions
let us down. The description of this anchorage between the
islands of Hellisay and Gighay, with its clean white sand
bottom and sheltered anchorage, made the approaches
sound tricky but the anchorage itself perfect. We entered
rather stupidly near the tip of the tide, but the numerous
uncharted dangers were easily visible under water against
the sand. But when we turned into the anchorage itself -and at that very moment a sharp breeze blew up and it
started to drizzle -- we found a far from sheltered bay
surrounded by dismal, forbidding hills down which the wind
howled. A sheep lay dying, and bleating loudly, on the
steepest hillside. The CQR, dropped into soft mud, dragged
repeatedly. Surrounded in the bay by unmarked rocks, we
chickened out. Within ten minutes we were again picking
our way out of the Sound and within another fiteen minutes
were gratefully celebrating our exit from this mournful spot
with stiff gins, our course south again for Castlebay.
Curiously, outside the sun shone and the sea lay calm. At
20.30 we passed between Muldoanich Island and Bo Vich
Chuan buoy and by 21.15 had dropped anchor, quite close
to the shore, in Castlebay. Another Contessa 32,
Moonshine, lay outside us, and we swopped drink and
stories.

The next day, the 24th, was Sunday. We walked two miles
from Castlebay to a lovely beach with the Isle of Barra Hotel
close by. Bar lunch, and copious pints of heavy, were
consumed. We met the "ice man" from North Bay there
over lunch, and arranged to have ice delivered first thing
next day. We swam and sunbathed on the truly beautiful
beach for the whole glorious afternoon.
The 25th went wrong. The ice, delivery promised over
pints, did not arrive, and fog lay thick and wet, so thick
the McBrayne ferry Claymore was delayed from Loch
Boisdale for several hours. As it was absolutely impossible
to move in this, we took a taxi to North Bay and bought
ice at the fish factory there: good ice, but beware -- it cost
us six times more than Oban ice! Castlebay itself was fine
for provisioning, with water and diesel adjacent to the pier.
It is an extremely mucky village, but not without its charm.
On the 26th we departed Castlebay at 07.30 for Coll. The
fog had lifted and the day, though cloudy, was dry and again
windless. Dolphin played around us for about half an hour,
right where Pat and Dick had picked them up on the same
leg a couple of weeks earlier. By 10.30 we had enough wind
to sail, and had a fine close-handed sail, just laying the north
end of Coll. At 14.25 we picked up the Cairns of Coil, but
before we could get a bearing, the visibility clamped right
down and they disappeared. With visibility very low, we
decided on prudence and, rather than close the Cairns we
held on, on a close fetch, until we picked Ardnamurchan
Point up out of the murk. Getting our position by bearing
and sextant, we tacked again, in F.5 and rain, for Coil and
some two hours later picked up Moil Point, off Loch
NanEathairn, Coll. Half an hour later, and we were
anchored in the north anchorage of Loch NanEathairn,
again in the company of Feolainn. The wind being southerly
F.6, the shelter, though not great, was adequate, The
following morning it was still fresh, making it difficult

The tranquillity of Loch na Droma Bhuidhe!
The CCC sunflower rally, with Bright Eyes being unsociable on the far right
Photo: Howard Greer
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enough to get ashore from the north anchorage.
Amongst the focs’l hands, excitement was high as we
landed on Coll. For long, Coil had been sold as the place
where we could hire bikes on which to tour the island. But
-- yes, bikes are on hire from Alistair Oliphaunt’s hotel;
but -- no, there were none available. Shortly their moans
were joined by the skipper’s and mate’s, as we discovered
that the hotel was beer-less. The excuse was that "the naval
reserve had called the previous day" -- later we discovered
that the naval reserve apparently call every second day to
wipe out the bar stocks. That notwithstanding, Coll is a
lovely island, and Alistair Oliphaunt has done a great deal
to encourage yachtsmen to visit it. We wrote postcards in
the sun in the hotel grounds, before lunching there and
setting off to try to find the remains Of a whale which had
been washed up on a nearby beach some fifty years ago.
Unsuccessful, we returned to Bright Eyes and set main and
working jib in a sunny N.4-5.
We had talked of working down to Gometra for the night,
but we had crew to pick up in a couple of days time in Oban,
and northerly gales were forecast; so reluctantly we turned
instead towards the Sound of Mull and Tobermory. Four
hours of exhilerating sailing brought us to anchor under the
trees in Tobermory Bay. We stayed at anchor in Tobermory
for the next one and a half days, whilst a stiff northerly force
eight blew outside the bay. The anchorage was crowded, and
the weather windy, warm, and drizzly. We joined hordes
of ships’ companies shuffling along the front, sweating
profusely inside oilskins while we moved with the rest from
chandlery to fish-shop to co-op and back at last for lunch
at the Mishnish Hotel. The service in the laundrette was
ecellent, and we washed and dried clothes and bedding.
Nicoline acquired more Secret Seven books, and Dougal an
orange steamer called Gulf Star II which later capsized and
sank in five fathoms as soon as the skipper attempted to
play with her. Camping Gaz is obtainable here, as is ice from
the "Fish Farm"shop on the front, but beware -- their price
is 12p/lb. or £13.44/cwt. compared with £1/cwt. in Oban.
We were not so desparate as all that and decided to wait
till we got to Oban.
We were to meet our good friends, John and Sue Massey,
at Oban at 16.00 on Friday 22nd, where they had travelled
to join us for the final week and a half of the cruise. On
the morning of the 22nd, we were still waiting for the cold
front of the depression to pass through and it was blowing
very hard, so we delayed before setting out late, with one
reef and the working jib. We shouldn’t have bothered
waiting, as the sound of Mull was asolutely flat despite the
blow, and the wind was blowing straight down from the
north. We flew down the Sound, now with full main, and
jib goosewinged on the spinnaker boom, with the wind right
up our tail, and the sea so flat there was hardly any motion
at all. The wind bent with us round the dog-leg in the Sound
and we swept on down, past the Fiunary Rocks, past the
Avon Rock Buoy, past Glas Eileann and Lady’s Rock, andpopped out into the Firth of Lorne like a cork from a bottle.
On the way we spoke to the extremely obliging Oban
Coastguard, leaving our ETA for John and Sue, and asking
them to pick up ice, as we were afraid we mightn’t get this
on the following day, which was Saturday. By 17.30 we were
tied up alongside trawlers at the North Quay at Oban, and
were joined by John and Susan together with a trolley they
had borrowed from a fisherman and had used to push their
gear and two cwt. of ice through the streets of Oban, like
latter-day Molly Malones.
The pilot books we read spoke very disparagingly about
Oban. We found it a charming, though busy, town -excellent as a base for provisioning. Where we now lay at
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the North Quay, was adjacent to the shops and far more
convenient than the crowded pontoons. We laid Mr. Bruce
out from our side to hold us off the trawlers, which had
the double advantage of protecting us from the wash of
MacBrayne ferries, and of preventing others from lying
outside us. We found it more convenient to slip over to the
pontoons in the dinghy with cans for water than to move
Bright Eyes over.
The 30th was a Saturday, and we spent the morning
provisioning, a large one as we did not intend to do any more
before arriving home. We left Oban at 13.30 heading south
for Puldoran with the visibility closing in, the rain starting,
and another depression passing over. By the time we
dropped anchor at Puldoran it was raining very heavily, and
we went ashore and squelched overland in oilskins to the
Bridge over the Atlantic, and the pub beside it known as
the House of the Trousers. Brunel built the small but pretty
bridge between the island of Seil and the mainland -- a
practice effort before moving on to bigger things, perhaps.
The House of the Trousers was so named because islanders
stopped there on their way to the mainland to change out
of kilts, when to wear them was forbidden by law. During
the night we had a great deal of rain, but the cold front
passed through before morning, and we departed Puldoran
at 08.00 on the 31st with a clear sunny sky and little or no
wind, bound north for Colonsay.
We wanted to visit the GarveIloch Islands -- the Isles of
the Sea -- and within three hours anchored in nine fathoms
between the main island and the small outlying islets,
following the very clear CCC directions. This is only a
temporary anchorage, but a secure enough one, and a lovely
one, except in a S.E. wind. The islands themselves have an
incredible air of peace, with a ruined church that pre-dates
Iona, an underground penance cel (we considered confining
some of the crew there for a while), and the remains of
beehive cells. St. Columba used these islands as a retreat,
and St. Brendan called there.
During our cruise, in addition to the essential CCC
directions, we referred also to Ronald Faux’ "The West",
and also to Brackenbury’s Scottish Pilot. Neither of these
were comprehensive as pilots, but they provided much useful
background information. Incidentally, neither of these cover
the Outer Hebrides. John Gore-Grimes, who kindly lent us
many of our charts, had also lent us a number of books
which provided good local colour and history.
We were bound for Colonsay so we didn’t tarry at the
Garvelloch Islands, though we would have liked to. By 11.45
we were under way again. The S.W. wind rose and fell,
always on the nose and always changing so as to break us
off. The engine went on and off and on again, and we
changed from working jib to number one geona to working
jib; but within five hours we were dropping anchor again
in sand, tucked in to the south of the pier at Scalasaig,
Colonsay.
Clonsay is a really lovely island, well worth visiting. The
hotel/pub at Scalasaig is owned by a Tipperary man exTCD. He was very helpful in fixing up four of his fleet of
bicycles for us for the following day -- fortunately for us,
because mutiny was not far away after the Coil debacle.
There’s a good deal of life about the island, and it seemed
that the inhabitants rather envied the developments of the
other islands such as Coll. But there is little prospect of
substantial further development for tourists and yachtsmen
on Colonsay till the harbour is improved -- and this is a
long way off. Bad for the inhabitants, but good for us.
The next day the children’s ambitions were realised at last,
and we set off to tour the island on bikes. Unfortunately,
there wasn’t a bike small enough for Dougal, and he rode

behind me, on an ancient machine with dicky brakes and
a dangerous speed-wobble. Before long Dougal and I gave
up the unequal struggle, and strolled back the way we had
come, along perfectly peaceful lanes which were utterly
unspoilt. Back on board we set main and spinnaker in a
following W.N.W. for the Sound of Islay
There being time to waste to catch the strong tide down
the Sound, we droped sail in a lumpy sea off the entrance
and turned our hands to catching mackerel. The sun shone,
it became very hot, the fish shunned our hooks, and before
long we gave it up and let ourselves be sucked into the Sound
with a still-strong south-going stream, and the spinnaker
pulling us along handsomely. Before we hit the force of the
tide in the narrows, we anchored off the Bunnabhain
Distellery on Islay, and tucked into prawn cocktail and
haggis while waiting for a slacker tide. John and Sue had
supplied numerous bottles of excellent home-made wine,
which we worked hard at finishing. An hour or so later we
were off again and by 16.30 were tied up alongside the pier
at Port Askaig, Islay.
Port Askaig is a really lovely little spot, right in the
narrows half way down the Sound. The tide runs strongly
here, and caution is necessary when turning in. The ferry
pier has fine rubber fenders, but these have barnacles
growing on them which could damage a boat’s sides at low
water, so care must be taken here also. We again used a sideanchor to hold us off. The hotel, right beside the pier, is
very welcoming, and provides good baths and excellent food
and drink. We were so taken with this spot that we decided
to stay two nights.
Now a real word of caution. On the second night, we
moved from the main pier because the mainland ferry was
due in, and lay alongside a large steel Swiss yacht on the
smaller pier. During the night, and again the following

morning, the fishery protection vessel Vigilent passed up,
and then back down, the narrows at full speed, kicking up
an enormous wash which carried across the flat calm into
the port. The second time we saw it coming. Despite my
adequate fenders, and seven adults trying to hold us off,
we were thrown about six feet up and in on the side of the
Swiss yacht, causing some damage to our toe-rail, and
narrowly avoiding disaster. We don’t know if this is a
common occurrence, but would counsel extreme care if lying
alongside at Port Askaig: a pity, because otherwise it is a
perfect stopping- place.
On the 3rd, we hired a car and toured Islay. As ill luck
would have it, the numerous distilleries were closed, but we
deemed the car-hire to be worthwhile nonetheless; and
necessary if you want to provision from Port Askaig, as the
nearest shopping centre is Bowmore, a long four miles away.
At 13.30 on the 4th, we felt we must move on, and we
left at the start of the south-going stream, on down through
the Sound at incredible speed with a five-knot tide under
us. We boomed out the large genoa, passed from the Sound,
and on across to the South of Cara Island, and headed north
up the east side of Gigha and into Ardminish Bay, where
we anchored in the shallow, sandy bay at 18.00
The problem with writing up a log on a cruise of the
Scottish islands is that each island has to be described as
"lovely" Gigha really is, though. The fact that it is a main
staging point for cruises north and south does not detract
from it. The hotel, fitted out with showers and laundrette
specially for yachts’ crews, has been very tastefully built and
appointed, and a very good and warm welcome is certain.
On Gigha, the bicycle situation really worked out, and
even Dougal was excellently equipped. We toured both north
and south. We visited and walked around the Achmore

Wizard Pool, L. Skiport, at dush looking north.
Photo: Howard Greer
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House gardens which had been laid out by Sir Somebody
Horlicks, and which deserve a longer visit. We swam at the
Twin Beaches at the north end -- really the only sandy
beaches on the island. We drank, lunched, washed clothes,
and sunbathed at the hotel. The weather was sunny and very,
very hot.
On the 6th we knew we had to leave. Having read Clark’s
excellent book on Rathlin (Wallace Clark, "Rathlin -Disputed Island", Volturne Press, 1971), we wanted to visit
there; and the plan was to stop off at Rathlin, and go direct
from there to Howth. So we departed Gigha at 09.00 in poor
visibility, and a flat calm, under engine.
By 10.10 the Mull of Cara was close abeam, and we
altered course to 197oM for Glenacardoch Point on the Mull
of Kintyre in order to close the Mull and to keep land in
sight. Progressively, the visibility deteriorated, down to fifty
yards, and we motored on south, taking frequent DF
bearings on Altacarry Head and the Rhinns of Islay to
confirm our position. At the appropriate time, we turned
in to land, to get a sighting and a definite fix on the Mull
of Kintyre Light before turning to cross the North Channel.
We sighted the lighthouse just before running up on the cliff
which supports it, and the fog still thick decided to go for
Red Bay rather than Rathlin. However, in another five
minutes the fog began to lift, and five minutes later, we had
about 30 miles visibility, with Rathlin clearly in sight! Three
and a half hours later, we had the fisherman’s anchor down
in Church Bay. The "shore" was running heavily into the
bay, so we laid a second anchor, and then set the dinghy’s
Danforth from the stern to hold our head to the swell. After
that, all was peaceful, and all hands repaired ashore to
McCualg’s. By midnight young Dougal was receiving guitar
lessons, and all hands were a-song. An excellent, though
untidy establishment.
Next day, we had to wait till evening for a fair tide, so
we went ashore again. Rathlin must have been a magnificent
island fifty years ago, but now it is terribly run-down. It
has great charm, however, and in the nesting season must
be magnificent for birds, especially puffin, which in August
were still much in evidence. That day, though, was so hot
that it proved impossible to pass far beyond McCualg’s and
most of Rathlin remains to be explored.
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We weighed anchor for home at 17.00, motoring in a flat
calm round Fair Head and down towards the Maidens and
Mew Island. Night fall approaching Mew Island and we
passed on down towards South Rock, being hailed on VHF
by a vigilent naval patrol vessel as we went. Later in the
night, fishing vessels from Portavogie and then Ardglass
streamed out in line, and crossed us. Streams of meteorites
fell through the sky to the east. A large ship, towing another
on a hawser about a quater of a mile in length, passed close
by, lit up like Christmas trees. At dawn, a following breeze
built up, and with Rockabill abeam, sail was set. Lambay
loomed out of poor visibility and we set the spinnaker. We
finiished up with a glorious run, past Lambay and the N.
Rowan. At 16.35, we tied up at our berth in Howth, in
perfect sunshine.
A perfect cruise no heroics, just fine sailing. 1983, we
think must have been the Year of Years for cruising in
Scotland.

SUMMARY
Oban -- L. Spelve -- Oban
Oban -- L. na Droma Buidhe
L. na Droma Buidhe -- L. Scresort, Rhum
L. Screscort -- Canna Is.
Canna Is. -- L. Skiport
L. Skiport -- Castlebay
Castlebay -- Coll
Coil -- Tobermory
Tobermory -- Oban
Oban -- Puldoran
Puldoran -- Colonsay
Colonsay -- P. Askaig
P. Askaig -- Gigha Is.
Gigha Is. -- Church Bay
Church Bay -- Howth
Total

miles
23.23
25.66
28.79
12.92
32.57
34.47
50.90
17.69
23.97
7.16
31.34
12.35
19.53
45.03
119.64
485.26 miles

Beaver in the Hebrides
Philip Byrne

Beaver is a Hunter 701 class sloop built in 1975 of GRP.
L.O.A. 23’ x 7’6"x 4’ draft. Her aux. is a 3½ HP Suzuki
outboard which is adequate for windless days or getting into
or out of awkwark or confined harbours. She has cosy but
cramped accommodation for 3.
This year I made a self steering gear of the vertical wind
vane type operating directly on the rudder. It worked better
than expected provided of course the wind was in excess of
F. 2. It has made an enormous difference to taking the
tedium out of steering on long passages. It has also been
a great asset for single handed day sailing.
The plan this year was to sail as far as we could into the
Western Isles of Scotland within the two weeks available
for our holiday cruise. Last June, the weather was so poor
that I dalayed our cruise this year ’till July as statistically
July seemed to be the better month for settled weather, and
how right this prediction was to be.
My crew was my son Roger age 15 years and Stephen
MacKenzie. Stephen amongst other things is the part owner
of the Dublin Bay 21’ class sloop Nancen, moored in Dun
Laoghaire. Stephen joined us at very short notice and I am
grateful to him for this. He is a fellow member of the
R.I.Y.C.
On the Friday evening the 1st. July, after 2 hours hard
work, we somehow managed to find space to store the
enormous amount of gear piled on the slips at the Yacht
Club. We left Dun Laoghaire heavily ladened at 22.15 with
the wind S.W.F. 6. It was very lively ’and bumpy going
across Dublin Bay and none of us felt like pressing on past
Lambay. A more gentle introduction was needed to enable
us all to settle into the routine of small boat cruising. Into
Skipper and crew Photo: P. Byrne

Howth, we shot at 23.30 and picked up a spare mooring
near the Harbour mouth.
We left Howth at 7.30 Saturday with a better forecast of
W F. 4-5 and we had the best sail of the cruise in ideal sailing
conditions to arrive at Portavogie on the last of the north
going stream at 22.00 -- 75 miles from Howth, 14 1/2 hrs.
at an average speed of 5.2 knots.
We were away from Portavogie at 06.00 Sunday with F.
4 N.W. The 06.25 B.B.C. forecast issued an imminent gale
warning for North Irish Sea, Rockall and Malin, and even
as we listened to the forecast an ugly black cloud appeared
to windward blotting out the landscape as far as the eye
could see. Within minutes it was blowing a full force 8.
Beaver’s wild motion was quickly subdued only when we
double reefed the main and set the storm jib. The sea even
with wind off the land had quickly built up to nasty steep
little waves with foam and spray everywhere, particularly
down the back of our necks.
Donaghadee was only 10 miles ahead, so we pressed on
close hauled to arrive at 08.30. Donaghadee was fast asleep
on this bleak stormy Sunday morning. Sensible folk! We
were glad to be in.
Thankfully, the weather cleared and the wind decreased
to allow us get away that afternoon at 15.30. Through
Donaghadee sound across Belfast Lough, past Muck Island
and we dropped anchor in Browns Bay on the North end
of Island Magee near the entrance to Larne Harbour at
19.30. We rowed ashore and had a walk in this scenic place.
A shop was open ’til 21.00 as they cater for the holiday
caravans in this area. We spent a nice evening back on board
watching the Larne Ferry Steamers ply back and forth and
feeling very content to be isolated and out of reach of all
this hustle and bustle in our snug anchorage.
Off again at 06.30 Monday -- next stop Scotland! Two
yachts joined us out of Larne harbour heading North. We
had squalls and flukey west winds. The outboard was
pressed into service as I was anxious not to miss our north
going stream through the North Channel and around the
Mull of Kintyre, a large swell greeted us at the Mull; -- not
a place to linger; I mused, as I scanned the barren western
shore of the Mull. We set our course for Gigha Island and
due to good visibility and settled conditions had no
difficulties in picking our way through the Southern Sound
of Gigha to arrive at Ardminish Bay at 17.15. Eight yachts
were at anchor but we found a spot in 7 ft. of clear water
showing a clean sandy bottom close to the wooden jetty.
We left Gigha at 07.00 Tuesday and carried a favourable
tide up to Sound of Jura, but off the entrance to the Gulf
of Corryvreckan on course for the Sound of Luing, the tide
turned against us. With the outboard flat out we had hoped
to stem the tide and anchor inshore on Scarba Island. As
no progress developed into going backwards, we cleared off
and motor-sailed back into Loch Crinam to pick up a vacant
yacht mooring at 17.00 in that lovely wooded little bay on
the S.E. side of the Crinan Hotel just past the Crinan boat
yard.
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In the company of six other yachts, we left Crinan at 07.00
Wednesday in glorious and light southerly wind. With the
tide under us, we gushed through the Sound of Luing past
the Pladda rock and out into the Firth of Lorne. The scenery
was magnigicent. Our passage through the Sound of Mull
was a yachtmans paradise: a F. 3 following wind with the
spinnaker up, temperature well into the seventies. We
sunbathed all the way to Tobermorry Harbour to drop
anchor at 16.30 41 miles from Crinan. Plenty had already
been written about the charms of Tobermorry except, I can
only add that the local fish shop on the quay side who run
a fish farm close by have the most delicious fresh trout. A
couple of minutes on the boil and it was ready to be served.
It turns a beautiful salmon pink and was delicious with
boiled spuds and butter.
We left Tobermorry the next day Thursday of our first
week at 10.30. This was the start of the windless sunny
weather which was to last for the rest of the summer. We
motor sailed past Ard Na Murcan Point past the Islands of
Muck, Eigg and the towering rock island of Thum. Visibility
was poor at about 2 miles and careful navigation was called
for to ensue a correct landfall.
We headed for Lough Slapin on Skye close to Soay Island.
Lough Slapin was completely deserted and so vast it took

US two hours to get to the head of the Lough. We anchored
at 20.00 close to a floating trout farm. The only sound was
the splash of the trout jumping for flies. A pleasant dinner
(not trout) on board followed by a stroll ashore
contemplating could we give up the city life for the isolation
of running a fish farm in such a lovely but lonely place.
Under way again the next morning at 08.00 on passage
to Barra. We would have liked to visit Lough Eynort or
Lough Boisdale, but the light winds were heading us, so we
motor sailed close hauled ato arrive in heavy mist at Castle
Bay in Barra at 20.30 Friday. We were pleased to have
reached Barra. Our objective had been achieved and from
now on we would be making our way home. After a good
meal on board, we visited the Castle Bay Hotel for a
celebration drink.
Later, we teamed up in the bar at the Hotel with the
owners of Jaguar 27 from Helensburgh. Jack and Paticia
Duggan with their daughter and future son-in-law.
Stephen was in great form entertaining our Scottish
fin’ends. A local dance was in full swing and we were tempted
to join in the fun, but were persuaded instead to join the
Duggans’ yacht for a final night cap. The trip back in the
rubber dinghy to Beaver was a comedy act; well up to
"Laurel and Hardy" standards. The next morning I shopped

Look! no hands Photo: Ia. Byrne
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with Roger and our expedition to restock the boat which
I normally enjoy was marred by my honest-to-goodness, no
nonesense terrible hangover. Stephen bravely faced the day
and we left the Castle Bay minus the usual chatter at 10.30
Saturday on course for Coll. It was a mirror flat sea and
we had to motor all the way. Wild life was in profusion with
sea-birds and plenty of large fins around. I secretly got
through the day resorting to my medicine chest. Let me
explain -- not the box with the sticky plasters and pills, but
a bottle of whiskey sellotaped up tightly in cloth to protect
it against breakage and not to be opened unless in conditions
like ’wild broaches’ and ’pitch polling’ on black stormy
nights. A submarine passed close by on the surface at full
speed, an awe inspppiring sight these monsters of the deep.
The islands of Coll and Tiree are both low lying and with
the visibility down to one mile, they were not located until
right on top of them. A dull passage after 8 hours motoring
from Barra. We went through Gunna Sound, difficult to
locate, but once found there was no problem getting through
as the buoy in the sound marks the dangerous Placaid Bodha
rock.
The tide dictated that we head for Gott Bay in Tiree and
we anchored off the ferry pier at 20.30. An enormous
spagetti bolognaise cooked on board repaired the previous
night’s damage to bodies and minds.
The next morning was Sunday which put us well up on
schedule with a full week left. We left Gott bay at 08.00
and motored over the Iona arriving at Martyrs Bay at 13.00.
We anchored very close to the beach just south of the
landing jetty for the island ferry.
We later rowed ashore and visited St. Columbas
Cathedral. The heat ashore was overpowering and we
dropped into the hotel on the way back from the Cathedral.
We ordered two pints of beer and a coke. We ended up with
three cokes, as it was a temperance hotel.
At 17.50 we motored across the sound to the mainland
ferry jetty at Fionnphort, This move was necessary as no
petrol is available on Iona. I walked along the main and only
road (carrying empty petrol tins) I asked a chap digging his
garden about the sixth house on the right, where would I
obtain petrol. What luck! He told me he owned the garage
about 1 1/2 miles back in Fionnphort village and he very

Stephen takes a fix

J

It was all go! cruising in Beaver this summer in the western isles

kindly told me to leave him the tins and he would deliver
them to me later by car, which he did and at no extra cost.
Fresh salmon was advertised from the fourth house on the
same road, it was only recently landed and was ridiculously
cheap. It made a fine dinner. We could have stayed in
Fionnphort as it was a snug anchorage well in from the
Sound, but Tinkers Hole was only round the corner and had
to be visited. So off we went at 21.00. Careful reading of
the C.C.C. sailing directions brought us safely in but we had
our moments when the outboard stopped once or twice from
fuel starvation. Our trusty and reliable paddle was brought
into service to keep us off the rocks.
Tinkers Hole was packed with yachts, but we managed
to find a sopt to anchor, a little too close to the rocks, but
as there was no movement of either wind or sea, it didn’t
seem to matter. Stephen woke me inthe early hours to tell
me we were glancing off the rocks at low tide, so to save
waking our sleepinmg neighbours, we paddled Beaver to a
new gap between another yacht.
We left Tinkers Hole at 09.15 heading for Rubh
Ardalanish Point on the Ross of Mull leaving the dangerous
Baghnnan Ramfhear (Dries 1.4m) to starboard.
An easy passage to Colonsay round the north end of the
island and into Scalasaig Bay where we dropped anchor close
to the back of the ferry pier at 14.00. It was terribly hot
ashore, the cows had come down from the fields and were
standing knee deep at the beach to keep cool. The road was
actually soft under our feet, it was like walking on soft pile
carpet. We re-stocked and re-fueled Beaver from the shop
closeby the pier.
We left Scalasalg at 17.45 for Port Askalg in Islay.
Visibility was still poor staying awake was an effort as the
put-put of the outboard lulled one to sleep very easily.
Rubba A Mhail Lt. Ho. was a welcome sight and we arrived
at Port Askaig at 20.00. We found a snug berth alongside
the quay behind a fishing boat just big enough to fit our
23ft well clear of the fetty. We noticed a small yacht
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Beaver in Colonsay Photo: P. Byrne

South Rock left behind

anchored off the distillery before Port Askaig which was
to join us the next day.
Our departure to carry the tide had us away at 07.45, but
dense fog made the passage through the sound tricky to say
the least. Once started, there was no going back as the tide
was rushing us through the sound. Making her way down
at the same time was the small yacht Robbie a 19ft. Caprice
class from Strangford Lough. We spotted them in the fog
and between us we eventually managed to locate the Lt.Ho.
on McArthur’s Head which safely cleared us out of the
Sound. We agreed to stay together in the fog and make for
Gigha. We were both glad of each others company as the
fog was very dense. Careful navigation brought us straight
to Cara Island at the south end of Gigha and with the fog
lifting, we had no trouble making Ardminish Bay by 12.15.
The two lads in Robbie, Archie and Hans a Dane -a cheerful fellow who spoke good broken English with a
Belfast accent! They were both great compay and a fun day
was spent with them swimming, visiting each other’s boats
and yarning about small boat cruising. With plenty of time
on our hands, we all walked inland to inspect the islands
Ogham Stone.
That evening we treated ourselves to a splendid dinner
at the hotel. The chore of washing up after every meal was
becoming a bore and it was a secial treat to have a meal
where dirty dishes were taken out of sight for someone else
to deal with.
On Wednesday 13th July we left Ardminishg Bay in
company with our friends in Robbie! As they had a more
powerful outboard, they agreed to throttle back to stay with
us. We set a course to clear the Mull of Kintyre and our
destination Red Bay. We were most amused by the antics
on board Robbie. Every two hours when they changed
watch, the helmsman got up, saluted and formally gave the
other his course, the off watch crew in turn saluted back
before taking over command. It was so funny as the extra
movement in standing up and saluting was enough to rock
their small boat.
Visibility was still very poor only about 1 mile and after
5 hours at 13.00 Red Bay was sighted. As the tide was still
in our favour for another hour we pressed on to enter
Carnlough Harbour to tie alongside the quay at 14.00
At 20.00 it was slack water so we decided to push on south
to Brown’s Bay. Our firends in Robbie stayed on as they

had only to go to Strangford Lough and had the rest of the
week to do so.
We anchored in Brown’s Bay at 22.30. It was a beautiful
evening as we sat inBeaver’s cockpit and watched the sun
go down, not a ripple on the water and our anchor clearly
visible in sand in crystal clear water.
We left our favoured anchorage at 08.15 and motored on
South past Belfast Lough and Donaghadee Harbour. Alas,
we ren into dense fog just past Donaghadee. We had only
about one hour of favourable tide left and at motoring speed
of less than 3 knots to stem the tide round, the South Rock
would be an almost impossible task. We just had to hold
up until the tide changed.
The Skulmartin Buoy appeared right on target. I toyed
with the diea of making fast to the Skulmartin Buoy ’till
the tide changed, but it was an ugly big moving thing close
to, so the idea was abandoned. As we knew exactly our
position, I set a course to bring us directly to Portavoige.
Everything was fine until half way to Portavogie, I heard
dogs barking and people talking as if they were only 30ft.
away. We discovered very quickly that we had ended up the
wrong side of Burial Island in very shallow and rocky water
close to the shore. This caused a slight flutter on board, so
we cardfully retraced our tracks and got back on course and
arrived into Portabogie at 17.00 a little red faced.
The fog cleared at 19.00 and we pressed on south past
the South Rock and as it was only Thursday, we pulled into
Ardglas at 22.00 for the night. Stephen made a few telephone
calls home that evening and we all enjoyed our last evening
together over a drink in the hotel.
We left Ardglas at 08.00 in very poor visibility and
progress was painfully slow as what little wind there was
came from the south and with the usual popple to be found
in Dundrum Bay the outboard was suffering (and so were
we) as the motion of Beaver was taking the propellor clear
out of the water causing it to race.
Things improved in the afternoon and with a calmer sea
we motored home to arrive at Dun laoghaire Harbour at
20.00 Friday the 15th July ’83.
It was a most enjoyable cruise with good company, but
the wind was sadly missed. It began to get a bit tedious
motoring most of the way home, but full praise to my small
outboard. It still amazed me that for a whole week on our
return trip it ran non-stop for up to 12 hrs.
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FROM/TO

Dun Laoghaire to Howth
Howth to Portavoigie
Portaboigie to Donaghadee
Donaghadee to Browns Bay
Brown Bay to Gigha
Gigha to Crinan
Crinan to Tobermorry
Tobermorry to L. Salpin
L. Salpin to Barra
Barra to Gott Bay Tiree
Gott Bay to Iona
Iona to Scallasaig Bay,
Colonsay
Colonsay to Portashaig
Portashaig to Gigha
Gigha to Carnlough
Carnlough to Browns Bay
Browns Bay to Portaboigie
Portaboigie to Ardglass
Ardglass to Dun Laoghaire

TOTAL

DISTANCE TIME
ENGINE
BETWEEN Hrs. Mins. HOURS
PORTS

7
75
13
15
52
34
41
45
52
44
20

1
14
2
4
11
10
8
9
11
10
5

15
30
30
00
20
00
30
30
30
00
00

Nil
2
Nil
1
3
3
1
5
7
10
5

23
16
25
48
11
29
16
63

4
3
4
8
2
8
4
12

45
00
30
00
15
45
00
00

4.45
3
4.30
8
2.15
8.45
4
12

619 nm

TIME

5 days 15

ENGINE HOURS

3 days 12

DAYS AWAY
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A Cruise to Belle lie
Cormac P. McHenry

In the construction of Ring of Kerry, which had been going " wait for the tide in the Chenal du Four, we altered course
on since 1971, I have departed in some detail from G. to go west of Ushant, and I decided to fill our 9 gallon fuel
O’Brien Kennedy’s original lay-out, but not to the extent tank from our 4 gallon drum through the deck filter. Using
of being able to create additional space where previously our plastic syphon pump for the first time in anger, as it
there was none, and so when planning our Brittany curies, were, I considered it to be greatest thing around for £2.50.
I decided not to have more than three on board. Thus Stan I didn’t spill a drop in spite of the squall which struck us
Ryan and Frank Smyth were ’volunteered’, and during the as we lay hove to. I think they are made for the home beer
spring accomplished their allotted tasks of equipping and fanatics, but it has won a place on my boat and will be
victualling ship. Because of our size and of the limited time, treated with tender loving care. By mid morning Greach was
two weeks, at our disposal, we decided to make Dunmore abeam, and we decided to head down to Morgat, which we
East our starting point; so at the end of July we had a most did with difficulty because our courses were being greatly
useful shakedown trip to Dunmore where Ring of Kerry was influenced by the tides and the buoys, which should be so
welcomed back to her old home port and well looked after conspicuous were difficult to pick up against the land.
until our departure.
However, an RDF on Pt. St. Mathieu removed all doubt
During the planning Stan, who has one of those little and apart from being ordered to alter course by a French
programmable calculators, told us that the direct route from naval minesweeper on exercise (which was not carrying the
Dunmore East to Ushant would actually take us overland standard International Collision Regulations day signals) we
east of Land’s End -- something I was not aware of, had no further incidents and came into Morgat at 18.00.
primarily because one rarely sees a chart which covers both The marina was full so we anchored in the bay and decided
the south of Ireland and the west of France. I would have not to go ashore but to have a meal and go to bed. Total
headed to the west of the Scillies, but the calculator said time from Dunmore East was just under 2½ days.
to go as close to Land’s End as possible and so we decided
Tuesday morning we went ashore to find that the second
on a rhumb line for the Seven Stones L.V. This would also leg of the single-hand race, Kinsale to Morgat, had just
give us the option of stopping at the Scillies if the weather finished and so the marina was full of all shapes and sizes
or the crew so decided, but I wanted to get to France without
from Kriter and William Saurin (the biggest trimarin I have
a stop if we could.
ever seen) down to boats smaller than our own and most
Saturday 30th July dawned with us all sound asleep and
equipped with Narvic wind vane self steering. The French
after a decent interval to allow the sun to establish himself have really taken to single handed sailing in a big way. I
in the heavens, we motored out of Dunmore at 11.00. There
was extremely pleased that I had chosen Morgat in
was no wind, not a drop and so Brenda our Seacourse preference to Camaret, because the marina is right beside
autohelm took over and performed very competently. She
the town. In Camaret you have the long walk right around
had been acting up on the way down to Dunmore and had the harbour which is very tiring in weather such as we were
nearly been left behind but that had been our fault really, having. We wandered around the town, looked at
because we had been spending too much time fiddling with restaurants and bought our stores before returning on board
her knobs. Once we left her alone she was grand. We took to freshen up and to select our restaurant for the important
our departure from the Hook in very good visibility, with
meal of the evening. We had checked all the "Cartes" and
the usual weak Ballycotton RDF to give us our fix. The trip settled for Restaurant "Les Flots" We were not
down was notable only for the heat and the lack of wind.
disappointed. It being our first evening ashore we spread
We motored on through the afternoon and evening and into ourselves on the 100fr. menu. We actually spent 26fr. on
an extremely warm night. It was the first night I had stood a bottle of wine and were extremely satisfied with their
night watches in a pullover without even my little woolly
specialities -- fruits de mer. As we staggered out, we all
hat. We finally switched off the engine at 10.00 on Sunday agreed that a 100fr. menu was too much, not in money but
and an hour later we sighted the Scillies on our starboard in food!
bow and shortly afterwards the Seven Stones L.V. A quick
When the third leg of the single hand race had got under
conference and we had no difficulty in deciding to head on way to Corunna in glorious sunshine and little wind we
south to take advantage of the forecasts which were now moved into the marina and then douched etc. in excellent
for N. to N.W. winds up to F. 6.
facilities only ¼ mile or so from our berth. The change for
We altered course to 159/o T for the radio beacon on our 27’ length was 44ft. per night, and with water on tap
Ushant, and proceeded on a dead run with the Genoa poled and a French man to lend us a hose we filled up and washed
out. (At the planning stage we had decided that the out the interior. We here learnt that French marinas do not
spinnaker would be left behind). Wind increased and we
provide water hoses, you bring your own. We motored over
changed down to No. 2 jib and two reefs in the main and to the quay to fill with diesel, which seemed particularly
still we were running at 6 knots i which for our waterline clean and free of water, but more expensive than in
of 21’ is quite fast. We picked up the loom of Creach LT Dunmore East, as apparently yachtsmen can no longer buy
when we were about 30 miles off, then the wind began to
duty free diesel in France. That evening, with a total lack
fade and at 04.00 on went the engine again. Rather than
of originality, we returned to "Les Flots", but this time
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could only manage the 44fr. menu and the medium priced
18fr. wine. Again, absolutely first class, following which
Frank and I walked the distinctly Irish mile to the village
of Crozon. A most attractive place, but at the top of the
hill overlooking the bay of Douarnanez.
We thought of leaving early on the Thursday morning,
but the tides at the Raz were such that we should not arrive
there before 14.00, so we again had a long lie in. It is a very
pleasant sail down the Baie de Douarnanez if you have wind.
We had none, but we did give a tow to a French yacht part
of the way and were rewarded with a bottle of very nice wine.
Arrived at the Raz spot on time, it was almost calm, but
still there were overfalls particularly near La Vieille. It is
so well marked that in good visibility I would not expect
any difficulty but of course it is essential to keep the hour
of slack water at each turn of tide. As we came through the
Raz the wind came up behind us and we had an absolutely
glorious sail across the Baie d’Audierne in brilliant sun. Once
around Pointe de Penmarc’h Ring of Kerry was in the Bay
of Biscay for the first time. We kept going past Le Guilvinec
and decided to go to Benodet instead of Loctudy and felt
it was a wise choice as we arrived at low tide about 21.00
and anchored off the beach on the starboard hand just below
the green striped light house. It is completely sheltered, very
good holding and only a few yards to the shore had we
wanted to dinghy. It was a fine calm evening and I was just
getting nicely relaxed when Stan identified Jupiter and
insisted that I take a sight -- I must work it out sometime!
We were only overnlghting and then on Friday straight down
to Le Palais at Belle Ile. Again a 50 mile run and no
problems, plenty of time for astro nav. practice in the
sunshine.
No problemn on the way down, but when we arrived at
Le Palais it was, by Dun Laoghaire standards, rather
crowded. We got a place on the forth layer out from the
mooring buoy which is on your port hand as you enter, and
with our anchor out and a stern line to the buoy we certainly
couldn’t move without the other 25 or so yachts moving also

and it does have the advantage that the dinghy row to shore
is no more than 50 yards. While we were there the rows of
moorings on starboard as you enter were ful and did not
seem to change very much, while there was constant coming
and going around our buoy. Le Palais is a most attractive
little town, built around the harbour which stretches inland
along a river which is held back by lock gates. Beyond the
gates there is a pool where one can lie along side, and then
through a lifting road bridge, a single pontoon "marina"
However, as the gates only open an hour on each side of
high tide, we did not consider entering. The restaurants are
more expensive than on the mainland, and cater entirely for
the tourist trade, brought in their thousands by the vedettes
which tear in and out from Quiberon. They manoeuvre at
a rate of knots in the harbour, full ahead and astern and
bow thrusters and all. At night they anchor stern to the
harbour wall on the starboard side, so it really means it when
it says no mooring or anchoring between "the white lines
on the wall and the lifeboat".
There is a small yacht club with showers just up from the
slip, but very crowded as it appears open to all and sundry.
It would be worth walking up to the Camping Municipal,
which is just a quarter of a mile up the road from the lifting
bridge which controls the entrance to the "marina". There
the showers are extremely clean and not so crowded. Diesel
is from the garage at the top of the slip, but cannot be taken
directly on board. The best restaurant we found was the
Restaurent Le Consortium sur le Port, it had fixed price
menus, whereas a lot of the others were a la carte only. We
spent an afternoon going through the Citadel de Vauban.
This was well worth the time. The construction, making use
of natural ravines to form the defensive rings, is massive,
the view from the top in glorious sunshine was breathtaking
and the museum itself, not usually my favourite place for
an afternoon was in fact of considerable interest, not least
of all because of its nautical flavours.
Belle Ile had to be the turning point of our cruise and we
felt it had been well worth the visit. Sometimes the turning

Le Palais, Bella lle. Photo: C. McHenry
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point of a cruise can be an anticlimax, in our case it certainly
was not.
Sunday, back to Benodet. We had been put off Le Foret
Fouesnant which we had intended to visit by some French
who dismissed it as a "boat garage" We considered
Concarneau as an alternative but Frank and Stan had both
spent land based holidays near Benodet so voted to return
there for our next day ashore. It was a good day, started
about F. 5 and then dropped off, but we did more sailing
than on any other day on our cruise. We went up the Odet
to the marina and just squeezed on to the end of the pontoon
which is connected to the shore. There is another pontoon
which is not connected to the shore and you have to use the
launch service or your own dinghy. Gererally the marina
is poor compared to Morgat and for short stops there is little
advantage in going up to it. It is also a very long walk from
the shops as I found when I staggered back with my cases
of wine. We did not go to the yacht club in the time
available, but did spend a pleasant afternoon on the beach.
We proved that we could make an early start if driven
to it by leaving at 05.30 on Tuesday to get the tides up
through the Raz de Sein and the Chenal du Four, we had
to be at the Raz at about 12.30 to get through. Visibility
was not good and we had a little rain for the first time on
the trip. It also got colder and we had to put on pullovers,
which just emphasised that we were on our way home. We
heard Asgard II in Morgat and passed the time of day with
them, they were on a short trip and expected to be back in
Castletownshend in two days. Across the Baie de Dornanez
visibility dropped to about a mile but we picked up Pt. St.
Matieu and went up the Chenal on the tide with the wind
beginning to build up against it from the north east.
I wanted to get through the strongest part of the tide that
evening to allow us to leave before the tide turned in our
favour next morning, so we went up past Le Conquet and
turned to starboard for the isolated danger buoy and
anchored for the night in the Anse de Porsmoguer. I had
picked the anchorage off the chart, later I found it in Adlard
Cole’s "North Biscay Pilot"which we used all the time, in

DAY/DATE

DEPARTURE
PORT

Sat 30th July
Dunmore East
Mon 1st Aug.
Morgat
Thrus 4th Aug.
Fri 5th Aug.
Benodet
Sun 7th Aug.
Le Palais
Tues 9th Aug.
Benodet
Anse de Porsmogeur
Wed 10th Aug.
Thurs 1 lth Aug.
New Grimsby
Fri 12th Aug.
Sat 13th Aug.
Sun 14th Aug.
Rosslare

addition to Jefferson’s "Brittany and Channel Islands
Cruising Guide" The latter is not as detailed as Coles, but
it covers a wider area. The anchorage is well sheltered except
from the west, but even here there would be some protection
from Ushant. The few yachts which are anchored there are
well off shore, I presume because of the exposure to the
west. We did not go ashore because the quide says there is
no village or shops nearby.
I wanted to start back across the English Channel early
on Wednesday, but the BBC forecasts were giving NE up
to 7 with moderate to poor visibility so we waited until we
got the Ushant forecast in mid-morning giving for West
Channel and West Brittany NE 10/15 kn. These Ushant
forecasts given in English we found quite accurate and by
the time we left to go home we found we could get the salient
points from the French version also. We were no sooner out
of the Chenal du Four when we had our last sight of land
and we saw nothing more apart from a couple of big ships
rather close and a couple of yachts until we were across the
channel. Our land fall for the Scillies was not good. I had
not allowed properly for the tides which were the top of
springs and it was late afternoon before we anchored in
Hughtown, having taken 26 hours for the passage.
We spent the evening wandering around the town and
ended up eating in the Atlantic Hotel where we had a first
class meal. The dining room is built over the foreshore on
stilts and with the high tide the harbour was full right to
the brim and we could still have been afloat. The service
was excellent and prices reasonable. I would go there again.
We also found an excellent souvenir shop with a distinct
marine flavour, "Man of War" with the best range of
nautical brass I have seen. Fortunately the dinghy was only
at the slip across the road as I clanged back with my purchase
of a ship’s bell.
The others had not visited the Scillies before, and as the
depth sounder had packed up earlier, they found the run
across the flats to New Grimsby got the adrenalin flowing
as they could see the bottom clearly. Skipper had of course
to appear quite nonchalant, of course he had every

ARRIVAL
PORT

ELAPSED DISTANCE ENGINE
TIME
LOGGED
HOURS
Hrs. Mins.

Morgat
Benodet
Le Palais
Benodet
Anse de Porsmogeur

55
10
9
10
12

Hughtown
Rosslare
Dun Laoghaire

TOTAL HOURS AT SEA

171h

TOTAL DISTANCE LOGGED

844

TOTAL ENGINE HOURS

118.5

12m
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10
25
32
15
30

293
52
51
53
60

31.8
7.7
9.4
3.4
10.5

26 10

121

15.4

34 45
12 25

147
67

33.7
6.6

confidence in his rise and fall calculations! We left from New
Grimsby out past Hangman’s Rock which had very realistic
gallows complete with rope tight on top. Rather a grim
spectacle I" must say. The wind was on the nose, gradually
it built to F. 5, with a short sea over which the Kerry’s
waterline lenght of 21’ found difficulty in maintaining speed.
I let myself get pushed to the west of Tuskar and we had
a long slog back to tie alongside in Rosslare after a passage
of 32 hours with engine on nearly all the time. As the
forecast for the next day was for light variables I decided
I would feel safer if I had more diesel on board so I took
myself to the top of the hill above the harbour where the
Maxol garage is open 24 hours a day, which is useful to have
either as in our case for the run home, or for refuelling for
a run south. So away on the last leg, a fine morning, no
wind, I put a link call in about mid-morning the wind came
in from the SE F. 3-4 and we could get the engine off and
give the self steering a rest. By mid-morning we were moving
goosewinged up past Arklow but the wind died off

Greystones and we had to put the engine on for the last push
through Dalkey Sound to tie alongside the National at
exactly 21.00.
And so in our fortnight we had completed our objective.
We did far more motoring than we would have wished. I
seemed to be pouring diesel into the tank every day and the
single cylinder Sabb 8 h.p. while 100% reliable is quite noisy.
However, had the winds been stronger we would probably
not have got down to Belle lie and back so easily with our
three man crew. We took three hour watches on the long
run down to Morgat from Dunmore but for the other
overnights we reduced this to two hours at a time and we
all felt this was much easier. In the conditions we experienced
the three of us were well capable of manning the ship and
certainly in port appreciated the extra space we had below.
The Kerry is a very solid boat off shore, is very dry and with
her long keel and low free board takes the seas very
comfortably, but she is only 27’ long and so inspite of my
efforts, space inside is limited.
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The Tenth Anniversary
Robert Barr

In the afterglow of Christmas, when many a cruise first
begins to take shape, it came to mind that something special
was required for 1983 because it would be the tenth
anniversary of our odyssies. This prompted the idea that
the best way to celebrate the occasion would be a cruise
which, hopefully, would capture the spirit and flavour of
a sailing decade which has given much joy and excitement.
Passages and places quickly suggested themselves and it was
easy to think of old friends to share the experience, and
others to meet again in that most congenial of cruising
grounds, the West of France and the South of Cornwall.
The crew comprised a well salted menage which at varying
times included Geoff Morris, Paul Butler, Philip WallMorris and Peter Fagan who have shared in many of our
previous endeavours. Geoff married Grace Kidney last
September and is now working in Canada. Part of the small
print in his marriage contract said that he would be entitled
to take his proper place in the annual Global Tours. Later,
it transpired that there was a similar provision in Grace’s
contract also. I knew very well that she is a lovely person
but, truth to tell, I wondered how she might tackle
troublesome passages which were quite likely in early May.
In the event we had plenty of trials and tribulations, but
I need not have worried, Grace added a special dimension
of delight to the enterprise. The first three days of beating
into a lively southerly which built up into a full gale was
such as to try the heart of the most barnacled sailor. She
not only did her full share of work with skill and courage,
but her inimitable good cheer gave our spirits no chance to
flag. The unanimous view was that Geoff should keep her
-- and, of course, she has been offered life membership of
the Global Tours.
The remaining ingredient is Condor, a Ruffian 8.5 cruiserracer. She is not very big at 28 ft. LOA, but what she may
lack in size she makes up for in rugged strength and a fair
turn of speed. She has now over 7,000 miles of cruising
behind her in three seasons in all sorts of conditions.

Condor and crew at Port Joinville, Ile d’Yeu Photo: Anon
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So the scene was set and on Friday 13th May (I wasn’t
superstitious before but I am now) Geoff, Grace, the Butt
and I gathered at the R.I.Y.C. for the outward passage to
Camaret. The sun was shining, and the sea was moderate
but there was a southerly of 27 gusting 32 knots and a
following barometer which confirmed that there were lows
approaching which might well aggrevate the situation. We
cast off at 16.15 with a favourable tide to take us beyond
Bray Head. In the first hour we clocked 6.3 knots, but when
we were hard on the wind with a fully reefed main and reefed
No. 3 genoa it was difficult to make 4 knots. We also had
to bear away from our course line and resign ourselves to
a slow opening passage. Though the forecasts told us that
the wind would be in the south west and later in the south
east, it remained resolutely in the south with a progressively
bigger sea building up as time went on. Motor sailing was
necessary to keep up a reasonable speed. The hours passed
and the first problem encountered was that the heads ceased
to function. Later, as the skipper was preparing a special
breakfast to cheer up the crew, Nemisis struck again and
the gas supply failed. What does one do with a pan full of
luke warm black pudding? The culprit transpired to be a
faulty valve. We were resigning ourselves to severely
restricted cabin service when a broken shackle caused the
baby stay to come adrift. This was easily put right, but we
were soon to discover that as yet the fates were only toying
with us. When about 40 miles north of the Seven Stones L.V.
the engine warning bell began to sound so we doused the
motor. It seemed to have been running perfectly and a
detailed examination revealed no apparent fault. I decided
to give the engine a rest for a few hours and then see how
it would behave. It never got a chance because when I turned
the ignition switch everything was dead as a dodo. Signs were
that the alternator was in trouble. Soon afterwards the wind
got up to full gale southerly gusting 42 knots in squalls of
hailstones which flattened a big sea. In one of these squalls
your scribe was thrown across the saloon and walloped his
head. Stars were suddenly added to a bleak fermament but,
happily, apart from a gash, which was not amenable to
stitches in the prevailing conditions, no serious harm was
done. Dr. Morris created an imposing "Pirates of
Penzance" headgear and recovery did not take long.
The loss of the engine and cooking facilities prompted
a change of plan and I decided to head for Newlyn where
these problems could be put right. As we were reaching
Lands End the wind at last did what had been foretold and
verged south east just in time to give us a stygian beat in
36 knots of wind to Newlyn with visibility down to half a
mile. It was a great relief to pick up Penlee Point and Newlyn
harbour where we arrived at 09.30 (Monday) having logged
268.5 miles at an average speed of 4 knots. All in all, a trying
passage. However, the helpful kindness of the people of
Newlyn quickly brightened the day. A new gas valve was
found in Penzance; baths were had in the Mission to Seamen
and an admirable marine electrician caller Terry was
recruited to help us. He eventually discovered that our

The I.C.C. ensign on display at the restaurant de la Meule, Ile d’Yeu.
Photo: R. Barr

problem was a simple one. A lead had jumped out of the
engine fuse box -- probably during heavy pounding in the
gale -- and thereafter the starter motor could not function.
Meanwhile the skipper, wearing his mantle of sanitary
engineer/lavatory attendant and rubber gloves, had a
triumph over the loo. And so we were back in business again.
The restoration of fortunes was splendidly celebrated at
Tolcarn, which is one of the very best maritime eating places
we have encountered in the decade -- worth a detour as they
say in Le Guide Michelin.
A new deep-water pier, which was opened in 1981, had
been built in the center of the Newlyn harbour. It is primarily
for trawlers, but the in-shore end of the port side is reserved
for yachts which raft up in trots with as many as ten or
twelve boats in each. You may require very long warps as
the harbour-master insists that each yacht shall have two
shore lines. Water is available by hose (50p for as much as
you like) and on the main pier there is an agreeable supplier
of diesel oil who will lend you a trolley for carrying your
cans and who also presented us with a large Dover sole -a big improvement on Green Shield stamps. There are ample
facilities for engine, electrical and ship’s radar repairs and
two substantial chandlers are near at hand. Other advantages
are that the large town of Penzance is only two miles away
and a similar distance westward is Mousehole, probably the
most picturesque of all Cornish villages. (It is also accessible
by sea but only near high water unless one anchors outside
the harbour in the lea of St. Clement’s island in settled
conditions). But most .important of all, the people, and
indeed in Cornwall generally, are among the most congenial
and helpful we have encountered anywhere. Our first cruise
to the Cornish mainland was in August, 1982 and I was
delighted to find then that it is remarkably unspoilt and,
even in high season, there is plenty of space for tying up
or anchoring and there are often visitors’ moorings
available. The 1982 edition of the Shell Guide to the South
Coast of England is an invaluable asset in that regard. Prices
generally are very reasonable, even allowing for loss on
currency exchange -- for example, dining well rarely
exceeded £10 per head. Cornwall certainly merits the
attention of Irish yachtsmen and more information follows
later in this article.
Tuesday was also stygian and wet but at least the wind
had moderated to 20 knots and was closer to the ear than
the nose. We left Newlyn in the afternoon and found that
there was still a fairly hefty sea running in Mount’s Bay,
but after a few hours the clouds lifted and we saw the sun
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for the first time since leaving Dublin Bay. Better still, the
wind freed us a little more. Reefs were dispensed with and
we thrashed to a bright moonlit night with such remarkably
good visibility that at midnight we could identify the looms
of the Lizard LH and La Jummet on Ushant though they
are about 100 miles apart.
But it was all too good to be true and in the early hours
of Wednesday the wind freshened and headed us again. So
the situation remained until we rounded the Ar Men whistle
buoy and altered course for the Iles de Glenans. A placid
leg followed to Ile de Groix and in good time for breakfast
on Thursday we tied up in the marina at Port Tudy. The
passage from Newlyn had taken 42 hous at an average speed
of 5.95 knots.
It was a joy to find that Groix and Port Tudy were the
same as ever. We had a splendid welcome from Guy and
Laurence Tonnaire. Guy brought us on a conducted tour
of the Groix life-boat of which he is President and then
showed us at home his maritime treasures which have been
handed down by several generations of sea-faring ancestors.
The collection of full of interest and would make an excellent
basis for a maritime museum on Groix. I was quite taken
aback but very proud indeed when he presented me with a
mast-head block from his grandfather’s schooner which
traded from Port Tudy in the last century.
Thursday night was devoted to our annual Cruise
Christmas Dinner to which Guy and Laurence were invited.
The fare included hot spiced beef and Pudding Noel
(otherwise known as Le Soufle Irlandaise) dressed overall
and duly fired with Black Bush. No complaints were
received.
Afterwards Guy and Laurence brought us to a remarkable
sheeben, Chez Serg, hidden away behind Port Tudy, which
is renound for its musical clientel. We met a group of
traditional Breton singers there who truned out to be a very
congenial collection. We also discovered that another of
Grace’s camelion charms is that she sings like a nightengale,
or Delia Murphy, as the occasion demands. She did us proud
and enabled Condor to hold her own in lively competition.
This was one of the classical nights that cruising is all about.
Friday was a glorious day which was quite well advanced
when first seen. Guy brought us to see the launching of the
life-boat which was going out to engine trials, and then
arranged with his friend Phillipe to drive us round the island.
It was quite an effort to tear ourselves away from the
inimitable hospitality of Groix, but we had to be at sea by
early afternoon to catch the first of the flood into the
Morbihan later on.
Our course was through the Passage de la Teignouse, a
gap in a long reef of rocks in Quiberon Bay which is quite
spectacular at low water. However, although the channel
is narrow, it is well buoyed and presents no great problem
in good visibility and settled conditions. The Morbihan is
a delightful inland sea filled with islands where one could
spend weeks of happy exploration. The tidal currents are
fast flowing and it is essential to plan your movements with
that in mind. It is also imperative to have large scale charts
of the area (Admiralty Nos. 2358 and 2359) as there are
many concealed mud flats and the channels are not always
easy to identify.
The largest island is Ile aux Moines and there is a new
small marina at the village. We took up a mooring in a little
bay behind the pier just in time to see the sun go down in
glorious tranquility.
Saturday was sunny but again unseasonably cold and the
passage to Vannes ended in hailstones. This medieval walled
town is perhaps the most attractive in all Brittany. A few
years ago a well equipped but quite small marina was built

(lock gates open from 2 hours before to 2 hours after high
water) and space is reserved for visitors. There is an excellent
shower complex at the marina office and comprehensive
shopping facilities are near at hand. Water is laid on but
there is no diesel oil. The latter is obtainable from a pontoon
on the mainland side of the channel opposite the village pier
at Ile aux Moines.
Later in the evening Philip Wall-Morris and Pat O’Brien
arrived. Pat was in France on business. One thing led to
another and eventually he took time off from his toils and
joined us for a few days. Not surprisingly, a grand cru classe
rave-up evolved that night.
On Sunday the sun returned in brilliance, if not in
strenght, and with a 20 knot south westerly we had an exhilerating sail through the Morbihan and up the river Auray
to the old market town of that name. Although the river
is not navigable at low water, there are several deep pools
where one can anchor in pastoral seclusion near the trees
and listen to the cuckoo and the nightingale. There is also
a pool close to the town quay and we took up a mooring
there.
Our next port of call was Le Palais on Belle Ile and this
entailed an 06.30 depature from Auray to catch the tide at
the entrance to the Morbihan. The morning was sinister
looking and we were back to the southerly gales again with
frequent gusts of 36 knots during rain squalls. The sea at
the narrows is vicious when there is strong wind over tide,
so I decided to take up a mooring near the entrance and
wait for slack water. Even then there was a big switch-back
sea running at Port Navallo and I was glad that we did not
attempt to come out earlier. We had a dead beat through
the Passage de la Teignouse in a full gale followed by a lively
final leg to Le Paiais to complete an exciting day at sea.
Conditions were murky when we arrived but brightened
up later in the evening to display the joi de vie of that lovely
old port. Madame Le Gers of La Saline needed no
brightening and was her usual effervescent self. Her sole
Normande brought our blessings on the house. That night
I shared a room with Pat O’Brien in the Hotel Bretagne.
In fact in a way the entire crew shared the room as we all
had baths. The whole thing, including breakfast, was very
good value for 80 francs!
On Tuesday morning, having waived Pat farewell on the
ferry to Quiberon, we set off on our 50 mile passage across
the mouth of the Loire to Ile d’Yeu. The weather was
overcast but it was warmer and there was plenty of wind
(26 knots) which had gone round to the north west and so
we made good time to the marina at Port Joinville.
The main reason for our call to Ile d’Yeu was to visit again
the Restaurant du Port de la Meule on the west side of the
island which is presided over and enlivened by our old
friends Marcel, the patron, Pascal, the chef, and Agnes who
does everything else. During the winter I had corresponded
with the patron and advised by Pascal we had devised a
splendid special menu for the 10th Anniversay Banquet. And
what a fiesta it turned out to be! In the end the general view
was that we would never see the likes again. Pascal is heading
towards greatness. To mark the occasion an I.C.C. ensign
was presented to Marcel and now has an honoured place
in the dinning-room. But the night was not yet over. We
invited Marcel, Pascal and Agnes back to Condor for one
or two chapeau le nuit and this led to another musical
extravaganza with many French and Irish songs. The party
ended shortly before Grace and Geoff were due to leave on
the Formentine ferry. We walked to the slip and bid them
a fond farewell. What perfect sailing companions they are.
It was 05.15 when we got back to Condor. There was a full
moon, a placid sea and 10 knot north westerly, so we decided
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to set sail for Belle Ile there and then. Later on the sun got
up to herald a lovely, warm, gentle day which was just what
we needed. Le Palais was looking its very best when we
arrived in the early evening.
Next morning we set out to visit the oldest of our French
friends, Jacques and Marie Claire Rougeulle at Rosbras in
the Aven river. As always, we recieved a wonderful welcome
and spent two idyllic days with them at their lovely house
in the trees on the bank of the river. Over the years their
superb hospitality has been one of the great rewards of
cruising in south Brittany.
Early on Sunday morning we set sail from the Aven bound
for Falmouth and the Cornish part of the curise. The passage
was uneventful. Conditions were placid and warm until
about 30 miles south of the English coast when the wind
got up to 20 knots SSE and it rained miserably for hours
with poor visibility. However, after we sighted the Lizard
things improved and it was a lovely gentle evening when we
arrived at Falmouth Marina. There we were delighted to
welcome Peter Fagan aboard for the last lap of the curise.
Our next port of call was Fowey which is in the estuary of
the river of that name. It is surely the most delightful little
town in Cornwall. We took up a mooring on the Polruan
side of the river, convenient to the ferry for Fowey. We had
learned last year that the ferrymen are a kindly lot who will
collect and deliver you to your boat and so save a
troublesome row across the estuary. Later we visited the
Royal Fowey Y.C. and met the Commodore who made us
very welcome. Excellent showers are available there and also
at the friendly Fowey Gallants S.C. which we visited last
year. The evening was rounded off with an excellent dinner
at the Chart Room presided over by Peter Ennor, which is
close to the passanger ferry pier.
On Wednesday morning we were sad to lose Philip who
had to return to Dublin. We consoled ourselves by
purchasing a job lot comprising a quarter of a New Zeland
Lamb for £5. This turned out to be an admirable buy which
provided us with enough delicious fresh meat to last for the
rest of the voyage. And so with the sun shining and the wind
gusting 28 knots SSW we beat happily to the Helford river.
This delightful waterway is exactly as any fan of Daphne
du Mourier would expect to find it -- beautifully wooded,
gently majestic and miraculously unspoiled. There are
several sheltered areas where moorings are laid, the most
attractive being at Helford Passage about two miles up river
where there is also a congenial pub. Even last August there
was no difficulty in finding a spare mooring. Roast lamb
in the tranquil twilight was just right. Next morning had
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plenty of sun and a blustery south westerly’gusting 21 knots
in the river and more outside -- conditions which provided
us with a splendid beat round the Lizard and then a fetch
across Mount’s Bay to Newlyn.
On Friday conditions were a little less lively. We refuelled
with diesel and water and then set sail for home. The early
hours of Saturday were enlivened by an RT call to Grace
and Geoff who were leaving for Canada later in the day.
One last ballad was sung to speed them on their way.
The outward passage to Newlyn had been cold and
galeswept, but the homeward leg could not have been more
different. From Land’s End the wind died away to a whisper
and we had a preview of the glorious summer which was
then just on its way. On Saturday evening, soon after leaving
the Tuskar Rock, we were delighted to encounter Tony
Doherty and crew and to learn that he was on his way to
conquer the three highest mountains in Britain with
Carrantuohil thrown in for good measure. A typical
prodigious effort which I’m sure he accomplished with his
usual elan.
At 01.00 on Sunday a brisk little north westerly got up
out of nowhere and soon afterwards we entered a fog bank
with very poor visibility which continued for several hours.
At last at 05.30 it lifted and we found ourselves half a mile
abeam of Wicklow Head. There followed a major "spring
cleaning"of Condor, breakfast comprising a remarkable
assortment of bits and pieces and at 11.35, having tied up
at the R.I.Y.C., a final round of Black Bush. The total
distance sailed was 1273 miles in every sort of weather with
seven nights at sea and we had visited 13 ports and
anchorages. The general consensus was that the Tenth
Anniversary had been well spent.

Date

Departure

13th
16th
17th
19th
20th

May Dun Laoghaire
May
May Newlyn
May
May Port Tudy

21st May Ile aux Moines
22nd May Vannes
23rd May Auray
24th May Le Palais
26th May Ile d’Yeu
27th May Le Palais
29th May Rosbras
30th May
31st May Falmouth
1st June Fowey
2nd June Helford River
3rd June Newlyn
5th June

Distance
Time at Sea Engine Hours
Days rs. Motor Sailing
Rhumb Line

Arrival

Distance
Log

Newlyn

269

220

2 17

35

Port Tudy
lie aux Moines
Morbihan
Vannes
Auray
Le Palais,
Belle lie
Port Joinville,
lie d’Yeu
Le Palais
Rosbras,
Aven River

235

216

1 18

7

38
5
18

37
5
16

7.5
1
3

32

23

6

1

53
59

55
53

8
12

1
6

40

40

7

7

Falmouth
Fowey
Helford River
Newlyn

203
28
34
38

198
28
29
37

1 10
5
7
7

2
-1
1

Dun Laoghaire

221

220

1 21

31

1273

1175

10 9
(249 Hours)

96
4 days

Total duration of Cruise

= 22 days, 20 hours.

Total time under way

= 10 days, 9 hours.

Average speed

= 5.10 knots.

Ports and anchorages visited = 13
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Wallace’s Wake
Wallace Clarke

Wild Goose in Scotland

This title was suggested by a kind enquiry from a continental
friend as to how we got on last season in Wild Goose. If
I can manage to keep her off the rocks in the meantime,
she will be 50 years old in 1985. That might be an excuse
for a party, not that we ever seem to be short on such things.
1983 was the coldest spring for many years and Ken
McNally and I sailed to Greencastle on the 10th June clad
in gloves and fur hoods. Greencastle itself was sheltered and
a great deal warmer than the open sea. Snug in the harbour
was Squabble a Finnsailor with the Earl of Coleraine and
his family who made merry company for the night. Liam
and Joy McCormick joined us for dinner and a sail in the
morning -- what better start to a season. "The weather
which for some time past, had been stormy, damp and
moist, Changed by Gods Gracious Providence, us permitting
our lightest sails to hoist."
So sang a local poet many years ago and this year it
happened just in time for our passage to Scotland. With
Testing the trysail -- Wild Goose at Macanish L. Swilly
Photo: Wallace Clarke
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Chris Tinne and Willie Curry aboard we slipped at 08.15
high water Belfast minus 3, from Coleraine Marina for Loch
Melfort. With a moderate north wind this just allowed us
to reach the west tip of Rathlin at 12.30. By this time the
wind had gone and the waters of the Sound a pale blue sheet
of burnished steel. At high water Belfast plus one almost
to the minute the jet of west going tide could be seen going
through the middle of the Sound as a narrow band of
ripples, we were able to take advantage of the eddy, (there
really is one) along the north side of Rathlin and so carry
a fair tide. Round the bird stacks at the west end as hundreds
of guillemots motor sailed with wings and feet away from
our bow, some dived and turned back under our keel. Under
water they assume the agility of eels and you could see their
white tummies as they twisted and turned 20 feet down in
curves and darts at top speed. Not particularly agile in the
air, and positively clumsy on the surface, the guillemots
become acrobats underneath it. It was so calm that gannets

sitting on the water, half a mile away, looked as big as white
elephants magnified by the reflection.
From Altacarry with an ebb tide you have to work your
way east a bit to get into the north going steams coming
out of the Irish Sea. We kept west of the breakers which
were appearing over the shallow water which lies north-west
of Altacarry and in a couple of hours had bust through into
a fair tide. By 19.00 we were tied up at the pier in Gigulum.
If you watch the ferry times you can lie alongside here on
most visits and it is much nicer than Ardminish but don’t
tell everybody. The McCormaigs Islands for lunch next day,
a passage anchorage sans pareil. We had left Chapel bay
in the McCormaigs about a mile astern with a nice wind from
the south when a large boat came bearing up and I was about
to remark that these waters were getting so crowded you
could hardly have room to jybe when I realised who it was.
It ws a lot of years, maybe ten or more, since Wild Goose
and Winnie sailed along side each other. We had the pleasure
of the company of Mike Villiers-Stuart and Dobbie his
crewman all the way up to Kames where they tied up
alongside us by the fish cages by the kind permission of
Stuart the Manager.
Melfort is the ideal place for local exploring with exits
at north and south ends and room for half a dozen day sails
in the shelter in the bay. June and I had a week together
in July in perfect weather -- a Scottish idyll -- if ever there
was one. Sun every day, no rain and warm water. We made
a couple of stops in the bay in the north west corner of Seil,
inside the Seaward point. This is adequately sheltered in light
or southerly weather and often empty when Puil Dobhrain
is crowded, as it usually is in summer. You can see the masts
sticking up like telegraph poles over the islets. We rowed
over a mile or so to Puil in the calm of the evening to visit

a couple of friends. There is excellent dulse on the rocks
just abreast the Seil anchorage, S. of the Salmon Net. In
bad weather there is a hole inside the islets at the south end
of the bay where one could get in and probably borrow a
mooring from a fishing boat.
Another bit of exploration was Lough Teachdais which
is difficult enough to make one think hard and really study
the chart. Infact, taken at low water on the east side of
Carna, there is plenty of water and the dangers show. I
rowed in first on a dinghy recce which made it even easier.
The only funny thing about the entrance is that the tin can
on the post on Sgeir Liath on the rock east of the south end
of the narrows covers at high water -- why didn’t they make
it longer?
Inside it is very secluded which is valuable nowadays when
Lough Drumbuie can be come almost crowded. We found
excellent cockles and clams and razor shells in the sands just
west of Eilean Gabhar where 50 seals play. There are a lot
of nice things about Loch Teachdais.
Wild Goose sat placidly on a mooring for a week or two
at Kames until we returned. This time in August I got a lift
up with my cousin Stephen in his Contessa Caterina. With
us were Johanna, and Lynn Temple. It was a misty passage
with our first sight of land after leaving the Skerries at
Portrush, a distillery by Port Ellen, memorable perhaps for
the extraordinary boil of fish, which turned out to be
pollack, right in the middle between Rathlin and Isla leaping
half out of the water. When caught their gills were almost
choked with fry. It was a famous year for mackerel too.
We left early that passage and got into Ardmore at 16.00.
Lynn and I went ashore leaving Stephen and Johanna to
do the tidying up. There we joined a picturesque procession
consisting of Sandy McTaggart and his gorgeous American

Wild Goose off Black Pier, Cull, Pool. Belnahua behind the islets.
Photo: Wallace Clarke
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wife Cecilia complete with kilt and pheasant tail hat and four
half grown barnacle geese. They accompanied us on foot,
believe it or not to the top of the hill on Ardmore Point then
to everyones surprise including their own, took off and flew
home. It was their first flight. We were bidden to a most
splendid ceilidhe that night. All the McTaggarts tenants and
friends on the island had been summoned to a feast of
suckling pig, salmon and sea food. Lynn contributed his
hunting horn and we all enjoyed ourselves. McCormaigs
again and Ardiussa. From there Lynn climed a Jura pap -a 40 mile jog and 2000 foot climb completed in six hours.
This part of the trip ended on a sad note with a car crash
at Melfort on the way back from a pub in which Lynn broke
his leg. The motto of this is ’do not take lifts back from
pubs -- wald’.
It was the lowest tide, so we were told, for 15 years and
we were able to gather a bucket full of sea urchins at the
old timber pier just west of Kames and eat them steamed
in white wine. This was a tip from the Maine Hurricane
Island book about how to use sea foods.
Lynn had been going home anyway but not alas the way
it worked out via a Glasgow hospital.
Son Miles then joined June and myself to a much enjoyed
week during which we visited the Isles of the Sea, and found
our way by a new route to Cullipool on Luing from the west.
(Ormsa to starboard, Pladda to port, Doosker to starboard.
There are now leading marks erected Srping 1983, orange
diamonds, to take you in between the rocks to Blackpier).

This is much the easiest way to visit that excellent pub the
Buttery where we had a famous dinner. From there we went
out through the Grey Dogs, another first, to Colonsay and
back to Lough Tarbert.
Ronan Melson from Ardlussa had kindly arrangd a days
stalking for us. That meant a long dinghy trip a couple of
miles from our berth just inside the narrows to the head of
the bay, then landrover to Ardlussa and a boat trip which
might have gone right on through to Corrie Vreckan to the
west side where a lot of the stalking is done. Luckily we
spotted a bunch on the way round so did not have such a
long busman’s holiday afloat. Miles got a nice 8 pointer after
half an hours stalk. Ardlussa shoot about 80 stags a year
and there is now a freezer on the island which makes the
problem of keeping a carcass much easier. On a previous
occasion we had to bring one back on Wild Goose’s
foredeck. We were much to early for the season and it was
good of Ronan to fix the day for us.
In the evening the Hills were in the bay and joined us for
a drink, then it was "Home James"down the Sound of Isla
where June dropped off and returned by ferry to collect the
car and Miles and I carried on to reach the mouth of the
Bann by midnight. The engine was kinda warm towards the
end of the passage but we did not like to stop it as we
reckoned that the chances of getting it going again were
remarkably small. Luckily it suffered no permanent damage,
nor did we.

Talking Turkey Wallace Clarke -My brother-in-law John Livsey kindly offered us a two week Moving from one country to another is tedious, taking up
sail in his 35 foot Spey Breeze on which he lives at Larnaca.
to a couple of hours to clear out and the same to clear in.
We arranged to join him in Rhodes on August 26th.
Even clearing out of one Turkish port to another means
The alternative would have been the eastern part of the visiting up to four different authorities, Health, Customs,
Turkish coast which is more remote, less developed but
Harbour Master and Immigration. The Turks want to
involves longish passages from Cyprus, which the girls are
encourage yachting but it would be a lot pleasanter if they
could adopt the transit log scheme and establish one port
not so keen on.
Ideally going to a new coast one had time to study charts, authority. It is best to plan only one check into Turkey and
read guide books, pilots and the logs of people who have one check out during a short trip.
been to that area. In a busy life there is sometimes not time 4) The "Meltemi" blows from the north for July, August
to do so. John and Pat Fishbourne, June and I just packed
and September. It can change force with no alteration in
our bags and ran. John Livsey took most of the burden of barometric pressure so its strenght is difficult to predict.
administration and navigation on his competent sholders and
In general it is a good sailing breeze but can gust up
we had a delightful trip. The following hints might be useful
enough to make windward work unpleasant. The best
to those planning similar holidays.
antidote in this part of the world is to work upwind inshore
1) The Dodecanese have a special tax concession, so spirits
where the wind is often not so strong and there is shelter
are cheaper than duty free at most airports, eg: whisky at from the headlands, then strike west to the islands and run
£5 a bottle. Don’t bother lugging your yellow plastic bags. south in the open. In other words one makes an
2) We have our troubles in Ireland but they are kindergarten anticlockwise circuit, Rhodes, Marmaris, Bodrum, further
compared with the hatred between Greeks and Turks. north if you have time, Cos, Liskopi etc. It would not matter
Greeks do not like you arriving by air, particularly on an much where you start the circuit as the same principal will
alien airline, and disappearing to spend your money in apply.
Turkey. It is better to fly Olympic, and if you have come 5) The city of Rhodes itself is unpleasant and overcrowded,
on a package retain the accomodation voucher to show that It is perhaps the Blackpool of the Aegean. Boats often lie
you have stayed or intend to stay on Greek soil. We had three deep at the quays and in town the night is made hidious
this but were not asked for it and had no trouble. It is better by reving motor bikes. If you have to go there, the floating
not to mention to Greeks anything about visiting Turkey. cafe Kontiki in the corner of the harbour is good news. We
3) The islands (other than the little inshore ones) are Greek joined at Port Lindos, 20 miles south, (about £12 taxi ride
and the mainland of course Turkish in the S.E. Aegean. from the airport). It is a little round bay, probably a volcanic
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crater with nice cafe’s ashore and nice people (topless) on
the beaches. Unfortunately they have a disco which goes on
until about 3 am, loud enough to keep you awake all over
the harbour. That is the only snag. The castle of the Knights
of St. John is magnificent. The sail from Lindos to Rhodes
is in the lee of the island so generally a good one. You have
to go to Rhodes to clear.
6) Marmaris is a port of entry for Turkey and resembles a
Scottish loch with high sides clad in green vegetation. This
is in contrast to much of Turkish coast which by the end
of the summer looks like Britain two years after a neclear
explosion -- bare hillsides covered in big boulders and
occasionally stunted plants. Marmaris is where the Forester
novel ’Horn-blower and the Atropos’ is set.
A Muezzin moans from a mineret at regular intervals
calling the faithful to prayer but no-one seemed to take much
notice. (June can give a convincing imitation. Might be a
suitable after dinner turn.) There are many little bays and
one could spend several days here. There are hills to climb
too but watch the prickly vegetation. John Fishbourne
reckoned 3 square inches of flesh off his ankles per 1000
feet. Marmaris is not too strong on antiquities which is
almost a relief as one very quickly gets artistic indigestion
on this coast if you overdo the theatres, castles and lost cities.
7) There is an excellent weather forecast at 6.30am in Greek
and then English. It takes a long time and wakes the entire
crew unless the navigator uses earphones.
8) Loryma, which is just opposite Rhodes on the mainland,
a guard post on the north side of the Rhodes Channel in
ancient days, is a must. It had no habitation except
fishermen’s summer bothies, a few goats or donkeys ashore,
generally a yacht or two and a magnificent cyclopean fort
on the promontory. There are vestiges of an ancient village
too. An ancient fisherman offered us fish, almonds and a
lot of other things. He comes from Fetiya 50 miles east and
sleeps in his half decker. He told me he is never really happy
unless he is in a boat. He added something else about a
woman which I did not quite catch.
Leaving the big headland of Karaburun to starboard one
then heads north inside Simi and up to Datcha. This is a
fairly well protected harbour, a bit open to the east but a
new stone breakwater gives some protection to the yachts
which are lucky enough to get behind it.
You dine at the Welcome Cafe with the bowsprits of boats
nose-on to the quay, almost hanging over the table. It was
one of the best meals ashore, and the balcony above
provided breakfast next day. There is a remarkable warm
spring at the west side of the harbour. It feeds a large
reservoir and at the lower end of this you can bathe under
a powerful jet of fresh but sulphurated water.
Patamu Buku which Peter Gray described as one of the
best reataurants on the coast, we unfortunately missed -but did have a very splendid bathe in a little bay just under
the headland. Bathing is one of the greatest delights on this
coast -- blue water at a pleasant temperature, clear and
refreshing, the only bathing we did not enjoy were those off
the grotty beach at Rhodes. The offshore bathes were much
the best. Cnidos is a lost city which once held 50,000 people
and now no more than half a dozen houses. It had an ancient
theatre, a Trireme harbour, a temple of Appollo and many
other antiquities if you have the energy and perseverance
to find them. We dined ashore in the open at a pub on the
north side of the bay and danced afterwards in six inches
of shingle. Music was provided by the corporal of the
Turkish Guard on a guitar, and a cabaret by a couple of
small boys. John Fishbourne said they were not as good as
bellydancers. I don’t think the corporal agreed.
9) Bodrum lies some 20 miles due north of the headland,

it is too much of a yacht harbour for my taste but the marina
has superb showers, laundrettes, shops, money change and
everything for the weary yachtsman. There is yet another
Castle of St. John, a pretty good one this time, and from
here you can reach Ephesus by car. Ephesus is world class,
but although it was once a sea port, a description here is
hardly appropriate. I happened to see Pompeii later in the
year and it relates to Ephesus as Woolworths might to
Harrods.
10) Cos might be the Brighton of the Aegean. The harbour
is right on the main street and when the discos stop at 3am
you get about an hours sleep before the dustbin men start
at four. Cos banks will not change Turkish money.
You more or less have to go there to check in to Greece
but my advice would be to get out as quickly as possible
and find an anchorage along the coast. The most pleasant
thing I remember about Cos was being able to buy fresh
sardines very cheap on the pier. Fish in Turkey seemed
extremely expensive and in Greece more moderate.
One of the mort pleasant anchorages we struck was
Piskopi bay on the south side of the island, well sheltered.
Here we lit an enormous bonfire of aromatic tamarisk which
lasted all night. With no fleabags, just our clothes and a
bottle of Raki we were able to sleep round it in comfort:
and watch the stars fade into the white of dawn above vast
black hillsides about 6am.
11) Khalki was our last island, close to Rhodes and quite
pleasant but we must have arrived a an unlucky moment
as the harbour filled with the most fruity debris just as we
got into the dinghy; John Fishbourne encouraged us to row
on undeturd.
This might seem an unhappy note on which to end. We
did like the Turkish coast enormously, had a splendid
holiday and everyone should see it at least once. Given the
sort of weather we had in 1983 in Scotland, I would still
prefer the West Highlands.

Tall Ships in the Baltic
Cruise in Black Shadow
David Nicholson
My son Edward, with some of his friends set sail from
Kinsale for Brighton where Black Shadow would await our
departure for the Baltic in mid-Jund.
Just four hours out from Kinsale the boom broke, but
in light winds a loose footed mainsail was quite adequate.
Twenty four hours later they entered St. Marys in the Scilly
Isles. It was not possible to get the boom mended there but
that was done sucessfully on reaching Falmouth the next
day. After a series of short hops along the south coast of
England from Falmouth to Dartmouth and Dartmouth to
Weymouth the lads arrived in the attractive Beaulieu River.
Each night was spent ashore and by day Black Shadow
romped along in brisk sailing conditions, at times reaching
a speed of 8 knots.
It is not to be recommended to approach Brighton without
a suitable chart and in a 30 knots wind. The entrance
between the outer piers looks very narrow from seaward and
is somewhat forbidding with large waves thundering ashore.
However a safe landfall was made after a slow carefully
planned approach identified exactly where the entrance lay.
Our cruising plan for 1983 was to visit the Baltic region
and to see as many of the countries in that area as possible
including Holland, North Germany, Denmark, Sweden,
Norway and Finland. To accomplish this in eight to ten
weeks was impossible and so Holland and Finland were
reluctantly eliminated and even still, the program was very
crowded. Should one wish to get more than a fleeting
glimpse of the different coastal scenery and to enjoy meeting
people from varying cultures, then some four months would
be needed or alternatively, one could leave the boat to winter
in one of the many marinas or boatyards.
Gordon Baker, Trevor Lester, Dr. Maurice O’Keeffe and
I set sail for Stavanger in Norway on the 19th June. We
ploughed through a F. 4-6 headwind for two days and
arrived at Ramsgate with the crew well shaken-down.
Having anchored for the night in Dover and motor sailed
up inside the Goodwin Sands in poor visibility, we were
happy enough to spend two days stormbound in Ramsgate.
We were made very welcome at the Yacht Club and were
extended every hospitality during our stay.
Leaving on the 22nd June just after noon, our new
destination was Kristiansand in South Norway, but progress
proved to be very slow due to continuing head wind N./NE
4-5 with sloppy seas. Forty-eight hours later, we had only
covered 150 miles and had spent one night dodging our way
through a forest of oil rigs, none of which seemed to be on
the exact spot that we had reckoned. Working our way along
the Dutch coast with a light wind, we ran the engine dry
of diesel and being unable to clear the lines of air to get her
restarted, we set sail South for Den Helder at the Northern
Entrance to the Ijsselmeer (Zuider Zee). Although no
thought had gone into possible ports of safety along the
coast, Den Helder proved to be easy to enter and to come
alongside under sail. We enjoyed an afternoon of visiting
several Dutch boats and a trip to the busy town nearby. The
engine was sorted out quickly and due to the pressure of

time, we reluctantly left the following morning. Our
destination was changed again and we set sail along the
Dutch coast for the Kiel Canal and the quiet water of the
Western Baltic. Here we had one of the finest sails I have
had for a long time, romping along around 7 knots with
2 headsails goosewinged and we locked into the Kiel at
Brunsbuttel thirty-four hours later. There is a very wellmarked system of buoys along this coast that takes one right
up to the entrance to the German inland waterways. Every
5 to 7 miles we checked off buoy after buoy and covered
152 miles in 24 hours -- a record run only equalled once
before during my time with Black Shadow. The following
day we motored up the Kiel Canal to Rendsburg which had
a quiet friendly marina and seemed a likely place to leave
Black Shadow for the winter should we be unable to make
the return trip to Ireland. When we left Rendsburg Yacht
Club, we motored to Kiel where we visited the famous Kiel
Yacht Club.
The Western Baltic or Kattegat now lay before us with
its multitude of Islands, pretty harbours and well serviced
marinas. Here we would meet Danes, Germans and Swedes,
Dutch, Poles, Norwegians and Finns who nearly all spoke
our language and who were generally friendly and courteous.
This is a lovely cruising area, sheltered from the westerly
winds but with plenty of good sailing and sunshine. We
visited several old world hostelries while in North Germany
and Denmark. In Germany we got superb value for money
while in Denmark we paid a bit more but were dilighted with
the wide range of smoked fish available. Few Irish boats
visit these waters but once we had introduced ourselves we
were welcomed with interest and, in many cases, extreme
kindness.
After Kiel, we visited Aeroskobing on the pretty island
of Aero. This in an unspoilt medieval-styled fishing village
with a superb "ship in the bottle" museum. We sailed North
via Sonderborg where Mike Dwyer joined the boat and on
through the confined waters of the Little Belt to another
famous "show" village called Ebeltoft which had cobbled
streets and quaint rickety houses.
On the 4th July at 17.20 we began on overnight sail to
Maarstrand in Sweden with light following winds. Our
course was 0150 skirting the shallow Laeso Bank. Accurate
navigaion picked up the shoaling bank on the echo sounder
at 03.15. Our course was altered to 0900 to cross the bank
on the 6-meter shelf and once deep water was reached again
at 05.30, a course was set due North.
Nine hours later at 14.23 we entered the fashionable
sailing resort of Maarstrand -- an uneventful trip of 135
miles. Although we had been through three countries and
carried the necessary "Q" flag, this was our first clearance
by Immigration. We were checked only once by Excise for
bonded supplies and that was in Denmark. We much
appreciated the freedom from official hassle. Trevor left us
next day and thus missed a relaxing 3-day cruise through
hundreds of stony islands. The fishing villages were
spectacular with their bright and dark red wooden houses
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A Danish old timer passes close by Photo DavidNicholson

and boatsheds. Our visit to Sweden was memorable with
cloudless skies, lovely warm water for our lunch-time swim
but no pubs to visit by night. Our last night in this country
was spent in Smogen, a local holiday resort 39 miles north.
Skagen on the North tip of Denmark was our next port
of call. We motored most of the way as there was rarely
more than 5-7 knots of wind at any time. Skagen had one
of the largest fishing fleets in the Kattegat. Row and row
of well-equipped boats with gayly coloured triangular
staysails created great atmosphere there.
Time was now against us, so, with the very settled but
windless weather we set sail next evening for Copenhagen
at 18.00. Twenty-four consecutive hours of the engine was
enough for us so we agreed to spend the night in the fishing
village of Gilleleje on the North Coast of Zealand. This most
attractive harbour was a little shallow in parts for the deep
keeled Black Shadow (6’6" draught). We made an early start
next day and by mid-morning, we were in the narrow strip
of water between Denmark and Sweden. Hovercraft and
ferries were buzzing in and out of the port of Copenhagen
but we squeezed ourselves into the last berth in the Public
Yacht Harbour right by the famous Mermaid Statue. From
here we could easily visit the Tivoli Gardens Playground and
look around some of the exciting modern shops of this fine
city. A change of crew was made here -- Maurice, Gordon
and I flew home and Chris and Thomas joined Mike. They
sailed to Travemunde on the West/East German border
where the Tall Ships were convening for a race into the
Baltic.
Mike, as skipper, experienced plenty of wind in his fourday trip, mostly F. 5-6. After a week of absolutely no wind,
this was a dramatic change. Monday, 18th July was the start
of the Tall Ships race and Black Shadow took up a good
position to watch the parade of clippers and sail training
vessels starting to race at regular intervals.
The weather was extremely hot and it was necessary to
take plenty of precautions in the line of suntan oil and beer.
The East German border was visible from our mooring in
Travemunde. A fence ran down the beach dividing East
from West so windsurfers had to take good care -- if found
straying across the border, the board was confiscated and

the sialor given a warning. The sunbathers on the beach were
all crowded on the Western end. It was a disturbing sight.
Travemunde makes many references to Tall Ships -- just
across the water from us the Passat was anchored. This large
relic of long ago is now a tourist attraction with guided tours
a feature. At this point my wife, Joan and daughter Anna,
flew out with me to join Mike and Chris. We were anxious
to move back to Denmark but very strong winds from the
North delayed us. Eventually, we made a start but conditions
were such that we made little headway, so we put into
Burgstaagen -- a very short distance, but as the wind was
gusting 30-35 knots, we were thankful to tie up. This place
is an instant new holiday centre -- plenty of apartments,
hotels, public sauna and swimming pools, but no
atmosphere. We did not like the place. Here, as in other
resorts, the wind is a big feature. On the beaches sunbathers
dig holes to shelter in -- quite a sight! Pale blue jelly fish
abound too, which makes swimming uncomfortable but not
risky.
July 22nd at 06.30 we left for Hiligenhafen and three
hours later, after a lively sail, we were tied up and exploring
this busy town. Ferries and fishing boats were separated
from the yachts which were in a private area -- this was
locked at night which caused us some problems as we hired
a car later but did not obtain a key to the marina area. The
weather improved greatly and we enjoyed the swimming
here. We had a superb meal at a restaurant in a very old
inn, (est. 1596) close to the yachts, which had been
recommended to us by some locals. Another crew change
was made here. Chris and Mike returned home and we were
joined by more family members Christine & Lorraine. With
a predominance of females, the cruise took a quieter turn.
Black Shadow returned to Aeroskobing and we noticed a
remarkable increase in the number of boats there since our
last visit in June. We continued North through the Little
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Black Shadow tied up amoung the Swedish Islands
Photo David Nicholson
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Belt following the well-marked trail in this sometimes very
shallow stretch of water to Assens.
On the way we met up with a Danish Tall Ship’s cruise
and were able to approach them closely for photographs.
Their silhouettes in the evening sun gave the area an oldfashioned appearance. With plenty of sun and plenty of
wind we had another good day’s sailing the next day taking
six hours to reach Fredericia where Anna left the boat to
return to England. We spent a wet half-day in this town
making our homeward travel arrangements and then we set
off for Aabenraa, starting our return journey to the Kiel
Canal. With the help of the north wind we made good
progress, though as the day progressed, the wind increased
and we had a very rough, exhilarating sail.
It was only a three-hour sail to Sonderborg the next day,
completed in bright sunshine with light winds.
This was Black Shadow’s second visit to this town, so,
finding a good restaurant was not difficult and we renewed
our aquaintance with our Italian friend up the hill. This was
our last night in Denmark and next day at 08.00 we left
Sonderborg and motored and sailed for eight hours to Kiel.
As we approached the harbour, there were hundreds of
sailing boats everywhere. Being Sunday, it was busier than
usual with pleasure craft mixing with the industrial ships.
It was extremely hot by now and having passed through the
lock, we motored and sunbathed for three hours along the
canal until we reached Rendsburg once again.
We decided to leave the boat here for a month until a
completely new crew were available to bring her back to
Kinsale.
The Nicholsons now made their way home by train and
ferry via Amsterdam and London and it was September 16th
when Bill Godkin from Kinsale and his crew of three began
Black Shadow’s homeward trip. The glorious weather of
Summer 1983 had terminated by the end of August and Bill
was in for a rough ride during the September equinox.
Leaving Rendsburg they spent the day motoring along the
canal to Brunsbuttel where an overnight stop was made.
When sailing in the Elbe esturay next day, everything
looked set fair for a fast passage with a full ebb tide under
the boat. But the F. 4 was to increase to F. 6-7 with sudden
squalls. The Number 2 genoa blew out and progress was slow
under well reefed sails into very choppy seas, thrown up by
wind against tide. Plans had to be changed and course was
set for Helgoland. The wind increased and for four days
held constant in the S.W.F.8 and at times F. 9. During this
time the crew had a chance to get to know the captain and
crew of a Dutch boat, Daisy and with considerable help from
them got the torn headsail repaired, and also lowered the
level of the liquid cargo carried by Black Shadow.
Helgoland is a duty free zone and everything except food
is cheap.
45 knots of wind is normal in these parts but wisely they
waited till it decreased and swung to the N.W. On September
22nd Black Shadow left Helgoland for Calais, carrying the
storm jib and three reefs in the main.
The wind was N.W. 25-30 knots, the seas were big and
the visability good, and keeping them company was Daisy
who was on her way home to Holland.
Next day at 11.00 they were off the Terschelling buoy and
for once the sun was shining. However the north going tides
were very strong and with light fickle winds progress was
slow. After another night and day of motorsailing West
Hinder light vessel was passed at 20.30 and France was
sighted at last. September 24th at 04.30 Black Shadow
arrived at Calais with difficulty. A very strong tide runs in
the Dover straights and the dog-leg approach to the harbour
is not fully described in McMillans Almanac -- only the

actual harbour entrance. It is not advisable to enter this port
without charts, but it was managed by following the car ferry
in!
Two full days in Calais gave everyone a chance to dry out
and enjoy French cuisine and prepare for the next run to
the Scillys. Departure was planned for the evening of 27th
Spetember having allowed the car ferry to leave first! The
winds were light F. 3 and there was fog and fair progress
was made. But next day the wind dropped and the motor
kept up the progress. By 19.00 that day there was no wind
and more fog. They motored and motor-sailed very slowly
listening to the ships passing to port in the shipping lanes.
All next day was much the same with very poor visibility
and little wind, the monotony being relieved by the arrival
on board of a small insect-eating bird which quite fearlessly
searched for moths etc. during its’ 20 minute stay.
Three nights in these conditions was tedious, but on
Spetember 30th at 11.53 land was sighted -- at rather close
quarters. Visibility was 150 yards when out of the gloom
appeared a small motor cruiser called Crazy Diamond who
was able to give a fix showing that they were S.E. of St.
Agnes. By 12.45 Black Shadow was tied up at the quay in
Hughtown, going through customs clearance in a manner
familiar to those who visit the Scillys.
19.25 Saturday October 1st saw the start of the last lap
to Kinsale. By now the wind was F. 4 from the S.W. and
visibility was 500 yards. They cleared the islands and made
good speed with a fully main and No. 2 genoa. That night
a distance of 80 miles was covered with a constant wind and
good visibility.
By the afternoon there was heavy rain and fog and with
difficulty landfall was made when the Old Head was sighted
at 16.00. Shortly afterwards Black Shadow was home again
-- wet and tired and safely tied up at Kinsale Yacht Club
Marina just 4 months after the start of her 1983 cruise.
Miles
72
27
327
198
39
20
46
46
117
135
20
19
58
125
37
34
51
39
59
51
18
53
43
30
44
17
55
1780
498
920
3198
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June/July, 1983
Brighton to Dover
Ramsgate
Den Helder (Holland)
Brunsbuttel GV. Germany)
Rendsburg
Kiel
Aeroskobing (Denmark)
Sonderberg
Ebeltoft
Maarstrand (Sweden)
Gulholmen
Smogen
Skagen (Denmark)
Gilleleje
Copenhagen
Skanor
Kilntholm
Gedser
Travemunde (W. Germany)
Burgstaagen
Heiligenhafen
Aeroskobing (Denmark)
Assens
Frederica
Aabenraa
Sounderberg
Rendsburg
Kinsale To Brighton
Rendsbur~ to Kinsale
TOTAL Miles

Spokestar "83
E.J. Kelliher

Fri. 12. Declared two rest days for our passengers after
Doreen and I went to Palma in early August, being joined
subsequently by two friends, novices at sailing. This was our their first sea crossing. We spent the day at Port Torrens,
tenth summer in the Balearics, centered in what I like to call nearest of four beaches to which holiday makers travel each
Sea of Cartage. We decided to mark the decade by leaving day in a fleet of small ferries; these also run between town
and hotels on the opposite shore into the small hours of the
the islands for mainland SQFpain.
Wed 10 Filled our water tank (300 litres) and twenty 2-1itre morning, and their routes must be avoided when anchoring
plastic bottles which had held Coke and Fanta the previous
off San Antonio.
summer. Mallorcan water is excellent, filtered through strata
Sat. 13 Back again to Cala Salada, voted as our guests’
of the western mountains which rise to 4000’. Cartagenians, favourite. Sun. 14 Dept. 06.15, wind light S.W., glass steady
Romans and Moors during their 700 year occupation gave 1024, sea not too choppy, course 265/o for Cap Nao 50 miles
high priority to ensuring a supply of agua dolce.
away, nearest point of mainland Spain. Land was obscured
After lunch we crossed the harbour to Club de Mar, the by normal heat haze until we were 5 miles off, a pity as Nao
most convenient point for filling our fuel tanks (600 litres) and adjoining Cap Antonio are a striking landfall, as an
and there admired the maxi racers assembled for Copa del enlarged Wicklow Head, where the mountains running north
from Benidorm end suddenly and the land becomes low and
Rey, including two Kilaloah’s; then to sea along the west
shore for 8 miles to Portals Veils just inside Cap Falco at tends away to N.W.
the S.W. extremity of Palma bay. This sheltered cove is a
We left the two capes to port and had no trouble finding
convenient take-off point if passage making. Three little Denia 5 miles on, marked by a long breakwater running out
beaches have four bars where hot meals are available from to sea, overlapped by an even longer one beyond it. We turnnoon until early evening. When the daytime crowds leave, ed in between the two, which are about a cable apart, and
clear water invites swimming over clean sand off the shell entered a fine artificial harbour with ample room to swing
of a villa built for filming John Fowles ’The Magus’. In the off the yacht club and out of the fairway. The pleasant litcliffs opposite are large caves from which sandstone was tle town is overlooked by a medieval castle and the friendly
quarried 2,500 years ago by Carthagenians for Palma’s first club provided showers, a meal and welcome by a member
hailing originally from Donegal. In every way we were glad
public buildings.
I got under way singlehanded at 04.00 and off Cap Falco we’d made this detour from C. Nao.
headed first for Cabo Blanco light 15 miles E. at the other
Mon. 15. We left at 11.00, retraced our track to Nao and
side of Palma bay, then towards Toro island to the west, there turned south along dramatic cliff scenery. At 14.00
we anchored off the N. of Calpe peninsula with its Penon
as a check on the compass which hadn’t been consulted for
twelve months. Rolling broadside in the short swell signall- (rock) of Ifac which is a scaled down version of Gibraltar,
but still 1,000’ high. During lunch we watched people take
ed to the three in their bunks that we had put to sea.
The typical Med. short chop persisted all day as we off and land at two large rafts using parachutes in which
motored S.W. for Ibiza with a light wind just f’dling the main they were towed around over the bay by speedboats.
enough to reduce rolling. We covered 45 miles in 9 hours,
In the afternoon we coasted south around the massive
anchoring at 15.00 in Portinatx which is the first reasonable bulk of Ifach to look at Calpe’s small harbour, which seemed congested behind its very high breakwater. Further south
shelter when arriving from Mallorca.
After a swin and lunch we pushed down the W. cost 15 we passed inside barren Benidorm island to view the extraormiles to Cala Salada at the approaches to San Antonio: This dinary skyline of skyscraper hotels. Thereafter the shore line
is very popular with yachts because access by land isn’t easy became low, though rising to substantial hills inland.
The small fishing port of Altea looked a possible stopover
for the package-tour hordes. A dozen or so little boathouses, half excavated into the cliffs, have been provided point but we pushed on to the equally small Villajoyosa,
with smokepipes or stone chimneys and, equipped with 40 miles from Denia, arriving at 18.00. The north quay was
packed with trawlers, the south side full of small craft on
stoves and furniture, make unique weekend cabins.
We pushed on for 45 minutes to San Antonio, the only moorings, so we anchored near a slipway at the head of the
all weather anchorage in the island, known to Cartage as little harbour, buoying our anchor as we suspected a foul
the Great Harbour, and guarded by Conejera island where bottom.
Hannibal is reputed to have been born. Many yachts jostle
Tues. 16 07.00 Hoisted the fisherman without trouble, usfor stern space inside the main breakwater, but my ex- ing the buoy rope rather than the anchor chain. Near lunch
perience is that bow anchors tend to drag because constant time we stood out to sea a couple of miles to inspect Nueva
anchoring has churned up the bottom. I prefer to swing off Tabarca island, but sheered off because of a swell, shallows
the town promenade, and row ashore to the nearby shops and rocky bottom. Its picturesque old buildings house
descendants of 200 Genoese mercenaries who were ransomed
and restaurants.
Balearic anchorages in general are shallow, with sand or from North Africa’s Tabarca island by a Spanish King, and
occasional mud,. but large areas are covered with eel grass axe now the object of daily ferry excursions from Benidorm.
We arrived at Torrevieja by 16.00, 40 miles from Villaon which CQR or Danforth tends to slide. I generally use
joyosa. The town is important for production and shipment
my Fisherman and, try to drop it on a weedless patch.
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of evaporated sea salt and we just missed its festival of
Habanera Music which was introduced from Havana by its
trading Schooners. Some old photographs of this former
fleet are proudly hung in the elegant yacht club. We didn’t
take up an offered berth at the Club’s outside pontoon,
preferring to anchor off with a number of other visitors as
there was ample swinging room in perfect shelter. We dined in a very smart restaurant adjoining the club.
Wed. 17 Fresh provisions were topped up from a covered
market and bakery not 100 yards from the Club, and icecubes from a filling-station about 400 yards away (ice and
petrol are frequently sold together in Spain). We left at 10.00
and followed the low coast, with its salt pans and date palms,
for 15 miles to the entrance of Mar Menor (Little Sea) our
destination. A buoyed dredged channel ran shorewards for
1.2 a mile to the south of a short, very low promontory,
ending in an angle with the beach to form a pool where a
smart Dragon was moored off a small group of four-story
apartment buildings in local style. In response to the notice
on a buoy we anchored for 30 minutes until 13.00, then proceeded inland by canal which is crossed by a road-bridge
that swings open for 15 minutes on each hour during
daylight.
After half a mile we entered Puerto Tomas Maestre, a
well laid out new marina, and paid 2,000 pesetas (IR£15)
for using the entrance. A Guarda Civil appeared for the
usual formalities and we then entered Mar Menor. This is
a lagoon reminiscent of Malahide Estuary, but on the scale
of Strangford Lough; about 12 miles long and 2 wide, depths
range from a maximum 3 metres to a more general 2m or
less. The south shore is hilly, with Carthagena, Spain’s great

Spectacular birds at Espalmador. Photo E.J. Kelliher
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Med. naval base, a few kilometres beyond. Elsewhere the
land is low and the north shore is out of sight below the
horizon. High apartment blocks line the mainland western
shore and similar ’development’ is extending along the low
sandhills which divide it from the sea to the east.
Several hilly islands provide shelter to the south and we
anchored off the biggest -- Isla Mayor - at 14.15, rigging
our afterdeck awning for the first time and settling down
for a quiet 24 hours. Thu. 18 With a force 3 to 4 breeze
and calm water we sailed around to Perdiguere island, a
welcome change from the windless slop during our 245 miles
cruise to date. After lunch we beat eastwards towards the
La Manga development, rather pleased at drawing away
from a reasonably well handled 420. A trip ashore at Vivero
showed us a good shopping development and flats, but an
afternoon disco, go-karting and other noisy amusements
would not encourage us to buy a pad at Mar Menor.
That evening we returned to puerto Tomas Maestre and
paid 1,000 pesetas for a good berth with laid mooring, water
and electricity, and a high standard of toilets and showers.
The shopping area is mainly unlet so far, but we enjoyed
good steaks at Peppino’s.
Fri. 19. We caught the 09.00 bridge opening and moved
out the canal to anchor in the pool for breakfast, then turned
northwards for home and were back in Torrevieja by 12.30
for a second visit -- a tribute to the club’s hospitality, and
also to the evening street market on the waterfront promenade where our wives found attractive bargains for the
inevitable gifts to be brought home.
Sat. 20. Away at 10.00 and into Alicante (25 miles) at
15.00. One enters this fine harbour from the south and half

over to the northern side to look at the wreck of yacht Banway along the main wharfs a wide opening to port leads to
try Bay which drove onto Negra islet last year. She is still
a large clean inner basin shared by the yacht club and public
there, now a stripped and rusted hulk. Ibiza harbour, as
berths along the city’s imposing seafront. The whole is
usual, had a scend, the marina was full, and sewer outfalls
overlooked by a high and barren acropolis which is
were at their normal foul standard. A raft with divers was
magnificently floodlit at night.
stationed about a mile off Falamanca, N. of Ibiza bay, so
We were waved into a vacant berth by a helpful club boatperhaps effluent is going to be discharged there, to the imman and the Guardia Civil who accompanied him introduced a document with a new space which required details of provement of the town’s atmosphere.
Our call was for overnight only, to revisit the town’s
the ’Permisso’ under which the Customs allow yachts a taxmagnificent collection of Cartagenian artifacts and get to
free visit to Spain.
Sunday church. We chanced objections and lay beside a
Berthed at the promenade was an old, very tired wooden
Isolde of Royal Cork Y.C. and an equally battered ex- trawler, knowing she wouldn’t go out that night. This put
Swedish torpedo boat, now English owned, but still Irish us within easy walking distance of the marina supermarket
where on Sunday morning we were able to buy ice and fresh
registered and also flying the tricolour.
provisions.
Sun. 21. I broke out my new toy, a ’Sputnik’ washing
Sun. 28/
machine, which I had bought in Dublin after seeing it on
Mon. 29. We left Ibiza town at noon and followed the
the Late Late. Rather like a butter churn, it made a fairly
east coast to Tago Mago island where we took our depargood job of removing sun-oil stains from our wash with
ture for Mallorca in light wind, the total passage of 60 miles
water hotter than hands could bear.
taking 12 hours.
Mon. 22. At 07.00 saw our friends off for the airport with
Tues. 30. Having spent Sunday and Monday nights in
taxi summoned by the friendly and capable Club MajorPortals,
we moved up the bay to Palma on Tuesday morndomo. Then down to the basement boathouse for ice, having previously been assured that I could get it at any time, ing, calling in to Club de Mar to top up our fuel tanks for
the winter, so minimising condensation. The rest of our
since somebody was on duty all night. Cleared Alicante at
08.00 and followed the coast for 4 hours with a swell on fourth week was spent in Palma where three of our children
are now living. Two Irish visitors were there, a 33’ racing
the port bow and a light nose wind forcing me to sheet the
main aback to achieve some steading effect. At Benidorm machine from Galway and Don MacClean of R. St. G. Y.
island we took our departure for Formentera the most south- C. Our near berth-mate Ounavarra returned from her latest
westerly point and, once east of this, saw no more traffic; trip and an Atlantic ketch from Roscrea was berthed temporarily beside us. The Irish fleet is growing but, of course,
no fishing boats, either, as they all seemed to operate no
we sadly miss Verna and her late owner, Peter Odium.
more than about 5 miles offshore.
Our autopilot (Sharp Automate) stood watch all day -90 miles and brought the S. light of Formentera up on our
bow before midnight.
Tues. 23. 02.00 anchored in a large cove just west of
Sabina, Formentera’s little port. A full moon lit up sand
and weed patches on the bottom in 30 feet while to the N.
over Ibiza banks of cloud were continuously floodlit by an
electrical storm.
We spent the next five days within a few miles of Sabina,
enjoying the wonderful sandy beaches of Trocados (on
Formentera island) and Espalmador (a separate island about
a mile long, divided from Formentera by a shallow channel
VILLAJOYOSA
about half a cable wide.)
A f’me pavilion which was erected last year on Espalmador
ALICANTE
as a bar/restaurant has been closed by official order, I
/
/
presume because of an environmental protest, so we had
to move the couple of miles to Trocados beach when we
wished to drink or lunch ashore. As usual there were up 100
fine yachts enjoying this area, many of them returning to
Ibiza each evening. One American 60 foot 25 knot job had
a crewman take the sea temperature each morning on arrival before the pampered guests chanced their bodies in the
limpid water.
The most spectacular birds were naturally on the more
imposing boats, the former being German and latter Italian.
When I asked why there were so many Yacht Club Italiano
ensigns the reply was "a week here costs no more that a day
in Italy"
At night, if we didn’t cook on board, we patronised the
tastefully converted old mill at nearny Masdroig or anchored
off Sabina port and visited the rapidly developing waterfront (where they seem to be building some yacht jetties).
Apart from ice being available in Sabina, for provisions it
is necessary to take a taxi the three miles to San Francisco
Xavier the island capital.
Sat. 27. After lunch we set off for Ibiza, through the strait
between that island and Espalmador. Formentera. We held
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"Hail" Mary
Brian Black

After three hard years of restoration and replacements, Mary
Lunn was at last ready for an extended cruise. Much
agonising during the summer months had failed to produce
the required amount of family unity to settle on a firm
destination, so it was only in late June that a decision was
made. We would sail towards south Britany and see how
things went.
We left Strangford in fine order early on Saturday July
9th with the intention of an overnight in Howth marina and
then catching the next favourable tide south. By 05.00
Sunday we were well off the Baily and heading for the
Scillies in a boat that only recently had been in a sad state.
This cruise was to be a test of Mary Lunn and of the work
that had gone into her.
The middle of the Irish Sea with the Tuskar Rock on one
side and the equally inhospitable Bishops and Smalls not
far away on the other, was a good moment to reflect on
this. Around 18.00 we had just managed to reef and reduce
headsails when a nasty line squall hit. This brought a steady
15-20 knots of wind which allowed us a fast, if lively close
reach -- a combination of wind and weather which had
prompted my introspection.
Mary Lunn is an attractive 36’ yawl built of the best
Burmese teak just before the last world war, so she is sound
enough. And with a fine entry, a long keel and heavy
displacement she was just the kind of vessel I wanted for
long distance cruising. The problem was that she, and I, had
to meet the criteria of a sceptical and demanding family wife, navigator and mate, Lesley; Kieron who is 13 and
Sarah, 9. She had a new engine, replacement sails, significant
modifications on deck, an improved layout below and a stem
to stern check on every fastening, bolt and sea-cock.
By mid-day Monday we were motoring in poor visibility
with 178 miles run. Dead reckoning and a strong homing
signal from Round Island RDF beacon to the north of the
Scillies had us right on course, but conditions were
deteriorating. Fog had closed in and the islands were getting
close. Fortunately we were travelling in company with two
other boats from Quoile Yacht Club, one of which had
radar. Without that equipment, and the fact we were in close
contact, there is no doubt we would have spent another night
at sea rather than risk becoming yet another wreck on the
notorious rocks that surround the Scillies. As it was we
anchored around dark in Port Cressna, well pleased with
Mary Lunn, her speed and comfortable if somewhat damp
accomodation.
To a crew conditioned to the cold and wet that normally
marks our northern summers, the clear water and golden
sands of the Scillies nearly eroded our resolve to press on
to France. But intimidation, bribery and the prospect of
cheap wine won the day and so at 16.30 on Wednesday 16th
we set off for Morgat.
By nightfall we had wind, enough to make a steady 5-6
knots. What a night that was! A canopy of stars,
phospherescence and a feeling that all was well with boat
and crew. Dawn came, the wind went and it was back to

"the engine, the magic of the night replaced by the
businesslike but noisy efficency of diesel power.
We decided to go south of the shipping lanes thus avoiding
Ushant and the Chenal du Four with their reputation for
fog. Our track took us within sight of the huge Bacon buoy
which marks the approach to the seperation zones. We had
been told this was the worst leg of the trip and had prepared
ourselves for what we expected to be a period of close
quarters manoeuvering in some of the busiest shippping
lanes in the world. In the event it was a bit of a let down.
By the time we were within sight of the French coast, six
ships had been sighted and not one of then close enough
to be fully above the horizon.
Late afternoon found us working our way across the Baie
de Douarnenez, past the Cap de la Chevre and up to Morgat.
By this stage we seemed to be in the company of just about
every yacht in south Britany. French lesson number one,
don’t arrive in France on Bastille day. Morgat was bunged,
the customs disinterested and by the time we had tidied up
in our marina berth and got ashore, the restaurants seemed
to have run out of food, certainly they had little interest in
four seafarers from Ireland, no matter how hungry.
From here on the plan was to coast hop, much to the relief
of the kids who did not share our sense of achievement at
long passages, empty seas and plenty of time to be alone
with one’s thought.
The next leg was down to Benodet; 47 miles, detailed
pilotage and the notorious Raz de Sein. The Raz is the
accepted short-cut, saving a thirty mile detour, but it is
important to get it right. With a six knot tide ripping through
the channel, a contrary wind can make this a bad place to
be. We timed our arrival just before slack water and that
proved about right. Another boat went through at half-tide
and had a rough ride. By following the buoys and keeping
a careful plot on the chart, we counted our way to Benodet.
Plans to press on south with the first favourable wind were
undermined by two important factors. Firstly there was no
wind and then there was steadfast opposition from the junior
crew who had found friends, a beach and were in no mood
to give it up -- just in case!
But three days later an early departure pre-empted protest
and Mary Lunn set off in light airs for Port Haliguen, some
52 miles distant. By the end of this leg I was a little older
and a lot wiser.
Shortly after mid-day, the Basse Jaune light was abeam
and we were coaxing a light breeze to help us along. There
was a hint of thunder in the air, just as the forecast had
suggested, but at this stage nothing to worry about.
According to the log, by 15.00 we were creaming along with
the lie de Croix across the beam for a good fix. But by the
time Mary Lunn had reached the approaches to the Passage
de la Teignouse the wind had gone, the sky was heavy and
full of menace and there was more than a sailor’s instinct
to suggest that something was amiss.
The symptoms were not to be denied and precautions for
heavy weather were undertaken with a sense of urgency. The
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main was reefed, the jib had been dropped earlier so it was
just a matter of lashing it securely to the guardrails in its
bag. Hatch covers were secured, the decks cleared and
everything moveable below was either tied down or locked
away. Out came the oilskins and safety harnesses.
We were making good progress with the tide under us,
the engine pushing Mary Lunn along at 22.00 rpm and Port
Haliguen less than three miles to the north. The channel took
a sort of dog’s leg turn and we were passing La Teignouse
light into open water when the storm hit.
The wind increased at alarming speed. It seemed to rush
down on us like a steam train, driving the rain in great
horizontal sweeps. We were close inshore -- too close, as
it turned out - with the land giving us some lee and
preventing the seas becoming too big. It was becoming
increasingly difficult to make any significant way against
the weight of wind which was directly in line with Port
Haliguen.
I decided to try motor-tacking across our rhumb line to
get some drive out of the main. This seemed to help although
every time we went about the lee rail went under, solid water
sometimes sweeping the cabin comings. In all this mayhem
the masthead wind-speed instruments tried to offer some
comfort by offering a steady wind of sixteen knots. We
learn’t afterwards from a friend who had instruments which
were not prone to panic that the average wind strength was
around fifty five knots with the needle hitting the stops at
sixty on occasions.
Tropical storms, I seem to remember, were sometimes
short lived. Sure enough, this one seemed to have spent its
fury within an hour. But the lull was a mockery, nature’s
way of tempting us to drop our guard before letting loose

Mary Lunn Photo: Brian Black
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with the heavy artillery -- hail, great knobbly lumps the size
of golf balls, bombarded us. Like machine gun fire, it raked
us from stem to stern. The sea, which had become an
unearthly translucent green, was streaked with foam during
the storm. Now it was erupting with spurts of water as the
hail beat down.
This was dangerous. Blood trickled from my mouth where
I had been clipped. Then I took a direct hit on the wrist and
suddenly I was trying to steer one-handed, blinded by wind
and hail and trying desperately to steer a compass course.
Various methods of rigging temporary protection had
proved futile. I put a bucket on my head -- I know it sounds
daft but it seemed worth trying -- but it was blown away.
Then Les held a washboard against the pramhood and
this gave some shelter. But conditions had become so bad
it was time to consider alternatives despite the fact that we
had to be very close to Port Haliguen. Anchoring was too
risky and anyway we had no idea of the dept under us as
the echo sounder was on the blink, presumably affected by
static electricity. People with radar complained of similar
problems. So with no ffLX and only a guess at where we were,
I concluded the safest course was to run out to sea with the
wind on the quarter. Then suddenly there was a window in
the storm and, almost within hugging distance, there was
a big, beautiful east cardinal. In a flash Les had a bearing,
was down to the chart table and had it identified in
MacMillans. "We’re nearly there," she shouted, looking at
our youngsters who had found a rare mutual affection in
the face of shared adversity and were actually hugging each
other on the lee berth.
Then visibility closed in again and we were back to
guesswork. The harbour and safety were close at hand, so

too were the rocks. That buoy was perilously close to the
shore and a slight miscalculation on the starboard tack could
have had us in difficulites.
Slowly at first, then in ever increasing detail, Port
Haliguen’s harbour wall opened up. What a sight that was!
Before long I was looking for a marina berth while Les went
in search of whiskey. Both quests were interrupted by the
harbour launch, the boatman checking first that all was well,
before directing us to a mooring.
Port Halliguen unravelled its charms over the following
days. It had a lot to offer; sun, attractive beaches and a good
selection of restaurants. So there seemed little point in
inviting the mutiny which would have undoubtedly erupted
if I had even hinted at going further. With a good grace I
decided that this was far enough south for one year and
settled down to a few days of relaxation before beginning
the trek north.
We planned to leave France from Camaret on the
southern side of the Brest estuary, this proved to be a good
choice and it’s worth remembering for future trips that
Camaret has a range of services of interest to a cruising yacht
-- a well stocked chandlery, a boatyard, and an off-licence
near the customs office where one can take on bonded
stores.
A spell of northerlies delayed departure but by August
3rd the weather had improved and we set off for the Scillies
with the hope of spending a few days exploring the islands
before heading for home. This time we took the tide through
the Chenal du Four, turning left and out into the open sea
through the Chenal de la Helle by mid-afternoon. We
reckoned on an early landfall on the Scillies in the hope that
this might reduce the risk of fog. Most of the passage was
under engine although we had an occasional lift from the
wind which allowed Mary Lunn to remind us that she was
much happier as a sailing boat.
By dawn Round Island light was giving good bearings and
the fog which haunts the islands stayed away so we were
able to anchor in Port Cressa around 08.30 giving a passage
time of 24 hours for the 120 miles.
Getting to know the Scillies was one of the high points
of the cruise. The bays, islands and anchorags are all
conveniently close with St. Mary’s as an excellent pivotal
point. Its selection of pubs and eating houses is first class
and there is a splendid chipper.
The tides around the Scillies are hard to predict,
something we discovered as we began the homeward leg on
August 1 lth. In the two hours it took to clear the islands
we had five knots of tide against us. The intention was to
lay a course direct for Strangford and do the passage in one
hop. But the wind, which had been conspicuously absent
for much of the cruise, decided to pipe up from the north
-- bang on the nose. We perservered for some time but by
nightfall it was clear that a contrary wind backed up with
a spring tide could have us going backwards as we reached
the Irish Sea somewhere between the Tuskar and the Smalls.
For a small crew that could mean an exhausting passage,
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so we altered course for Dunmore East with the intention
of coast-hopping our way home instead.
It was a misty night but dawn brought us a sight to
remember as a school of dolphins crossed our track in search
of breakfast. After a time they came back again, to ride the
pressure wave around our bows. What a privilege that was,
to watch those beautiful animals as they jumped and rolled,
clicked and whistled.
Dunmore East was as pretty as ever and the customs
officer -- dare I say it -- friendly and efficient. After
showers and food, that old, settled feeling came back but
we were resolute and prepared to catch the early tide for
Arklow. This meant a start at 14.00 to plug tide around
Hook Head, through the Saltees and take full advantage
of the flood to sweep us past Carnsore Point, inside the bank
and into Arklow.
Bacon and eggs had been washed down with the last of
our French coffee as we closed with Carnsore in what had
become a stiff northerly. The wind set us across the tide and
before we knew it Mary Lunn was crashing about in the
Bailies Race. It all happened so fast it seemed like the broken
water was coming towards us, instead of the other way
round. Nasty big breaking seas, not unlike Strangford bar,
had the boat shoving her bow under. She would hesitate for
a moment, then throw her head back, flicking great dollops
of cold Irish Sea into the cockpit. To give Mary Lunn her
due, she more than made up for the carelessness of her crew
who had allowed her to stray from the Channel which passes
well to the west of these dangerous overfalls and is so well
marked in the I.C.C. Sailing Directions.
We got clear eventually, wet, cross and not a little
embarrased. We were at the top of the springs and the wind
had freed a little allowing us to close reach along the coast.
In no time the banks and buoys were flicking past as Mary
Lunn sprinted into Arklow with no further adventure. A
quick meal, a short sleep and we were away again by 22.00,
plugging a little tide but expecting to get full advantage of
the next flood to take up past Wicklow Head, across Dublin
Bay and on to the last leg of the passage back to Strangford.
The wind which had played with us for two days decided
to fall away completely and it was back to the engine, 2200
rpm and a steady six knots -- noisy, boring and not at all
the proper way to end a cruise. These were the uncharitable
thoughts going through my mind when suddenly we had
wind again. It had freshened beautifully by the time we had
St. John’s point abeam. With full working rig, number one
jib, full main and mizen -- Mary Lunn creamed her way
along. This beautiful old lady who had looked after us so
well was coming home in style.
There had been misgivings about setting off on an
extended family cruise in an untried boat. These were
unfounded. Mary Lunn had been tested, gave of her best
and got us through safely with almost eleven hundred miles
logged. It had been a splendid cruise, and the biggest bonus
of all was when the kids, not overly keen on long spells at
sea, began talking about next seasons voyage.

Fiacra to Brittany 1983
Philip Bourke

Fiacra is a 26ft. bilge-keel Westerly Centaur and on Monday
25th July she sailed from Dun Laoghaire Motor Yacht Club
on her fourth voyage to France. Previous trips had taken
her to St. Malo and La Rochelle but this year we were bound
for Brest. The crew consisted of my wife, Ann and myself,
our eighteen month daughter Claire and Fred Johnston who
planned to sail to France and return by car ferry. We were
joined in France for the trip back by John Harty.
We had decided on a limited cruise this year because we
felt that long days at sea would be unfair to Claire who was
just beginning to become mobile. The plan was to arrive in
France as quickly as possible and to base ourselves in Brest
for two weeks of relative rest.
The wind was a light northerly and having found it
impossible to achieve more than 2-3 knots, we motored to
Arklow. This unfortunately was to be the pattern for the
next month. We arrived in Arklow to find that our favourite
Chinese restaurant had disappeared, rumour had it to
Gorey. Poor visibility and electrical problems caused us to
remain in Arklow on Tuesday but on Wednesday, with
visibility slightly improved, we sailed for Rossalre at 13.10
and arrived at 18.50. Lack of speed under sail again forced
the use of the motor for most of the trip. We tied up
alongside a partially abandoned trawler much to the
annoyance, politely expressed, of children who were using
it as a diving platform. The wind came up during the night
from the north and we looked forward to a pleasant sail
to the Scillies the following day. Although the harbour is
exposed to the north, there was only a slight chop in the port.
The following day. Thursday 28th July, we set out for
the SciUies at 13.00. During the morning, while Ann the baby
and I were ashore shopping, a small English yacht came into
the harbour, lowered its sails and discovered its engine was
out of action. Only fast reactions on the part of Fred
Johnston who took Fiacra to her aid, prevented considerable
damage on the rocks on the foreshore.
The forecast was for F. 3-4 northerly and we sailed to
slightly beyond the Tuskar where upon the wind fell away
and we motored the rest of the way to St. Mary’s, Isles of
Scillies. The trip was uneventful apart form a radio call from
L.E. Aoife about 25 miles south of Tuskar to enquire if
everything was alright. Apparently the relative absence of
activity due to auto-pilot steering had given rise to concern.
About 10 miles north of the Scillies we altered course by
20/0 W. to home in on Round Island and moored off Tresco
at 15.20. When the tide rose we crossed the bar and tied
up alongside the quay at St. Marys. This location dries out
and a slope ladder is needed to scale the wall but we find
it convenient with a baby not to be anchored off.
Departure was planned for Sunday but forecasts of F. 68 prevented us leaving until Wednesday. The work schedule
of Fred Johnston required that he leave us, which he did
on Wednesday afternoon.
At 17.30 on the same day (3rd. August) Ann, Claire and
myself sailed for Camaret. There was absolutely no wind
and we motored all the way to France. Ushant was sighted
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at 10.00 on Thursday and we tied up in the Marina at
Camaret at 18.40 (or 19.40 French time). Foul tides around
Ushant and in the Goulet de Brest had slightly lengthened
the journey but we were compensated by a strong breeze
which allowed us to sail for the last hour.
We remained in Camaret on Saturday and at 11.00 on
Sunday we sailed for the river Aulne which empties into the
south eastern part of the Rade de Brest. The British
admiralty chart No. 2690 covers the area to be visited very
adequately as far as a high bridge just above Landevennec
in the Riven Aulne itself. From there onwards the river is
apparently uncharted but there is plenty of depth (10ft. or
more) for three hours on either side of H.W. From the
bridge to the lock at Gully Glas is 9 miles and the river rolls
through a mixture of steeply wooded slopes and
meadwolands. Although not as interesting as the Rance it
is certainly as attractive as the Odet on the Aven.
The lock at Guily Glas is worked for about one and a half
hours each side of H.W. and is manned by very helpful
attendants so that passing through should prove of no
difficulty to even a short-handed boat.
About a mile above the lock is the village of Port Launay
where we tied up against the quay wall at 16.15.
The village is poorly served by shops and restaurants but
Chanteaulin is only 3km distant where all facilities are
available. We remianed in Port Launay on Monday and
walked to Chateaulin on Tuesday to reconnaitre because we
had been warned that there was no suitable accomodation
for yachts.
This proved to be completely untrue and we sailed to
Chateaulin on Tuesday afternoon tying up on the quay wall
beside Bar de la Petanque. Petanque is a version of bowls
and the bar proved to be the nerve centre of an active bowloriented culture.
The town itself appears to be roughly the same size as
Wexford and a minor administrative centre. It has no sailing
amenities such as showers or chandleries but in all other
respects is a most pleasant and uncrowded base in which
to spend a few days.
We stayed there until Saturday when we sailed down river
again to Port des Moulins Blancs which provides Marina
facilities for the city of Brest. A large modern marina, it
has chandleries, restaurants, bars showere, coin-operated
washing machines but no grocery shop. However, there is
one about 1/2 mile away under the title "Cafe Epicerie"
Brest is a twenty minute bus ride away.
On Monday we left the Rade de Brest and sailed through
the Chenal du Toulinguet and south to Cap de la Chevre
and thence to the marina at Morgat. Morgat is a small
holiday resort with little character. The following day we
crossed the Bay to Douarnenez and entered the Marina at
Treboul on the western side of the river entrance. Treboul
is accessible at all states of tide but is a relatively small
Marina with no sailing related facilities. The main town of
Dounarnenez is about twenty five minutes walk and is a
substantial commercial and fishing center.

The following day Wednesday 17th. August we were
joined by our crew for the homeward leg, John Harty. On
Thursday we sailed to Morgat to acclimatize him and the
following day we left Morgat at noon, bound for Ushant
where we anchored at 18.30 in the Bay of Lampaul. We had
hoped to get into the inner harbour to tie up alongside but
the fall of the tide prevented this. This was just as well
because subsequent inspection from the land showed that
the ground was unsuitable to dry out on Bilge Deels as it
sloped sharply out.
We decided to have a meal ashore and to push on for the
Scillies that night. A Dundalk registered trawler The Bonnie
Lass had now tied up against the ferry jetty so we followed

suit and went ashore. The town is little more than a village
but it appears to be well supplied with shops and restaurants.
At 22.00 we left Ushaut bound for the Scillies and arrived
19.00 hours later in St. Mary’s.
Our passage to Rosslare was marked by the only "Strong"
winds (F5) of our trip but as they continued to be on the
nose for the entire journey we were forced to motor most
of the distance in order to avoid a second night at sea in
conditions of poor visibility.
A most pleasant if uneventful voyage ended in Dun
Laoghaire at 21.45 on Thursday 25th August. This was our
second years’ sailing with Claire and we found that the
problems experienced by her were negligible.

PORT TO PORT

TIME

Dun Laoghaire -- Arklow
Arklow -- Rosslare
Rosslare -- Scillies
Scillies -- Camaret
Camaret -- Port Launay
Port Launay -- Chateaulin
Chateaulin -- Moulin Blanc
Moulin Blanc -- Morgat
Morgat -- Douarnenez
Douarnenez -- Morgat
Morgat -- Ushaut
Ushaut -- Scillies
Scillies -- Rosslare
Rosslare -- Dun Laoghaire

Hrs.
7
6
27
23
5
0.5
5
6
2
2
6.5
23
31
13
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DISTANCE ENGINE
USE
Miles
Hrs.
7
35
6
30
140
24
120
21
30
3
0.5
1.5
4
23
5
23
10
-10
-5.5
30
95
23
140
30
70
13

The Long and the Short of it
John Bourke

I have the editor’s permission to include a little racing in
this year’s edition. Indeed, he even encouraged some flavour
of those of our members who like to sail endless triangles
in their high-speed stripped-out racing machines.
This year, as last, the machine in question was Denis
Doyle’s Moonduster. She was part of the 1981 Admirals Cup
Team which secured Ireland’s highest ever placing of 4th.
In 1982, after winning the Round Ireland Race, she raced
in the Sardinia Cup, where she was the best of the big boats.
She was now at her fastest and most experienced for
Admirals Cup 1983. Firstly however, it was necessary to get
selected which this year involved being in the top three out
of five contenders in the Irish trials. There was Irish Mist,
a veteran of the ’75 and ’77 series and still very fast. Wee
Willie Winkle and Stormbird were both fast and recent.
Newest of all was Justine IV, Frank Wood’s new Castro
designed 40 footer, complete with Harry Cudmore as
standard equipment.
Two May weekends of inshore trials in Cork gave
magnificent racing, withMoonduster and Justine running

John Bourke and mast stump of Moonduster! "They can’t blame the
navigation for this one" Photo: Anon.
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neck and neck on handicap. Then on the third weekend, we
went to sea, racing from Cork to Cowes via the Bishop
Rock. This was a downwind spinnaker race with lots of tidal
gates. Moonduster went fast, edged through all of the
headlands on the last of the tide and led to the finish by
5 hours. This turned out to be one hour too little, indicating
that Justine must be fearfully fast downwind, to win in such
circumstances. The next weekend proved this to be so, when
she went out and won the 200 mile Seine Bay Race overall,
beating all French and British trialists in the process.
Moonduster got the gun, but was down the fleet on handicap
after a light weather race. She had done enough however
to be second in the trials to Justin& Stormbird was the third
boat, the narrowest of selections after a close series with Wee
Willie Winkie.
The Admirals Cup starts at the end of July with two inshore races in the Solent. Moonduster did well with a fourth
in the first race out of 48 boats, but Ireland’s placing was
a lowly 12th out of 16 nations. Then the longer stuff started
with the 220 mile Channel Race, from Cowes to Cherbourg
to Brighton and back to Cowes. This was a big boat horror
story. Moonduster went well arriving at CHI off Cherbourg
in the first wave of boats. There followed 5 hours at anchor
during which about 140 boats joined us, of which about 130
got away from this racing gluepot before we did. We then
had a superb beat to Brighton, passing the fleet (yes, all of
it) to arrive there first and set spinnaker for a fast run home.
What a hope! The whole fleet bunched up again in a Solent
whisper. We crawled in, first of the A.C. fleet and second
last on handicap. Justine however, had found form with a
good third. Stormbird beat us, but not by much, and
Ireland’s placing was still a lowly one. Never mind -- we
would show them on the Fastnet --.
In the third in-shore race, Moonduster again did well in
a steady breeze to place 5th. We set off on the Fastnet Race
on the Saturday therefore in good heart; Skipper, two
navigators a helmsamn or two and sundry pullers, winchers
and tweakers to make our complement of 14. It was not a
strong wind, but it was steady. We passed Portland Bill on
the first tide, and went past Start Point and Lizard in a great
loop, hard on the wind as were let up to Land’s End. We
took an adventurous course inside the Runnelstone, picked
up a good running breeze and shot up to the Longships as
second boat in the fleet, behind the 80 foot Condor, who
was to be the ultimate winner. Our glory was brief, as our
wind stream ran out, and new streams flowed to North and
South of us. A line of boats, seeing our motionless state,
passed a mile to each side and thence to the horizon. By
the time we again found a breeze, we had much catching
to do. We rounded the Rock in late afternoon on Monday,
just after Justine, droped spinnaker and close-reached back
to Bishop at rising speed. We passed lots of boats and prayed
for a good beat. We got it at Lizard and were going into
Plymouth in good company, having redeemed much of our
Longships delay, and about to beat 4 days for the race.
At that stage, exactly 13.1 N.M. from Plymouth breakwater,

in 17 knots of true winds, the mast broke. Actually, it did’nt
so much break as crumble gently over the side, a lower
shroud having parted. As philosophically as possible, we
saved the jib and cut the balance away before any hull
damage could occur. We rigged the emergency aerial, told
any listener we were in control, and subdued but un-injured,
motored into Plymouth. It was sad after 1,600 miles of trials
and series, but no matter. The boat had been very fast
throughout and only fortune was missing. It still takes both
to win. Justine had another good race in the Fastnet with
a 3rd, but despite this, Ireland had to join the also-rans.
Still, it was great sailing with the best of competition in lovely
weather. It was a privilege to be there.
After a few hectic days in the office, the transformation
from racing fiend to gentle cruising man had been
completed. On Sunday 14th August, complete with family,
I joined my boat Miss Fionnuala in Crookhaven. My partner
Richard Hooper, had brought her thus far in a contiunous
three week heatwave. Sunday was incredibly hot. I was
towing a trailer with a Mirror and a Laser on it when a wheel
gave up the struggle, and became a red hot piece of hub with
various bits of rubber clinging to it. I calculated the odds
of a replacement in West Cork on a hot August Sunday.
I tried one garage who directed me to another who sent me
to see a Mr. Anderson, down the valley and over the bridge
and turn right and he has everything. Mr. Anderson was
in his dungarees in the yard, working. He looked at the hub
which we had brought, and wrinkled his brow. An age
passed. Then he spoke, slowly, "Ye’ll have to buy a tube
as well" Thus we arrived, intact, but late at Crookhaven,
handed over the car, and went on board at last.
On the next day, the weather broke. It was the day of
the Crookhaven regatta, and so we made the most of it,
entering both the Laser and the Mirror. Everyone kept telling
us about how perfect the weather had been for the last ten
weeks. They seemed almost relieved by the rain, as well they
might be. The rocky hills of West Cork were all smouldering,
and on the night we arrived, Rock Island looked like a huge
glowing bonfire. We drank pints and agreed that the sun
would be back tomorrow or on Wednesday at the latest.
Tuesday was pretty wet, the children sailed their dinghies
and ignored it. The pile of wet sailing clothes in the cockpit
grew. We dined in the new restaurant at the back of
Nottages’ pub. It is very good in quality and value. By
Wednesday we had to move. We chose a break in the rain
and went down to Schull in a gentle S by E 3. We ate lamb
on board as the wind and rain increased. This was no place

for a night’s sleep. We started the engine and motored round
to Colla Harbour in Long Island Sound, always a good
anchorage. The rain stopped and we struggled up to Colla
House Hotel for a nightcap. The rain then started again.
The noise on the deck was deafening. At least 6 inches of
pure stair rods must have fallen. As I lay there sleepless,
I made my resolution. Shelter must be found before the
entire family became arthritic. Everything by now was damp
including spirits, and action was needed.
On Thursday morning therefore, as the sausages sizzled
on the pan and all four offspring peered from their sleeping
bags, I hauled anchor and motored back to Schull. I landed
and instantly marched up the town in boots and oilskins,
to the premises of Jim O’Keeffe. ’Do you have a house’,
I asked, ’any house, with a roof and an airing cupbard and
hot water?’. Jim considered. It was like the trailer wheel.
Eventually he spoke. By great good chance, there lay a real
empty three bedroom holiday house, just on the edge of the
town. I could take it for a week, Thursday to Thursday.
As I left Jim, I met Kathleen Cahill, wife of the Admiral
of the Royal Cork who asked us for evening drinks. From
that moment, things never looked back.
On Friday it rained but we sailed dinghies nevertheless.
We drove back to Crookhaven for lunch by the scenic route.
There in O’Sullivans Pub we met David Edwards and family,
cruising in a Carter 34 and very wet looking. He is Admiral
of the Royal Ocean Racing Club. We took them to Barley
Cove for a swim in a sunny break, and left them at the boat,
still awaiting a slant in the SE 4-5 breeze to make a dash
for the Scillies. We ate (the adults that is) at Blair’s Cove
near Durrus. It is a wonderful restaurant, so do treat
yourselves, once at least.
On Saturday it really rained. We had agreed to do the
Round Long Island Race. The postponements and the pints
in Newman’s pub followed one another as the rain flowed
torrentially down the street and under the door. Then it
diminished, and off we went on a shortened course. Half
way to the Amelia Buoy, it rained again so hard, that one
could get soaked from the water bouncing off the water.
We finished at Colla Harbour and returned. We were fourth
over the line and won the visitors prize. We were the only
visitors. By this time, I was pretty glad we had the house,
and that our cruise had become a land-based one. We lit
a big fire and had a big family meal and played cards. It
was very pleasant.
On Sunday 21st after a last shower, the sun came out.
It was just as well as we had asked friends for a sail. There

Miss Fionnuala at Long Island. Photo: John Bourke

Miss Fionnuala in North Harbour, Cape Clear Photo: Anon
iii
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was 6 inches of water in the Mirror, just overnight. With
about 6 adults and 7 children on board, we sailed down by
Castle and Horse Island and back to Long Island. The tide
was high and I went alongside the small pier, which is very
comfortable and beautiful too. We swam and picnicked in
the little harbour. Summer had been re-established.
On Monday we visited Toormore Bay Regatta. This takes
place annually by invitation of the owner. It is very good
fun. Our mirror was 6th and out of 10 respectable but
unrewarded.
On Tuesday, we sailed to North Harbour in a NW 3-4.
We tied alongside Gunsmoke from Howth in sweltering
heat. There was more fun in punts and water. We bought
a teapot in the pottery near the harbour. This is what we
had come for.
Wednesday blended into Thursday and then it was time
to leave our house and sail East. We went by the North
Channel, said hello to Baltimore and put in to Barlogue for
a swim. What a lovely little refuge it is. We anchored in
Castletownsend for the night and took the punt up to the
head of the inlet. This is a very worthwhile trip on a
summer’s evening. When you finally turn off the outboard
which you will need, you will truly feel part of nature for
a brief moment. The cry of the curlew was included and we
found the Harp at Mary Ann’s later.

Miss Fionnuala at The Sovereigns. Photo: John Bourke.
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Friday was very hot as we sailed and motored alternately.
Eventually we set a spinnaker for real bikini sailing. We had
to swim, so we anchored off the Sovereign, rowed through
the middle and swam off the rocks. A thousand various
seabirds watched us with interest. A final spinnaker run
brought us into Crosshaven in time for supper.
Saturday 27th August, we spent looking at the Laser
Nationals in which Jonathan was competing, and in
picnicking at RingabeUa. The latter interestingly enough, was
the 1 lth port of call in this very short but varied family
cruise. It made up for some of the racing.

On Board:

John Bourke
Margaret Bourke
Caroline Bourke
Johathan Bourke
Stephanie Bourke
Timothy Bourke.

Miss Fionnuala is a Comfort 30, built in Kinsale in 1974.

"’Cuchulain"The Circumnavigation of
Ireland
Michael O’ Farrell
Chuchulain is a Rival 32 and since 1973 we have cruised to
the West of Scotland and Brittany on a regualr basis. I do
not know what it is like in the larger sailing centres, but in
Carlingford Lough, crew, like the whale, are becoming an
endangered species. Expecting to be shorthanded, we
decided to circumnavigate Ireland. Donal O’Tierney and I
started our preparations.
Over all the previous cruises, Cuchulains average speed
has been 4.7 knots. We had a fortnight for the round trip.
Weather permitting, it should not prove too difficult. We
did not know that the wind would exceed 10 knots on only
four days out of the fourteen.
I was delighted when just a week before we were due to
start, two of the junior members of our Yacht Club, Donal
Bradley and Timothy Gibbons, heard we were shorthanded
and decided to come with us. Also Donal Snr.’s son,
Cormac, was to join us somewhere on the west ocast for
the second week, if we ever got as far as that.
1st July 20.29. The first leg was Greencastle to Howth.
Starting 29 minutes after our racing fleet, who were having
their annual race to Howth. We were behind Schedule.
The delay was due to getting a forthnight’s stores on
board. As usual, this was left until the last minute. The fleet
was disappearing over the horizon and in a westerly 8 knot
wind, we followed on in a leisurely fashion. We had caught
up with the tailenders when we tied up at the new marina
at Howth at 05.05.
2 July. We surfaced at 11.00. In the next berth was
Deerhound where John Guiness and Jack Woulfe were
preparing her for a trip to Northern Norway. John had just
fitted a Sailomat vanegear, which looked a beautifully
engineered piece of equipment. Cuchulain has an Aries
which I have found very good in spite of getting little or
no maintenance.
The facilities at Howth impressed us very much and
compared favourably with many we have used in Brittany.
The attendant at the early hour we arrived was most helpful
and directed us to our berth. Telling him that we were
leaving at 12.30, we enquired what the charge was. He told
us there was no charge for such a short stay. Such treatment
can only attract visiting yachts and boost tourism. 12.39 saw
us off again, on schedule for a change, and hoping to get
to Arklow before the tide turned against us at 23.00. In a
5 knot S.W. we made slow progress down the Wicklow
coast. Visibility was moderate. Eventually we turned on the
engine, a Volvo Md 2B, which soon ran rather hot. The
cooling water was not circulating as well as it might and the
engine had to be turned off periodically to stop the sizzle.
In fits and starts we staggered into Arklow at 23.50. I had
a quick look at the neoprene impeller in the pump and it
seemed in good condition.
3 July. Motoring slowly once more, we depated from
Arklow at 05.30 to catch the first of the ebb. We planned
to go inside the sandbanks and, via Rusk Channel at Cahore,
reach Carnsore and then make Dunmore East our next port
of call. My dread was that we would get calm conditions

and have to use the engine. Fortunately, a 25 knot westerly
was blowing so with a few roils in the main and the No.
2 genoa we had a fine reach to Blackwater Head. Here the
wind started to drop. We shook out the reef and set the high
cut reacher. It was a glorious sunny day and the prospects
of a meal ashore and a few pints in the Yacht Club as
Dunmore East looked bright. 11.47. Alas, at Greenore Pt.
the wind backed and dropped to a S.W. 5 -- and the tide
turned!
We changed to No. 1 genoa and started the motor. Very
slow progress was made to Carnsore Pt. the engine being
used intermittantly once more. We were being set east very
rapidly by the strong tide and it was 17.05 before the point
was rounded. As evening approached, the wind died away
and, having gone through Saltee Sound, we drifted slowly
up to Hook Hd. It was a beautiful sunset and reminded me
of an evening last year during the I.C.C. visit to the coast
of Maine. I was curising with Brian Dalton on Finola. We
were in a quiet anchorage and Brian’s wife, Lisa, was
barbecuing steaks on a barbecue attached to the pushpit.
While we were waiting for the steaks we watched the sun
go down like a ball of fire and day was quickly replaced
by night. Shortly, the aurora borealis started. The sky was
hung with curtains of light which lasted for four hours. It
was a truly memorable evening. We tied up in Dunmore East
at 23.09; too late for a meal ashore.
4 July. The stores were replenished and the junior crew
went to the Yacht Club and cast a critical eye at the Mirror
fleet which were having a race. 11.30. In a W. 8 knot wind,
under main and No. 1 genoa Dunmore East was soon left
behind. The destination was Kinsale and exactly 24 hours
later we were off Roche’s Pt. Passing inside the Soverigns
we tied up at the Kinsale Y.C. marina. The engine was still
misbehaving. When we were passing Bannow Bay Donal
gave us a rundown on Strongbow and the Norman invasion
and now at Kinsale we heard how the defences were
strengthened after the Battle of Kinsale.
The Steward at Kinsale Y.C. smiled sympathetically when
I asked him if I could use the ’phone to contact home, "you
can try," I was lucky, I got through right away. Later, on
Inishbofin, it was to prove rather more difficult. It was
noticeable to see how few yachts from outside Ireland there
were in the marina. Usually, at this time of year, there are
quite a few. A combination of the high cost here and the
restriction on the French taking currency out of France
apparently were having quite an effect on the numbers. The
young members of the crew had set up the curise as a project
and they were full of enthusiasm. They established Balitmore
as the point of no return and if Cuchulain reached it by 7
July the completion of the round trip was definitely possible.
We were ahead of schedule.
The boat was made ready for sea once more and at 19.04,
Charles Fort was close abeam as we headed for Baltimore.
There was a gentle S.W. breeze which slowly fell away and
it was not until 22.15 that the Old Head of Kinsale was
reached. Visibility was down to two miles so we saw little
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of the coast. It was a slow passage and the main hazzards
were the miles of salmon nets, well known to all who have
cruised on this coast.
6 July. 11.35 hours and we were passing between the Stags
and the land. The morning mist cleared and it was a day
for shorts and sun glasses. Baltimore was looking it’s best
when at 16.30 hours we dropped anchor outside the moored
yachts. I decided to strip the engine down to find the cooling
fault and if I failed, I hoped Skinners’ yard would solve the
problem. Donal Snr. held the spanners and it was when we
were putting the plate back on the pump face, we thought
that the paper gasket was a little bit thicker than the genuine
Volvo one. It was one that I had cut out myself. We replaced
it with a proper one and ever since there has been no trouble.
We now had a reliable engine!
7 July. 10.30. The anchor was winched up and Baltimore
was left via the North Passage. There was no sign of Tosca
which was rumoured to be due in. We tried to raise her on
the R.T. but there was nothing heard. Timothy navigated
Cuchulain out into Roaringwater Bay, and a very fine job
he made of it. Donal Snr. delved into history and gave us
a vivid account of the Sack of Baltimore. Our destination
was Valentia. We expected that two of the high spots of the
cruise would occur on this section. The first for the junior
crew was rounding the Mizen and the second, a landing on
Skellig Michael.
The wind was E.S. 20 knots which gave us a fine reach
up to Mizen. There, we had a southgoing tide which kicked
up a nasty sea, particularly in the overfalls off the head.
The wind increased to 30 knots which sadly ruled out a
landing on the Skelligs. However as we passed them they
looked truly magnificent. Perhaps, another time. 20.25,
Bolus Hd. was abeam and we ran up in a big following sea
to Valentia. We were surfing at times and one particularly
large wave broke the coupling of the servo blade on the
selfsteering. It is a safety device to prevent damage to the
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gear. Two fragments proved extremely difficult to remove
I regretted not maintaining it more regularly. 23.30, under
power we entered the N.W. end of the sound and anchored
in 3 fathoms close to the new 53 ft. Aran class lifeboat at
Valentia. On the way in, we gently grounded on the sandy
spit extending from the shore to the foot buoy. Our medical
expert diagnosed the reason for this mishap was astigmatism
at the chart table in the fading light.
8 July. 12.10, underway once more to catch the tide
through Blasket sound. The spinnaker was raised and
lowered three times, but the wind was too light and the
engine won the day. 17.30, we entered the sound. Some
distance off there was much seculation as to why one would
build a two storey house at the foot of the cliff to starboard.
Closing the sound, the house turned out to be the
superstructure of a coaster which had come to grief. It was
a sobering sight and one can imagine the huge seas that run
in this area in winter and perhaps contributing to the
wrecking of what once was a very fine ship. We kept over
the Blasket side as per I.C.C. guide and avoided the worst
of the overfalls. 20.25, the No. 1 genoa was hoisted and in
N.E. 8 knots breeze we set course for Inisheer in the Aran
Islands. During the night the wind increased to 15 knots and
verred a little, allowing us an easy reach.
9 July. 08.5, visibility was down to two miles. We had
run our distance, but there was no sign of the Islands. We
wondered if we had been set more west than we thought by
the Shannon. It had been our intention to go ashore on
Inisheer for a few hours and then put into Cashala Bay for
the night and in the morning, to replenish our stores. We
made our landfall on the Galway Coast near Roundstone
and worked our way west past Slyne Hd. and eventually
dropped anchor in the harbour at Inishbofin at 17.35. After
a meal prepared on board, we went ashore for a few pints
at Miko’s bar. Donal, Snr. was to contact home to let
Cormac know where we would rendevous with him, where
he would join the yacht for the rest of the trip. Frenchport
was the place and July 1 lth the day, Donal could hear the
telephone operator at Clifden and she made contact with
Warrenpoint and so by a relay system the message got
through. Our anchorage at Inishbofin was shared with four
French yachts and one American with the Cromwellian fort
making a good backdrop. It was considered by all the nicest
port of call so far.
10th July 13.20. We set sail for Frenchport. Another hazy
day with little wind found us motoring up to Achill Hd.
which came abeam at 19.40. The entrance to Frenchport is
2 cables wide and Annagh Hd. and Port Pt. are low lying.
There are also rocks at the narrowest part to be avoided.
22.40 the light was fading and it was a murky scene when
we reached the entrance. It was difficult to identify so
reluctantly we decided to stand off until daybreak before
going in. Course was altered for Eagle Island which we
picked up at midnight. We hove too, making about 1.5 knots
in a N.W. direction.
11 July 04.15. Daybreak and the motor was started, there
being little or no wind. The anchor was put down at 06.15
outside the fishing boats in Frenchport. Hardly had the
anchor dug in when a trawler came alongside. We thought
that we had anchored in a bad position but in a moment
Cormac jumped on board from the fishing boat and, with
a friendly wave, the trawler departed. A car journey to
Belmullet replenished the stores. We were using the engine
a great deal due to the lack of wind and diesle was figuring
high on our shopping list. Our historian found it difficult
to establish how Frenchport got its name. Apparently the
French favoured going around the corner into Killala and
there is little on record of them using Frenchport.

12.30, we weighed anchor in a N.E. 10 knot breeze for
the next leg to Burtonport. Four hours later the wind
increased to 15 knots and we changed the No. 1 to the No.
2 genoa. We congratulated ourselves that at last we were
going to have a decent day’s sailing. Alas, by 18.00 hours
the engine was started as it was a flat calm.
12 July 11.30. Rinrawros Lt. Hse. on Aranmore appeared
out of the haze and we entered the Sound where we promptly
ran out of diesel. A passing ferry boat gave us enough to
get us into Burtonport and also advised us not to go in for
an hour as there would not be enough water. We were on
L.W. springs. Three of our crew had a swim as we waited
for enough water in the channel. 15.15 hours, Tied up
alongside a trawler in the harbour and inspite of care coming
in we grounded briefly on a sandbank. As the tide was rising,
we were soon off. The Fisherman’s Co-operative provided
diesel at the right price. Our historian was delighted witht
he monument to Naper Tandy which prompted a mental
journey to 1798.
13 July 06.50. Underway once more. The gas running out.
The cylinder connection dose not fit the cylinders south of
the border, so it was decided to call in Moville and collect
a full one in Derry. 11.28. Bloody Foreland abeam. Wind
E. 3 knots. Inevitable, as it seemed, we were under power
and so it was, except for a brief period of one hour, all the
way to Moville. 22.35, Malin Hd. was rounded and the light
on Inishtrahull came abeam at 01.25.
14 July. Progress was very slow against the ebb into Lough
Foyle. The lights of the camp on Magilligan Pt. looked as
though they belonged to a large town. Repassing it next day,
two amphibious craft and a jeep on the beach were all that
was to be seen of the establishment. Some three hundred
yards along the beach was crowded with holidaymakers.
05.10, Cuchulain anchored off Moville Pier.
10.00, the shore party went in and the ’bus’ fare to Derry
was very much more expensive than the gas. 14.25, we were
anxious to have the tide with us leaving Lough Foyle in the
light of our experience puching it on the way. The wind was
W. 15 knots and the No. 2 genoa was up but two hours later
this was changed for the reacher and at Benbane Hd. there
was the familiar throb again. 23.10; the anchor went down
off Sheephouse pier, Rathlin.
15 July 07.15; Ashore for a walk and to fill some water
containers from the well at the Manor Hse. As we skirted
the bay, walking this time, the history of Rathlin was
revealed to us. On a still summer’s morning it was hard to
imagine the hordes of McDonald clansmen putting to the
sword every man, woman and child on the island in a
revenge killing for the murder of the McDonald Chieftain’s
wife. There was a W. 20 knot wind blowing and it was not
to be missed. At 08.50 under main and No. 2 we were doing
FROM

TO

Greencastle
Howth
Arklow
Dunmore East
Kinsale
Blatimore
Valentia
Inishbofin
Frenchport
Burtonport
Moville
Rathlin

Howth
Arklow
Dunmore East
Kinsale
Baltimore
Valentia
Inishbofin
Frenchport
Burtonport
Moville
Rathlin
Killowen

7 knots down to Fair Hd. In the shelter of the land strong
gusts laid us well over. It was one of our best sails and the
flood tide took us past the Maidens and Larne. Crossing
Belfast Lough, the Clyde Valley and the Ulster Volunteers
became the grande finale of the historical discourses. 16.00;
The ebb had started, slowing our progress. Donal and I
decided to let the junior crew do the ’graveyard’ watch as
it was the last night at sea. It was a fine night with little wind
and the watch took the form of a toast making party in the
cockpit. Telling ghost stories made the entertainment and
furtive glances over the shoulder were frequent to see if the
Flying Dutchman was heaving over the horizon.
16th July. 00.05 saw the South Rock light very close
abeam and at 09.48 hours a mooring was picked up at
Killowen. The circumnavigation of Ireland by Cuchulain
was complete.
We all agreed that a fortnight was not enough time to
allow a reasonable number of stops on the west coast. There
was much we had missed. An analysis of the time we spent
in our ports of call show that we had virtually pit stops. We
did not have time for a single meal ashore. Perhaps if we
had had more wind we would have had less time at sea, but
the sunny weather added much to the enjoyment. It was a
case of roundabouts and swings.
As for Donal, Snr. and I, does anybody want a berth in
Cuchulain for a cruise in 1984?
Cuchulain’ a track chart:

TIME
TAKEN
Hours
8
11
17
30
21
13
29
11
27
22
9
25
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DISTANCE ENGINE
SAILED
miles
Hours
34
45
75
82
43
65
120
46
83
68
35
112

-7
5
3
1
4
8
8
16
18
7
8

Chartering in the Caribbean
Peter Mullins

Readers will recall that in last years Annual I had just taken
on a Swan 47 to go on charter in the Caribbean for the winter
and I am pleased to report I survived the rigours of the trade.
It occurred to me that in these hard recessionary times one
might be tempted to "pack in and sell up"and sail off into
the deep blue younder and "do a bit of chartering" to cover
costs. This may have been possible a number of years ago
but today the crewed yacht charter business is a very
professional occupation as I was to find out.
Talent was well described in last years Annual. She is a
1981 Swan 47 designed by Sparkman and Stephens, loaded
with goodies including Sat Nav, Loran C, S.S.B., V.H.F.
and B plus G. Hercules System 190. She is indeed a
thoroughbred, beautifully finished and a joy to sail. I took
over Talant in Connecticut last autumn but the first task
was to get the vessel into "charter mode" This included the
preparation of a colour brochure, making sun awnings, a
bimini top, deck cushions etc. It became patently obvious
that a yacht which is well found and privately owned is not
necessarily readily equipped to go on charter. You soon
realise that when charging top of the market rates you
cannot serve your chateau this-or-that out of plastic mugs,

Talent
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despite the fact that the owner may have strong principles
about never having glass aboard his ship. Ditto the galley
-- the cast off aluminium pans from the holiday home may
be fine for family cruising but gourmet dinners for six
demand your le creuset and sabatier. Likewise sheets,
pillowcases -- matching, one can on on indefinitely.
The second task was to get the yacht crewed and down
to the Caribbean. I managed to blackmail "the bird" to
return from England whence she had fled from me after the
CCA/ICC cruise in Maine, to join me as cook/mate. I was
also lucky to sign on two others as delivery crew and unlucky
in a fifth, who turned out to be a disaster. There is no
shortage of crew looking for berths to the sun in Newort
in October. They take their chances, but so do the skippers.
The main criteria in my case are "can you sail, steer, do
you get sick?" However by the time you reach the Breton
Reef Tower it is often too late to turn back. The trick from
Newport is to wait for a depression to go through and jump
on the tall end which will give northerlies and go for it. The
passage from Newport to Bermuda was indeed the
proverbial "Nantucket sleigh ride" completed without
incident in a little over four days. Bermuda, a pearl among
islands, is a perfect yachtman’s haven -- warm and civilised
and a taste of things to come. The Virgin Islands, over 850
miles further south were reached safely. It must be
remembered that at this time of year the sudden gales of
Cape Hatteras combined with the effects of the gulf stream
never fall to take their toll in loss of life and yachts. A well
found 64’ yacht which I had previously met in Main in the
summer went down with the loss of four crew and while in
Bermuda it was reported that a Catarmaran had floundered
with all hands.
On arrival in the Virgin Islands we became immediately
aware of the wide gulf fixed between the crewed yacht
charter business and the bare boat industry. The crewed
yachts mainly base themselves in Charlotte Amalie, the
capital of the U.S. Virgin Islands, while the bare boats are
based in the British Virgin Islands. Charlotte Amalie boasts
all the necessities of a capital city with an International
Airport, Banks, Supermarkets, Hotels etc. In addition it is
a major cruise ship stop on the Caribbean circuit, with the
Q.E. 2, Norway (Ex France) and Festivale (Ex Essevale)
amongst others, making regular visits which bring wealth
and prosperity to the Island. Unfortunately this prosperity
also leaves crime, tacky shops and violance in its wake.
Charlotte Amalie is a place to stock up with duty free drink
and a wide variety of food and depart quickly to St. John’s
and the B.V.I. further to the east. The other main centre
is of course English Harbor, Antigua, well known to many
members as a yachtsman’s paradise and in my opinion
without question the best location to be based. However for
the first three months I operated out of the Virgin Islands.
Cruising in the V.I., which includes Jost Van Dyke,
Tortola and the islands of the Sir Francis Drake Channel
to Virgin Gorda is no bule water challenge. However it is
an excellent crusing ground with constant breeze, flat seas

and lots of good snorkelling with ideal sheltered anchorages
in other words, a perfect one week charter vacation, unlike
"Down Island"where there are often long open water
passages to be made between islands and places of interest
for the crewed charter yacht it is essential to become a
member of the Virgin Islands Charter Yacht League. This
august body, apart from representing the interests of its
members, organise a two-week Brokers Show early in
November. Where most of the State-side Brokers inspect
yachts and crews. Entry to the League is becoming
increasingly difficult for the non-National, correct
documentation is essential, and it is also necessary to be
qualified Captain with either a Yachtmasters Certificate or
a U.S. Coast Guard Licence. The Broakers Show is an
interesting experience and by and large the Brokers are more
concerned with the personality of the crew provided that
the yacht meets a certain standard. It is also advisable to
engage the services of one or other of the two clearing
houses. These organizations keep track of bookings, provide
a mailing service, telephone telex and use of cars. In addition
they hold deposits on charters in Escro, releasing the cash
a week or so before the charter so the Captain is always in
funds. In Antigua a similar service is provided by V.E.B.
Nicholson and Sons.
Once the Show is over you wait for the enquiries and the
charters to be confirmed. However it is not that simple as
Brokers are reluctant to book yachts with no previous track
record -- a real Catch 22 situation. We obviously made the
right impression and our first charter was over Thanksgiving
Weedend at the end of November but the season proper
really does not start in earnest until just before Christmas
through April. Once your guests are aboard it is important
to spell out all the Do’s and Don’ts of ship board life in
relation to heads, water capacity, deck shoes and safety, and
it is not until you have someone aboard who had never been
on a yacht before that you realise how necessary it really
is. It is also hard to explain to a guest why they cannot have
their third shower of the day and "No, we don’t have a plug
for your hairdryer" Statistics show that over 50°7o of those
who charter a crewed yacht have never sailed before.

The hardest work of all is undoubtedly that of the cook,
who not only has to help sail the yacht but prepare delicious
goodies five minutes after anchor down. Still you learn the
tricks of the trade fast and by and large it is a pleasant way
of life, but don’t be deceived it is no piece of cake. The
current rates for chartering work out at around U.S. $1,000
per guest per week give or take. What do they get for this?
Three full meals a day, use and instruction in snorkelling
and windsurfing and usually a full bar of their choice. Most
brokers will assist by providing a preferance list for food
and drink at least a week before the charter commences. As
to profitability, I understand to come out ahead, taking
crews’ wages, running costs and interest into account you
need to be busy for 22 weeks a year. This generally means
a summer season in the Mediterranean or Maine and the
winter in the Caribbean. It must be remembered however
that many of these yachts are used as a tax shelter or are
company owned. In my instance I found it hard to keep the
costs down and could never keep the expences of a one week
charter much under $2,000 and that did not take into
account salaries or interest.
So what is the ideal charter yacht? The pros and cons of
one vessel versus another are endless. However in my book
the minimum requirement is two equally appointed guest
cabins both with own head and shower. It is imperative that
no one had to sleep in the main salon and that the crew can
escape forward if ones guests want privacy of vice versa.
Incidently guests do not like sharing heads with crew; a spin
off from the current harpes scare! The ideal yacht should
have a good turn of speed under power and not be a dog
under sail, but not too sporty as to frighten the guests. A
deep freeze and endless quantities of ice are a must so a gen.
set is an advantage. Water is always the perennial problem
so 500 gallons and a water maker is a major plus point. From
the above sketch Talent was quite obviously far too small
and we were continually making excuses for ourselves. The
ideal yacht should be 55’ or upwards. I enjoyed our season
and although it was jolly hard work at times it was an
excellent exercise in keeping the cool, satisfying and more
important, rewarding.
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Malta to Piraevis in Velma
W.A and B.T. Smyth

"O’er the glad waters of the dark blue sea,
Our thoughts as boundless and our souls as free"
Byron. The Corsair
Byron had the right idea but cruising in the Mediterranean
is not always quite so idyllic. Velma had spent the winter
snugly moored at Manoel Island Marina at Gzira a few miles
north of Valletta. By April she and Billy her skipper were
ready to continue exploration of the Mediterranean. The aim
was to get to Piraeivs and to continue cruising from there.
By 19th April, 1983 final preparations were in hand. Both
masts needed a touch-up with paint. As this required the
use of a bo’sun’s chair it was a job for two people. In the
evening we had an excellent Dover sole at La Dolce Vita
in Sliema. In Malta there is a good variety of restaurants
with reasonable prices. English is spoken everywhere.
On the 21st. Fred Attard, the crew from a nearby yacht,
took us in his car to a local supermarket where a mountain
of stores was bought. The next day we visited the chandlers
and later bent on the mainsail. Then Fred took us on a tour
of the southern part of the island. The waters around Malta
are very suitable for snorkeling and in the Blue Grotto the
clarity of the water was remarkable. We passed a
desalination plant which supplements the water supply. With
a low rainfall there are few trees and the vegetation tends
to be rather scrubby. Mains water is brackish so that bottled
water is usually used for drinking. An experience of mains
water in whiskey is not likely to be repeated.
The Customs in Valletta refused to release a parcel of
yacht spares from the U.K. It was said that an armed guard
would be rquired to escort the pacel to the yacht! The
skipper used the full force of legal argument at his disposal
and after six hours of wrangling (but no excess payment)
he secured delivery of the parcel.
On Sunday 24th a Scuba diver released our bow warp
from a sunken mooring chain. There were so many warps
securing Velma to the quay and to buoys that it took an
hour to get her clear. Hilda and Wallace Dennison, who live
on Malta, joined us bringing a picnic lunch with them. We
enjoyed this in the cockpit before motoring to Valletta
Grand Harbour, passing through the narrow gap in the
submarine defence at the entrance. The main harbour has
several inlets all giving good shelter with deep water.
Unfortunately, yachts are not allowed to stay there. We
retruned to Gzira and spent the night at anchor.
The next day with a temperature of 76°C the fridge
refused to function so it had to be taken ashore for
replacement of the thermostat. An ice-box han been built
during the winter but very late delivery meant it was not yet
usable. We cleared Customs and Emigration to be ready for
departure in the morning. Yachts are not allowed to leave
or arrive at Malta after dark.
A route via Sicily, the Gulf of Taranto and Kerkira
(Corfu) was considered for although it was longer, it offered
short passages. However, the Gulf of Taranto has a
reputation for squalls so we decided to sail directly from
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Sicily to Kefallinia (260 miles) and thence into the Gulf of
Corinth. We got away on Tuesday 26th April at 08.00 Log
zero. Course 035°C was set for Syracusa on the east coast
of Sicily. In near calm conditions under a hot sun Velma
continued under engine all day.
Cape Spadaro lighthouse bore 050°M at 20.25 Log 42.
Course was altered to 100°C. A N.E.F. 4-5 breeze appeared
and we continued under main and motor on the port tack.
With a crew of two we stood three hour watches. As this
was our f’n-st sail of the year we set only the mainsail at night.
This proved over-cautious and made for slow progress.
(Velma is a cat-rigged ketch with 300 sq. feet in the main
and the same in the mizen). About 02.00 on Wednesday we
passed through a fishing fleet, several boats coming quite
close in the darkness to inspect us. At first light, about 04.00,
the mizen was set to join the main to a N.E.F. 4 breeze
and with relief we stopped the engine. Short tacks were made
towards Cape Muro de Poco near Syracusa. It had been a
tiresome night with a light breeze and insufficient sail. The
breeze failed again at 11.30 so the engine was used until we
entered Syracusa Bay at 17.45 Log 132. This bay, about a
mile across, gives good shelter but a yacht anchorage was
not evident. Sails were stowed as we motored round a headland to the old fishing harbour which lay about half a mile
to the north. A rock awash, three cables off the headland
was easily seen. We anchored just inside the entrance to the
fishing harbour in one fathom. Later that evening we ate
in a small restaurant which agreed to take Maltese currency
instead of lire but the exchange rate proved rather
unfavourable!
Syracusa’s most famous son was Archimedes whose
flotation principle has greatly influenced naval architecture.
We did’nt find his house but we did find the Dogana
(Customs House) and paid our harbour dues. An engineer
came at 09.00 on the 29th to free the variable pitch control
on the propellor shaft. We departed at 10.32 having first
cleared a fouled anchor. Log 132. Course 80°C for
KefaUinia was set on the Autohelm as we motored in a calm.
The watches were altered to four hours from 06.00 to 34.00
with a two hour dog watch from 14.00 to 16.00. From
midnight to 06.00 the watches were three hours. At 18.05
Malta Radio reported a high pressure area over the central
Mediterranean with fog patches. Visibility remained good
and after midnight the moon shone on a calm sea as we
forged ahead at 6 1/2 knots under engine. Course was
changed to 070° for Argostoli in Kefallinia. Dawn was damp
and overcast. It was possible to set full sail from 10.00 to
11.00 before returning to motoring in a calm.
Billy took a sun sight which gave a position line which
cut our course close to our D.R. The autohelm behaved
superbly, steering a much more accurate course than we
could have achieved. There was also the great bonus that
the man on watch was free to do odd jobs whilst keeping
a weather eye open. That night the calm continued and
although it was very dark some stars remained visible. There
was remarkably little traffic. We encountered only three

ships in the passage of 263 miles from Sicily to Agrostoli. berthed nearby. They were on passage from the Aegean to
By 05.00 on the 1st May Log 325 visibility was reduced "Sicily. lVelma’s portable radio-recorder had suffered a
to one mile. The aero R.D.F. beacons on Corfu and Araxos douche of sea water through a port carelessly left open. A
were difficult to identify and plot so we could not check our
local shop tried to repair it but had no success.
We departed from Argostoli on 3rd May at 10.03. A N.W.
position. By 09.20 the sun was hot and visibility had
improved. At 10.20 high land was sighted 45° on the port F. 4 breeze and full sail gave an exhilerating sail along the
bow 8 to 10 miles distant. These hills appeared to be just south coast of Kefallinia. The cat-ketch rig and the Freedom
to the north of Argostoli so we were well satisfied with our Forty hull can be remarkably slippery. (On passage from
landfall. A light breeze had come up so the engine was Gibraltar to Palma in 1982 Velma had a run of 426 miles
stopped, course altered to 40°C and we sailed slowly under in 72 hours). On this day conditions were ideal as a run
full sail towards the hills of Kefallinia shimmering in a blue changed into a reach on rounding Point Scala on the southeast extremity of Kefallinia, course 90°C for Mesolongion
heat haze.
The Vardiani lighthouse was identified on a islet close to which lies on low-lying ground about twenty-five miles
the entrance to the dog-leg bay which leads to Agrostoli. west of the entrance to the Gulf of Corinth. The sea was
The approach was made under sail. The sails were stowed calm and the sun hot .... conditions guaranteed to banish
and the engine used for the last half mile to a berth alongside any blues remaining from a more northerly winter. The
the quay. By 13.30 Log 395.8. Customs were cleared without breeze died at 14.30 so the engine was required until 16.25
difficulty. It was a warm afternoon so we strolled into the when a N.W.F. 4-5 breeze returned. At 19.05 the lighthouse
new part of the town and found a table in a large square close to the entrance to Mesolongion was identified bearing
where a beer could be enjoyed in the shade. Some years ago 80°C.
an earthquake devastated a large part of the town. Many
Sail was dropped at 19.30 and soon afterwards we entered
of the new cafes are round the square and for a while we the marked channel under motor followed by a Greek yacht
watched families out for a Sunday afternoon stroll and under sail. Log 463.20.30. We made fast alongside the quay
refeshment. The older part of the town has a variety of shops
at Mesolongion. It was here that Lord Byron had chosen
and several hotels. Very little English is spoken. Phone calls to live in exile. The encouragement and inspiration he gave
home were no problem as the Greek telephone system is to Greek nationalism earned him great esteem so that when
good.
he died he was treated as a hero. With considerable
The next day we met the crew of O.Y.C. Over-lord ceremony his body was despatched to England in a cask
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filled with spirit. Regrettably his arrival in England was less
auspicious as the Government there had less enthusiasm for
the Greek cause.
The next day was very hot. At first there was a calm as
we motored eastward into the Gulf of Patras. At 11.47 we
passed through the narrows and entered the Gulf of Corinth.
Course 95° was set for Point Psaromita. The main was set
at 12.20 to a westerly breeze F. 4-5 giving a very pleasant
run at 6 knots in warm sun to Ormos Anemokambi on the
north shore. At 16.25 the main was stowed. Motoring slowly
we crept into a very sheltered inlet in the northwest corner of the bay where the anchor was dropped in 21
1/4 fathoms. Log 513. This anchorage with its peace and
isolation was reminiscent of the West coast of Scotland. The
pleasure of the sunlit evening was only slightly marred by
the refusal of the Taylor Paraffin stove to function. Coffee
made with hot tap water was definitely below par!
Next morning the diesel stove in the galley was lit to cook
breakfast. The morning was calm and sunny as we left the
anchorage under engine at 10.15, setting course for Corinth
on the Autohelm. 135°C. After two hours, the main and
mizen were set to a pleasant N.W.F. 3 breeze which gave
a run. Sails were stowed half a mile from Corinth breakwater
at 16.40. We approached the quay in the new part of the
town and made fast alongside. Log 555.
Corinth had good shops but very little English is spoken.
A further unsuccessful attempt was made to have the radiorecorder repaired. The absence of taped music was felt more
than the lack of forecasts. Music can make a very agreeable
accompaniment to sailing in good weather while forecasts
in English are difficult to find and uncertsain in reliability.
On the 6th May, after a leisurely breakfast we departed
at 10.50 in company with two other yachts towards the
entrance to the Corinth Canal abour one mile distant. We
had a short wait as traffic is allowed in only one direction
at a time. The canal is a straight narrow cut three miles long

FROM/TO

without locks. At the south-east end of the canal we paid
our dues which were reasonable and entered Aegean waters.
A course was set for Piraeivs as we motored into a light
easterly headwind.
By 16.37 the southern extremity of Salamis island was
abeam and two hours later we entered Zea Marina at
Piraeivs. Log 587.7. A temporary berth near the entrance
served for the night but proved uncomfortable as the
hydrofoil passaenger vessels passing even at low speed
created a wash. There are quite a number of these vessels
plying among the islands and we found them interesting to
watch as they gained speed and rose out of the water on
their hydrofoils. No doubt Archimedes would have
approved! After a drink to celebrate our arival we went
ashore for a meal in one of the numerous restaurants along
the water front.
It was very hot the next day when we moved Velma to
a berth in the old harbour part of the marina. A supermarket
was found two hundred yards from the berth. Eagerly, we
loaded a trolley with food only to find to our chagrin that
we did not have enough drachmas and had to return some
items before the check-out was reached! That evening there
was a fireworks display to celebrate a Festival. Many
thunderflashes and red parachute flares were discharged.
Some of the latter came down on the marina and one just
missed Velma. At midnight every hooter and horn available
was blown in a final blast of noise until at last there was
peace and sleep was possible.
The next day was spent on minor tasks such as rigging
the sun awning on deck an essential item for comfort. A
trip to Aigina in the afternoon was frustrated as the
hydrofoils were not working normally.
An early start was made on Monday 9th May. Brian to
catch a plane to Belfast and the familiar routine while Billy
remained in his floating home peparing for his next guests
and planning new voyages.

DISTANCE
by
Log

Gzira to Syracusa
Syracusa to Argostoli
Agrostoli to Mesolongion
Mesolongion to Ormos Anemokambi
Ormos Anemokambi to Corinth
Corinth to Piraeivs

132
263
68
50
42
36

TOTALS

591

Average Speed -- 4.93 knots
Engine Hours -- 78°70 passage time
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PASSAGE
TIME
Hrs. Mins.
34
50
10
8
7
7

45
50
27
30
40
55

120 --

ENGINE
Hrs. Mins.
27
47
3
4
3
7

30
-30
20
-55

94 15

Lo Day Cruise
James Cahill

I’ve often wondered about what would happen to me if my
crew decided to mutiny. I was almost faced with the reality
of such a mutiny on the Ricjak and this was before we had
even lift Rosmony Harbour to start our first trial of my
newly completed 43’ steel yacht.
The decision to cruise for the first two weeks in August,
to the Hebrides was made rather quickly as the original plan
had been to Castletownbere with another boat with plenty
of stops at the regular and very convivial ports and Islands
on route southwards. I felt that a cruise along the coast
wouldn’t be a proper test of the Ricjak herself or my own
compatability with her, whereas I felt my confidence in her
would be proved by the somewhat longer and more
demanding trip to the Hebrides. I knew the Hebridean trip
would be much less pleasurable and more anti-social for my
crew and I freely admit that this was one of the reasons for
opting for the Hebrides. It would mean that I could have
my crew working on at least some of what are literally the
hundreds of jobs which needed to be done, and will need
to be done on the Ricjak. And indeed my purpose was
accomplished in that I got a huge variety of chores done,
from essentials such as fitting the compass depth sounder
and navigation lights, to putting fiddles on shelves and
whipping ropes. Some of these jobs were done before we
left Rosmoney, as the departure time which was set for
Sunday 31st July at 21.00 was postponed to Tuesday 2nd
August at 14.00.
I discovered on Sunday evening that a problem I’d been
having with the engine was caused by the water pump in
the engine. This was the cause of the near mutiny as the fact
that Monday was a bank holiday made it very difficult to
obtain the replacement part I needed. My employer and loyal
friend Michael Brown (he must be loyal to forfeit his Bank
Holiday) travelled the 70 miles to the only garage, where
I was assured of my essential replacement part. Thus the
departure was put off until Tuesday and indeed my final
two crew members Philip Bourke and Stephen Fitzgerald
didn’t arrive until Monday night and Tuesday afternoon
respectively. It was my other crew members, Katherine
Killalea, her brother Tom and brothers Alan and John
Warde who were conspiring to mutiny. A delay of two days
seemed like an interminable delay. I felt however that after
my work of building the boat from scratch and labouring
over her for four years of most of my spare time that a
further few days delay was quite acceptable.
I built my 42 ft. steel yacht Ricjak to my own design.
Sparetime activities, even before building commenced, were
planed around the dream of having my own yacht. The
planning emerged from very thorough research into every
aspect of design of the boat, through to welding which
necessitated my taking a six month course in welding. I
shotblasted the boat myself and was able to enlist the help
of some friends to paint her as I blasted. Anybody who
happened to come along to see how work was progressing
throughout the building period, was immediatly handed a
brush or file or some implement to make himself useful --

nobody was permitted to stand idly by and merely observe
operations.
The Ricjak was launched in May 1982 and I completed
the rigging by December 1982 -- when she went on her
maiden voyage. I had a few brief trips from Rosmoney
Harbour outside Clew Bay, but the furthest trip from home
before the Hebridean trip had been to Clare Island.
So it was with some little apprehension and much relief
that we finally left Rosmoney on Tuesday 2nd August, at
14.00. We picked up Stephen Fitzgerald from his Dragon
Apache just returning with his wife Joan from a week of
sailing around the Aran Islands. I was later to be glad I’d
been delayed long enough to allow Stephen to join me, as
he had much more sailing experience than the rest of my
crew.

We left home under engine only and later motor sailed
with main and our 1500 BMC diesel engine. Some of the
crew were disappointed about the length of time for which
the engine was used as they felt we really hadn’t started the
cruise properly until we were under full sail -- they saw me
as a cheat and were much happier when the engine was
finally turned off.
I discovered that despite very careful watches it’s still
possible to tangle with fishing nets. Just north of AchiU Beg
Island, at about 16.00 we ran into what, at the time, we
thought was a net. All of the crew had been on deck but
we failed to observe the marker buoys which although they
were not the greatest, were quite visible after the incident.
We had to cut some ropes which had caught under the keels
and then tied them together so as to minimise the damage.
There was still a rope which I tied to the rubbing strake
which we couldn’t discard. We thought we must be dragging
a huge weight and it created a terrific vibration which eased
somewhat when we tied the free end at the transom instead
of amidships. On reaching Aran Mor Island I dived under
the boat and released what transpired to be a coil of rope
which had obviously been coiled by the fisherman because
he didn’t require it. That explanation at least helped me
justify my ill-gotten gain of some pieces of rope which will
undoubtedly be useful.
Our first night at sea passed fairly quickly because the
crew had never stood watch and it was more of a novelty
than a chore. Stephen was watchleader, with Katerine and
Philip on his watch. Alan was to be the other watchleader
with Tom and John, but I ended up being the watchleader
in practice as winds increased and I felt they wouldn’t have
enough confidence if I wasn’t on deck with them. I found
that people were particularly anxious about steering when
running before the wind as an accidential gybe at night time
always sounded like all hell was breaking loose especially
as the winds had increased. With blocks beating themselves
against the steel deck when we gybed accidentally, it seemed
to the uninitiated, that disaster of unimaginable proportions
had well and truly struck.
Our navigation lights hadn’t yet been installed, so we
shone a torch on the mainsail on sighting navigation lights
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of what probably were sailing vessels, although they were
quite a distance off on each occasion. It was yet another
major job on the list of jobs to be done, which despite myself
and the crew being active all the time seemed to get longer
all the time, and of course all the jobs were top priority.
We saw Eagle Island light at 04.00 hours and the Stacks
at 05.45 on Wednesday 3rd August. The forecast for our
area was for W.S.W. winds 4-5-6 with rain and intermittent
drizzle and it was as good as its promise. With the increase
in winds some of the crew began to feel queasy.
The whole of Wednesday proved to be an extremely dirty,
unpleasant day. The wind was mostly F. 6-7 gusting higher
with huge following seas -- the very big seas being a feature
of Donegal Bay. Stephen and myself did most of the steering
as it was very tough going particularly as we were running
with the ever-present fear of gybing involuntarily. One such
gybe had already taken it’s toll, -- as a result I had a few
tears in my mainsail -- one of about 10" and three smaller
ones of about 2"-3" We had two reefs in the main and just
the headsail set.
We were very relieved to drop anchor at the anchorage
at Aranmore Island at 18.30 -- with our destination Barra
Lighthouse 127 miles North. Katherine prepared delicious
minestrone soup and Chile con carne which hit just the right
spot on such a wet miserable evening. We set a fire in the
solid fuel stove and had a lovely cosy evening with everybody
dozing off on full stomachs in a warm atmosphere.
We remained at anchor all day on Thursday, although
we hadn’t originally planned to. There just seemed to be
one job after another to be done and we were all kept busy.
Philip and Alan went ashore to buy some "decent food"
for Philip. His idea of decent food is bread, jam, and
biscuits. He doesn’t like meat but couldn’t be described as
a vegetarian either as he dosen’t like vegetables -- I suppose
he’s what’s called a faddy eater.
On Friday 5th August we left our anchorage at 07.00 in
very light winds -- with our engine and no mainsail.
Katherine spent about two hours or more doing the
necessary repairs to the main. It was a beautiful warm day
for her to sit on deck and the repairs were just completed
as we dropped anchor in a beautiful cove at the northern
end of Tory Island. Stephen and I had been in the same cove
about 7 years previously -- in 1976, when we sailed around
Ireland in my 14 ft. own design dinghy Clew Bay 1. We
renewed our acquaintance with the two islander brothers
with whom we stayed a night in 1976. It was a glorious
day, in stark contrast to our earlier visit. Tory is a beautiful
island with many beautiful coves only accessible by sea, but
land which has been ravaged by man’s abuse and which is
now strikingly infertile, for a winter fire they dig the scraw
at the top of the island. We brought our friends some brandy
which was greatly appreciated. They insisted on us taking
a large bag of newly dug potatoes which we began to eat
immediately on returning to Ricjak with delicious mackerel
we had caught only an hour or two earlier.
We set sail from Tory with Yankee, main and staysail in
a very light S.W. breeze at 17.00. Ricjak moves along only
very slowly in light winds and I resolved to organise the
making of a large masthead genoa on my return.
At 01.30 on Saturday 6th August we took fixes on Barra,
Tory and Eagle Islands radio beacons. We had a very
peaceful night -- the only piece of action being the
excitement of the crew at being followed by a school of
porpoises.
Saturday turned out to be a very frustrating day in terms
of progress. Our original destination had been the island
of Barra but we discovered that we were so far off course
that we would make for Tiree and later the elusive Island
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of Barra. I must hasten to explain that the reason for our
being so off course was not because of incompetence in the
navigational field -- we did have a very genuine excuse -in fact two excuses. Ricjak’s sextant had been left ashore
for safekeeping and we’d left home without it. The lack of
a sextant alone shouldn’t however be reason enough for the
huge discrepancies in our plotted course and our actual
course. It began to sink home rather quickly that fitting the
compass immediately prior to departure wasn’t to be
recommended at least not on a steel boat. Even the Sestrel
compass which I had bought for the reason that it was
specially recommended for a steel boat, would need to be
professionally swung to eliminate deviation. I could never
have anticipated the amount of deviation and that it could
vary so much from one quadrant to the next. In short,
navigation became tense and complicated although once we
acknowledged that our position was very much more to the
east than we had thought there was no problem except light
winds.
We arrived at Tiree on Sunday 7th at 15.00. We had the
thrill of spotting, what Stephen indentified to be a shark
quite close to the Island of Tiree. Sunday was a lovely day
for being at anchor. We sent Philip, Alan and John ashore
in the punt for some food, and they returned about 2 hours
later claiming to have walked to the other end of the island
-- some 8 miles in all.
Wnen dropping anchor the propeller shaft had slipped
from its coupling which meant I could not use the engine.
So on Sunday evening we beached Ricjak shortly before
dusk, and with the help of a local mechanic, supplied by
the Police Sargent, a hole was drilled through the shaft and
coupling and reinstalled with considerable difficulty, but
when completed it was a job well done -- one job fewer
on my list.
Everybody went ashore on Monday to have baths or
reprovision and to get some Scottish currency. As Katherine
said of tiree, it really bore a remarkable resemblance to a
golf course with it’s flat unfenced bare fields, with sheep
wandering all over what probably was commonage. The
houses were beautifully quaint and unlike Ireland’s
bungalow dotted countryside, added a lot of character to
an otherwise uninteresting landscape.
Our unusual punt attracted attention and not only from
the human population. Philip had gone to a remote part of
the Island and gone ashore for a few minutes to have a look
at a large colony of seals. He decided he wasn’t very welcome
and was making a quick getaway back to the punt, when
he stepped on what turned out to be a seal and not a stone
as he thought. The seal rolled over, and in doing so toppled
both Philip and the punt, or at least that was Philip’s
explanation on returning in saturated clothes.
We were surprised at the difficulty we experienced getting
basic foods and also that no diesel or oil were available. We
managed to negotiate with the mate on a coaster and we
were able to procure 15 gallons of diesel and a gallon of
oil. the bottle of brandy came in very handy.
I had, earlier in the day, put the masthead lights in
working order, and had swung the compass to work our
approximate deviation, among other jobs and we were very
relaxed and mellowed as we left Tiree at 21.00 with main,
yankee and staysail set. We had to pass through the narrow
Gunna Sound and tacked four times before passing safely
through what is quite a dangerious Sound. It was great to
be sailing again and the beautiful sunset on a splendid
seascape with an ideal N.W. wind reinforced this feeling of
wellbeing. We were making 7/8 knots, and with Barra Island
some 50 miles from Tiree we hoped to make a quick passage
and to be in Castletown Bay in Barra early on Tuesday

morning. Shortly before midnight however, the wind headed
us and dropped completely. This sudden change in the wind
was also accompanied by very dense fog. We discovered why
"ghosting"is such an apt discription for the type of
movement of a vessel in such light winds and the foggy
atmosphere made the sense of "ghosting" real enough to
be almost eerie.
The yankee was taken in at 04.15 and at 05.15 we backed
the staysail, and leaving one person on deck, we all went
below to wait out the fog. Shortly before 06.00 the fog lifted
a little thus slightly improving visibility, we passed through
a tide of about 200 yards long.
Having verified our position from Barra Head at 06.30
we tacked with the wind only marginally increased from our
earlier period. With the tide starting to turn against us at
08.00 1 started the engine and was surprised to find how little
way we could make with the adverse tide. the fog finally
lifted, overhead only, at about 12.50 leaving a thick haze
and revealing the mountain tips of the islands.
We sighted two trawlers to the N.W. and followed them
into Castlebay and dropped anchor at 19.30. The fog had
left the air very cold and although we had hoped to go ashore
after dinner we just collapsed into our bunks for the night.
Wednesday was a glorious day -- surprisingly warm in
view of the low temperature the previous day. Katherine,
Stephen, Tom and myself climbed the highest mountain on
the Island.. Barra is a very beautiful island with lots of big
hills and beautiful inlets. We visited the Kissimuil Castle
which has been beautifully and painstakingly restored and
which has historical connections with the O’Neill family of
Ulster. we missed the pub that night by thinking that closing
time was 23.00 as in Ireland, so instead we went to one of
the trawlers to buy fish and were told to help ourselves to
the plaice, sandeels and any other fish we cared to take. We
ended up having a midnight cook-up with some members
also enjoying beer and punch. Just as well the fog and mist
prevented us leaving early in the morning of Thursday 1 lth
as planned. It was 10.50 and a further trip ashore by the
time we left the beautiful Castlebay. we were astounded to
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see the Royal Yacht closely guarded by a huge frigate at
anchor close to the shore in Vatersay Island -- on our way
out of Castlebay harbour. The Royal presence, or at least
the presence of the Royal Yacht (we didn’t know who was
aboard) explained the helicopter and army worksman, the
day before as we climbed the mountain.
We had made out a further deviation table while in
Castlebay, but was inaccurate due to local magnetic
variation, but we were more confident about our course
leaving Barra than we had been on our approach journey.
The wind was W/SW veering N/W and about F. 5 increasing
to F. 6, it dropped gradually during the day and at 00.30
was about F. 4. Around this time we sighted Tory light, but
lost it again at 01.30 when the mist descended on us. We
picked up the light at Inishtrehull shortly after 02.00 when
the wind increased to F. 5 and our speed inceased to 8 knots
but only for about an hour when it eased considerably.1 Our
last bearing of Tory had been just off the port bow and the
lights reappeared at 04.00. We gave Tory Island a wide berth
of 15 miles or thereabouts, and were able to alter our course
eastwards.
The winds decreased throughout Friday and we put the
engine on for a while at 13.00 approx. The crew decided
that it was my turn to cook, -- that I was to be afforded
no priviledge or exemption from galley duty. I think they
were probably sorry afterwards although they all ate my socalled curry. The only thing that could be said about it was
that what it lacked in quality it made up for in quantity.
The sailing got steadily worse and we were ghosting along
once again. Frustration with lack of winds again led us to
put on the engine and indeed it remained on until we arrived
home to Rosmoney on Saturday 13th at 16.00. Needless to
say about 1/2 mile from home the wind picked up and we
felt a bit foolish sneaking in with our engine on and sails
stored away.
Thus ended our maiden voyage proper on Ricjak and as
an experiment it was very worthwhile. The only problem
now is to find time to make the necessary alterations for
next year’s trip.

Circumnagivation the Galecian Way
James Osborne

As a result of enthusiastic reports from Fred Espey and Ken
Martin, Paul Campbell and I decided that a trip to Spain
would be the primary object of the Summer, hopefully
combining the return with yet another circumnavigation of
Ireland. Verve could get restless if she did not visit the West
on an annual basis and at her age that would not do.
My crew for the outward passage consisted of Arthur
Megan Oust in case our navigation was shaky as many
anticipated and we ended up on the ice) Punch Preston and
David Brabazon. The latter two, whilst thoroughly familiar
with muck rakes and sheep dips, were still to serve their
apprenticeship at sea.
The weeks prior to our departure were spent installing a
new engine and due to unforseen delays both Verve and the
engine had to do without sea trials for the second year in
sucession. We left Dun Laoghaire to a great send-off -children and wives weeping -- enough to send any man to
sea and slowly beat our way south. Lack of preparation
became evident early on and by the time we reached Wicklow
Head I was head first in the bilges trying to make one of
the pumps function and persuade the fresh water to come
out of the tank. Fortunately I was successful and gradually
we settled into a routine.
The next few days were fairly uneventful with visibility
remaining poor and the wind variable in both strength and
direction. The predominant factor was the cold and lack of
sunshine. We were fortunate in having an N.E.F. 7-8 for
eighteen hours or so but soon the south westerlies returned
and we were back beating again. Progress in Verve is slow
into the wind but by day five the north easterly trades had
arrived with clear skies and brilliant sunshine. The
agronomists and their stomachs had settled in and we all
enjoyed a magnificent day’s sailing escorted by porpoises
as we sailed south towards Cape Finisterre at a steady 7
knots. Magellan Megan had it all worked out to perfection
and we picked up land in the late afternoon six days out
from Dun Laoghaire. Prior to departure the tough plan had
been to meet the girls at an unspecified sea front bar in
Muros at 18.00 Friday and so having rounded Finisterre we
carried on, enjoying cocktails, sheltered waters and the heat
of the land breeze, mooring alongside the inner harbour wall
at Muros at 22.30. The cold of the first few days was soon
forgotten and the height of the waves increased as the
evening wore on. All in all we had had a good passage
covering 786 miles in six days and four hours at an average
of 5.3 knots -- not bad for an old lady.
With seven on board we soon drifted into the cruising
pattern of late nights and an early start being anything before
13.00. Nevertheless we sailed every day and were blessed by
glorious weather. I was keen to go to Finisterre and so on
Saturday afternoon we left Muros after an excellent lunch
and headed north-west beating into a stiff breeze in near
perfect sailing conditions. We had originally intended going
to Corcubion but having tacked to the head of the bay one
look told us otherwise -- that is unless you enjoy iron ore
and bauxite carriers and the dirt that goes with them. Next
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on the list of priorities was Canelinas but our plan was
further hindered by an extremely aggressive Spaniard who
prevented us from landing. Canelinas is shown on the chart
as an old whaling station and being inquisitive tourists
decided that such an antiquity should be taken in to improve
the Galecian flavour of the cruise. Abusive exchanges of
Spanish and gutteral Dublineeze resulted in our moving into
the next bay and anchoring for the night off Plaza de Gures.
The village up the hill is really worth a visit. All promarketers should have a good look at this facet of Spain
before approving of the Iberian application to join the
E.E.C. The grants currently paid to under developed Ireland
would, I suspect be diverted to Galicia, where agriculture
and the methods employed have changed very little in the
past three centuries. The valley leading to Gures contain
some fifty acres of land hand tilled and all apparently used
for subsistance purposes. From a touristic point of view all
of this added to the charm of the place and with Heather
acting as an interpreter we caught up with the British General
Election and other issues including our friend from
Canelinas. Apparently the whaling business is still active
in Spain, albeit on a reduced scale -- partly due to the lack
of whales and partly the presence of the Green Party who
had recently sabotaged one of the whaling ships when at
anchor in the bay. His attitude was in retrospect
understandable, and was the only hostility we encountered.
In fairness everyone else we met in Gures or elsewhere was
hospitable and friendly.
Late in the afternoon we reached across the bay to
Finisterre and moored alongside a derelict fishing boat. The
RCC manual mentioned the walk to the lighthouse as being
"envigorating" It certainly is worth while and develops the
necessary thirst and appetite to enjoy an excellent dinner.
Finisterre is well worth visiting. Historically it was the last
stop on the pilgrims trail and could easily be compared to
Crookhaven. As with the latter, the winters must be fairly
bleak and remote.
With the wind in the north we thought it wise to head
south to the Ria Arosa and had a glorious sail past Cape
Finisterre with the spinnaker flying. Unfortunately that is
literally what happened as the bottom panel decided it had
had enough. With the words "I think it is about time it came
off’the sail duly obliged! The rest of the day was perfect
sailing with the wind in the N.W.F. 5-6, hot sun and for
once good visibility. By late afternoon we were anchored
inside the pier at Corrudebo. Ken Martin strongly recommended this little fishing village but unfortunately the surge,
resulting in waves coming over the harbour wall made the
anchorage fairly uncomfortable and we decided to proceed
further south to Aguine, shown as Vicanzio on the chart.
Things have changed considerably since our chart was
published and this port now facilitates some sixty sardine
boats. With the aid of the local anglofile who, like so many
Galecians had spent much of his life as a merchant seaman
and anxious to extole the virtues of the nightlife in Dublin
and Cork, we found an excellent restaurant for dinner

ashore. Other than the harbour which is well protected there
is little to recommend Aguine although as always we were
made to feel extremely welcome.
By morning the weather seemed to have settled and after
trying to bump our way over the entrance to Vionta we
motored to Isla de Salvors, a delightful island now
unoccupied and apparently owned by a Spanish General
from Madrid. A glorious day was spent beachcombing and
discovering the island which culminated in the skipper and
his wife returning under the armed guard of the
generalisamo’s local protector. Despite a light on-shore
breeze we decided to spend the night anchored off the Beach.
Next morning was spent anchored inside Nora swimming,
walking and watching local fishermen hunting octopus.
We spent the afternoon sailing slowly east, bound for
Cabo Cruz,.a place not to be recommended despite the
beauty of the local barmaid. Arthur, a man of considerable
reputation failed miserably and could only splutter the
excuse "well, all good studs have to go out to grass
occasionally".
In settled weather there seems a definite daily pattern to
the wind which backs in the late afternoon ending up in the
North-east and blowing 3-4. During the day the heads of
the Rias become baking hot which with the primitive sewage
system makes them fairly odorous albeit attractive.
Consequently we decided to head west to visit Isla Ons for
the day. All of the off-lying islands are certainly worth
visiting in settled weather, with deep blue clear water, fine
beaches and very few people. The only "inhabitants" we
encountered were well tanned all over and complimented
the scenery. Later in the afternoon we motored to Porto
Nova which had been recommended as a good victualling
point.
The harbour is a bustling affair, with small vessels
habitually roaring in and out to supply an active fish market.
Lying alongside appeared to be impossible and as it is full
of moorings the visitor had little room to swing at anchor.
At different times and unbeknown to each other Punch,
Arthur and I all shortened in for fear of swinging into
neighbouring craft. Unfortunately the cumulative effect of
this activity resulted in a breach of the most fundamental
rule of anchoring procedures -- that the anchor must be on
the bottom before it is rendered effective. All seemed well
until about 03.00 when shouts of "Hombre, hombre" woke
Heather. Verve had drifted very sedately towards the
harbour wall. Amid roars of laughter from local inhabitants Arthur and I stumbled about getting the engine started
finally anchoring in approximately the same position but
this time with the anchor on the bottom.
As Punch had to leave the following day we left Porto
Nova in the late afternoon and beat our way east to Marin.
After a courageous attempt to moor in the marina of the
naval college, which resulted in armed guards charging down
the pontoons gesticulating wildly, we settled for the west
end of the fish market pier. Marin is a large fishing and
commercial port, a fascinating place with trawlers steaming
in and out all day and night (no doubt full of Irish fish).
Caroline was determined to give Punch the correct send off
and adorned herself in the full rigalia -- pure magic -especially in dockland and harbour bars. After dinner we
returned to see the fish market in full swing, purchasing
Dublin Bay prawns and Calemare at absurdly low prices,
cooking and eating them on board that night.
Clearly we had all settled into the lazy routine as any form
of energitic activity seemed exhausting. Once again we
regretted coming so far east as the days were extremely hot
with virtually no wind. Having spent the evening anchored
off Combarro, a charming village tucked into the head of

the Ria and untouched by any form of commercialism, we
headed west to the Islas Cies. This was another magnificant
day with a following wind, cool beers and good company.
What more could anyone ask for.
With the exception of one night at Cangas, we spent the
remaining three days discovering these islands. By now the
anti-cyclone which had dominated our weather throughout
was beginning to decline and the one cloudy day was well
received and gave relief to our sun scorched bodies. In the
conditions in which we saw them these islands could well
have been in the Carribean, being steep to and semi-tropical
with glorious empty beaches. I should imagine they would
be no place to be in a blow but that was hardly our concern.
Reluctantly our time was up and we headed south to
Bayona where I had agreed to leave Verve to await Paul’s
arrival. Our final evening was spent in the company of
Anthony Gore-Grimes and crew, resulting in a riotous party
aboard Shardana details of which would be patently unkind
to publish.
The next time I saw Verve was early in the morning of
Sunday 17th July when she lay at anchor in Derrynane. I
had persuaded Des Bayly and Mark Roper to drive down
overnight so as to give Paul and his crew our car and enable
me to take Verve north. All worked to plan except that after
two weeks of anti-cyclonic calm, a northerly wind got up
within an hour of our leaving and we beat our way through
the Blasket Sound and across Galway Bay. I was unprepared
for this and my crew disillusioned having been promised
something quite different. As with all long beats one
eventually arrives wet, tired but satisfied and we left Verve
at Clifden late on Monday. Galway Bay may be bad but
the bus from Clifden to Galway would test anyone’s
stomach.
As was the case last year I wanted to combine a family
holiday at Oldhead Lodge with further exploration of the
North Galway and South Mayo coasts. Once again we were
extremely fortunate with the weather and had many days
fine sailing in and around Clew Bay and the off-lying islands.
The wind, or rather the lack of it, limited the sailing but
a number of days were spent exploring the islands of Clew
Bay visiting Clare, Inishbofin and the Killary. One
anchorage not mentioned in the I.C.C. Cruising Directions
which is both sheltered and easy to approach is off Ross
House, marked on the chart as Rossbeg. It is probably not
as good an anchorage as Rossmoney but worth noting. The
Blackwells, who live at Ross would, I am sure, keep an eye
on any craft left there unattended.
With Nataniel Healy and Ultan Guilfoyle as crew we left
Oldhead at 16.00 on Friday 5th August and sailed sedately
out to Achill Head in a very light south westerly. By evening
the wind had died and we motored north past Eagle Island
and across Donegal Bay. Fortunately the wind picked up
at dawn and we carried the spinnaker to within a few miles
of Tory. As neither Ultan or Nathaniel had an opportunity
to visit we called in at Doon Port picking up a mooring
offered to us by a local fisherman peering over the impressive
cliffs to the east of the pier. For myself there is something
awesome about this remote island. Whenever I land there
I become anxious and unsettled and cannot wait to leave.
This time was no exception and having walked to survey the
cliffs on the east end I returned on board recommending
a visit to West Town but not volunteering to go along.
The evening light was magnificent as we motored east,
with Balor’s Castle silhuetted against the sunset. It is
memories such as these that make cruising addictive. The
Grainne Whaile steamed by at close quarters breaking the
solitude momentarily but adding to the overall silence and
gradually as darkness descended we headed for Ravedy
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Island inside Melmore Head. It was a particularly dark night
and after some moments of anxiety we picked up the small
light on Ravedy and anchored in three fathoms about one
cable to the south of the light. The last of the flood was
at 05.00 and we departed at that time motoring up Mulroy
on a beautiful calm morning. Approprietly enough the sun
broke through as we approached Cratlagh and my father
joined us for breakfast.
Verve had already been away long enough and early on
the morning of Saturday 13th August we left Fannys Bar
and motored out of Mulroy soon picking up a westerly
breeze which permitted us to fly the spinnaker and mizen

staysail to within a few miles of Rathlin. This was yet
another glorious sail. At 16.00 we anchored off the Sheep
Pier in Church Bay to await the tide. The rest of the day
was spent walking, buying diesel and visiting McCuigs for
refreshment. By the turn of the tide the calm had returned
and we motored south under clear skies. Despite the
monotony of the engine it was remarkably peaceful and by
noon Sunday we were a few miles north of Rockabill.
Gradually a southerly breeze developed and we beat our way
inside Lambay round the Baily and across Dublin Bay
picking up our mooring at 20.00, to end a great Summer’s
cruising.

MILES

TIME

ENGINE
TIME

Days Hrs.

Hrs
42

CREW Dun Laoghalre to Muros
James Osborne
Arthur Megan
Punch Preston
David Brabazon

786

6 4

Muros to Bayonne
The above plus Heather Osborne
Caroline Preston Gay Brabazon

90

10 --

Derrynane to Clifden
James Osborne
Des Bayly
Mark Roper

I10

-- 33

10

Old Head to Dun Laoghaire
James Osborne
Ultan Guilfoyle
John Osborne
and others

353

2 15

36
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Irish Cruising Club Sailing Instructions
South & West Coasts of Ireland
Reviewed by Colin Myles-Hook Master of the
I.L.T. Granuaile
The details of the hoist winch on the Fastnet Rock are seared
into my brain: every red-painted rust wart, the creak and
groan of the rope fail in it’s lead blocks, and the ’chunk’
as the taut rope slips into a groove between other turns on
the drum.
Over the years, as a deck officer in the Irish Lighthouse
Service, I have spent many a hard day on the handles of
that winch, as slings of sand, gravel, oil barrels and the
hundred and one items which a lighthouse needs have inched
their painfUl way upward out of the cutters and been swung
onto the rock. I have learned that, as in the case of a watched
kettle never boiling, a watched sling never rises. So one stares
down at the handle and winds and winds, until some kind
person says: "That’s high enough, lads"
I remember one day in particular: a humid day of oily
calm and misty sunshine. A fleet of yachts ghosted past
between Granuaile, at three cables off the rock, their
multicoloured spinnakers flapping gently and the sun
winking off their brasswork. From spotless decks sunkissed
girls in bikinis tempted us to the lusts of the flesh by waving
cans of beer at us.
A particularly heavy load was coming up out of the boat
and sweat was running out of our hair and dripping off our
Mrs. Joyce Sound and her husband (Johnny Malcolm and Brendan Cassidy)
Photo W. M. Nixon.
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noses. "Look at that", said a keeper, winding beside me,
"the twentieth century out there, the **** eighteenth century
in here"
I was reminded of this incident when I saw the cover of
the new 1983 edition of the Irish Cruising Club Sailing
Driections for the South & West of Ireland. In the
foreground the yacht Adele proclaims the twentieth century
as she lies off the Fastnet; although modernity has made
a brief flourish on the rock in the form of a Bolkow
Helicopter on the helipad.
In the lighthouse service we have a close association with
yachtsmen. They number amongst our Commissioners and
our colleagues. We have resuced some and cursed a few:
mainly those trill-seekers who alter course across our bows
at the last minute -- they have read somewhere that steam
gives way to sail -- and those who try to sail round the ship
when we have a lightvessel or Lanby on tow. We have gazed
in mingled admiration and astonishment at small craft
dancing and plunging westward in heavy seas off Mizen
Head. We shake our heads sadly in the manner of those who
know it is impolite to mock the afflicted, but ... "Fancy
doing that for fun. They must be nuts!" And then below
to the saloon for lunch, commenting that there

is a ripple on the surface of the soup; while a few cables
off some gallant little woman is probably hanging by her
eyelashes trying to make cheese sandwiches for her hungry
crew.

Of course we have many things in common with
yachtsmen. We both have to deal with winds, tides and all
the other eccentricities of God. Though "to lay aloft in a
howling gale may tickle a landsman’s taste", the most
evocative phrase in the nautical voccabulary is "A snug
anchorage" To come gliding past Ardnakinna into the calm
waters of Berehaven, with Maulin and Hungry Hill stained
russet and purple by the evening sun, in the background,
after a long day pounding into a sou’westerly swell off
Inishtearaght and the Bull Rock, is one of the great delights
of my job.
So I can imagine what satisfaction there must be aboard
a small yacht in a snug haven after hours or days of battling
with contrary winds and cross seas. I picture a warm cabin,
with the night wind soughing through the rigging outside,
the remains of a good meal -- the gallant little woman
having disentangled her eyelashes from the stove gimbals,
perhaps a small one at everyone’s elbow to keep out the
damp, and the Sailing Directions laid out on the table while
the next day’s adventure is planned.
We, too, use the Sailing Directions. They have their place
beside the Irish Coast Pilot, Reed’s Almanac and the Tide
Tables in the wheelhouses of both Irish Lights Tenders,
Granuaile and Atlanta. "Good heavens!" you may say,
"Don’t tell me the captain tries to wedge a two thousand
ton ship into Barlogue Creek, Baginbun or Bruckless. He
must be nuts!"
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Well, no not the ship. But there are many occasions when
our motor boats have had to work in unknown or unusual
places. I have picked up drifting buoys in Roberts Cove and
Castlemaln Harbour and have landed men in an emergency
in Frenchport, Elly Bay and Garnish. The ship has anchored
overnight off Inishboffin and in Smerwick Harbour and the
thirsty crew has wondered if there is enough water alongside
the piers there for the motor boat and how far it is to the
nearest pub. On suchlike occasions we dig out the Sailing
Directions to see what they say and they have never let us
down.
What more can one say about this excellent work? Of
course everyone will look at the photographs first. In the
new edition there are many new ones, although I was
surprised to find that some plates which were included in
the 1966 edition -- and which I would have thought were
useful -- have been left out. I was glad to see an old friend:
the photo of the Bull Rock (No. 15) appears regularly in
all sorts of publications, although the lighthouse tender
Valonia, shown close north east of the rock, has long gone
the way of all lighthouse tenders. She was a lively little craft
and made many a good man seasick off the South West
coast.
And I do wish the editors had put us out of our misery:
who are the people in Photo. No. 26? Mrs. Joyce Sound
and her husband?
Any other quibbles? Not really. Maybe one or two minor
niggles about details in some chartlets, that is all. But if I
were rich enough to own Inishvickillane, I should hate the
world to know that my island was a "traditional home of
fairies"!.

Dunn’s Ditties

the local hill. We went back into Pontevedra Bay and
anchored in Porto Novo.
On Tuesday we sailed to Salvora Island and when ashore
we were told to go away by a man with a gun! It then became
very misty but we sailed in Arosa Bay and anchored in
Puebla del Caraminal. Next afternoon we just beat across
the bay to San Martin del Grove. On Thursday we sailed
out and went north in pleasant wind but cold and misty;
we anchored N. of the pier at Muros. In the night and all
Friday there was strong S. wind and heavy rain; we stayed
in Verve and only went out to dinner at 10 p.m. On Saturday
9th we went ashore for water and bought plenty of food
as we left to go to Scilly. We sailed well outside and at
midnight were 20 miles W. of Finisterre. We headed N.N.E.,
wind Sunday and Monday between S.S.E. and E. We used
diesel 6 hours in Monday night. Tuesday morning used diesel
again but afternoon wind headed N.N.E. and very strong
rain with thunder and lightning; more pleasant in evening
and wind back to E. Wednesday was sunny but misty; at
mid-day Colin reckoned we should sail E. and we used the
diesel. Eventually we saw Bishop Rock and went S. of Scilly
Islands till we went up St. Mary’s Sound and anchored at
22.20 in St. Mary’s Pool.
Thursday spent the morning ashore and afternoon visited
Tresco gardens. Friday 15th at 10.15 we left N. trough Scilly
and then headed 310 to S.W. Ireland. There was no wind
at all and very smooth water, misty but sunny and very
warm; the diesel went all the way. On Saturday at 12.00 we
saw Fastnet Rock. Later saw Mizen Head, further went
through Dursey Sound and anchored in Darrynane at 18.20.
After dinner we walked to Caherdaniel but Ted Butler, who
once sailed Verve, was away. Sunday very earley James
Osborne came to Verve and we drove back to Dublin in his
car.

Robert Barr writes: When Kenneth Martin and Fred Morris
asked me to bring Estrellita home from Spain I gathered
together a sturdy crew comprising Paul Butler, Joe Dunn
and my son, Patrick, and off we flew to Santiago on 20th
August to pick up the boat at Villa Garcia in the Ria Arosa.
We had a very pleasant week visiting old friends in well
remembered ports and cruising in gentle stages to La Coruna
where we arrived in time for it’s fiesta on 27th August. Soon
after leaving La Coruna the northerly freshened up to gale
force and for the first thirty hours we beat westward into
a big, steep sea which had been building up for several days.
Eventually the wind moderated and went into the west giving
us a placid 24 hours before it freshened to gale force again.
This in turn also moderated to a gentle force 4 westerly, but
menawhile we had started to get forecasts of the near
hurricane storm which was building up in the Atlantic and
heading rapidly our way.
On Wednesday evening Estrellita was an incongruous
sight. The main was lashed to the boom and the only sail
was a No. 3 Genoa fully reefed. Everything was stripped
from the deck and all available sheets were ready to stream
-- yet the wind was a modest 12 knots westerly, the sea was
placid, the sky was clear and the evening sun was tranquil.
However, within a few hours an incredible transformation
had taken place. A huge southerly had switched on which
we clocked fequently at over 54 knots and it swept the sea
before it until the waves seemed to be as high as houses.
Holding the wheel required the use of the whole body and
helmsmen had to be changed frequently to retain strenght
and concentration. However, despite the awe-inspiring
conditions we all felt a sense of exhilatarion and also
condfidence in Estrellita’s capacity to keep us afloat. We
were near the Tuskar at midnight on Thursday and the
shipping forecast told us that there were force 11 or 12
southerlies everywhere except in the Irish Sea where it was
force 9 -- which seemed modest enough in the
circumstances. This consideration, together with the fact that
we had a favourable tide at the Tuskar, caused me to decide
to keep on going for Dun Laoghaire rather than Dunmore
and we duly arrived at lunchtime on Friday in the lull before
the second half of the storm which struck that evening. The
passage of 676 miles was made in 4 days 20 hours. Other
than blowing the luff of the genoa out of it’s track, Estrellita
and her crew survived unscathed.
Paul Campbell writes: I sailed with Fred and Eileen Espey,
John White and Colin McMullen. We left Dublin afternoon
Thursday 30th June by air to London and then to Santiago
where, alas, none of our large bags appeared. We stayed
there on Friday and went to Verve in Bayona that evening.
On Saturday afternoon we at last got all our bags. On
Sunday we motored to Cies Island: we spent 31/2 hours there
and all except me went swimming. Then we sailed to
Cambarro at the E. of Pontevedra Bay. On Monday we
sailed and motored to Melide in Ons Island; I walked up

HaroM Cudmore Jr. writes: Another busy racing year
allowed less time for cruising than I would have wished. I
stayed with Alan and Gale Warwick the noted disigner of
cruising yachts at Doves Bay in the Bay of Islands, North
Island, New Zealand for a couple of days in April. I daysailed from their home with Fiona and David Barker in their
very innovative home designed and built fiberglass 57
catamaran Sundancer which they intend to cruise extensively
in the Pacific. Then I spent a couple of days around the
islands on a 40’ motor boat with Alister and Marikye McRea
and included a visit to the "Hole in the Rock" We started
from and returned to "Paihia" This area is considered the
most attractive cruising area in New Zealand and is
somewhat like Scotland in warmer weather.
June 6 I flew to Gibralter to join Pat Whelan, Barry
Hassett and Paddy Ghent on Pat’s Moody 51’ Charlena for
a three week trip. Barry is writing an account elsewhere in
the Journal. The highligh was undoubtedly a 53 mile leg up
the Guadalquivir River to Seville. While the attractiveness
of the Rias of North-West Spain are well known I think a
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little attention to the small harbours of Portugal like Nazarea
would be well repaid.
Harold Cudmore Snr. writes: During the heatwave in July
Namhara spent several weeks revisiting her old haunts down
West. On board were Paddy Maher, skippers son Finbar
and grandson Mike. For part of the trip we had a French
boy and later were joined at Parkinasilla by Dick Maher.
We carried one sailboard which probably sailed more than
Namhara whose engine saw much use. Handed over to son
Denis in Schull for his own two weeks cruise.
Brian Dalton writes: The dependable Bent Knudsen at
Hvalpsund Boat Yard had Boru ready for sea when we
completed our transatlantic flight to Denmark. In untypical
leisurely fashion we began the cruies in pastoral Limfjord,
the sea link across Jutland connecting North Sea and
Kattegat. My father in law, Tage Astrup, aged 74,
enthusiastically augmented the family crew. He began
cruising at 60! At Grenaa, he had to leave to prepare for
an international scientific symposium in his honour but we
continued south through Stor Belt, the largest of the three
Baltic Outlets, witnessing the bonfires of St. Hans Aften
(mid-summer’s Eve). Then the track took us between the
islands of Zealand and Lolland for a fair night passage with
autopilot help to the east most Danish possession,
Bornholm, situated between Sweden and Poland. RDF
beacons were useful in avoiding East German and Polish
waters.

Ronne has the only large harbour; there is no shelter so
the others being small were crowded mostly with German
yachts. Bornholm is worth visiting because of its beauty and
history. Our timetable denied seeing nearby Christianso so
we powered into 20 knots headwind to reach Swedish ports
of Ystad and TreUeborg enroute to Copenhagen. Yachts can
cut the shallow corner by using the lockless Falsterbo Canal
constructed to avoid German sealing of the Baltic in WW2
with mines.
Moored within five minutes walk of Copenhagen airport
we met Tania Guinness, Kirsten’s guest from Dublin and
former cruise friend. The waterways and shore attractions
of Copenhagen especially Tivoli were explored before
resuming northwards past Hamlet’s castle guarding Oresund
to the fishing harbour of Gelleleje to celebrate Kirstens 17th
birthday ... dressed ship. A turbulent passage brought us
to the shelter of Anholt for three days. A mast count
revealed of 245 yachts the dues were about £20 per night,
but showers, food and drink were easily obtainable. From
this Danish island we sailed easily to Marstrand where the
fleet showed one other I.C.C. burgee. North are the quiet
archipelagoes of the Swedish west coast briefly visited before
returning via Goteborg (Tania flew home for Deerhound’s
North Cape departure). Boru again crossed Kattegat
approaching Laeso by the aroma of smoked herrings. After
891 miles in three and a half weeks, we again tied up in
Hvalpsund for another winter.
Hugo du Plessis writes: Samharcin left Bantry in mid
September bound for the long promised dream of winter
sunshine. Now the worry is to get through the French canals
before they freeze!
Four weeks later, after many gales, days of fog and
headwinds she is in Gurnsey while I struggle to finish a book
and wait for a parcel of manuscripts which has taken longer
to get from Ireland by computerised mechanical transport
than we did by sail.
But with gin at £2.70 a bottle (which makes the average
’duty free’ look heavily taxed) and plenty of writing to keep
me busy I am spared the exasperating delays of other
cruising boats here as they wait for a sucession of ’Force
10 decreasing 9’ to pass.
The only incident so far was picking up a plastic sheet
with our trailing prop, big enough to cover half the boat,
on the day Marpol ’83 prohibiting dumping of plastics came
into force. Soon cleared but had to be towed into St. Peter
Port.

Anholt July 1983 Photo Brian Dalton
Mayne Elliott writes: When our dinghy filled north of
Ardnamurchan, we hove-to in the lee of Eigg and my son
hung over the side to bale it out. "Robin", I said "youre
in good company. St. Paul had trouble with his small boat!"
"Yes" said Robin "and the bloody things haven’t
improved since!"

Tania and Kirsten. The ITs and the 70’s (next boat)
Boru at Glleje 1983 Photo Brian Dalton

Vice Commodore Joe FitzGerald writes: Mandalays Summer
Cruise started from Courtmacsherry following the "Dad’s
Army" race on Sat. 30th July.
Crew: Chris Gibbons, Mike Doran, Ian FitzGerald,
Eamonn O’Neill, Joe FitzGerald. Visited Castlehaven for
a good dinner in Mary Anns Bar (now owned by Club
Member Bill Hosford). 06.00 Hrs. set sail for Berehaven,
arrive 15.00 hrs. Mizen lively; asked for £5 Harbour dues!!
Spent night in Lawerence Cove and then to Bunaw
(Killmacilogue) for Lobsters and musical evening in Thady’s
famous pub. Regretfully crossed Kenmare Bay to visit nine
pubs in Sneem, (very hard to get "pinkers") Motel just
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outside village is best bar. On to Derryname. Visited
Caherdaniel for liquid lunch. "Music Man Mike" departed
to be replaced by Kevin Walsh and Brian Jolly in Berehaven
and then to Lawerence Cove again. Kevin meets old flames.
Visited Kitchen Cove for an excellent, amusing meal in a
Japanese restaurant overlooking the Anchorage, which is
now full of shrimp pots and lines near shore.
Next Stop North Harbour where Chris departs. Visited
usual haunts, watched Fastnet racers and then home via
Glandore. (Marine Hotel good as ever) Summer weather and
mainly light winds.
Terence Kennedy writes: This year we settled for a short
family curise in the latter half of July. Leaving on July 12th
we sailed to Holyhead where the skipper went by train to
London for a meeting. There was dense fog at Holyhead
and we were glad to have our new Vigil Radar.
On July 15th we left Holyhead in dense fog, 50 yards
visibility, and after an overnight stop at Port Dunllaen made
land fall at Penddn L.H., near Lands End early on July
17th. Without ever sighting land we sailed for three hours
to Tater Du using radar.
Stop at Newlyn, St. Mawes, Fowey, Polperro, Falmouth
and Helford in idyllic summer weather followed. We cruised
in company with Starwalker, (Malcolm Kelly) a Contessa
35. There was a spectacular down wind sail from Fowey to
St. Mawes and a tough beat from Helford to Scillies.
In these lovely islands we visited five different anchorages
and made much use of our wind surfer. In Old Grimsby
Harbour we were fascinated to watch a 25 foot Frenchman
sailing at half ebb through the rocks to St. Marys. A
courageous effort!
We elected to sail around the outside to shelter at
Portcressa. This little bay was crowded by 68 other boats,
more than half of them continental.
It is extraordinary that the wind in Scillies is so often in
the North. When it was time to sail home we had 5-7 N.
and waited an extra 2 days. When we sailed on July 29th
it was still due North 4-5 giving a long beat to Tuskar. It
was not till we reached Rockabill that the long promised
back to Westerly eventually gave a fine fast reach back to
Strangford Lough. The leg from Scillies to Strangford took
51 hours. On the whole cruise we logged 847 miles, almost
all of it in gorgeous weather, though there was much fog.
Long live Vigil Radar.
Victor Lane writes: I regret to have to say that activities
during my first year of membership of the I.C.C. did not
include any sailing. However, some facts gleaned from a
visit to my daughter, Celia, in British Columbia may be of
some interest. We received a warm welcome from the Royal
Vancouver Yacht Club (reciprocal relations with
R.St.G.Y.C.)
While in Vancouver, I made enquiries about Miles
Smeeton of Tzu Hang and Cape Horn Fame, whom I had
met in Dublin with Rory O’Hanlon and who had spent a
winter in Kinsale on one of Fred Good’s moorings. No
information was forthcoming, but overlooking the harbour
in Victoria, Vancouver Island I found a plaque dedicated
to Tzu Hang’s voyages with Miles and his wife Beryl.
On my return to Ireland, I received a letter from the
Manager of the Royal Vancouver Yacht Club giving Miles’
address and enclosing a reprint of an article about him from
"Western Living" This revealed that Miles was well, having
overcome in the last decade "some serious bouts of illness
and survived several serious major operations. He continues
to ride dally" Sadly, his wife Beryl died in 1979 shortly after
a farewell cruise from SLong Island to the Shetlands. Miles

is now raising a moose, four very large wood buffalo and
thirty odd foxes at the farm.
I wrote to Miles at his farm near Calgary and he replied
saying that his last sail had been a cruise to Hawaii in 1981.
with John Guzzwell (his old mate) "in his lovely ship
Treasure" Hey says: "I think I was really asked as a
tranquilliser for his new wife". He now plans to take up
ultra-light flying "as you don’t have to pass a medical to
get a licence".
"I will always remember", he says, " hearing a chain go
down in the Bras d’Or Lakes and saying that must be a
British Boat, and looking out to see Rory stretching his
chain. Please remember me to Barbara when you next see
her".
He concludes his letter: "Have just put up a broze plate
for Beryl on the rock above where we moored Tzu Hand
on Salt Spring Island"
David Laurence writes: In July 1977 it became necessary for
me to move to London, as advised by my superiors (I
wonder if they wanted to get rid of me), to further my
medical career. This I found a terrific wrench as I had been
settled in Dublin for nine yards and naturally had set down
roots. At the time I was crewing for Derry O’Brien on
Morning Flame and for the rest of the year endeavoured
to make the Irish Sea race programme. That winter Derry
sold Morning Flame and bought his current boat Live Wire.
He very kindly invited me to continue to crew for him, which
I duly did on all the major races which was quite hectic as
the round trip to Holyhead, either to catch the ferry or start
the race, was 540 miles. That in the space of time from
Friday night to Monday morning to go back on duty. I
didn’t consider was bad going but obviously took its toll
financially and wear and tear on everyone’s nerves! Derry
very kindly kept me on his crew list until the Fastnet of 1981
and it was at this stage now as a married man, that I found
I could not give the commitment to the racing scene as I
had previously done, and it is with some sadness and with
many happy memories, that I relinquished my berth.
Incidentally it is the longest I have ever crewed for one
Skipper, perhaps Derry feels the same way too.
Since I had been living over here I had made many new
friends among the local sailing fraternity in Brighton. Along
the south coast of England there are several extremely
efficient and reliable charter companies and through them
I have chartered Rival 41 and Rival 38 and Westerly 32
Fulmar. With these I have undertaken several Channel
crossings and cruised the Channel Islands and part of
Brittany. In the Summer of 1982 some friends from London
and an ex-boss of mine, chartered a Sunfizz 40 from
Chichester, which we cruised down the West County of the
Scilly Isles and then across to Brittany and back to the
Channel Islands. My wife Madeleine came on this trip and
she and I were the only people who knew at the time the
reason for her rather pronounced "seasickness" The result
was 8 ~/2 months later our daughter Rebecca! Since that time
Rebecca has been sailing on several occasions!!
Through a close friend, who is in practice in the
neighbouring county, I was introduced to a partner of his
who has a Saggita 30. This very pleasant sea kindly boat
we have sailed on several occasions on short weekends and
in May of this year took a fortnight off and cruised her to
Brittany via the West Country and back through the Channel
Islands. On this occasion a well known yachtsman from
Bray, Stephen Barry was one of my crew plus two loyal
friends who can tolerate me bossing them around for a
fortnight.
Finally, having to try and meet people who were kindred
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spirits as regards sailing, and not only could have strong
stomachs for the sea, but strong stomachs for the local
hosteleries, I formed a small yacht club which comprises of
14 strong and sturdy members and we have for a variety
of reasons called ourselves the Black Triangle Cruising Club.
Triangle because of its association with another part of the
World, Black -- anyone’s guess!. It is with this band of
likely world explorers, that we are now plotting a charter
to the western isles of Scotland and Shetlands.

made it a day to be long remembered, and heralded the
glorious summer yet to come.
I took Estrellita to the Autumn Rally at Carlingford
Lough and this time I had on board our Committe member
Bobby Barr, Martin Ridge, Bernard Corbally, Tim Chevasse
and Don McMullen. The golf clubs did not travel on this
occasion but hopefully the Annual Dinner in Connaught
next February may provide another opportunity when
Estrellita is on the hard.

Colin McMullen writes: My principal cruise this year was
aboard Verve ICC from Spain to Derrynane, and is recorded
elswhere. But no season in Kilderkin would be complete
without a visit to the Isles of Scilly, and this year’s proved
to be one of the best yet.
I was joined by my niece Melanie Smyth for both
passages, and by Paul Sweetman for the return voyage.
Owing to an almost complete absence of wind, we motored
most of the way to Scilly and back, eventually finding a good
westerly breeze at Rosslare which carried to Bray Head.
We spent five days at Scilly and enjoyed hot and sunny
weather throughout. The highlights were a moonlit barbecue
at Port Hellick, a sail round St. Agnes to Tresco, the gardens
at Tresco, windsurfing, and dinner aboard Findabarr,
I.C.C., courtesy of Patrick Jameson and crew.
The calm weather had a beneficial effect on the log,
producing far more entries than usual. Some excerpts:"Lovely evening -- Venus in the west, Jupiter to southward,
and a reddish almost full moon, recently risen".
"Nice silvery moon ahead"
"A butterfly"
"Engine off -- Hurray!"
"Large loaf of bread attacked by Mellie on beach. It lost"
"Sighted four whales at half cable to Starboard, heading
south"
"Fried spuds for the sensation of it"

Admiral Sir. Anthony Morton GBE, KCB writes: At the
end of July I sailed Sung Foon from her cruising grounds
in Zeeland to Antwerp, and loaded her onto a lorry for
transport to Port-Grumaud in the South of France. I
followed her to Port-Grimaud myself on 4th August and,
after preparing for sea, I set off up the French coast from
Anse de Canebiers on Sunday the 7th. As I worked up the
coast to Menton, stopping at Rade D’Agay, Antibes and
Ville Franche, the wind followed the local pattern of
Easterlies becoming Force 6 or so in the afternoons and on
one day Force 7.
On 1 lth August, I left Menton early and set off for Calvi
and Corsica. The wind remained light and fitfull until the
evening when it freshened to S.W. 6 or 7 by midnight,
accompanied by rain squalls, thunder and lightning. I made
a good landfall on Revellata light but then had a wet and
rather Wagnerian entry into Caivi complicated by the light
on the Citadel being extinguished.
After a day at Calvi, I set off on Saturday the 13th South
down the coast to Gaieria for the night and the next day
on Southward exploring Marine D’Elbo, the Cargola
Passage, very narrow, the anchorage at Girolata, very
crowded, and the very narrow and deep anchorage Anse de
Ficalo, from there I went on to anchor off Sagone. On
Monday the 15th, (Napoleon’s Birthday), I reached Ajaccio.
On Tuesday I set off from Ajaccio for Cannes. There was
very little wind; but as the day progressed the weather
forecasts became gloomy and at 18.45 I bore away from
Calvi. The wind freshened for two to three hours and then
the rain came, the engin’s water pump failed and there
followed a messy hour before I had it going again. I raised
Revellata at 22.15 and finally anchored rather miserably at
02.30

Clive Martin writes: Late marriage and young children pose
a domestic problem which makes it difficult to undertake
long cruses on Estrellita so I shall leave Galacia to my
brother Kenneth for another few years. The same problem
does not, however, prevent short cruises or golf and the ICC
presented an opportunity for both. Taking Estrellita to the
Isle of Man for the Whit get together was a lot of fun. A
strong following breeze enabled us to hoist our spinnakers
as we set our course for Port St. Mary. It was an extremely
fast and lively race and we were second to Deerhound on
corrected time. On board where my brother Kenneth
(member) his wife Lydia, Desmond Bradley (member) and
Martin Ridge.
Before leaving we had agreed to take five golf clubs each
which were neatly packed in a pencil bag and acted as ballast
on voyage. We were on the first tee of the local Port St.
Mary course early on Saturday afternoon and had a most
enjoyable round before our get together in the Perwick Bay
Hotel.
The T.T. races were on in the Isle of Man that week-end
and when we went to Douglas for a night out and visit to
the Casino the streets were packed with weird and wonderful
motor bicycles. The Promenade was alive with leather clad
competitors and the deafening noise from their machines.
The Commodore and past Commodore John Guinness
were in jovial mood on Sunday as they watched the
Commodore and Rear-Commodore of the Royal Irish
ascending the steps at the pier carrying their golf bag.
Despite the combined weight of flag officers and golf clubs
we had a most enjoyable round of 18 holes at the challenging
Championship course at Castletown. The ideal weather

Alastair McMillan writes: Brent Goose did not get far from
home waters this season. However, it was decided to spend
a few days curising around Anglsey at the end of July and
beginning of August, principally to see son Russell and his
wife who live in Stoke-on-Trent and could only join Brent
Goose for a couple of days.
We left Howth on Thursday, 27th July at about midday
with a fine N.W. 3-4 breeze auguring a fine passage to
Holyhead. On board were Brian Glynn, Andy Dennison
(both of whom had cruised on Gooseander) and the Skipper.
The wind died and we did quite a lot of motoring arriving
into Holyhead Harbour at 23.00 hours.
Friday was a bright sunny day. Andy went off hiking
around Holy Isle while Brian and I pottered about in the
morning and went to meet the First Mate off the car ferry
in the afternoon. An easier and quicker way for her to cross
the Irish Sea. Later on Friday evening, Russell and Mary
arrived to join the crew in the Holyhead Yacht Club.
Saturday was another beautiful day and with everyone
on board we took off for a leisurely sail in a 1/2 breeze
across Church Bay to a little cove beside Fyddlyn Island,
just south of Carmel Head. After an enjoyable lunch and
rest we returned during the afternoon to our moorings.
In the evening we had a very pleasant meal, reasonably
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priced, in the new restaurant in the Holyhead Yacht Club.
On Sunday we just went for a forenoon sail out around
the South Stack and back. Russell and Mary returned to
Stoke-on-Trent in the evening. The First Mate decided, due
to unexpected circumstances, to return home by the evening
ferry leaving the "sailing" crew behind.
Monday morning turned out to be overcast with heavy
shower clouds around. We set off at 09.15 a.m. for Wicklow
in a 3-4 N.W. breeze. However, the wind backed and we
could not hold our course. It was gusty at times so we
decided to take one slab in the main. The wind dropped and
we had to motor- sail for some time. Between the showers
the weather was quite pleasant. By afternoon the weather
forecasts were predicting fresh to strong north westerly
winds. It was decided to give Wicklow a miss and head back
for Howth. We could not lay a comfortable course for
Howth and had to motor-sail until we closed the Head,
working our way around the Head of Howth Harbour,
picking up our moorings, 22.45 being taken 13 ½ hours on
the return journey.
14Z.M. Nixon writes: Anyone who has cruised to Connemara
in recent years will be joyfully aware of the revival movement
of the traditional sailing workboats of the west. It was as
receently as 1974 that the last commercial cargo of turf was
carried from Connemara out to the Aran Islands aboard
John Jimmy Mac Donagh’s An Mhaighdean Mhara (The
Mermaid), a classic ’bad mot’ of some 38 ft. in overall
lenght. After that it was assumed the old Galway Hookers
would become extinct, but then in 1976 at the traditional
pattern of St. MacDara at Mac Dara’s Island off
Roundstone, a Dubliner, John Healion, appeared with the
totally restored Morning Star, giving a huge impetus to the
revival movement which was already slowly under way in
Connemara’s many hidden nooks and crannies.

There are now more than a hundred Galway hookers of
all sizes in commission, from the smallest ’pucauns’ right
up to boats of the ’bad mor’ type which can be larger than
40 ft. One of the best-known of these is usually based in
Dublin Bay, Paddy Barry’s 40 ft. St. Patrick, which has
cruised to Spain and Brittany as well as several times round
Ireland. Another is representative of a different aspect of
the new vitality, as she is new built, being the 1983
champion, Patsy and Ann Kelly’s 43 ft. Bad Kelly
which was built on the beach at Mweenish Island in
Connemara by Colm Mulkerrin.
With this revival there has come an increasing need for
a comprehensive introduction to the world of the old black
boats of the west, and this is now available. "The Galway
Hookers" by Richard J. Scott is attractively produced by
Ward River Press, and sells very competitively at IR @4.95.
It is handily sized to fit in any cruising yacht’s bookshelf,
and should have an honoured place aboard any boat visiting
the west, for Dick Scott writes with an engaging enthusiasm
which sweeps his readers along in what is, unusually for
Ireland, an historical story with a happy ending.
In addition to his natural talent as a writer, Dick Scott
is a skilful photographer, and the use of his own
photographs together with valuable archive material
produces excellent illustrative support for a text which is
both lively and informed. Cruising in Connacht, one cannot
but be aware of the unique nature of the indigenous local
sailing craft. This new book adds the vital ingredient of real
insight about their background.
Michael O’Flaherty writes: Having participated in the 1982
Sexdecennial C.C.A. Cruise and not wishing to return to
Ireland we wintered Cuilaun in America and selected Bass
Harbour, Maine. Put back in the water end May Brian
Smullen, Peter Mullins and myself found Maine too cold

The Galway Hooker A n Mahighdean Mhara carried the last commercial cargo of turf to the Aran Islands in 1974. But she is now. like many of
sailing workboats, fully restored and actively used tbr participation in the regattas of the west. The story of this unique type of vessel is well told
Scott’s new book. The Galway Hookers, published by Ward River Press at £4,95 Photo: IV.. M. Nixon
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and on June 10 arrived in Provincetown, Rhode Island from
whence we sailed via the Cape Cod Canal to Hadley
Harbour in Wood’s Hole and then on to Edgartown on
Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket. Brian and Peter then
sailed down to Long Island Sound to join Jock Kiley,
C.C.A., in watching the racing at Black Island. Following
this Cuilaun sailed north to Manchester, Mass. a delightfull
little harbour north east of Marble Head, where they have
a nice small marina and an equally nice small yacht club.
The local C.C.A. members, in particular Rear Commodore
Forbes Perkins from the Boston station, his wife Flo and
Larry and Janie White, could not have been more kind and
helpful in particular giving us those invaluable tips about
small anchorages down east in Maine where we were
heading. Sailing from Manchester July 8 we over-nighted
in the Isle of Shoals and picked up Henry Williams, R.C.C.,
and his wife Jo in Falmouth Foreside on July 10. Thence
followed a two-week cruise in Maine in magnificant sailing
conditions, brilliant sunshine, perfect visability and
marvelous sailing breezes which died at night time. With our
C.C.A. advice we were able to spend several nights alone
in delightful anchorages. A truly magic holiday. Brian and
Peter then worked the boat by stages south to Chesapeake
Bay where once again the hospitality of the C.C.A. proved
invaluable, this time in the form of a mooring at the bottom
of C.C.A. Commodore Charlie Ill’s garden. As the weather
was in the 100’s the three of us plus Bill Riordan from the
George were appreciative of the Ill’s swimming pool. We
flew to Newport for a couple of days to see the first
America’s Cup Race aborted, Peter remaining on till the
next day to see the first actual race, and then returned to
Chesapeake moving to Annapolis on the west side of the
bay where Maurice O’Connor, I.C.C. and Betty joined us
for an interesting two weeks. Unfortunately our 7’9" draft
appeared to increase to some 8’6" in the flesh water and
going aground in the soft mud became a daily event.
Irritating in the restrictions this imposed but not damaging
to the vessel. Following this Brian and Peter joined by Philip
Byrne took the vessel to Newport News at the end of
Chesapeake Bay and then by the inland route, thus avoiding
Cape Hateras, some 200 miles to Beaufort, N.C., whence
they sailed October 25th for St. Barths reaching there after
a fast passage November 2nd. Having taken on duty free
goodies on this very inexpensive and well stocked island
Cuilan headed to a winter base in Antigua.
Mungo Park writes: Picking her way between family
weddings, Joliba managed little cruising this year. After
Tomatin in early June, Amanda and Patricia Phelan brought
a car to Troon, and the hard-core crew, who had terrorised
the wharfs of East Loch Tarbert, drove home in style.
Mungo and Joe graciously allowed their wives to navigate
them back thro’ the mist to the Western Kyle of Bute and
found themselves in Lamlash for the night! Thereafter a
gentle cruise took in Tignabruagh, Rhu, Millport,
Portpatrick, Strangford and Ardglass in improving weather.
Later Amanda, Mungo and Patrick returned for a long
week-end in Strangford. Patrick learned a lot about tides
and inshore navigation, (so did Mungo!) and the weather
was perfect.
David Ryan writes: submitted a log of Scheolaing’s Cruise
but we were unable to publish it because his skipper got there
first. The following are extracts from David’s account:
"We arrived off Rabadeo in the early hours of the 14th.
It was wet, cold foggy morning so we stood out to sea until
daylight. Viz. was down to a mile or so. It was with
considerable relief that we got the opportunity to try out
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Just good friends Photo Dave Ryan

Mullen’s first law of nagivation -- "ask a passing trawler
the way". It works, we were escorted into Ribadeo by a
small trawler ........
"DJ. and Sheila suggested dinner at the Toja Grande, a
most beautiful hotel so we all got spruced up in our best
clobber. We arrived by Taxis and were ushered to the bar
by a Senior Flunkie. Menus were flashed in fromt of us like
magic even before we got our first round of booze. We were
escorted into the dining room by the head waiter, all
conversation stopped, everyone in the place stared at us, the
pianist faltered in mid-tune. Why? because we looked like
a Czechoslovakian trade delegation or something -- Sheila
and Mary were all dolled up and the rest of us were
identically dressed in grey bags, reefers, etc. No other person
in the place was wearing a tie or jacket. When they saw the
way we guzzled the wine they were convinced that we were
difinitely out from behind the Iron Curtain for the first
time" ......
"Well, the service at the Bayona Yacht Club was very bad
although, the food when it arrived was good. Getting more
than one botle of wine was virtually impossible and
numerous attempts to get more were almost in vain. What
we did see however was a vintage performance by Mullen.
He did not get any main course, could not get any more
dirnk, was totally ignored by the waiters and did he get
annoyed, wow! At one stage, he was on the verge of
throwing the waiters, plus the table over the balcony. It
would be an understatement to say that Jarlath went totally
ape. DJ and I managed to get a better and faster supply of
wine and this helped to pacify the quare fella"..
A happy ending for Dermod Ryan: In spite of writing an
extensive log I thought I would stretch the Editor’s patience
even further with this short note to update those interested
with Sceoling’s present state of health. This report was
written on the 8th Nov. ’83. As one can gather from my
log I was in somewhat of a state of shock on leaving Sceofing
in August. Her forecabin seemed wrecked, with the
woodwork unbelievably distorted, the forward bulkhead
broken the hull lining strained and torn and all in all it
seemed that an entirely new forecabin needed building. I
knew of no good yard in Spain, nor how to go about finding
one, and so considered an overland passage to Campers in
Gosport. My Insurance Company had other ideas however
when they heard the transport costs. They made contact with
the Lloyd’s Surveyor in Coruna who knew a suitable yard

in nearby E1 Ferrol. They had just built a yacht for Kin
Carlos of Spain. My Insurers insisted that if that yard was
good enough for the King it was good enough for D JR.
How right they were. I have today, November 3rd,
returned from a visit to El Ferrol and to my great relief and
excitement Sceoling looks as good as ever. They have
completed a superb repair to the woodwork and indeed have
strengthened the hull to ensure against repetition. I can now
happily return to relaxed drinking and plan next years cruise
with a confidence noticeably missing only a week ago.

mate for this leg was James Sakies who had to return home
on arrival at Port Ercole leaving my trusted cook Fiona
Strainton and myself to welcome Jock Workman and his
family for a two weeks charter. After that I was joined by
John Abela for a passage to Malta Via Palermo and
Marsalla. En Route the gear box disintegrated and we sailed
with moderate breezes from the north west to Lozaretto
Creek arriving there on 16th November 1982 with 347.5
miles on the log from Ringhaddy. Velma remained afloat
during the winter months and my brother’s log takes up the
account of her further adventures this year.

Andrew Somerville writes: In 1983 Patrick Jameson entered
Finndabar for the Three Peaks Race. The crew was to be
Kieran Jameson (skipper) Ake Inghammer and Teije
Krogstad (runners and tyro sailors), Nils Fromm and
Andrew Sommerville (Navigator).
For the occasion, Finndabar was re-christened Press
Papers Scandinavia, after our very generous sponsoring
company.
The start was at 15.30 on Saturday 18th June. After
reaching in Company across St. Patrick’s Causeway to
Bardsey Sound, the fleet split up during the beat to
Caernasfon Bar.
We paid for staying offshore rather than in by arriving
late at the Bar, and running aground on a falling tide
between the buoys, but the channel apparently was not.
The tide was now foul through the Menai, so we took the
longer route to Ravenglass, outside the Stack and the
Skerries. As we approached the evening, the wind died and
we rowed the last five miles using a pair of oars. At Selker
we started the engine and the Decca gave us a course for
the almost invisible, and unmarked, harbour entrance.
As a keelboat harbour, Ravenglass is in the same league
as Baldoyle Creek. The bar and the anchorage inside have
less than a metre at low water, and at two hours after high
we were pushing our luck. I misjudged the line of the
channel, and once more we were stuck. Within two hours
we were high and dry, but at least we had the Company for
the night of ten later arrivals: we were back in the running.
At first light I walked up the winding entrance channel
to reconnoitre, and soon we were motoring in to put Ake
and Teije ashore. We ran aground again, deliberately this
time.
The leg of Corfach was our best. The Scandinavians had
all got to know the boat, and Kieran was able to give up
his single-handed spinnaker gibs and keels. Between
Galloway and Kintyre we reefed for the only time. However,
after a fast sail to Fladda, the wind died off Oban and the
oars re-appeared. In fourteen hours we rowed 25 miles,
through the Lynn of Lame and Lowe Loch Linnhe to
Corran Narrows. After kedging for a few hours, the wind
freshened from the south-west. We tore through the
Narrows to cheers from Patrick and Elizabeth Jameson on
the beach, and enjoyed a brisk spinnaker run up the Upper
Loch.
From Corfach, Teije and Ake threw themselves at Ben
Nevis, and secured us twelfth place overall, 37 1.2 hours
behind the winning trimaran MM Memec and Ships, but
within three hours of the boats just ahead of us.
Bill Smyth writes: Velma continues her cruise in the
Mediterranean and after Cadiz last year we visited Barbate
Harbour and later Gibralter. We had some engine problems
in Gibralter and after having sorted these out we sailed to
Palma arriving there on 13th June 1982. In Majorca we
visited Andraitz, Ibiza, Formentera, Porto Pedro, Port
Mahon and then sailed to Porto Cervo in Sardinia before
reaching Port Ercole in Italy on the 15th August. My crew

Sandy Taggart reports: On a season mostly in Scottish
Waters with an 11 day visit to Norway to do Race and
Protest Committee work at the Skagerrak Cup which was
part of the Royal Norwegian Yacht Clubs Centenary
Celebrations. The Four Series, which was a Scandinavian
Admiral’s Cup Type Event, finishes with the Skaw Race.
Apart from duties we had some enjoyable pottering around
Hanko and the upper reaches of Oslo Fjord.
Cruising centered on the charter for one week of a Moody
40 Porkie G with another family with little sailing
experience. Four adults and five children of 8 years and
under made for interesting active and enjoyable cruising.
It was a West Coast of Scotland "Milk Run". Cruise in
windless conditions. Starting point was Ardfern with a
clockwise cruise round Mull by way of Loch Spelve, Tinker
Hole, Martyre Bay Iona, Bull Hole, Treshnish Isles, Eigg,
Tobermory, Loch Droma Na Buidha, Ardinamir and Eilean
Gabhair (Loch Craignish). In flat calm conditions we landed
on Staffa to visit Fingal’s Cave. We spoke to the Deerhound
Crew on their way south at this point while we were heading
north for a short hop around Ardnamurchan to qualify for
our heather on the pulpit. A thoroughly enjoyable venture.
John Wadder writes Although still not leaving the British
Isles, Heather of Mourne had another very active year,
covering 2860 miles with the aid of 20 different crew
members, between mid-May and mid-September.
Her most northerly point was the Butt of Lewis (which,
in spite of its name, is the sharp end, not the blunt end, of
Lewis); furthest offshore was St. Kilda (where two days were
spent in hot sunshine and light airs); furthest South was
Clifden, Co. Galway; furthest East was Port Patrick.
From May till August the prevailing features were light
winds and much motoring but the September cruise received
gale warnings every day except two (out of 14). However,
Heather still logged 496 miles in the 12 days at sea and
reached South Rona off Skye before turning for home.
Force 10 occured twice -- once for much of a night in
harbour and once for half an hour in the Sound of Jura.
Perhaps the most noteworthy proof of the endless variety
of cruising in West Scotland and Ireland is that, after six
years and nearly 14,000 miles in these waters, Heather was
still able to bring up for at least an hour or two in 51
anchorages or ports new to her, though admittedly she
circumnavigated the Outer Hebrides, Skye, Mull and Tory
Island to find them. Hundreds more remain to be explored
-- some as near home as Rathlin or the Southwest coast of Islay.
The Dearest Harbour dues were in Stornoway and the
cheaest (nil) in Killybegs, Larne and many smaller ports in
Scotland and the Republic.
The fishermem, as always, were invariably friendly and
forbearing -- even the guardians of salmon nets off Donegal
in July offered guidance with great civility and without
rancour.
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Tony Walsh writes: I spent a very pleasant ten days in June
cruising with Norbert Rielly (I.C.C.) on South Wind his
Moody 42. We spent most of the time on the South Coast
of England visiting amongst othere such favourite haunts
as Penzance and the Fowey River.
In July I was summoned by the Hon. Editor to help bring
back Shardana from North Spain. I was joined at Dublin
Airport by Paul Cooper (I.C.C.) and John Kidney of
Dragon fame. John had made the necessary travel
arrangements and we were expected in Bayona that same
evening. However things went very wrong with the travel
arrangements and overnight stops in Madrid and Vigo
proved to be most time consuming. I eventually arrived in
Bayona to find Shardana had left for Ile Cies one of the
many beautiful islands in Vigo Bay. This news was conveyed
to me at the entrance to Bayona Yacht Club the dreaded
Skipper and Crew of Scoeling. The welcoming party
consisted of Skipper Dermod Ryan (I.C.C.) Dave Ryan
(I.C.C.) and Jarlath Mulen (I.C.C.). Harry Grimes (I.C.C.)
who was also on the crew was still on board as he had been
refused permission to go ashore by the female crew
members. I gather the night before had been quite hectic.
We naturally retired to a Spanish Hostelry to celebrate
my safe arrival. Jarlath indicated an interest in a Bloody
Mary for his drink and Dermod beckoned the waiter in
fluent Spanish. "Uno Vodka and Uno Juice de Tomat".
The waiter looked at our Spanish expert quite blankly and
after four or five similar requests raised his hands to heaven.
Jarlath at this stage was mumbling what sounded like
"Please hurry". At this stage Dermod decided to exercise
his right as Skipper and stormed around the bar returning
with a bottle of Vodka and a bottle of Tomatoe Juice.
Suddenly the waiter’s face lit-up. "Ah! A Bloody Mary
Sir?" Some hours later Dermod very kindly dropped me out
to Shardana.
In August we had our annual family two weeks cruise in
West Cork aboard South Wind. This year we left the boat
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on Shardana’s Mooring at the top of Dunmanus Bay. There
is a restraunt there called Blair’s Cove House where we had
an excellent meal. It is worth noting that they have laid three
Moorings adjacent to the restaurant in the most safe and
idealic surroundings and are very hospitable to the cruising
fraternity.

lan Wylie writes: Halloween continues to be raced at
R.N.I.Y.C. with moderate success.
Fortnights’ cruise in May on board Sue (ex Peter Bunting)
with owners Billy Morton and Jack Wallace of R.N.I.Y.C.,
George Carson, R.N.I.Y.C. and George Lennox I.C.C.
Although weather was generally dry it was bitterly cold.
Visited Lame, CushendaU, Church Bay on Rathlin,
Craighouse on Jura, Ardinamir, Oran (Manor House Hotel
to celebrate Jack’s birthday, he admitted to being
2hV.A.T. [), Dunstaffnage, Tobermory (snow patches still
on Ben More), Gometra Harbour, Martyn’s Bay Iona,. As
Bull Hole and Tinker’s Hole both looked uncomfortable,
anchor was dropped off the stone jetty at An Caolas in
company with Melora III (Derek and Betty Carr I.C.C.).
Through Torran Rocks to Scalasaig Pier on Colonsay to
await tide for a glorious sail down the sound of Islay and
round to Craighouse. The old funny pier at the top of West
Loch Tarbet, Mull Peninsula is now used by clammers and
prawners. Diesel and water are available during the day.
Ardminish Bay on Gigha and then an 11 hour
uncomfortable sail to Cultra.
To give Tresillian II! "a leg up" the west coast I joined
John and Rosie Clapham and their three young children on
a July Friday and sailed overnight to Ardinamir, Sunday
was spent in Puilladobhrain and a short sail on Monday to
catch the noon train to Glasgow and thence to Troon to join
Roy Barton’s Sea Dog Timella for a passage to Larne on
Tursday, arriving in time for the Tuesday points racing at
Cultra.

"’There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail."
Push off, and sitting well in order smite the sounding
furrows;
For my purpose holds to sail beyond the sunset,
And the baths of all the western stars,
Until I die. ""

Gerald A. Barry -- An Appreciation
This year saw the demise of Gerald A. Barry, one of the
few remaining founder members of the Irish Cruising Club
and "Mister Officer of the Day" for many Royal Cork and
Royal Munster races as well as O/D for National dinghy
championships in Cork Harbour and Baltimore.
Small in stature but tough as nails, Gerald was a delightful
companion afloat and ashore, full of information about the
birth of the Irish Cruising Club which was "born" when
chance and good weather brought many yachts to
Glengarriff in 1929. Gerald was then a shipmate aboard Gull
skippered by H.P.F. Donegan and son Harry.
When his racing days were over Gerald took on the
arduous, unpaid and usually unthanked post of Officer of
the Day for the Royal Munster and subsequently Royal Cork
Y.C. -- calculators were not then invented! -- and he was
O.D. for many of the big dinghy championships in southern
waters. And therein lies many a tale!
Ashore Gerald was a delightful companion, witty and full
of anecdote. It was part of the Royal Cork/Munster
tradition that Gerald should be the sole speaker at the annual
laying-up supper and that his "oration" should be delivered
from the polished board.
A personal and ever abiding memory of Gerald: Arriving
at Crosshaven one morning when even the gulls were
sheltering from the elements I met Gerald walking along the
road to loosen his bones (he suffered from arthrutis). I tried
to persuade him to stay ashore, pointing out that there were
plenty of us to handle the national dinghy championship
meeting. "No" was the emphatic reply. "I would only be
thinking of it"
Those seven words spoke volumes.

United States. In 1962 Bob became involved with the I.C.C,
Sailing Directions and checked the South and South West
Book, and wrote part of the Sailing Directions for the West
Coast. In 1965 Bob was elected to the I.C.C. Committee
and remained an enthusiastic member of the Committee
until 1978. Bob was Commodore of the I.C.C. from 1966
until 1969. In 1969 he cruised in company to celebrate the
25th anniversary of the Royal Cork Yacht Club with 97
yachts, many from England and America. In 1966 he
purchased the yacht Killala and for six years sailed to
England, Portugal and the West of Ireland. He again visited
America to sail with friends there. In 1972 Kiilala was
replaced by Corofin which mostly cruised on the South and
West Coast of Ireland and went once to France. In 1981
Bob re-wrote the I.C.C. South and West Book from the
beginning of the book to Clare Island.
It was with great sadness that we learned of Bob’s illness
in 1982. This however did not deter him from sailing, though
his cruises were limited because he had to remain fairly close
to shore. Last September Bob went to his daughter’s house
in London but he continued to check the new South and
West Sailing Directions. Bob’s contribution to sailing and
in particular to the Irish Cruising Club was quite remarkable.

T.B.

Lt. Col. R.L. Berridge -- An Appreciation
In 1945 Bob Barridge returned from England to live in
Connnemara. At that time he was concerned not only with
sailing boats but also with building them. The Largest boat
he built was 4.5 tons. In 1958 Bob sailed around Denmark
in Shindilla which had been made for him in Holland. In
1959 he moved from Connemara to live at Monkstown
outside Cork and Shindilla took up permanent residence at
Crosshaven. Duiring the next four years Bob sailed Shindilla
to Western France and then made a thorough investigation
along the South and West Coasts of Ireland. During this
period also, he sailed with friends on the East Coast of the
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Photo: The late Lt. Col. R.L. Berridge

Many will remember him at Crosshaven in 1979 where he
was always patiently helpful and courteous in making
arrangements for the Club’s 50th Anniversary Cruise in
Company. Many members will have met Bob and his family
sailing on Corofin in small West Coast ports. Such a meeting
inevitably ment an invitation aboard. His generosity and his
patient checking and writing of the Sailing Directions will
not be forgotten.

R. Douglas Heard -- An Appreciation
A member of the Irish Cruising Club since the year 1934
and Honorary Member since 1963, Douglas Heard died in
July in his ninty-f’trst year. He was buried in Mount Shannon
following a service in that beautifully located church in
Killiney hill where his friends came to wish him a final ’Bon
Voyage’.
Douglas served in both world wars. He was invalided out
of World War 1 having been left for dead overnight on the
battle field. He carried the injuries he sustained in that
conflict in 1915 for his remaining sixty-eight years.
His sailing career started in the Bristol Channel in his
father’s Pilot Cutters, Olga and Polly. He took to dinghy
racing in the thirties commissioning Uffa Fox to build him
an international 14-footer; he subsequently owned four of
these magnificent craft. Racing in the great days of the
legendary Stewart Morris, he was twice placed 6th in the
Prince of Wales Cup. He became Commodore of the
Ranelagh Sailing Club on the Thames and was elected an
Honorary Captain in 1938 and retained his connection
throughout the years.
At this time he also joined the Royal Thames Yacht Club,
and in time became one of its most senior members. During
his term as Manager of the B & I Steam Packet Company
in Cork, he was associated with the Royal Munster Yacht
Club owning and racing Imp, the Cork harbour one disign,
and cruising extensively in Marchwood Maid owned by the
late Michael Sullivan then Commodore of the R.M.Y.C. In
1939 he raced the Fastnet in Evenlode with Chris Ratsey.
Because of his disability he had problems with the
authorities but like everything he tackled in life he overcame
these and served as Deputy Controller of Shipping in the
Mediterranean from 1939-45 and was very closely involved
in the Invasion of Italy.
After the War he transferred to Dublin but never
diminished his association with the sailing fraternity in Cork
and never missed an opportunity to revisit the south coast.
He introduced modern dinghy racing with Error, the first
of the 14 foot class adopted by the I.D.R.A., of which he
was a founder member and first President. The following
year he won the open Helmsman’s Championship at Dun
Laoghaire. He was invited to join the British international
team, racing in Bermuda in 1949 from whence we saw the
first sequence of continuous planing dinghies which he
filmed on that occasion, with the help of his life-long friend
’Shorty’ Trimmingham who died recently.
Coming back to the I.C.C. it will be remembered that
Douglas spent many. years editing the Journal and having
it published. In 1951, he asked Uffa Fox to design Huff of
Arklow which was built by Jack Tyrell and in which he raced
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The late Douglas Heard.

and cruised extensively for the next eleven years. His exploits
in Huff took him round Ireland, to Lisbon, the Azores and
to Iceland to mention but a few.
In 1955 he converted a ships lifeboat into an inland cruiser
called Hark and spent Spring and Autumn of each year
exploring the fresh waterways of Ireland.
He succeeded the Earl of Iveagh as Commodore of the
Royal St. George Yacht Club in 1961, a position he held
for ten years. Immortalised by James le Jeune, he presides
silently in the Members’ reading room.
His sailing partnership with the late Dr. R. H. O’Hanlon
and his wife Barbara accumulated countless thousands of
sea miles including the east coast of the U.S.A. in Tjaldur,
and an attempt to reach Jan Mayen. They crossed the North
Sea to the Lofton Islands in Clarion of Wight and cruised
on the Spanish and north African coast, in the
Mediterranean in Meermin and finally the cruise in company
in 1979 on the south coast Rory’s last summer.
In 1966 during a voyage through the Canal du Midi,
Douglas interrupted his cruise and flew home to make Ruth
Delaney his third and "Best wife" to quote himself at his
nintieth birthday party.
He also spent a lot of time in the intervening years aboard
Credne and made a number of trips aboard the old Asgard.
He steered Merrmin across the finish in the 1980 Royal
St. George end of season race to ’get’ his last gun and to
end what must have been one of the most fulfilled sailing
careers of all times.
He leaves all who knew him and sepecially those of us
who had the hounour of being involved with him, a sense
of inexplicable pleasure. He spared himself nothing in order
that he might bring hours of enjoyment to everyone never
seeking compensation or accolade.
There is no doubt that Douglas has reached ’The happy
Isles’.
R.T.W.

Clayton Love -- An Appreciation
1983 has been a sad year for Cork yachtsmen and the Irish
Cruising Club, a year in which they lost two of their oldest
and most revered members, Clayton Love and Gerald Barry.
I have been asked, and I am proud and pleaed, to write a
few short but yery sincere words about Clayton.
I have known Clayton Love for nearly fifty years, and
during that long association, I grew to love and admire a
great gentleman and a superb sailor. Clayton cruised
extensively in the Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean, and
sailed his last sailing yacht, Galcador II, many times to
Teneriffe, where his wife Trudel and himself spent from
January to the end of May each year.
My last long trip with him was two years ago, when we
took his motor yacht Cavaletta to the Scilly Isles and up
the English coast as far as Dartmouth. As you all know,
Clayton had a thirst for local knowledge, and on that trip
we explored the rivers Fal and Tamor right up until we had
only a few feet of water under our keel. On our passage back
from the Scillies to Cork we had very poor weather, but
Clayton, being the man he was, kept the helm for the whole
twenty eight hours. This he managed on his wonderful
mixture of Fundidor, honey and yogurt.
The same summer, we made a trip to West Cork where
Clayton knew every island and bay in the whole of Carbery’s
Thousand Isles. It was when sailing in these waters with him,
that one realized what a man among men he was, and how
he was respected and loved by all the West Cork fishermen.
Cork has lost a wonderful character and a real gentleman.
I have lost a loved friend.
H.W°

Peter Odium -- An Appreciation
In March 1983 a beacon was extinguished with the demise
of Peter Oldum (P.D.O.) a sailing and cruising man who
had illuminated the way for many sailing people.
Peter who had dedicated his life to enjoying sailing himself
and making it enjoyable for many others started with a 12
ft. dinghy Sgadan followed by 21 ft. Maureen, Dublin Bay
21 ft. Class, then Dragon Jean and a new fibreglass Dragon
Wee na Mara. Then Peter pioneered with a few Scots the
development of the 8 metre Cruiser Racers and built
Namhara No. 5. this boat built to the design of the famous
James McGruer gave Peter great happiness and he cruised
the Western Isles of Scotland with her as well as racing very
successfully in the Clyde in the 8 Metre Cruiser Class. This
boat was sold to Stubs Salvarsan and later in Ireland to M.
O’Flaherty and later to H. Cudmore Senior. He ordered a
new 8 Metre Cruiser Racer again designed by James
McGruer Inish Mara No. 15 which raced so successfully on
the Clyde as to become the Champion.
Peter wrote his first account of a Cruise for the Irish
Cruising club Annual 1955. this was at the time when he
had just taken delivery of Narnhara and took the new boat
from the Clyde to Dun Laoghaire to show it to his family
and friends. After 6 weeks in Dublin Bay Namhara sailed
back to the Clyde.
The story of the voyage is written with good humour and

grace, the weather in the Summer of 1955 was very fine but
wind was scarce so there is no great excitement in this
account.
He then decided to devote more time to cruising and
ordered Rinamara again designed by James McGruer a
beautiful Yawl which was a wonderful cruising boat which
Peter took from Scandinavia down to the Mediterranean.
Rinamara was a wonderful sea boat but being all timber
was not ideal for keeping through the hot summer in the
Mediterranean. I remember riding out a force 8 gale in the
Atlantic just West of Biscay and feeling no discomfort en
route to Vigo.
The preceding lines give just a sketch of Peter’s sailing
career but in the administration of sailing he did trojan work
right from the 1940’s when he worked on Dublin Bay Sailing
Clubs’ Committee with Terry Roche. Peter wanted to make
sailing fun for everybody who wanted to participate, to
make it efficent and safe and this countinued to be his
objective during the next 40 years.
He was a guiding member of many Yacht Clubs in his
time, the National Yacht Club, the Royal Irish Yacht Club
of which he became Commodore, the Royal St. George
Yacht Club, The Royal Alfred Yacht Club of which he was
Commodore and left a wonderful heritage, The Royal
Northern Yacht Club, The Royal Thames Yacht Club, the
Mudhook Yacht Club an exclusive 39 members, The Royal
Cruising Club and of course The Irish Cruising Club of
which he had been a keen member since 1942. Possibly there
are clubs ommitted of which he was a member because of
course he was also a member of the Real Club Nautico de
Mallorca.
As a person Peter was a significant personality with an
imposing presence, to some a little intimidating but at heart
shy and self effacing. He had a sense of mission to make
life more pleasant for sailing people particularly his own
people the Irish people. It is not appreciated that he wanted
to help the Nation to prosper and helped start a fishing
industry in Killybegs and put up money for small Companies
in many lines of business.
When it came to setting out Sailing Regulations he had
a really sensible approach based on wide experience and
absolutely practical.
He had inherited money and a major industry but this
did not inhibit his concern with his fellow men, he recognised
his responsibilities and wanted others to enjoy the pleasure
of sailing and cruising which be enjoyed himself so much.
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G.A. FitzG.

Roy Starkey -- An Appreciation
The Irish sailing community was bereft of one of its most
colourfull characters with the death of Roy V. Starkey on
the 2nd September, 1983, in Sir Patrick Dunn’s hospital after
a short illness. Roy was almost 80 when he died.
Born in Youghal in October 1903, he moved to Derry as
a yound child with his family where he was reared and
educated. He remained in Northern Ireland to take a degree
in electrical engineering at Queen’s University, Belfast,
graduating in 1923.

He was to spend some time at the Derry shipyards before
finally settling in Dublin in 1926 when he took up a post
with Dublin Corporation in the electricity department. He
transferred to the ESB when that body was set up and he
remained with the organisation for 45 years until his
retirement in 1969
He married Breda Gilligan in 1950. They had no children.
Sailing was Roy’s one passion in life. For 50 years, he
lavished time and energy on his beloved Bonita which he
bought in 1932 from the late Noel Hartnell with whom he
had crewed for 10 years prior to that.
He was at different stages of his life a member of Howth
and Skerries Yacht Clubs and he was a founder member of
the Dun Laoghaire Motor Yacht Club of which he became
Commodore in 1972. He was an honorary life member of
the Irish Cruising Club.
Roy learnt the finer points of racing from Noel Hartnell
and developed a keen competitive spirit in those early days.
Having acquired Bonita, this same competitive spirit carried
him to victory in numerous races including the Lambay
Race.
His vast knowledge of boat construction and all things
mechanical and electrical, was always at the disposal of the

sailing fraternity, which information he would impart with
great humour and wit. It was, in fact, Roy’s quick word
and idiosyncratic expression that endeared him to so many
people both inside and outside of sailing circles. He was,
somehow, at his most humourous when he least intended
it. A look of puzzlement would cross his brow when he
would see people laughing at some of his more unusual
phrases.
His small stature and staccatto Northern accent
contributed to an overall impression of him as a cranky Jack
Russel terrier, but this impression amused rather than
intimidated. Roy also had the tenacity of a Jack Russell;
once he got hold of a problem he would not let go until it
was satisfactorily resolved. An inquisitive and energetic spirit
kept him active right up until his death; he was out sailing
the week before he took ill.
I had the honour of sailing with Roy for 25 years and
enjoyed with him a friendship and confidence which will
be impossible to replace. He was generous, helpful and kind
in an unorthodox way. He will be very sadly missed by us
all. May his adventurous soul rest in peace.
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List of Members

An asterisk indicates an Honorary Member.
The year when honorary membership was conferred, is shown in brackets.
NAME & YEAR ELECTED

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.

Adams, Peter J, 1970
Allen, Harry, 1971
Anderson, Gordon F, 1974
Anderson, James B S, 1982

Elm House, Mannamead Ave, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon, Calcaria
Shangri La, Port Oriel, Clogherhead, Co Louth, Kami Kai
30 The Orchard, Glenageary Wds, Glenageary, Co Dublin, 806531
Gaskins Leap, Thormanby Rd, Howth, Co Dublin, 323090 Baily of
Ho wth;Mij
Synge Street, Dublin 8, 857248/756426
Meer, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin, 852643/500102 Ailsa
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA, Toward 0369-87-251 Sgeir
Ban
2 Albany Court, Ballybrack, Co Dublin,
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock, Co Dublin, 893269 Condor
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down, 813369
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co. Down, 813369
37 Ballinclea Hghs., Killiney, Co. Dublin, 855732
13 Waterloo Pk. Sth., Belfast, BT 15 5 HX, Timella
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, U.S.A., Vermont 05766 Jack Ivor
49 The Drive, Woodbrook Glen, Bray, Co Wicklow, (office)757351
64 Bellevue Rd, Glenageary, Co Dublin, 802353 Marlou
Owenmore, Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co Cork, 021-83153 Corofin
52 Sydney Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin, 889826 Dara
44 Green Rd., Blackrock, Co Dublin, 880162 Dara (P.O0
Sleepy Valley, 23 Convent Rd, Dalkey, Co Dublin,
45 Lecale Park, Downpatrick, Co Down, Downpatrick 2835 Mary Lunn
Lyndhurst Cresc, Springhill Rd, Bangor, Co Down, Bangor 2209 Different
Drummer
Melmore, Shankill, Co Dublin, 853034 Sula
Albert House, Victoria Rd, Dalkey, Co Dublin, 858355 Miss Fionnuala(PO)
Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave, Limerick, 061-28026(office:061-31544) lduna
1886 Bloor St, West Toronto, M6P3K7, Canada,
104 Mt Anvil Pk, Dublin 14, 887491 Fiacra

Aplin, Roger, 1972
Ashenhurst, C.G., 1980
Balmforth, M.B., 1966
Barnes, Dermot, 1955
Barr, Robert, 1969
Barr, R.G.M., 1973
Barr,Mrs. Hazel, 1971
Barrington, Desmond J., 1983
Barton, Robert W., 1982
Beck, Horace P., 1963
Beirne, Ronan M., 1975
Benson,Dr. R., 1975
Berridge,Mrs Cicely D., 1965
Beckett, John D., 1963
Beckett,Dr. W.K., 1973
Begley, William, 1950
Black, Brian, 1981
Blaikie, James A., 1969
Booth, E.M., 1967
Bourke, John P., 1965
Bourke, J. Roger, 1940
Bourke, Michael Paget, 1975
Bourke, Philip, 1983
Bourne, Edward, 1978 Hon Sec
R.C.C.
Bowring,Wing Cdr J.H., 1973
Bradley, Desmond, 1957
Bradley, Brendan, 1980
Braidwood, W.S., 1963
Braidwood,Mrs. , 1963
Bramwell,Dr. B.R., 1963
Branigan, Patrick M.C., 1982
Brindley, Aidan C., 1954
Broderick, K.J., 1943
Brown, Richard P., 1970
Brown, W.P., 1963
Brown,Mrs. M., 1973
Bryce, Robert G., 1969
Bunting, Peter J., 1962
Commodore L C. C.
Bunting,Mrs. E.A.M., 1969
Burke, J.F., 1971
Burns, Richard M., 1969
Butler, J.C., 1959
Byrne, E.Philip E., 1982
Byrne, Dermot, 1977
Byrne, H.E.O’C., 1974
Cagney,Mrs. Romaine, 1978

33 Heathercombe Ave., Fulham, London, SW6 5LL, 01-736-4545
Mornington, Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin, 853899
Moorfield, Church Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin, 855622 State
O’Chassis(PO)
Fairview, Kindlestown Hill, Delgany, Co Wilklow, 874034
3 Dufferin Vls., Bangor, Co Down, 2382
3 Dufferin Vls., Bangor, Co Down, 2382
Killinchy, Co Down, 541505/BELFAST 669300
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin, 982236 Maximizar
25 Seabank Crt., Sandycove, Co Dublin, 809039 Glenisla
St. Judes, 118 Merrion Ave, Blackrock, Co Dublin, 886784
Bankmore, Portaferry, Co Down, 209
212 Shore Rd., Portaferry, Co Down, 318
6 Monastery Crs, Clondalkin, Co Dublin, 592898 Aurora
St Benedicts, Thornmanby Rd., Baily, Co Dublin, 322829
Bllyreagh Farm, Portferry Rd, Newtownards, Co Down, 812310 Gulkarna
Ballyreagh Farm, Portaferry Rd., Newtownards, Co Down, 812310 Gulkarna
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork, 021-33730 Golden Shamrock
Box 409, Osterville, Mass. 02655, U.S.A., Adele
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork, 021-811343 Tam O’Shanter
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin 14, 981951 Beaver
Cornerways, Grove Ave., Blackrock, Co Dublin, Nixe
Lismoyle, Shore Rd., Malahide, Co Dublin, 450498(Office:757911 Rapparee
7 Roncalle Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13, 323239
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NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Cahill, James, 1978
*Campbell, R.P., 1934 (1969)
Carr, W. Derek, 1972
Carr,Mrs. J.E., 1972
Carrington, David D., 1982
Cassidy, Brendan, 1982
Cassidy, Liam, 1978
Clapham, John F., 1965
Clapham,Mrs D., 1974
Clark M.B.E. DL, H.W.S., 1951
Clark, Peter, 1971
Clarke, S.H.R., 1967
Coad, Brian P., 1982
Cobbe, T.L., 1939
Coe, R., 1957
Coffey, John F., 1981
Colleran, Patrick, 1980
Collins, Michael D., 1975
Connor, Brendan J., 1980
Cooke, Victor A., 1977
Cooke, K.L., 1959
Cooper, Paul D., 1983
Costello, Walter F., 1980
Cotter, William J., 1975
Courtney, Peter, 1982
Courtney, Ross, 1948
Cox, James F., 1970
Coyle, Michael F., 1971
Cresswell, R.S., 1949
Cronin, T.P., 1981
Crosbie, E., 1957
Cudmore, Fred, 1947
Cudmore Fred (Jun.), 1966 .
Cudmore John, 1977
Cudmore Justin R., 1966
Cudmore Peter F., 1966
Cudmore Harold, 1956
Cudmore Mrs. Mary, 1970
Cudmore. H.(Jun.), 1959
Cudmore. Ronald, 1964
Cudmore. Anne, 1979
Cudmore Richard B., 1966
Cuffe-Smith,Capt. W.R., 1970
Cullen, M., 1971
Cunningham, Brian, 1967
d’Alton, M.M.A., 1956
d’Alton, Robert, 1978
Dalton, Brian, 1969
Daly, Dominic J., 1968
Davey, D.W.H., 1969
Davis, Samuel, 1980
Davis,M~s. Helen, 1980
Dawes,Miss K.P., 1963
Dean, Douglas, 1965
Dempsey, J.A., 1973
Denham,Dr. P.C., 1975
de Quincy, Roger, 1969
de Quincy, Mrs. Sheila, 1974
Devenney, E.K., 1973
Dick, J.R.William, 1971
Dickinson, L.B., 1969
Dickinson, William B., 1979
Dinneen, Patrick A., 1965
Dixon,Hon. Robin M.B.E., 1977
Doherty, Tony, 1969

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics
Rathbawn, Castlebar, Co Mayo, 094-21364(Swinford7)
Cuilin, Bray, Co Wicklow, 821028 Verve (PO)
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down, 2051 Melora III
Portland House, Downpatrick, Co Down, 2051 Melora III
Brecon Lodge, East Ferry, Midleton, Co Cork, 021-652423
Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, 322254 Anita
St. Kilda, Sandycove Ave E, DunLaoghaire, Co Dublin, 806380 Rhapsody
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast, 63177 Tresillian 111
Mertoun Hall, Hollywood, Belfast, 63177 Tresillian 111
Gorteade Ctg., Upperlands, Co Derry, Maghera 747 Wild Goose of Moyle
Cillenamara, Ringhaddy Road, Killinchy, Co Down, 541814
Ocknoll House, Stoney Cross, Lyndhurst, Hants., England,
Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny, 056-29417 Rassay
Newbridge House, Donabate, Co Dublin, 450343
Craigie, Monastereven, Co Kildare, 045-25300
Elsinore, Coliemore Rd., Dalkey, Co Dublin, 859206 Meg of Muglins
17 Whitehall Rd, Churchtown, Dublin 14, 984994
Inniskeel, King Edward Rd., Bray, Co Wicklow, 867619 Ardichele
22 Offington Dr., Sutton, Dublin 13, 322403(Office:747021) Vinter
Islandreagh Hse, Dunadry, Co Antrim, Misaja
Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, 322348(Office:771801 Kumaree
91 Kilbarrack Road, Raheny, Dublin 5, 326014
12C The Lodge, Corrbridge, Howth, Co Dublin, 323095
6 Old Orchard, Templeogue, Dublin 14, 904192
St. Swithins, Carrickbrack, Road, Portmarnoc, Co Dublin, 460137 Oona
Ross More, Claremont Rd., Howth, Co Dublin, 323090(Office:322721
Bandersnatch of Howth
78 Blackheath Park, Clontarf, Dublin 3, 339593(Office:771553
St. Jude’s, Dunleer, Co Louth, 041-51329
Lynton, Dalkey Avenue, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 859775
Castlebuoy, Strand Road, Baldoyle, Co. Dublin, 323423
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork, 021-52420
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork, 021-291060(Office:24019) Setanta
Too(PO)
Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co. Cork,
Clover Hill, Well Road, Douglas, Cork, 021-291060
29 Kensington, Rochestown, Douglas, Co. Cork, 021-294307(office:24019)
6 Camden Place, Cork, 021-53726
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork, 021-293016(office:24019) Namhara
Kedges, Douglas Road, Cork, 021-293016 Namhara
Elden Ho., Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork, 021-293024
Goodbody & Wilkinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2, 773481 Morgana
Goodbody & Wildinson, 1 Crow Street, Dublin 2, 773481 Morgana
Merlin, Maryboro Hill, Douglas, Cork, 021-293625 Anna Petrea
Dunbo Lodge, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin, 322428 Leemara
Grainblah, Palmerston Park, Dublin 6, 977002 (office:778932)
22 Raillis Avenue, Largs., Ayrshire, Scotland, 0475-675477 Ninnaich
Kilda Lodge, Killiney, Co. Dublin, (office: 763671 Siamsa(PO)
1 The Terrace, Scilly, Kinsale, Co Cork, 021-72471
234 Lothrop Road, Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan, 48236, U.S.A., 313-885
4374 Boru
Rockmount, Montenotte, Cork, 021-505969(office:505399 Bokma
Pier House, Cultra, Co. Down, Holywood 2287
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down, Suveretta
37 Church Road, Holywood, Co. Down, Survetta
9 Courtney Pl., Lymington, Hants., England,
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co. Cork, Darinda
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co. Dublin, 491326
2 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, 698103 Charles Whittan(PO)
C’an Mestransa, Pollensa, Majorca, Spain,
C’an Mestransa, PoUensa, Majorca, Spain,
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co. Down, 61410(Dundonald 4535) Freda
Shango, Near Blessington, Co. Wicklow, 045-65233
34 Waverley Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, 2164 Seaboard(PO)
15 College Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down, Seaboard(PO)
The Old Rectory, Croom, Co Limerick, 061-88245/44604 French Lady
Drumadarragh Lodge, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim, B’Clare 40480 Oberon
2 Sothern End, Cork, Bali-Hai
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NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Donegan, Patrick, 1968
Donegan, James D., 1983
Dorman,Dr. K.J.A., 1971
Doyle, Denis N., 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Doyle, John G., 1967
Doyle, D. Conor, 1966
Ducane, Charles A., 1983
Duff, J.C., 1946
Dunn, Aidan, 1963
Du Plessis, Hugo, 1978
du Pont, Pierre, 1969
Dwyer, Kevin F., 1966
*Elliot, W. Mayne, 1932 (1982)
Ender, Theodore, 1972
England,Mrs. Elizabeth M., 1967
Escott, William P., 1980
Espey, Fred.J.K., 1979
Everett, T., 1975
Eves, F. Maitland M.B.E., 1967
Eves, Jeremy R.F., 1975
Eves, Roland E., 1982
Fahy Patrick J., 1982
Fannin, Robert N., 1959
Fannin, Robert J., 1981
Faulkner, Dennis J., 1960
Faulkner,Mrs. J.K., 1969
Felix, Bernard, 1963
Fielding,Dr. R.J., 1956
Fielding,Mrs C., 1971
Finnegan, John J., 1966
Firth, Ivan J., 1978
Fisher, J.D.F., 1969
FitzGerald, C.J., 1944
Vice-Commodore ICC
FitzGerald, David H.B., 1966
Flanagan, Jack J., 1980
Flowers, Maurice H., 1983
Fogarty, John J., 1967
Fogerty, Walter B.C., 1983
Foley,Mrs. Clare, 1980
Fowler, Robert J., 1969
Fox-Mills, Barbara, 1981
French,Miss D., 1934
Fryer, Patrick J.H., 1969
Gallagher, Benignus N., 1980
Geldof, Robert, 1968
Gibson, James C., 1977
Glaser,Dr. Otto, 1972
Glover,Dr. W.E., 1963
Gogarty, Desmond, 1960
Gomes, H.R., 1967
Gomes,Mrs. Deirdre, 1980
Gore-Grimes, Anthony, 1978
Gore-Grimes, John, 1973 Hon.
Editor ICC Annl
Gore-Grimes,Mrs. J., 1975
Gouldin~, Tom, 1980
Gray, C.Peter, 1980
Green,Dr. Chris H., 1964

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics
St. Etchans, Monasterboice, Drogheda, Co. Louth, 041-8944(office042-7221)
Force One
Carrigmore, Glounthaune, Co. Cork, 021-821137 Yellow Devil
Sketrick Island, Killinchy, Co. Down, 370 Maid of Skye
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork, 021-23706.Office:25235 Moonduster
Lauriston, Douglas Road, Cork, 021-23706
Patchwork, Killarney Road, Bray, Co Wicklow, 862779
Ardmanagh, Glenbrook, Co. Cork, 021-84119
Prospect House, Newcastle, Co. Wicklow,
Ard-le Mar, Church Street, Skerries, Co. Dublin,
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, 691158.Office:770733 Anasu H
Ballylickery, Bantry, Co. Cork,
Patterns, Rockland, Delaware, 19732, U.S.A., Barlovento H
The Wilderness, Glanmire, Co. Cork, 021-953441.Office:505264 Camingo
41 Victoria Ave, Newtownards, Co. Down BT23 3EB, 0247-811421
Atlantic Yacht Co., Pearse Street, Kinsale, Co. Cork,
Broomieknowe Cottage, Broomieknowe, Lasswade, Midlothian, 031-663 7403
70 Thornleigh Gdns., Bangor, Co. Down,
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, 805162 Ariadne
56 Cabin Hill Gdns., Belfast, 653917
Ganaway, Ballywalter, Newtownards, Co. Down, BT22 2L J, Millisle 861213
(Office: Bangor61531) Takahe(PO)
Ganaway, Ballywater, Newtownards, Co., Down, BT22 2LJ Millisle 861213
(Office: Belfast 224271)
Carrig-Gorm, 27 Bridge Road, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co. Down,
3 Kylemore Park, Taylors Hill, Galway, 091-23997
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Dublin,
C/o Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co. Dublin,
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down, Killinchy 541114 Anatina
Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co. Down, Killinchy 541114
19B Victor Hugo, 92200 Neuilly, Sur Seine, Paris, France, Skaco H
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 021-841428/51848 Spellbound of Skellig
Skellig, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 021-841428/51848 Spellbound of Skellig
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, Jane
4 Sorrento Lawn, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 858087 Challenge
Rathruttent, Warrenpoint, Co. Down, 3667 Onaway
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Rd, Cork, 021-292210 (Office:021-20095)
Mandalay
Larch Hill, Loughrea, Co. Galway, 41146.Office:Tynagh214 Partizan of
Emsworth
Reamount House, Lusk, Co. Dublin, 437233 Rockabill
9 Shandon Drive, Bangor, Co. Down, Muchacha
8 The Crescent, Midleton, Cork, Nora Sheila
Burnley, Ennis Road, Limerick,
2 Richmond House, Richmond Hill, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, 806632 Vision 3
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 858529.Office:801422
Spectra
The Tansey, Baily, Co. Dublin, 322823
4 Fairfield Park, Greystones, Co. Wicklow, 876374
Craigdhu, Vico Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 859658
4 Carrickbrack Hill, Sutton, Dublin 13, Blue Belle
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, 802818. Office: 778869
Bryansford Road, Newcastle, Co. Down, 23438 Chloe
Thalassa, Baily, Co. Dublin, 324797/688227 Tritsch-Tratsch 1V;Verna
2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, Sydney, 2030N.S.W., 337-2889 Melite
Lamlash, Mornington, Drogheda, Co. Louth, 041-8740/08165
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down, 365 Downtown
Flyer (P. 0.)
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co. Down, 365
Roxboro, Baily, Co. Dublin, 322449.Office:748537 Gibbon
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323670. Office: 748537 Shardana
The Shack, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323670
Brahalish, Burrow Road, Portrane, Co. Dublin, Walrus
45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 853911
12 Collawin Road, Northbridge, Sydney 2063, N.S.W, 9581931
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Green,Dr. Michael, 1964
Greenhalgh, David, 1978
Greer, P.H. LL.D., 1951 LL.D
Greer, Howard, 1966
Guinness, J.H., 1961
Guinness,Mrs. M.J., 1966
Hon. Publications.Officer
Guinness, Ian R., 1979
Guinness, Peter, 1963
Hall, Mervyn J., 1970
Hall, R.C.A., 1952
Hall,Mrs. Nancy W., 1965
Hanan, Thomas J., 1937
Harbison,Dr. John F., 1977
Harte, Edward D., 1969
Hasset, Barry, 1975
Healy,Capt. George F., 1968
Heard,Mrs. Ruth, 1967
Heath, Lewis F.G, 1978
Hegarty, Brian, 1957
Hon. Sec. L C. C.
Hegarty, Dermot, 1959
Hemphill, Lord, 1981
Hennessy,Dr. Noel St.J., 1957
Henry,Dr. George R., 1969
Henshall, James A., 1979
Heron, Barney, 1965
Hicks, Henry R., 1981
Hill, Michael, 1980
Hillard, C.E., 1961
Hogan, Thomas P., 1967
Horsman, Henry F., 1952
Horsford, W.K., 1974
Hughes, N.C.F.R.C.S., 1972
Hunt, C.K., 1963
Hutchinson, William R., 1969
Irving, J.F., 1960
Irwin, D.M., 1973
Irwin, John, 1982
Jameson, J. Patrick, 1968
Johnston, Denis B., 1979
Johnson, Terence, 1960
Jones, A.G.H., 1965
Kavanagh, Gerald P., 1980
Keane, Barry, 1975
Keily, D.J., 1973
Kelliher, E. Brenda, 1983
Kelliher, Edward J., 1977
Kelliher, Malcolm E., 1982
Kelly, C.D., 1975
Kelly, John C., 1979
Kenset, David J.,
Kenefick, George, 1975
Kennedy, Hugh P. Q.C., 1963
Kennedy, T. F.R.C.S., 1973
Kennedy, Mrs. B., 1973
Kerrigan, Seamus, 1974
Kiley, John C., 1969
Kilkenny, Joseph, 1971
Kirby, Tom, 1971
Knight, R.D., 1971

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackts. NAME OF YACHT in italics
3 Sycamore Close, Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 6S J, 33676
Orlock Lane, Groomsport, Co. Down, Donaghadee 883191 Freemew
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, 323195.Office:771801
Cynara, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin, 323731.Office:983911
Deilginnis; Bright Eyes(PO)
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323123.Office:316944 Deerhound
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323123 Stroker(PO)
Censure House, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323123 Hera
Chaple Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks., England,
Gleenhook, Ullardmore, Ardeevin Rd., Dalkey, Co. Dublin,
858264.Office:773167 Andante
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 021-841083 Roane(PO)
Lisniska, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 021-841083 Roane(PO)
Kinsale, 6 Roy Court, Mount Eliza, Victoria 3930, Australia, Rosbeg
30 Casana View, Howth, Co. Dublin, 325212
Mill House, Coosheen, Schull, Co. Cork, 028-28385
7 Janeville, Ballintemple, Cork, 32793
Shanganagh, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin, 808058 Master of Yacht
Asgard II
Stone Cottage, Killiney Hill Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin, 852258 Harklow
South Winds, Ulverton Road, Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 804372 Four Seasons
Cairngorm, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323421 Freebird
2 Killeen Tce., Malahide, Co. Dublin, 450603
Raford House, Kiltullan, Co. Galway, Knocknagreena
The Hollow, Tibradden Road, Rockbrook, Dublin 16, Ashling
Farm Lodge, Shanganagh Road, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin, Jacqueline
Lonsdale, 743 Shaw Road, Newtownabbey, Co. Down, Maimoune(PO)
Moytura House, Gross, Claremorris, Co. Mayo, Cong 10 Wild Bird
Ganaway, 197 Whiterock Bay, Killinchy, Co. Down, 541447 Blazer
86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co. Antrim,
Barlogue, Ard Foyle Ave, Ballintemple, Cork, 021-291061 (Office:021-831453)
Monkstown Castle, Co. Dublin, 808103 Jubilee B
Templerainy House, Arklow, 0402-2349
Ravenswood, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, 882253
Long Meadow, Ballylesson, Belfast, Drumbo 323 Taitsing
Fortview, Ardbrack, Kinsale, Co. Cork, 021-72534
42 Ballyeasborough Road, Portavogie, Co. Down, BT22 1DB, 512 Vagrant
Eaton House, Eaton-upon-Term, Shropshire, Saunterer of Leigh
The Cairn, 278 Seacliffe Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, Bangor 65528
23 Killinchy St., Comber, Co. Down,
Evora, Dumbo Hill, Howth, Co. Dublin, 322931/741231 Findabar of Howth
Benvue, The Point, Grooms Port, Co. Down,
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 851439.Office:960144
State O’Chassis (PO)
Yeowood, Wrighton, Avon, England,
53 Bayside Walk, Sutton, Dublin 13, 323062/331103 Helen of Howth
55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 805982
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co. Cork, 021-831235 Stargazer
11 Stradbrook Hill, New Road, Monkstown, Co. Dublin,
Apt. 306 Irish Life Centre, Talbot Street, Dublin 1, Spokestar
Cale Francisco, Fiol y Juan, 2,4,11, Palma de Majorca, Spain,
57 Orwell Park, Dublin 6, 972567 Jeepers
75 Dunluce Road, Clontarf, Dublin 3,
17 Silverbirch Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, BT19 2EU, 0247-62128 Ceres
Derryclare, Well Road, Douglas, Co. Cork, 291799.Office:292813 L’Exocet
Edgebank, 16Deramore Park Sth., Belfast, 660500 Tosca IV of Bangor
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Road, Killinchy, Co. Down, Killinchy 541470
Icarus of Cuan
Blackwater Rocks, Saintfield Rd., Killinchy, Co. Down, Killinchy 541470
The Pastures, Sandyford, Co. Dublin, Mac Lir H
109 Essex Rd., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, U.S.A., Snowstar
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co. Dublin, 323442.Office:778932
Park Road, Clogheen, Clonakilty Co. Cork, 023-43553.Office:021-43240
Yami Yami
15 Wyvern, Killiney Road, Killiney Co. Dublin,
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NAME & YEAR ELECTED
Knott, H.B., 1964
Lane, Dr. Victor, 1983
Large, Richard T., 1958
Larkin, Frank J., 1982
Law, J. Brian, 1975
Lawless, Peter D., 1964
Laurence, David T., 1975
Lee, Reginald, 1961
Lennox, George A., 1969
Leonard, Alan G., 1964
Love, Mrs. T., 1963
Love, Clayton (Jun.), 1971
Love, D.B., 1963
Love, John P., 1972
Lovegrove, Richard B., 1981
Luke, Derek, 1959
Luke, Dermot, 1955
Lyden, Brendan P., 1968
Lynas,Mrs. Maria, 1981
McAuley, Daniel J., 1979
McAnaney, E., 1975
McAuley, F.D. MCh. D.O.M.S.,
1961
Macauley, W.P., 1963
McBride, Denis, 1972
McBride, Edward D., 1970
McCann, George, 1968
McCarthy, Vincent J., 1977
McClement, Donald J., 1983
McConnell, J.C., 1958
McConnell, John H., 1965
McConnell,Mrs. M.T., 1959
McConnell, Stafford C., 1971
McCormick, W.H.D., 1956
McDowell, J.R., 1963
McFerran, K., 1931
McFerran, N., 1965
McGonagle, Liam, 1959
Rear Commodore 1CC
McGuire, John F., 1975
McHenry, Cormac P., 1980
Mcllwaine, A.D., 1960
Macllwraith, George H., 1970
McKee, Michael, 1962
McKenna, David C., 1964
McKinley, Fergus, 1953
McKinney, John H.,
MacLaverty, K.J., 1961
McLaverty, C.P., 1961
McMahon, James, 1973
McMillan, Alistair, 1968
McMordie, H.M., 1972
McMullen, L., 1940
McMullen, Colin P., 1975
Macken, J.J., 1949
Mackeown, J.A., 1959
Madden, Arthur G., 1961
Madden,Dr. J., 1971
Magan, Arthur S.C, 1981
Magennis, C., 1975

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics
Marlay, Saval Park Road, Dalkey Co. Dublin, 853312
Hillside, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin, 894406
Slieve Rua, Hillcrest Road, Sandyford Dublin 14, 986948.Office:761236
San Jose, North Circular Road, Limerick, 061-53267
Beech House, Duncana Road, Lisburn Co. Antrim, 70461. Office:77317
Heydere, Westfields, N. C. Rd Limerick, 061-51567. Office:45290 Mokav H
274 Grange Rd., Worplesdon, Guilford Surrey GU2 6QZ,
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Ave., Booterstown Co. Dublin, 889486
8 Norwood Gardens, Belfast, BT4 2DX, 656989 Sarita
Graigeveagh, Sketrick Island, Killinchy Co. Down, 0849-541579 Wishbone
El Caribe, Currabinny, Co. Cork, 021-831139 Cavelleta
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork, 021-293977/26841 Rebel County
E1 Medano, 75 Avondale Road, Killiney Co. Dublin, 852837
White Oaks, Blackrock Road, Cork,
Corrig, Convent Road, Dalkey Co. Dublin, 859782 Little Egypt
Windward, Strand Road, Sutton Dublin 13, 322507 Gunfleet H
15 Asgard Park, Howth, Co. Dublin, 324181. Office771801
Carrigaline, Co. Cork, 021-882303 Vive (PO)
29 Bridge Road, Hellens Bay, Co. Down,
33 Stewardstown Rd., Belfast, BT1 19SZ, 613712 Capella of Kent
88 Sandford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6, 971421
45 Upper Leeson St., Dublin 4., 604580
Ballyward House, Manor Kilbride, Blessington Co Wicklow, 582101 Heather
Bell
25 Thormanby Road, Howth Summit, Co. Dublin, 322126
Iona, Baily, Co. Dublin, 323335
21 Riverside Rd., Bangor, Co. Down, Bangor 62035
Mount Prague, Stillorgan Rd., Blackrock Co. Dublin,
2 Cedar Grove, Glasheen Road, Cork,
McConnell House, Charlemont Place, Dublin 2, 858451. Office:781544 Snow
Goose
120 Balinclea Hgts., Killiney, Co. Dublin, Office:781544 Bloodhound
24 Beechcourt, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 858451 Kala
16 Parkview Mansions, Harolds Cross Rd., Dublin 6,
Brooklyn, Greencastle, Lifford Co Donegal, Greencastle 5 (Office: Derry
65014) Manaan Maclir; Vinga 11
la Meadow Way, Crawfordsburn, Co. Down, Helen’s Bay 3665 Rosheen
Bawn
Dangan, Carrickmines, Co. Dublin, 893153
Dept.of Biochemistry, Queen’s University, 9 Lisburn Rd Belfast BT9 7BL,
667208
The Tansey, Baily, Co. Dublin, 322823. Office: 761818 Ounavara of Howth;
Corcomroe(P. 0.)
Newtown Park House, Newtown Park, Blackrock Co. Dublin,
887403.Office:765338
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14, 884733. Office: 505593 Ring of Kerry
Glebe Cottage, 7 Church Hill, Killinchy Co. Down, Sheenan
Delgany, Newhaven Drive, Douglas Cork, 293577. Office: 962222 Windhover
52 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HL,
C/o Lloyds Bank Int. Ltd, Maxwell, Road PO.Box 3348 Singapore, 9053
Beechfield, Sydney Ave., Blackrock Co. Dublin, 888376
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 14, 982514. Office: 978490 Aracaty H (PO)
Ballynally Lane, Mobille, Co. Donegal, Moville 239 Eoin Ruadh
30 Deramore Drive, Belfast 9,
Rathlin, 32 Orwell Park, Dublin 6, 972391 Echo of Porchester
Treborth, Corr Bridge, Howth Co. Dublin, 324042 Brent Goose
Strangford, Downpatrick, Co. Down, Anolis
11 Almoners’ Ave., Cambridge, CB1 4NZ, 247020
36 Brook Court, Monkstown, Co. Dublin, 809928. Office: 685755 Kilderkin
White House, Dalkey Avenue, Co. Dublin, 859585 Aileen
83 Ardoyne House, Pembroke Park, Dublin, 601343 Antoinette
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackroek Co. Cork, 021-31348
Derrylea, Menlove Gardens, Blackrock Co. Cork, 021-33439 Pidun
Cloghreen, Baily, Co. Dublin, 322408 Noroysund
Landfall, 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint Co. Down, 2237 Snow Goose of
Moygannon
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Maher, Patrick J., 1959
Malone, Stephen A., 1979

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road, Cork, 021-293966. Office: 25252
57 Sydney Parade Ave, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, 696100. Office: 682781 Symphonie
4 Barnstead Drive, Blackrock, Co Cork, 021-294197
Rockmount, 20 Warren Rd., Donaghdee Co. Down, 883553 Mandarin
11 Jordanstown Rd., Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, Banba
Erinagh, Kerrymount Ave., Foxrock Dublin, 893565 Estrellita (PO)
2 Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane, Shankill Co. Dublin, 853410 Lovely Lady
Tres Fleur, Westminister Rd., Foxrock Dublin 18, 893981 Estrellita (PO)
114 High Street, Eton, Windsor Berks. England, Pintail of Kew
2 Thormanby Lawns, Howth, Co. Dublin, 325058

Mansfield, Stafford, 1981
Marshall, A.H., 1963
Martin, Brian M., 1966
Martin, Clive C., 1978
Martin, F.D., 1954
Martin, J. Kenneth, 1982
Masser, K., 1966
Massey, Nicholas W., 1980
Maxwell,Cdr. J.D.R.N. Retd.,
1982
Meagher, Niall, 1975
Mellon, D.E.M.D., 1947
Miller, C.G., 1955
Minchin, John, 1960
Mollard, Robert E., 1969
Monson, Roderick G., 1983
Montgomery, E.J., 1955
Morck,Dr. P.B., 1958
Morck,Mrs. P.C., 1962
Morehead, R., 1950
Morris, Arthur, 1961
Morris,Dr. Geoffrey, 1983
Morrison, R. Ian, 1957
Morrissey, Donal, 1982
Morton,Admiral Sir Anthony
K.C.B., 1970
Moose, W.P., 1964
Mulhern, James, 1980
Mullen, T.J., 1975
Mullins, John, 1972
Mullins, Peter J.D., 1971
Murphy, W.J., 1963
Myles, Norman, 1972
Nicholson, David, 1980
Nairn, George E., 1980
Nixon, James, 1971
Nixon, W.M., 1963
O’Boyle, Donal, 1974
O’Brien, Daniel D., 1978
O’Brien, John J., 1971
O’Ceallaigh, C., 1959
O’Ceallaigh,Mrs. M., 1963
O’Connor, Daniel, 1971
O’Connor,Dr. M., 1957
O’Donoghue,Dr. R.F., 1971
O’Farrell, Michael, 1975
O’Farrell, Vincent J., 1981
O’Flaherty, Michael, 1968
O’Gallagher, Malachi, 1968
O’Gorman, Thomas, 1975
O’Halloran, Brian, 1983
O’Hanlon,Mrs. B. M.D., 1962
O’Hanlon, Andrew, 1969
O’Keeffe,Dr. Maurice, 1972
O’Keeffe, Thomas, 1983
O’Rahilly, Dr. Michael, 1979
Olver, John R., 1971

Old Court, Strangford, Downpatrick Co. Down, Virago of Strangford
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co. Kildare, 045-7728
5 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, 973075
Shortalstown, Killinick, Co Wexford, 053-39138 Calloo
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co. Cork, 831392 Windrose
27 Sion Rd., Glenageary, Co. Dublin, 854317. Office: 505677 Korsar
2 CastlehiU Rd., Stormont, Belfast BT4 3GL, 656051 Mazara
78 Northumberland Rd, Dublin, 681903.Office:761201
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow, 0404-5164 Samantha
23 Albany Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6,
Leeward, Marina, Blackrock Cork, 021-293297. Office: 021-502381 Blue Jay
Clonmore Glebe, Piltown, Co Kilkenny Fiddown, 8
Clonmore House, Piltown, Co. Kilkenny,
Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd., Baily Co. Dublin, 323106 Safari of Howth
Clarenbridge House, Clarenbridge, Co. Galway, 091-86225 Joggernaut (PO)
Flat 6, Amhurst.90 St, Cross Rd. Winchester Hants S023 9PX, 0962-56393
Sung Fou of Beaulieu
Denedin, Bennetsbridge, Co. Kilkenny, 056-27125 Acari
Struan Hill, Delgany, Co. Wicklow, 01-874785 State O’Chassis (PO)
59 Sefton, Rochestown Ave, DunLaoghaire Co. Dublin, 855026 Tiger
Arlonstown, Dunsany, Co. Meath, 046-25175 Maid of Kileen
4 Coliemore Vls., Dalkey, Co. Dublin, 857562
15 Cleve Hill, Blackrock Rd., Cork,
Tinnahesk Service St, Olygate, Co. Wexford,
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 841055 Black Shadow
Grange Lodge, Kill’O’the’Grange, Blackrock Co. Dublin, 894356 Marden
Farmhill, Farmhill Road, Marino Holywood Co. Down, Holywood 2196
Josephine
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co. Dublin, 323929 Turtle
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline Co. Cork, 021-831028
Small Acre, Church Road, Ballybrack Co. Dublin, 852754 Live Wire
Flat 3 Bear Haven, Pilot View, Bulloch Hbr. Dalkey Co. Dublin, 804369
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 852619 Julia
46 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co. Dublin, 852619
Duncairn, 8 Kilteragh Drive, Foxrock Co. Dublin, 893395. Office: 764661
Leprechaun
58 Fitzwilliam Sq., Dublin, 767136 The Lady Beatrice
Rock Lodge, Monkstown, Co. Cork, 841051 Cabaret
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Rd., Warrenpoint Co. Down, 2620 Cuchulain
Ardbrack Cottage, Kinsale, Co. Cork, 021-72148
Glenlion, Brennanstown Rd., Cabinteely Co. Dublin, 896465. Office: 605011
Cuilaun of Kinsale
12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Co. Dubin, 905800.Office:689690 Triona
Balrath, Co. Meath,
Craigholm, Brighton Rd., Foxrock Dublin 18, 896284
8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, 965130
34 Lr.Mt.Pleasant Av, Dublin 6, Office:763914
The Pallisades, Ardbreac, Kinsale Co. Cork, 72458.Office: 72253
Tallagh, Fenit, Tralee Co. Kerry,
12 Dornden Pk., Blackrock, Co. Dublin, 695285 Red Velvet
Delgany Croft Rd., Holywood, Co. Down, Holywood 2317/2147 Moody Blue

(PO)
O’Morchoe, David N.C., 1981
O’Neill, J. Russell, 1964
Orr, Arthur S.P.Vrd., 1970

Ardgarry, Gorey, Co. Wexford, 055-21803
59 Warren Rd., Donaghadee, Co. Down,
Evergreen, Old Holywood Rd., Belfast, 63601. Office: 57261 Mainmoune (PO)
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Orr, S.A., 1973
Osborne, James R., 1974
Osterberg, Paul, 1949
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah, 1964
Park,Dr. David S., 1969
Park, Mungo, 1955
Patton, Henry A., 1969
£PaulO.B.E., Alan H., 1958
Payne, J. Somers, 1969
Pearson, Alan J., 1983
Pearson, J.D., 1950
Perkins, R.Forbes, 1980
Pritchard, P. Marshall, 1966
Pritchard,Mrs. Maura, 1966
Radley, George, 1971
Rea, William T., 1977
Reilly, Norbert, 1983
Revill, Reginald G., 1979
Roberts, Rex, 1974
Roberts, T., 1973
Robinson, A., 1973
Roche,
Roche,
Roche,
Roche,

Charles A., 1972
John O’S., 1978
Pierce, 1975
T.H., 1935

Rogerson, Frederick, 1969
Rogerson, Frederick J., 1983
Ronaldson, Charles E., 1967
Ronan, J.G., 1956
Ross, John M., 1983
Russell, John F., 1965
Ryan, David F., 1973
Ryan, Dermod J., 1971
Ryan, Senator Eoin, 1957
Ryan, Frank, 1971
Ryan, John, 1956
Selig, Ivan, 1965
Sewell, Richard G., 1969
Shanks, T.R.J., 1972 Hon.
Treasurer ICC
Sharp, Ronald, 1974
Sheil, Leonard, 1968
Sheppard,Lt.Comm.RN Retd. T.,
1957
Sheridan, Frank W., 1981
Sims, R.J.A, 1969
Simpson, Peter C. D., 1982
Sisk, H.B., 1973
Slater, Ronnie, 1977
Smiles, Alan E., 1958
Smullen, Brian P., 1968
Smullen, John D., 1961
Smyth, B.T., 1960
Smyth, Francis G., 1979
Smyth, F.B., 1964
Smyth, Nicholas L., 1983
Smyth, W.A., 1960
Snell, M.H., 1974
Somerville-Large, P.T., 1946
Somerville, R. Andrew, 1980
Speidel, Noel, 1968

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics
41 Wardown Cresc., Luton, Bedfordshire, 410034
7 Vergemount, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6, 979039 Verve (PO)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co. Down, 226
9 Rock Street, Tralee, Co. Kerry, 066-21011 Ceili
The Croft, 144 Portaferry Rd., Newtownards Co. Down, 813593 Cruiskeen
Carrig Breach, Baily, Howth Co. Dublin, 322210 Joliba
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Rd., Donaghadee Co. Down BT21 OPD, 2517 Fair
Alton
Broadlands Cottage, Britwell Salome, Nr. Watlington Oxon England,
4 Camden Tce., Crosshaven, Co. Cork, 021-831128 Melody
Craigview, Claremont Rd., Howth Co. Dublin, 322276
Craigview, Claremont Road, Howth Co. Dublin, 322276
Owl’s Nest, Box 398 Manchester, Ma 01944 U.S.A., 617-526-1492 Goldeneye
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, 852237. Office: 853634 Norella
(PO)
The Coach House, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, 852237 Norella (PO)
The Brake, Cobh, Co. Cork, 021-811394 Cecille
25 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 6,
20 Offington Court, Sutton, Dublin 13, 393186 Southwind
11 Burrow Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13, 325544. Office: 765801
Stratford, Silchester Rd., Glenageary Co. Dublin, 805328. Office: 808305
The Residence, Kilboroney, Rostrevor Co. Down, 470 Petrel
Grove Farm, 2 Grove Rd., Annalong Co. Down, Annalong 8043 Diane of
Down
Ballingard, Delgany, Co. Wicklow, 874572
20b Strand Rd., Sutton, Dublin 13, 324671 Aeolus
Lough Rynn, Mohill, Co. Leitrim,
Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave., Blackrock Co. Dublin, 881093. Office:775014
Neon Tetra
Creevagh, Dundrum Rd., Dublin 14, Office:984444 Happy Return
113 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co. Dublin, 886437
1 Fifth Ave., Baylands, Bangor Co. Down, 65681 Erlin Mor (PC))
Cuskinny, Cobh, Co. Cork, 021-811370 Cygnet of Mourne
Ballyrobin Cottage, Muckamore, Co. Antrim,
34 Killnakin Rd., Killinchy, Belfast, Macfin
30 Dublin Rd., Skerries, Co. Dublin, 491438
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Rd. Sandycove Co. Dublin, 803585. Office:503611 Sceolaing
81 Park Avenue, Dublin 4., 691770
7 Beech Park Ave., Foxrock, Co. Dublin, 894026. Office:266641 Aracaty 111
(PO)
Elstow, Knapton Rd., Dun Laoghaire Co. Dublin, 807151
20 Callender St., Belfast, BT1 5BQ, Dublin 960382 & Belfast.43878
7 Edith Tce., Londow, SW.10, 352-7367 Thalassa
10 Massey Ave., Belfast, BT4 2JS, 63809. Office: 41155 Maimoune (PO)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Ave., Miln Gavie Glasgow G62 8AV, 041-956-1984
Portlet, Haddington Park, Glenageary Co. Dublin, 801878 Gay Gannet
Derrybawn, Military Rd., Ballybrack Co. Dublin, 853371 Greylag of Arklow
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Rd., Galway, 091-63920
80 Ward Ave., Bangor, Co. Down BT20 5HW, 3563
Sandhill, Bastardstown, Kilmore Co.Wexford, 053-29676
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co. Kildare, 045-76268. Office: 514624 Imp (P.
0.); Vagrant (PC))
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co. Down, 852373 Tandara
321 West Lyon Farm Drive, Greennwich, CT06830 U.S.A.,
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6., 806729. Office: 605011
Woodbrook Side Lodge, Bray, Co. Wicklow, 821454
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drumbeg, Dunmurry Belfast BT17 9LH, 610310
7 Dufferin Villas, Bangor, Co Down, Norsk 35
646 Howth Road, Dublin 5, 313897. Office: 338133
Ardkeen, Castletroy, Co Limerick,
2 Rosevale Gdns., Drumbeg, Dunmurry Belfast BTI7 9LH, Velma
Ballintubber Lodge, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork, 021-883193 Golden Harvest
Vallombraossa, Bray, Co. Wicklow, 862216
Flat 17, 17 Meredith St, London EC1,
The Lodge, Clifton, Port St.Mary I. O.M.,
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Steadman, David, 1967
Stewart, Alan C., 1959
Stewart, R.R., 1968
Stevenson, John A., 1964
Sullivan, C. St.J., 1955
Sullivan, Michael R., 1967
Taggart, A.G., 1970 Hon. Sec.
C.C.C.
Taggart, John I., 1975
Taggart, Th.os. N., 1966
Tierney, John, 1960
Tisdall, Patrick, 1974
Tomlinson, Michael, 1962
Tomlinson,Mrs. Molly, 1965
Traynor, Colm, 1975
Tughan, D., 1969
Turvey, Desmond E., 1980
Tyrrell, Aidan, 1971
Tyrrell, John, 1940
Veschoyle, Peter F., 1981
Vickery, Ian, 1972
Villers-Stuart, James, 1977
Villers-Stuart, M.F., 1957
Virden, Jonathan, 1968
Waddell, John, 1981
Waldron,Dr. Oliver C., 1978
Walsh, Anthony, 1979
Walsh, Patrick J., 1982
Walsh, Reginald T., 1950
Walsh, William, 1968
Watson, Neil, 1962
Watson, Richard R., 1962
Watson,Mrs. Patricia, 1966
Watson, William R., 1979
Wheeler, Edwin M., 1975
Whelan, Patrick, 1980
Whelehan, Harold, 1979
White, John N., 1974
White, Lawrence W., 1980
Whitehead, David, 1972
Wilby, K.A., 1964
Williams, W. Peter, 1968
Wilson, P., 1964
Wingfield, Robin T., 1969
Wolfe, J.M., 1959
Wolfe, John W., 1978
Wolfe, Peter C., 1974
Woode, Wolfe C.F.W., 1958
Wylie, Ian E., 1971

ADDRESS, PHONE NO. in brackets. NAME OF YACHT in italics.
123a Sydenham Ave., Belfast 4, 656145 Dolphin
6 Halle Park, Halle, Egremont Cumbria CA22 2ND. USA, Beckermrt 403
St. Adrians, 146 Dublin Rd., Sutton Dublin 13, 322937
c/o Assistance Techique Maritime, 29 Rue de Miromsnil, 75008 Paris,
878-8480
9 Avondale Rd., Killiney, Co. Dublin, 854744
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Rd Cork, 021-292734. Office: 25331
Meander 111
Highlands, 3 Camstradden Dr., West Bearsden Glasgow G61 4A J, 041-942
0615 Leumadair
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy Co. Down, Killinchy 531232
Cuan Cottage, Skettrick Island, Killinchy Co. Down, Killinchy 531232
Kirmew
Aisling, Knapton Rd., DunLaoghaire Co. Dublin, 804391. Office: 767998
State O’Chassis (PO)
Fuschia Cottage, Castletownshend, Co. Cork, Skua
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral Cheshire L64 6QE, Neston 051-3364259
Emleigh, Neston, S. Wirral Cheshire L64 6QE, Neston 051-3364259
563 Howth Road, Raheny, Dublin 5, 313122
Portavo House, 176 Warren Rd., Donaghadee Co. Down, 883351
Gorsehaven, Shielmartin Rd., Sutton Dublin 13, 234241 Corcomroe (P.O.)
Brandon House, Aghabullogue, Co. Cork, Coachford 117
Inver Dea, Ferrybank, Arklow Co Wicklow, 0402-2452:Yard 2403
Ravello, Vico Road, Dalkey Co. Dublin, 858347 Vamos H
Vickerys Hotel, Bantry, Co. Cork,
Ballynaparka, Aglish, nr.Cappoquin Co Waterford, 024-6144 Artic Tern
Loughside, 53 Shore Rd., Carrickfergus Co. Antrim BT38 8WA, Whiteabbey
62245 Winifreda of Greenisland
Gable Roof, High Street, Yalding Kent ME18 6HZ, Twayblade
Ringveagh, 10 Whiterock Road, Killinchy Co. Down, Killinchy 541264
Heather of Mourne
Innisfallen, Dungriffin Rd., Howth Co. Dublin, 323941 Golden Prospect
Redrock, Skerries, Co. Dublin,
Beaumont House, Woodvale Rd., Beaumont Cork., 021-292556
Kildary, 65 Merrion Rd., Dublin 4, 691385 Sapphire
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co. Cork, 021-831483. Office: 502358 Carrigdoun
Wentworth House, Church St., Wicklow, 0404-2152. Yard:2492
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, 322472 Bright Eyes (PO)
29 Balkill Rd., Howth, Co. Dublin, 322472
4401 43rd.Street Sth, St. Petersburg, Florida 33711 U.S.A., Schuss
The Riggins, Greenpark, Dunshaughlin Co. Meath, 256643
Lotaville, Tivoli, Cork, 821227 Charlina
Treetops, Claremont Rd., Howth Co. Dublin, 324139. Office: 720622
3 Hillcourt Park, Glenageary, Co. Dublin, 855514. Office: 806820 Glenmumbles (PO)
Boardman Ave., Manchester, MA 01944 U.S.A., Witchery
c/o 1625 Broadway, Suite 1550, Denver Colorado 80202, USA Shemite
Glan Aber House, Lon Isallt Trearddur Bay, Anglesey N. Wales, Holyhead
860549 Shelmalier
The Whins, Magherascouse, Comber Co. Down, Ballygowan 360
Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd., Bearsden Glasgow G61 3BA, Nan of Gare
The Spring House, Grimston, Melton Mowbray Leicistershire LE 14 3BZ,
0664-812785
53 The Village, Bettyglen, Watermill Rd Raheny Dublin 5,
Seaview Cottage, Seatown, Swords Co. Dublin,
34 Croudaun Park, Celbridge, Co. Kildare, 514257
Bridge House, Skibbereen, Co. Cork,
22 Marmont Park, Holywood Road, Belfast BT4 2GR, 760158. Office: 20202
Hallowe’en
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List of Yachts

The letter G before the rig indicates gaff rig. The letters following the rig description indicate that the yacht is built of
wood, fibreglass or steel.
T.M. Rig

Owner

Yacht

W.P.Moss
R.M. Burns
J. O’S. Roche
C.G. Ashenhurst
N. St. J. Hennessy
H. DuPlessis
D.J. Faulkner
M.J. Hall
B. Cassidy
R.B. Cudmore
H.M.McMordie
J.A. Mackeown
F. Ryan J. McKinney
M. Collins
F. Espey
Mrs. M.P. Browne
J.B.S.Anderson
A. Doherty
R. Courtney
E.P.E.Byrne
D. Nicholson
H. Hicks
J.H. McConnell
B.N. Gallagher
R. Morehead
D.J. Daly
B. Dalton
A. McMillan
H. Greer & R.R. Watson
R.F.O’Donaghue
P.J. Adams
C.G. Miller
D.J. MacAuley
W. Walsh
C. & T. Love
G. Radley
J. O’Sullivan
D. Kensett
I.J. Firth
P. Whelan
J.C. Gibson
R. Barr
Mrs. Cecily Berridge
D.S. Park
M. O’Farrell
M. O’Flaherty
J.G. Ronan
J.D. Beckett
J.H. Guinness
H. Greet
A. Robinson
J.A. Blaikie
H. R. Gomes & J. B. Law
J. McMahon
K.J. MacLaverty

Acari
11
28
Adele
8
Aeolus
Ailsa
4
Aisling
8
AiMing na Mara
10
Anatina
28
13
Andante
Anita
0
Anna Petrea
6
Anolis
15
Antoinette
5
Aracaty 111
11
Ardrichele
11
Ariadne
0
0
Aurora
Baily of Howth
0
Bali Hal
6
Bandersnatch of Howth 13
Beaver
3
Black Shadow
10
Blazer
16
5
Bloodhound
Blue Belle
9
Blue Jay
12
Bokma
16
Boru
15
Brent Goose
7
Bright Eyes
9
Cabaret
10.1
10
Calcaria
4
Calloo
Cappella of Kent
16
Carrigdoun
22
Cavelleta
17
12
Cecille
Ceili
7
4
Ceres
Challenge
9
Charlina
30
Chloe
6.5
Condor
7
10
Corofin
Cruiskeen
15
Cuchulain
11
Cuilaun of Kinsale
28
Cygnet of Mourne
10
Dara
4
Deerhound
28
Deilginis
0
10
Diane of Down
5
Different Drummer
Downtown Flyer
0
Echo of Porchester
10
Eoin Ruadh
5
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Built Designer & Class

Sloop
W.
F.
Ketch
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop W.
1959
Ketch W.
1965
1978
Ketch F.
Ketch F.
1971
Sloop F.
1982
G. Sloop W. 0
Sloop F.
1976
1900
Ketch W.
Sloop W.
1936
Sloop W.
1955
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1938
Motot
1977
Ketch F.
1981
Sloop W.
1962
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
1975
Sloop F.
1976
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
Sloop F.
1977
1971
Ketch F.
1979
Sloop F.
1982
Sloop F.
1980
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1977
Yawl W.
1959
Sloop W.
1964
Sloop F.
1981
T.S.M.Y.
1975
Sloop F.
1970
Sloop F.
0
Sloop W.
0
Sloop F.
1973
Ketch F
1976
Sloop W.
1967
Sloop F.
1980
Sloop F.
1972
Ketch W.
1962
Sloop F.
1971
Ketch W.
1970
Sloop F.
1968
Sloop W.
1946
1970
Ketch F.
G. Sloop W. 1907
Sloop F.
1979
Sloop F.
1974
Sloop
1982
Sloop W.
0
Sloop W.
0

1939
1969
Dunfour Arpege Mk 11
Dragon Petersen & Thussen
M. Griffiths Waterwitch
A. Dunn
Arthur Robb
Yamaha 35
Howth 17 O.D.
Peter Brunn 28’Grinde
E.H. Hamilton
A.R. Luke Teal O.D.
C.A. Nicholson Int.8m.
Group Finot Fastnet 34
J. Villiers-Stuart
Norman Cruisers Lancs.
Oyster 46
B.M. Martin
Sparkman & Stephens 37
0liver J. Lee Hunter 501
Contessa 35 Peterson
Nicholson 43
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
David Sadler Contessa 32
Sadler 35
Banjer
V. Aarnipalo Finmar 36
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
D. Sadler Contessa 32
Van de Stadt Jupiter 1/2 ton
Holman & Pye UFO 34
A.C. Robb Jenny Wren
Buchanan
Philippe Briand.Sun Fizz 40
R. Tucker 250 hp T.C.
S. & S. Swan 36
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
Dragon
Nicholson 30
Moody 52
M. Griffiths Golden Hind
Ruffian 8.5 W.P. Brown
Brohall Singolalla
J. Tyrell
P. Brett Rival 32
G.T. McGruer
Sparksman & Stephens
Y. Monthly
Hood 50
Howth 17
Holman & Pye Gladiateur
W.P.Brown Ruffian 23
40’ Trimaran
Robert Clarke
Tord Sunden Folkboat

Owner
C.E. Ronaldson
H.A. Patton
P. Bourke
J.P. Jameson
P.J. Donegan
L.F.G. Heath
E.K. Devenny
D.H.T. Greenhalgh
P.A. Dinneen
L. Sheil
A. Gore-Grimes
J.N. White
M.H. Snell
Dr. O. Waldron
J.F. Burke
R.F. Perkins
T. Sheppard
D.M. Irwin
P.J. Bunting
D. Luke
I. Wylie
F. Rogerson
Mrs Ruth Heard
J. Waddell
W.P. Macauley
G.P. Kavanagh
I.R. Guinness
T. & B. Kennedy
J. R. Bourke
H. D. Sisk
H. P. Beck
J. Finnegan
C.D. Kelly
D. Morrissey & D.
Whitehead
Mungo Park
J. Nixon
T.P. Hogan
C. O’Ceallaigh
M.T. McConnell
C.P. McMullen
T.N. Taggart
R. Mollard
K.L. Cooke
G. Kenefick
W.R. Cuffe-Smith
D.E. O’Connor
A.G. Taggart
R.B. Lovegrove
D.D. O’Brien
H. du Plessis
S. Mansfield
J.B.S. Anderson
S. Kerrigan
J.A. Mullins
J.K.A. Dorman
A.S.P. Orr J.A. Henshall
C.J. FitzGerald
A.H. Marshal
G. E. Nairn
R. Benson
B. Black
P.M.C. Branigan
R. G. Monson
M.R. Sullivan
J.F. Coffey
W.D. Carr

Yacht
T.M.
Erlin Mor
9
Fair Alton
19
Fiacra
6
Finnadabar of Howth 16
Force One
12
Four Seasons
21
Freda
6
Freem e w
10
French Lady
18
Gay Gannet
7
Gibbon
5
Glenmumbles
4
Golden Harvest
16
Golden Prospect
12
Golden Shamrock
9
Goldeneye
12
Greylag of A rklo w
12
Griffon
4
Gulkarna
18
Gunfleet of Howth
10
Hallo ween
3
Happy Return
5
Harklow
12
Heather of Mourne
10
Heatherbell
52
Helen of Howth
32
Hera
0
Icarus of Cuan
15
Iduna
4
Imp
16
Jack Ivor
20
Jane
4
Jeepers
5

Rig
Sloop
M.Y.W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch S.
Cutter W.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Yawl W.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor W.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
C.B.Yawl W.
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.

Built
0
1972
1979
1970
1973
1978
191 l
1961
1980
1963
1978
1950
1974
1982
1976
1960
1961
1980
1977
1969
1970
1965
1963
1973
1932
1962
1899
1980
1939
1977
0
1959
1978

Designer & Class
K.J. & C. Martin
McGruer
Westerly Centaur
Sparksman & Stephens 40’
Ericson Yachts U.S.A.
Heath 40’
B. Hegarty
Nicholson Jolina
Jean Berret
C.R. Holman Sterling
Folkboat
A. Mylne Glen O.D.
Giles Bowman 40’
First 32
Ron Holland
Concordia 40’ Yawl
Laurent Giles
E.D.Dubois Sadler 25
Halberg Rassy 41’ Olle Endelein
S. & S. Swan 36
Squib
Holman-stella
J. Tyrrell
Holman & Pye. Centurion
J.N. Miller & Sons
Kearney & Tyrrell 54’
Howth 17’ O.D.
Moody 36
L. Giles Lymington L.
Ron Holland 40’
Moody 44
Dragon O.D.
J. 24

Joggernaut
Joliba
Josephine
Jubille B
Julia
Kala
Kilderkin
Kirmew
Korsar
Kumaree
L "Exocet
Leemara
Leprechaun
Leumadair
Little Egypt
Live Wire
Loe Vean
Luv Is
Mij
Mac Lir H
Maid of Killeen
Maid of Skye
Maimoune
Mandalay
Mandarin
Marden
Marlou
Mary Lunn
Maximizar
Mazara
Meander III
Meg of Mullins
Melora III

Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Motor F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F
Sloop F.
C.B. YawlW.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Junk
Sloop W
Motor
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop W
Sloop .
Sloop F.
Ketch W.

1979
1979
1957
1977
1947
1974
1969
1947
1969
1970
1970
1971
1962
1979
1975
1976
1978
1981
1978
1966
1976
1955
1902
1979
1981
1963
1934
1940
1978
1957
1978
1972
1959

Dubois G.K. 34
Holland N.I.C. 345
Dragon-Anker
Peterson 1/2 ton
M. Giles. W. Channel O.D.
Downcraft Ltd. Derek
Guy Thompson T. 24
Robert Clark
Sparkman & Stephens 34
Dufour
Ohlson 38
Dufour Arpege
Peterson Thuesen Dragon O.D.
W.P. Brown Ruffian 8.5
P. Norlin Scampi MK IV
High Tension 36 De Ridder
F.D. Martin
Van de Stadt DB1 3/4 Ton
Folkboat
T. Mallagh
Camper & Nicholson 44
D. Hilliard
L. Hope Fairy
A. Primrose Moody 33
A.H. Marshal
D. Hilliard
Musler 35’
Uffa Foz
Pelle Peterson Maxi 95
McGruer
McGruer Grampian 34’
Nicholson 35
A. Mylne & Co.

12
12
4
10
5
4
5
5
l0
6
11
8
4
8.70
8
10
5.15
ll
5
8
20
9
2.5
14
7.5
9
9
9
9
8
11
12
27
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Owner

Yacht

T.M.

J.P. Bourke
P.D. Lawless
J.R.H. Olver
D.N. Doyle
R. Cudmore
M.H. Flowers
F.D. Tughan
H. Cudmore Sen.
P. Wilson
T.H. Roche
W.B. Cunningham
Dermot Byrne
J.J. Fogarty
Mr. & Mrs. Pritchard
J.D.R. Fisher
P. Courtney
L.D. McGonagle
R. Dixon
D.H.B. Fitzgerald
R. Morehead
W. Rea
S.H.R. Clarke
H.E.O’C. Byrne
D. McKenna
W.B. Cunningham
B.P. Coad
C. Love Jnr.
Dr. M. O’Rahilly
L. Cassidy
C.P. McHenry
R.C.A. & Mrs. Hall
J.J. Flanagan
J.R. McDowell
T.J. Hanan
R.I. Morrison
P. Morck
Reginald T. Walsh
G.A. Lennox
J.F. Irving
D. Ryan

Miss Fionnuala
Mokav H
Moody Blue
Moonduster
Morgana
Muchacha
Myth of Mourne
Namara
Nan of Gare
Neon Tetra
Ninniach
Nixe H
Nora Sheila
Norella
Onaway
Oona
Ounavara of Howth
Overon
Partizan of Emsworth
Pipit
Procyon
Quiver VII
Rapparee
Rapparee
Rascal
Rassay
Rebel County
Red Velvet
Rhapsody
Ring of Kerry
Roane
Rockabill
Rosbeen Bawn
Rosbeg
Safari of Howth
Samantha
Sapphire
Sarita
Saunterer of Leigh
Sceolaing

W.R. Watson
L.B.Dickinson
F. Cudmore
M. Balmforth
J. Gore-Grimes
A.D.MacIUwaine
K. Wilby
D. Whitehead
M.M. D’Alton
P.A. Tisdall
J.C. McConnell
C. Magennis
J.C. Kiley Jnr.
N. Reilly
R.J. Flowler

Schuss
Seaboard
Setanta Too
Sgeir Ban
Shardana
Sheenan
Shelmalier
Shemite
Siamsa
Skua
Snow Goose
Snow Goose of
Moygannon
Snow Star
Southwind
Spectra

R. Fielding
E. Kelliher
D. J. Keily
D. Bradley, T. Johnson
& J. Tierney
P. J. D. Mullins &
Mrs. M. J. Guinness

Built

Designer & Class

9
5
14
20
10
14
15
11
13
20
8
27
5
8
6
0
21
13
17
4.5
4
24
10
6
5
0
20
12
10
6
14
10
10
2
17
5
7
12
10
16

Rig
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
T.S.D.Y.S.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
Sloop W.
F. Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Lug W.
Yawl F.
Gaff Cutter
Sloop W.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.

1974
0
1976
1981
1970
1975
1970
1955
1965
1954
1980
1942
1955
1967
1961
0
1974
1972
1972
1971
0
1972
1979
0
1974
0
1979
1971
1978
1973
1969
1982
1968
1973
1982
1978
1965
1910
1970
1969

11
10
10
9
10
15
11
7
5
7
11

Sloop G.
Cutter W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.
Motor W.

1975
1938
1977
1980
1977
1937
1980
1973
0
1924
1973

Albinson Comfort 30
Ron Holland Eygthene 24
Moody 33 A. Primose
German Frers 52’ A.C.
Holman & Pye Bowman 36
Freres 39
A. Gurney Rancher 41
J. McGruer 8m. C/R
Sparkman & Stephens 8 C/R
D. Hilliard
OOD Impala Dave Thomas
Baglietto (R.S.N.) M.T.B. 20m.
L. Giles Vertue
Murray Int. 7m. C/R
R. Warrington-Smith
Howth 17 O.D.
Laurent Giles Moody 46
Nicholson 43’
Holman & Pye Island 40
A. Primrose Seal
Westerly Jouster Laurent Giles
Camper & Nicholson
R. Holland Club Shamrock
Ecume de Mer
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
P. Brett Rival 34.
Holland 2 Ton A.C.
Hustler 35 Holman & Pye
Holland Club Shamrock
Kerry 27’ O’Brien Kennedy
D. Hillard
Jean Berret First 30E
Holman & Pye
G. Gletcher Ultimate
Hallberg Rassy 42
Roger Dongray
Colin Marine
H.W. White
A. Buchanan. Neptune
Camper & Nicholson Nicholson
43
Fastnet 34 Group Finot
Robert Clark
Holland Club Shamrock
Ruffian 8.5 W.P. Brown
Camper & Nicholson 31
A.M.Dickie & Sons
Primrose Challenger 35
SHE 27
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
Alex Robertson
Broom Norfolk

6
17
20
9

Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Yawl F.
Sloop F.

1978
1968
0
0

Spellbound of Skellig

20.5

Ketch F.

1981

Spokestar
Stargazer

18
11

Ketch F.
Sloop F.

1974
1979

Maxi 84
K.A. Neilsen. Custom
Moody 42
Walsh Wakefield Ltd. Mirage
28
Moody 42AC Mark II Primrose
& Dixon
O.R. Andersen Nelson 37
A. Primrose Moody 30

State o" Chassis

12

Sloop F

1979

Holland NIC 345

Stroker

5

Sloop F.

1981

Johnson, J 24
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Owner

Yacht

T.M.

Rig

Built

Designer & Class

E.M. Booth
A.S. Morton
S. Davis
S.A. Malone
N.C. Hughes
F.M. & J.R.J. Eves
J.C. Butler
R. Slater
R. Sewell
M. O’Connor
T.J. Mullen
R.W. Barton
H.P. Kennedy
Mr. & Mrs. Clapham
M. O’Gallagher
Dr. O. Glaser
W.M. Nixon
J. Virden
W.R. Hutchinson & H.B.
Sisk
P.F. Verschoyle
W.A. Smyth
Dr. O. Glazer
P. Campbell & J. Osborne
B.P. Lyden
B. Connor
Cdr. J.D. Maxwell
C. Foley
T.J. Goulding
B. Heron
H.W.S. Clark
J. Minchin
G.H. Macilwraith
M.F. Villers- Stuart

Sula
Sung Foon of Beaulieu
Survetta
Symphonie
Taitsing
Takahe
Tam o’Shanter
Tandara
Thalassa
The Lady Beatrice
Tiger
Timella
Tosca IV of Bangor
Tresillian 111
Triona
Tritsch-Tratsch IV
Turple
Twayblade

6
5.5
5
8
10
15
12
16
16
7
5
I 0
9
15
4
20
7
9

Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Sloop W.
Sloop F
Sloop W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch G.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F.
Ketch F.
Sloop W.
Ketch F
Sloop W.
Ketch F.
Sloop F.
Cutter W.

1979
1980
0
1978
1961
0
1972
1977
1906
0
1977
1968
1960
1971
1962
1981
1970
0

Walsh Wakefield
Dufour 28
West Solent O.D.
Brinad Symphonie
A. Buchanan
Westerly Conway 36
B. Chance Chance 37
Camper & Nicholson 39
C. Sibbick
Olle Enderlein Shipman 28
W.P. Brown Ruffian 23
Reg Freeman Seadog
C. Nicholson Jolina
Nicholson 38
Dragon O.D.
German Freres 44
Hustler 30 Holman & Pye
Buchanan

A. Leonard
L. W. White
T. Kirby
J. D. Donegan

1884
Cutter G
Schooners S. 1972
Ketch F.
1981
Ketch S.
1973
1963
Yawl W.
Sloop W.
1925
Sloop G.
1978
Sloop F.
1962
Sloop W.
1963
Sloop F.
1978
1975
Yawl G.
Yawl W.
1936
Sloop F.
1969
Sloop F.
1980

Vagrant
2.5
Vamos H
19
18
Velma
40
Verna
10
Verve
6
ViVi
10
Vinter
Virago of Strangford 11
Vision 3
4
6
Walrus
0
Wild Bird
Wild Goose of Moyle 10
Wild Rose
6
6
Windhover
Winifreda of
13
Greenisland
9
Wishbone
Witchery
12
12
Yam# Yami
8
Yellow Devil

Cutter W.
Sloop W.
Yawl W.
Sloop F.
Sloop F
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0
1965
0
0
1974

W.M. Fife
R. Tucker Ryton 38
Freedom 40
Van der Meer Trewes 59
A.C. Robb. Princess
K. Reimers 30 sq.m.
Westerly Berwick
Nicholson 36
5.5 Meter
Super Seal 26’ Ron Holland
Drascombe Longboat 22’
M. Griffiths
Camper & Nicholson
Sadler 25
The Admiralty
Holman North Sea 24
Sparkman & Stephens 35’
Westerly Conway 36
P. Norlin. Scampi

THE CAVALRY AND GUARDS CLUB,
127, PICCADILLY,
WlV OPX.

